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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a picture of the current state of the electrical system of Crete. During the
last 15 years a significant number of Wind Farms and Photovoltaic Parks were installed in the
island. The instantaneous and annual penetration of RES soared to heights that rival the levels of
Spain and Germany. New experiences gained from managing these energy sources in isolated
systems.
1

INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy supplied last year 16% of the global energy consumption (includes bio
fuels and hydroelectricity). Fossil fuels share 81% of the Global Final Energy Consumption, and
nuclear 2, 8 %. Wind, solar, bio fuels and geothermal energy account only for 5, 4%. The share of
renewable energy in global electricity production reaches 20%; the no-hydro renewable is 3,3%
when 67, 6% comes from fossil fuels, and 16, 3 % from Hydro. In the island of Crete the Wind and
Solar Energy share of Electricity production climbed to 19,5 % in 2011! And 20,6 % in 2012.

As it is known, the wind and solar potential in Crete is among the largest in Europe. After the
liberalization of the RES electricity market and the subsidy from the EU and National Funds, many
companies rushed to install Wind Farms. During the last 15 years 184 MW of Wind Farms were
installed in Crete. Wind farms after the first difficulties contribute up to 17% to the annual energy.
Remote monitoring systems have helped the rise of the Wind Power penetration and the secure
operation of the System. With continuous monitoring, protection and operational improvements a
greater utilization of the wind potential and a more economic operation can be achieved.
The first Greek legislation for PV was introduced in 2006 offering generous feed-in-tariffs (a
premium for selling green electricity to the grid) and setting the details for authorization of PV
systems. The Regulatory Authority for Energy (RAE) in Greece allowed 100 MW of PV parks to be
installed in the fields of Crete in the countryside. Up to now, 84 W of PV Parks are installed.
The energy of all those PV parks covers much of the morning peak every day, throughout the
year and has stabilized the voltage in the villages in the countryside.
1.1

Wind Farms

Since 1993 when the first Wind Farm (WF) was installed in Sitia, 184, 5 MW of WF are
installed in Crete which is the 20% of the installed power capacity. The island is powered by
engines which burn fuel oil and diesel oil. There are no fossil fuels on the island, so around every
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40 days ships supply oil to the three power stations. The Power Units are: Steam units, Diesel units,
Gas turbines and one Combined Cycle in Chania. From the beginning of the establishment of the
WFs, a new communication protocol was developed in order to get ‘live’ data in the SCADA
system and send upper limit set-points to the WFs. In the Dispatching center of Crete a SCADA and
LFC (Load Frequency Control) system are in operation since 1992. The new WF management
system was embodied in the existing SCADA system.
Management programs for the WF were developed which send set-points every 5 minutes and
determine the maximum output of WFs. They take into consideration the technical minimum of the
units in operation, and the maximum allowed penetration of the WFs which is ranged around 3040% depending on the weather conditions or other distractions of the grid.
Depending on the technology, the output power of the WF is restricted in various ways:




By stopping some Wind Turbines,
Adjusting the pitch control Wind Turbines
By means of power electronics

The penetration percentage can be reduced down to 10 % if weather conditions or other system
security reasons are required. After many years of operating improvements of the protection
settings, preserving the interconnections of the WF with the substations, and better specifications of
new WF a high improvement of the System Operation was observed. For example, the new WFs
equipped with Fault Ride through protection, may withstand the sudden voltage deeps during grid
faults and thus prevent the frequency from collapsing.
Another big step was the installation of a pilot system in the WF of ‘Plastika Kriris ’, which
releases the Set-point if a frequency drop occurs. This system will assist the Cretan electrical system
towards increased stability; while at the same time allow from time to time, the injection of extra
power production from the wind farm to the system. More specifically, the newly installed
algorithm will constantly monitor the system frequency. In case the frequency drops below a certain
limit (due to sudden increase in power demand or decrease in production or other technical issues
that may arise), and during a possible curtailment from PPC of the production of the specific wind
farm, the system will immediately switch to Frequency Control mode. During this, the wind farm’s
power output will gradually increase in a linear way until the system has reached required stability.
The wind farm will remain at this state of increased production for one hour.
In short, the main characteristics of the new system are:
Range of operation 48 up to 49, 8 Hertz
In case of under-frequency, the active power set point issued by PPC is overpasses
Algorithm will help system stability and increase production
Algorithm is in test phase and under constant development
It is obvious that the experience of this pilot system may contribute to the adaptation of a kind
of frequency-control systems in the Wind Farms. The uncertainty of the Wind Output, the lack of a
system to support the frequency deviations and the sensibility to faults are the obstacles to increase
the penetration in small islanded systems. The technology gave solutions to repair the voltage
sensibility through the FRT protection. Another big step will be a frequency support system during
the windy periods.
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Figuure 1: High RES Penetration in Crete.

Figuree 2: Very high RES Penetration in Crete.

1.2

Photovoltaic Parks (PV Parks)

The massive installation off the Photovoltaics Parks in Crete began durinng 2009. The most PV
Parks were installed during 20100. Now the installed power of the PV Parks verges
v
on 84 MW. The
most of them are distributed in the fields with max power 80 kW each, annd around 10 MW are
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installed on 1000 roofs. In the beginning of the operation of the PV Parks, it was an misimpression
that the load was reduced during the sunshine hours and even that a big change of the morning peak
time in Crete was occurred which is normally between 12-2 PM depending on the season.
So it was a big necessity to install a system in order to monitor all this power. Twenty (20) PV
Parks were chosen to be monitored. The PV Parks were chosen in order to satisfy the need to have
a good representation of the type (fix or rotating trackers) and of the region where PV Parks are
installed. A device collects data of the active and reactive power every 20 sec using the electricity
meter and sends it via mobile phone and GPS to a main server. The server collects all this data and
a moving average is used to smooth out short-term fluctuations and highlight longer-term trends.
Although the power produced by an individual PV Park imposes fluctuations in the grid during
winter, the size and the dispersion of the PV Parks don’t influence the total system. In the contrary
the voltage throughout the countryside is more stable improving the power quality during the last
years.
The server Up-scales the data taking into account the type and the place of the telemeter PV
Parks. The final estimated value is accumulated to the power system load, and this is the load value
used in the Dispatching Center of Crete. A similar installation is developed the last months in the
‘Rhodes’ island where 15 MW of PV Parks are installed.
There are big fluctuations due to clouds in each PV Park during winter period. But the wide
dispersion and the low power installed in each PV Park contribute that the total production has no
effect on the system frequency, and the total production appears smooth without sharp fluctuations.
With a larger sample size information will be closer to reality.
The system architecture consists of the following sections: Telematic devices which are
installed at some Photovoltaic Parks and collect measurements, a server with the appropriate
software which is responsible for storing the data from all photovoltaic power plants- and the
interface for the control and supervision of power plants in the local control centers.

Figure 3: PV Monitoring system Architecture
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The software features are: Vector Map display from PV Power Plants, display power output
PV station in real time (active power last minute), power summations effect of different PV station
in real-time, power curve last hour for each PV station.
1.3

Operational Difficulties

During the last three years Greece confronted the most severe economic crisis during the last
50 years. The prosperous island of Crete wasn’t able to resist. The high summer loads were
decreased, tourism was diminished, people tried to live using less money. In addition with the
above, the weather was changed. No boiled days during the summer and very mild winters.
The electricity demand the last three years stopped increasing with the rate of 5% of the last
20 years, stayed stable and the last year decreased! The peak load was decreased 3,5%! The
operation of the conventional units during the fall and especially during winter 2012-2013 was
difficult to be settled: Low loads, high wind production, high Photovoltaic Production and high
Technical Minimum of the conventional units. During the windy nights although a big effort to
improve the communication with the Wind Farms was occurred, the lack of communication of
some WF forced the operators to open the circuit breakers of the distribution lines of the big farms.
Lack of communication during windy nights means that Set-points for the maximum allowed
production aren’t able to be transferred to the Wind Farms. That means that uncontrollably
production is injected to the system and the frequency arises! The System is in danger! And the
operators confront nightmares!
2

CONCLUSION

Crete is a live lab to examine the impacts of high RES penetration. May be it’s time to review
the way we operate such small islanded systems with low loads and high RES penetration! A
solution maybe is to keep less conventional units running, to decrease the spinning reserve, decrease
the security but decrease also the cost! May be people who endure the crisis in Greece prefer to pay
less money for electricity even if there is a bigger probability for black-out.

REFERENCES
[1] Annually report of the Dispatching Centre of Crete/HEDNO/INOD/Dispatching Centre
Operation Sector
[2] BK Telematics: Technical Offer for the Monitoring System for the PV Parks 2012
[3] NREL/EPRI Workshop: “Active Power Control From Wind Power” Vestas. Denver CO, Jan
27, 2011
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays great emphasis is given in building environmentally friendly electrical systems by
replacing conventional energy sources with renewable. In this project, the function of various
autonomous systems has been studied, to cover the electrical load requirements of a small
community, using HOMER simulation program.
1

INTRODUCTION

The study was firstly conducted with the preinstalled system and then with three alternative
plans - proposals based on replacing conventional with renewable energy sources.
As study area has been chosen Choulou, a community located in Paphos (Cyprus). Choulou is
inhabited all year round. In this region, a sudden increase in load requirements during the summer
months, due to the tourist season, is observed. Data have been collected from Electricity Authority
of Cyprus (E.A.C.). The study was conducted for the existing installed system in the region as well
as three alternative designs of this based on renewable energy sources. The combinations are the
following:
Primary installed Diesel System, Photovoltaic-Diesel-Batteries, Wind Turbine-DieselBatteries and Wind Turbine-Photovoltaic-Batteries
Subsequently an extensive report of HOMER program is presented. The three main
functions, incurred by HOMER, are the simulation, optimization and sensitivity analysis. The
simulation results in this study are based on the lowest total net present cost (NPC).
In the last part the HOMER simulation results are presented. The solar and wind data of the
area examined is granted by NASA sources and are automatically inserted in the program. The
types of wind turbines, photovoltaic panels, batteries, inverters and generators as well as the
economical data that are used by the program to perform the simulations were gathered by Cyprus
companies.
Finally, a comparison is made among the obtained results aiming to find the optimal
combination for the region, with essential criteria the overall investment cost, the surplus electricity,
the quantity of pollutants emitted into the environment and the annual production of electricity in
kWh.
2

FINANCIAL DATA - INFORMATION ABOUT THE HOMER PROGRAM

Life Cycle Cost (LCC), is the total cost of the ownership, the installation, the operation, the
maintenance processing, and/or decommissioning of an installation during a period of time.
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Keeping this definition in mind, the Life Cycle Cost
(LCC) equation can be analyzed in the following three
variables: a) the total cost of ownership of the installation, b)
the period in which these costs are incurred and c) the
applied discount rate to future costs so that they agree with
the net present cost (NPC).
Specifically, the total Life Cycle Cost (LCC) of an
installation depends on [1]:
A) The total initial cost of installation C0.
B) The lifetime of installation, N years (in this case 18
years).
C) The total replacement cost of system components
(Replacement Cost) CR, x, for the x section, which is based
on the current prices of the parts to be replaced in N years from the year of original investment (for
discount rate ) and reduction in the year of original investment through the present value factor
PVF (Present Value Factor). This factor is calculated by the following equation. [1].

PVF  (1   )
C

R, 

-N



(1)

  PVF  C
x
R,  , x
x

(2)

Thus, the future value of the system FV (Future Value) is calculated as: [1].
N
FV  PV  (1   )  (3)
C,x, is the replacement cost of part x, for the N,x year, with a discount rate (or annual real
interested rate (%)) .
D) The total operation and maintenance cost of the installation (operation and maintenance Om) Com, in present value, resulting by reducing the total annual operation and maintenance cost of
all of its components Com,Y (considering the reduction year stable) through the capital recovery
factor CRF (Capital Recovery Factor). If Com,Y is the total annual operation and maintenance cost
of the installation for N years, then the present value Com and the capital recovery factor CRF, are
given by the following relations [1]:
C om  Com , Y CRF (4)

N
N
CRF    (  1)  ((1   )  - 1) (5)
N is the system’s studying period (in this case 18 years) and  the discount coefficient.
According to the previous, the total life cycle cost of the investment LCC is formed as:
LCC  C0  CR,  Com - S (6)

S  C rep ( N rem N comp ) (7)
S: installations remaining value, at the end of its lifetime.
Crep: installations replacement cost.
Nrem: components remaining lifetime (18 years).
Ncomp: installation lifetime.
The net present cost NPC and the total annual installation cost of Cacap (Annual Capital Cost),
distributed equally in each year are calculated as follows [1]:
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CNPC  Cann,tot CRF , N
proj (8)

Cacap  Ccap  CRF , N
proj (9)

Cann, tot: installations total annual cost.
Nproj: installations lifetime.
Ccap: Original, primary capital.
The average Cost of Energy (COE), in /kWh, of the useful electrical production that covers
the load, without taking into account the excess energy is equal to the annual cost of electricity
production (the total annual cost of the system minus the heat load servicing cost) divided by the
total electrical load that is served:

COE  ( C anntot - cboiler  H served ) E served (10)
E served  E prim - E drf  E grid , sales (11)
Cboiler: boiler marginal cost [/kWh]
Hserved: the total thermal load served (if any) in kWh/yr.
Eserved: the total electric load served in kWh/yr.
Eprim, DC: the total amount of energy that served the total DC load during the year in kWh/yr.
Eprim, AC: the total amount of energy that served the total AC load during the year in kWh/yr.
Edef: deferrable load served [kWh/yr]
Egrid, sales: total grid sales [kWh/yr]

3
3.1

SYSTEM DATA [2] [4]
Photovoltaic Array

HOMER calculates the output electrical power of the photovoltaic arrays using equation (12)
which does not consider the temperature coefficient [1-3]:
Ppv  YPV  Fpv  (G T G T , STC )

(12)

YPV: The nominal output power of the Photovoltaic array under normal conditions.
FPV: The relegation capacity factor of the PV (%) due to overlapping pollutants etc.
GT: The solar radiation incident on the PV array in the current time step [kW/m2]
GT, STC: The incident radiation under nominal test conditions [1 kW/m2]
For this study were used, PV panels «Helios solar panels» with nominal power 150 W. The
installation cost is 1100 /kW and the replacement cost 1000 /kW. The maintenance cost is 0 .
The life expectancy is 20 years.
3.2

Wind Turbine

HOMER considers the wind turbine as a device that converts the wind kinetic energy into
electrical energy, AC or DC power, using the power characteristic curve (Figure 1) which is a graph
of the produced mechanical power in kW versus the wind speed in m/s [1-3].
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Figure 1: Wind turbine capacity curve

For the wind turbines were used DC-type wind turbines Sw whisper 500.The purchase cost of
each is 5300 /kW and the replacement cost 5150 /kW. The maintenance cost is 30 /yr.

3.3

Battery Pack

The program assumes that batteries’ characteristics remain constant throughout their lifetime
and are not influenced by external factors such as temperature, and thus calculates the battery
lifetime for the current year by the following equation (13) [1-3]:

R batt  min( N batt  Q lifetime Q thrpt , R batt . f )

(13)
Nbatt: The number of batteries in the array.
QLifetime: The performance throughout the lifetime of a battery in kWh.
Qthrpt: The annual rate of return in kWh/yr
Rbatt.f: The lifetime of the array in years (yr).
The batteries used are the Hoppecke 10 opzs 1000 which are designed for autonomous
systems.
3.4

Generator

The generator consumes fuel to produce electricity and possibly heat as a byproduct. HOMER
assumes that the fuel consumption curve is a straight line with the y-axis and uses the following
equation for the fuel consumption in the generator, F (L/hr): [1-3].
F  F0  Ygen  Fl  Pgen
(14)
F0: The intercept coefficient with the y axis of the consumption curve. This factor indicates
the average fuel consumption for the estimated capacity (in kW) during the generator startup
(in L/hr/kW).
Ygen: The estimated capacity of the generator in kW.
Fl: The slope of the fuel consumption curve of the generator in L/hr/kW,
Pgen: The electrical output of the generator in kW [2].
4
4.1

SYSTEM SIMULATION RESULTS
Pre Existing Diesel System

The graph below shows the block diagram and the 'sensitivity' results for the preexisted
system in the study area. As fuel for the generator is used mazout (heavy fuel oil). The cost of the
fuel is 0.30 /L
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Figgure 2: Block diagram and sensitivity results

According to the simulatioon, the optimum economical solution is obtaiined by using a 22kW
generator, the total system’s cost is then 163.348 .

Figure 3: Monthly produced eleectricity (left) and operational characteristics (right) of the system in July.

Figure 3 shows the average montthly production of electricity, which is all covvered by the generator.
Also we can see the operating characteristics
c
of the system, during a day inn July. In these power
curves is illustrated the AC loadd to be covered and the output power of thhe generator. Figure 4
presents the annual cost and the total
t
cost of the system for 18 years. It also shhows the cost for each
part of the system separated intoo the basic economical features of HOMER (capital, replacement,
operating, fuel and salvage cost).. It is obvious that while the generator’s instaallation cost is low, the
fuel’s cost is too high confirmingg the major drawback of this technology for ennergy production.

Figure 4: Total and annual cost of the system for 18 years.

The total cost of energy (/kWh), for 18 years, amounts to 0.285 /kWh, which is in
A.C. The pollutants produced by the system arre shown in Figure 5.
agreement with the values of E.A

Figure 5: Pollutants Produced.
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4.2

Photovoltaic - Diesel - Batteries

Figure 6, shows the block diagram and the system’s sensitivity results (Sensitivity Results)
according to the slope of the Photovoltaic (PV) array (in deg).

Figure 6: Block diagram and sensitivity results

It is observed that:
1) The optimum economical solution is obtained for 25 deg slope of the PV modules. In this
case we need a 29 kW PV array, a 6 kW generator, 63 batteries and an 11.1 kW inverter.
2) The total system cost is 125,258 .
Regarding the operating system features:
1) The system has an annual electricity production of 66.88 kWh/yr, where 70% (46,494
kWh/yr) derives from the Photovoltaic, and 30% from the generator.
2) The renewable energy fraction (Renewable fraction) is 0.702.
3) There is also significant excess electricity at the rate of 8.16% of the total annual average
energy production, which is generated by the Photovoltaic and remains unexploited.

Figure 7: onthly average produced power (left) and the operating characteristics of the system in July (right)

Figure 7 shows the average monthly electric production of the system and the proportion coming
from the PV generator respectively, as well as the operating characteristics of a typical day in July.
Moreover, figure 7 shows the AC load to be covered, the output power of the PV, the generator’s
output power, the charge level of the batteries and the excess energy.

Figure 8: Photovoltaic-Diesel System distribution cost
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Continuing, Figure 8 preseents the system’s total and annual cost, for 18
1 years. It also shows
the cost for each component off the system, separated into the basic econnomic features of the
HOMER simulation program (caapital, replacement, operating, fuel, salvage). Most of the expenses
result from the procurement andd installation of photovoltaic panels. While the
t installation cost of
the generator remains low, thee high cost of fuel is confirming the majjor deficiency of this
technology. The cost of installatiion is significantly increased due to the num
mber of batteries which
are plenty, however can only stoore a proportion of the energy produced. Ass a result a rate of the
amount of energy produced durinng summer months remains unexploited.
4) The final cost of enerrgy (/kWh), for 18 years, amounts to 0.2219 /kWh, which is
acceptable compared to the valuees of E.A.C.
Figure 9 shows the pollutannts produced by the system.

Figure 9: Produced pollutants

4.3

Wind Turbine - Diesel - Batteries
B

In figure 10 we can see thee block diagram that we used for this implem
mentation. Oil, in price
of 0.65 /L, was used as fuel for the
t generator.

Figuure 10: Block diagram and sensitivity results

Apparent from the optimizaation results:
1) A 5kW wind turbine, ann 8.8 kW diesel generator, 33 batteries and a 9.2 kW inverter are
used.
2) The total cost of the systtem is 153.333 .
Regarding the operating sysstem features:
1) The system has an annual electricity production of 63.605 kWh/yrr, where 47% (29.868
kWh/yr) derives from wind turbines and the remaining 53% from the generattor. This confirms that,
as expected by the initial estimatiions, this combination is uneconomic for this specific area.
2) The renewable energy fraction (renewable fraction) is 0.470, duee to the fact that the
generator covers more than the haalf of the load requirements.
3) The surplus excess electrricity is 7.72% of the average annual total eneergy produced.
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Figure 11: System’s monthly electrricity production (left) and system’s operating characteeristics in July (right).

Figure 11 presents the aveerage monthly production of electrical energgy and the percentage
thereof covered by wind turbinnes and generator. It is obvious that the generator
g
is used to a
significant extend even in winteer. It also shows the covered AC load, the wind turbines’ output
power, the generator’s output pow
wer, the batteries’ charge level and the excesss energy.

Figure 12: System’s total cost for 18 years (left) and system’s annual cost (right).

4) The final cost of energy production amounts to 0,268 /KWh.
Below (in figure 13) the sysstem’s production pollutants are presented.

Figure 13: Produced pollutants

4.4

Wind Turbine - Photovolttaic – Batteries

Figuure 14: Block diagram and sensitivity results

Figure 14 shows the blockk diagram of the combination. The sensitivityy results are presented
depending on the inclination off the solar array and the financial advantaageous solution is an
inclination of 30 degrees.
Apparent from the optimizaation results:
1) A 4kW wind turbine, a 45kW
4
PV generator, 135 batteries and a 16.4 kW inverter are used.
2) The total cost of the systtem is 145.520 .
Regarding the operating sysstem features:
1) The system has an annnual electricity production of 96.273 kWh, where 75% (72.379
kWh/yr) derives from Photovoltaaic and 25% from wind turbine.
2) The renewable energy frraction is 1.
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3) The electricity excess, generated every month of the year, is 35.7%.

Figure 15: Monthly energy production (left) and operational characteristics in July (right).

Figure 15 illustrates the monthly electrical production and the percentage covered by
photovoltaic and wind turbine.
It also presents the system operating characteristics, for a typical day in July. The operational
characteristics’ graph shows the AC load to be covered, the output power of the wind turbine, the
output power of the PV, the charge level of the batteries and the excess energy. During the day the
load is being served by the PV and the batteries.

Figure 16: Total cost of the system for 18 years (top) and annual cost of the system (bottom)

In Figure 16 the system economical characteristics (total cost for 18 years and the annual cost
of the system) are presented.
4) The final cost of energy is 0.255  / kWh.
The system has no pollutants since only renewable energy sources are used. [3-5]
5

TABLE I. SYSTEMS / COST

Systems/cost

Pre Existing
Diesel load
Total net present 163.348
cost ()
0.285
Cost per
kWh(/kWh)
Emission of
83.859
carbon dioxide
(kg/yr)
Emission of
207
carbon monoxide
(kg/yr)

PV-DieselBattery
125.258

Wind Turbine Diesel-Battery
153.335

Wind Turbine Pv – Battery
145.665

0.219

0.268

0.255

17.280

29.727

0

42.7

73.4

0

The table above presents the results for each system separately. Based on this table, we chose
the most economical combination for the area of Choulou. The comparison showed that the suitable
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combination is the PV - Diesel - Batteries and the second best option is the PV-Wind Turbine Batteries. The PV - Diesel - Batteries combination have the lowest total net present cost and cost
per kWh (/kWh), compared to the other three systems. As a result, it considers a more attractive
option. Even emissions are much lower than by the other two networks using generator. The Wind
Turbine - PV - Battery and Wind Turbine - Diesel – Batteries combinations have an increasing
overall cost and cost per kWh (/kWh) due to the fact that the area studied, does not have sufficient
wind speed (average annual wind speed 4.24 m/s). As a result, for the Wind Turbine-DieselBatteries combination, the diesel generator is used in a large extent, in order to cover the region
needs, and therefore fuels and system costs increase. The Wind Turbine-PV-Batteries System uses
batteries in a long extent while photovoltaic in a shorter one. The Diesel preexisting system uses
only diesel generator which makes this system unprofitable. Based on emissions into the
environment, we can easily conclude that systems using generators in great extent produce the most
pollutants. By the above mentioned systems, the system that produces the most pollutants, which
are quite high, is the system of EAC. The increase of pollutants combined with the constantly
decreasing amounts of fossil fuels, makes the replacement of traditional polluting systems with
new, environmentally friendly an urgent need.
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ABSTRACT
Biodiesel blends and pure biodiesel fuels are currently used in Diesel internal combustion
engines (ICE), and the European Union imposes a usage lower limit of 7% by volume of biodiesel
fuel blend in diesel fuel. The objective of the present study is to examine and quantify the effects
of biodiesel blends on the emissions and performance of two different types of Diesel ICE, namely
naturally-aspirated and turbo-charged. Methanol-based biodiesel was produced in the laboratory of
Frederick University by chemical processing of raw materials. The biodiesel fuel was used for
blending pure diesel fuel at various percentages, and four test fuels were used for the experimental
investigations, namely pure diesel, 25 % by volume of biodiesel in diesel, 50 % by volume of
biodiesel in diesel and 75 % by volume of biodiesel in diesel, denoted B0, B25, B50 and B75,
respectively. The test fuels were used for smoke emissions measurements of the two Diesel engines
at increasing engine speed and for increasing engine temperature. A gas-analyser utilising an
opacimeter was employed for the experimental measurements. For the two Diesel engines, similar
trends in the emitted smoke for increasing engine temperature and increasing engine speed were
observed, and the emitted smoke decreased when the biodiesel blending percentage was increasing.
However, at high engine speeds, the naturally-aspirated engine smoke emissions were by almost a
factor of two higher than the emitted smoke by the turbocharged engine. Based on the experimental
results, conclusions are drawn and recommendations are provided for the application of biodiesel
blends in Diesel engines.
1

INTRODUCTION

The utilisation of renewable fuels is favoured for reducing the environmental impact of fossil
fuels. Biofuels including bioethanol and biodiesel as pure or blends are used for fuelling gasoline
and Diesel ICE, respectively. The present papers deals with experimental investigations of the
emitted smoke of a naturally-aspirated and a turbo-charged Diesel ICE, where biodiesel fuel blends
at increasing blending percentages in Diesel fuel were tested.
Biodiesel blends are currently used at a lower limit of 7 % by volume of biodiesel fuel in
Diesel fuel. Biodiesel is produced from vegetable oils which undergo thermochemical processing
[7] for the production of a fuel which has similar physical properties with Diesel fuel as specified
by the standard EN14214 [11]. For the operation of Diesel ICE, the physical properties of biodiesel
blends affect the injected spray, the resulting air fuel mixture and combustion quality and the
emitted exhaust emissions. The physical properties of biodiesel which are important for the ICE
operation include the density, the viscosity, the surface tension coefficient, the fuel vapour pressure,
the boiling point and the latent heat of evaporation.
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Experimental studies dealt with the effect of biodiesel blends on the performance and
emissions of Diesel ICE. It was found that the emitted smoke decreases with increasing blending
percentage [1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10].
Further experimental and computational studies are required in order to further understand
the effects of biodiesel on the emissions and performance of ICE. Notably, the effect of varying
biodiesel blending percentages on different types of Diesel engines are required. To the knowledge
of the present author, the behaviour of biodiesel blends and the comparison of different types of
Diesel ICE have not been published.
First, the experimental setup which was used for the measurements of the emissions is
presented, including also details of the production of the biodiesel fuel which was used for the
blending of pure diesel fuel at increasing percentages. Second, the measured emitted smoke
amounts from the naturally-aspirated and the turbo-charged Diesel ICE are discussed and
compared, and the operation of the two engines at various engine speeds and engine temperatures is
assessed based on the measurements. Finally, conclusions and suggestions are provided for the
adaptation of naturally-aspirated and turbocharged engines when biodiesel is used.
2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup for the measurements of the emitted smoke consisted of the naturallyaspirated and the turbo-charged Diesel engines and the gas analyser. For the measurements, the test
fuels including pure Diesel fuel and biodiesels blends at increasing blending percentage were
prepared in the laboratory where the biodiesel fuel was produced as described below.
2.1

Naturally-aspirated Diesel Internal Combustion Engine

The naturally-aspirated Diesel ICE which was employed for the measurements of smoke
emissions with the test fuels including pure Diesel fuel (Eurodiesel) and various blends of biodiesel
in Eurodiesel is shown in Figure 1. The naturally-aspirated Diesel ICE is manufactured by
Mitsubishi and is mounted on a special frame as shown in Figure 1. It is a four-cylinder engine with
four valves per cylinder (2 inlet and 2 exhaust valves). The engine has a fuel injection with prechamber and the induction system sucks atmospheric air. Technical specification of the engine are
included in Table 1.
Table 1: Technical specifications of the naturally-aspirated and the turbocharged Diesel
engine
Description
Engine code
Engine type
Displacement (cm3)
Bore (mm)
Stroke (mm)
Compression ratio

Detail
4D68
In-line 4 cylinders
1998
82.7
93
22.4

The naturally-aspirated Diesel ICE was installed at the ICE Laboratory of Frederick
University and the gas analyser was calibrated and used for measuring the smoke emissions for the
test fuels. In Figure 1, it can be seen that the exhaust probe is inserted into the exhaust tube of the
engine. Other sensors including the speed sensor and the engine oil temperature probe were
mounted on the engine for the execution of the measurements.
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Fig. 1: Naturally-aspirated Diesel ICE on a frame, used for biodiesel blends testing.
2.2

Turbo-charged Diesel Internal Combustion Engine

In Figure 2, the turbocharged Diesel ICE is shown which was employed for the measurements
of smoke emissions with the same test fuels as those which were used for the experiments of the
naturally-aspirated engine. The turbocharged Diesel ICE is also manufactured by Mitsubishi and is
mounted on a special frame as shown in Figure 2. It has identical technical specifications as the
naturally-aspirated engine as described above and tabulated in Table 1, except from the induction
systems which includes a turbocharger, which improves the volumetric efficiency of the engine at
all the range of engine operation compared to the naturally-aspirated engine model.
The experiments with the turbocharged engine was also performed in the ICE Laboratory of
Frederick University with the same gas analyser. In Figure 1, it can be seen that the exhaust probe
is inserted into the exhaust tube of the turbocharged engine, along with the gas analyser which a
also shown. Other sensors including the speed sensor and the engine oil temperature probe were
mounted on the engine for the execution of the measurements. The details of the gas analyser are
described in the following section.
2.3

Gas analyser and experimental procedure

The gas analyser which was used for the exhaust emissions measurements from the two
Diesel engines is shown in Figure 3. The gas analyser model is CARTEC CET2000 [5], and it has
various sensors and probes for measurements of exhaust emissions and recording the engine speed
in revolutions per minute (rpm) and lubricating oil temperature in degrees Celsius.
The gas analyser can measure gasoline ICE emissions and Diesel ICE emissions [5]. The
absorption method utilising turbidity meter (opacimeter) is used for the Diesel engine emissions [5].
For Diesel ICE, the measured emitted smoke is qiven by the coefficient of light obscuration (CLO)
with unit of measurement m-1, which is analogous to the mass concentration of unburned carbon
particles contained in the exhaust gases. The corresponding values of smoke as mass concentration
to the CLO are given by the manufacturer in tables. The measurement of CLO as function of engine
speed and engine temperature are used in the presentation of the experimental results of the present
study.
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Fig. 2: Turbo-charged Diesel ICE on a frame, used for biodiesel blends testing.

Fig. 3: Gas analyser with exhaust emissions probe.
2.4

Biodiesel production and preparation of blends with pure diesel

The biodiesel fuel was a methanol-based biodiesel type and it was produced in the Materials
Process Laboratory of Frederick University. It was used for the preparation of blends of biodiesel in
conventional Diesel fuel. The biodiesel production and the preparation of blends with conventional
Diesel are described below.
The raw materials included the corn-oil from [6], methanol and sodium hydroxide (NaOH).
For every 1 liter of corn-oil, 250 ml of methanol and 3.5 g of NaOH were used. The production
process involves heating of the corn-oil at around 50-60˚C and adding of methanol with dissolved
NaOH by constant stirring for a period of about 20 minutes. The mixture was left overnight for
liquid phase separation. Biodiesel is the lighter liquid phase, whereas the heavier liquid is the
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biowaste containing glycerin and other by-products (mainly, NaOH and moisture). The biowaste
was emptied by draining, while biodiesel was left in the container as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: Photograph of the experimental apparatus for the production of pure biodiesel,
separation of glycerine and other by-products, and collection of biodiesel.
The biodiesel blends with conventional Diesel were prepared in the ICE Laboratory with
mixing of the produced biodiesel at various percentages with conventional Diesel fuel obtained
from local market [8], traded as “Eurodiesel”. For the experiments, the test fuels were pure
Eurodiesel, and 25, 50, and 75 % percentage of biodiesel volume in the total volume of blended
Diesel, denoted “B0, B25, B50” and “B75”, respectively.
3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measurements of exhaust emissions were carried out for increasing engine speeds from
idle to full throttle. The measurements started from engine at atmospheric temperature and were
recorded for increasing engine temperature until fully warm-up. For the measurement of the exhaust
emissions which were produced with the use of the test fuels, the engine speed, the lubricant oil
temperature (corresponding to the engine warm-up evolution) and the emitted smoke expressed
with the CLO in (m-1) were recorded for lubricant oil temperature approximately around 40, 60, 80,
90 and 95ºC, at engine speeds of 1000, 2000, 3000 and 3500 revolutions per minute (rpm).
For each operating point of the engines at given engine speed and engine temperature, three
measurements of the emitted smoke were recorded with the gas analyser, and the mean data is
plotted. From the thee experimental data measurements the observed standard deviation from the
mean was approximately within 2 to 5 % for the range of engine speed of 1000 to 3000 rpm, while
the standard deviation increased to around 10 % for the peak engine speed of 4000 rpm.
The experimental results of the smoke emissions of the naturally-aspirated engine for the four
test fuels, namely B0, B25, B50 and B75 are presented first. Then, the measured smoke emissions
of the turbocharged engine for the four test fuels are presented. Finally, the smoke emissions of the
naturally-aspirated and the turbocharged engine are compared.
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3.1

Emissions results of the naturally-aspirated engine

The measurements of the emitted smoke from the naturally-aspirated engine at engine
temperature of 40°C, for B0, B25, B50 and B75 test fuels as function of engine speed are included
in Figure 5. It can be seen that the smoke emissions increase when the engine speed increases. The
maximum smoke is emitted for pure Diesel fuel B0 for high engine speeds. The differences between
the blended fuel are small and the engine smoke decreases when biodiesel is used at high engine
speeds.

Fig. 5: Naturally-aspirated engine smoke emissions measurements as function of engine speed
for B0, B25, B50 and B75 test fuels, during cold engine operation (T = 40°C)
The measurements of the emitted smoke from the naturally-aspirated engine at engine
temperature of 90°C, for B0, B25, B50 and B75 test fuels as function of engine speed are
presented in Figure 6. The smoke increases with increasing engine speeds and it is reduced when
the blending percentage increases especially at high engine speeds. For hot engine operation,
smoke is always lowest at the maximum blending percentage.

Fig. 6: Naturally-aspirated engine smoke emissions measurements as function of engine speed
for B0, B25, B50 and B75 test fuels, during hot engine operation (T = 90°C)
3.2

Emissions results of the turbo-charged engine

The measurements of the emitted smoke from the turbo-charged engine at engine temperature
of 40°C, for B0, B25, B50 and B75 test fuels as function of engine speed are shown in Figure 7. It
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can be observed that the smoke decreases with increasing blending percentage. It can be seen that
the smoke emissions slightly decrease when the engine speed increases from 1000 to 2000 rpm,
and this trend is different than the trend observed in Figure 5, which reveals that the turbocharger
improves air fuel mixing at 2000 rpm. In contrast, for the naturally-aspirated engine, the increase of
engine speed always deteriorates the air fuel mixing because there is not sufficient induction of
fresh air. For engine speeds higher that 2000 rpm, the emitted smoke from the turbocharged engine
increases with a dramatic increase at the peak speed. At peak speed the smoke decreases by
approximately a factor of two when the blending percentage increased from 0 to 75 %.

Fig. 7: Turbo-charged engine smoke emissions measurements as function of engine speed for
B0, B25, B50 and B75 test fuels, during cold engine operation (T = 40°C)
The measurements of the emitted smoke from the turbo-charged engine at engine temperature
of 90°C, for B0, B25, B50 and B75 test fuels as function of engine speed are plotted in Figure 8.
The smoke decreases with increasing blending percentage and for the range of speed from 1000 to
3000 the amount of smoke slightly increases. However, it can be seen that the minimum smoke is
emitted at 2000 rpm for the maximum blending percentage.

Fig. 8: Turbo-charged engine smoke emissions measurements as function of engine speed for
B0, B25, B50 and B75 test fuels, during hot engine operation (T = 90°C)
3.3

Comparisons of emissions from the naturally-aspirated and the turbo-charged engine

The smoke emissions of the naturally-aspirated and the turbocharged engine are compared in
Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12, where the smoke as a function of the blending percentage is plotted.
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In Figure 9, the smoke measurements at low engine speed 1000 rpm and engine temperature
of 40°C are shown. It can be seen that the naturally aspirated engine produces less smoke than the
turbo-charged engine at low temperature and when the speed is low, and for maximum blending
percentage the amount of smoke is similar.

Fig. 9: Smoke emissions as function of biodiesel blending percentage for the naturallyaspirated and the turbo-charged engine, at low speed (N = 1000 rpm) low temperature (T = 40°C)
At high engine speed and low temperature it can be observed form Figure 10 that the emitted
smoke from turbocharged engine is always lower that the emitted smoke from the naturally
aspirated engine. This reveals that turbo-charging is beneficial for the smoke emission reduction at
high engine speeds. Furthermore, increasing the blending percentage reduces the smoke emissions
and this is more evident for the naturally-aspirated engine where the smoke decreases by factor for
two from 1000 to 2000 rpm and then slightly decreases.

Fig. 10: Smoke emissions as function of biodiesel blending percentage for the naturallyaspirated and the turbo-charged engine, at high speed (N = 3000 rpm) low temperature (T = 40°C)
The smoke measurements from the naturally-aspirated and the turbocharged engines at low
engine speed 1000 rpm and engine temperature of 95°C are presented in Figure 11. The same trend
can be observed for the two engines, that the amount of smoke slightly decreases with increasing
blending percentage. It is clearly seen that the turbocharged engine emits more smoke than the
naturally aspirated engine by approximately 20 %, when the engine runs at low engine speeds and it
is hot.
The smoke measurements from the naturally-aspirated and the turbocharged engines at high
engine speed 3000 rpm and engine temperature of 95°C are contained in Figure 12. It can be seen
that smoke slightly increases when the blending percentage increases for the turbocharged engine.
Also it can be observed that the smoke reduction rate for the naturally aspirated engine is higher
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than the smoke reduction rate of the turbocharged engine. The emitted smoke from the
turbocharged engine is lower that the emitted smoke from the naturally aspirated engine.

Fig. 11: Smoke emissions as function of biodiesel blending percentage for the naturallyaspirated and the turbo-charged engine, at low speed (N = 1000 rpm) high temperature (T = 90°C)

Fig. 12: Smoke emissions as function of biodiesel blending percentage for the naturallyaspirated and the turbo-charged engine, at high speed (N = 3000 rpm) high temperature (T = 90°C)
4

CONCLUSION AND RECCOMENDATIONS

The present study examined experimentally two different types of vehicle Diesel ICE, namely
naturally-aspirated and turbocharged, operating with biodiesel blends at increasing blending
percentage. The measured emitted smoke amounts from the two different engines operating with
biodiesel blends have been discussed and compared, and the operation of the two engines at various
operating points has been assessed based on the measurements. The smoke emissions comparisons
of the naturally-aspirated and turbocharged Diesel engines with biodiesel blends provides the
following conclusions and recommendations.
For both naturally-aspirated and turbocharged engines, increasing the blending percentage of
biodiesel in Diesel fuel reduces the emitted smoke. At medium engine speeds turbo-charging
produces the minimum amount of smoke at maximum blending percentage.
At high engine speeds, the turbocharged engine always emits less smoke than the naturally
aspirated engine for all blending percentages. However, at low engine speeds the turbocharged
engine produces slightly higher smoke amount than the naturally aspirated engine but the difference
in the amount of smoke becomes less when the blending percentage is increased.
The adaptation of turbocharged engines when biodiesel is used is recommended because the
emitted smoke is reduced and the overall engine performance is improved for medium to high
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engine speeds. However, further investigations are recommended in order to quantify the effects of
biodiesel blends on the thermal efficiency and brake power of naturally-aspirated and turbocharged
engines at various engine loads.
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ABSTRACT
The semi-nomadic Bedouin of the Israeli desert have been undergoing a process of
sedentarization which has affected both their lifestyles and their livelihoods. A multi-disciplinary
team has been working on the planning and design of a sustainable farming project for a Bedouin
community. A site of appr. 400 dunam (40 hectares) located in the arid area of the Negev desert
serves as the demonstration site of an integrative project of green principles, practices and
technologies. This aims at improving production process and economic potential, through soil
improvement, recycling of wastewater, solar energy and co-generation, composting of solid waste,
biogas production, and green buildings, the latter's design based on a parallel research on LCEA of
materials, adsorption cooling using waste heat from solar systems, and other passive low energy
techniques. The project involves also the reintroduction of indigenous species of vegetables,
medicinal plants, herbs and spices that have been marginalized.
With integration in mind as the main guideline, the design team aims at utilizing each
activity's waste as the resource for another activity, preferably onsite. Each activity to be included in
the project is modelled in the lab or onsite, and undergoes rigorous evaluation. A preliminary
integrative economic model has been built to ensure economic viability through cost-benefit
analysis. The project is entering its third year, and earthworks are currently being carried out.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Negev desert in southern Israel is approximately 12,000 km2, roughly 65% of the
country's area, and is part of the desert belt of Sahara and the Arabian Peninsula. The north-western
part of the Negev is semi-arid, the central Negev is arid, and the eastern and southern parts are
hyper-arid [1], yet borders tend to fluctuate by year and actual rainfall, often exacerbating
conditions within a given area [2]. Climate changes in recent decades have also made the desert
extremes more pronounced, primarily through a gradual rise in temperatures, alongside a decline in
rainfall relative to the distance from the Mediterranean coast [3], and dust and sand storms growing
in number and intensity.
Raising livestock in a nomadic-pastoralist lifestyle comprised for hundreds of years a survival
strategy dictated by environmental constraints, which allowed groups of pastoralists in the Middle
East to exploit otherwise uninhabitable desert regions. The animals were the source of milk and
dairy products, meat, wool (sheep) and hair (goats and camels) for domestic use. Often the livestock
was the source of income from animal sales. For centuries, migration was seasonal and defined by
pasture and water availability [4].
During hundreds of years, nomadism allowed the Bedouin to gain military superiority over
sedentary groups, as well as relative independence from the central authorities. This lifestyle
allowed them to rapidly traverse great distances and gain superiority over farmers and urbanites [5].
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During significant periods of time under Ottoman rule (1517-1917), the Bedouin were the actual
rulers of the arid and remote areas of the Middle East and their livestock often grazed on
agricultural lands. The weakness of the Ottoman authorities resulted in strengthening nomadic clans
and tribes, which reached a position of control over large areas in remote regions of the Ottoman
Empire. Control over wide territories allowed them to “collect” road taxes from travellers [4]. At
times of strong central rule, over-exploitation of the agricultural population was curbed and barter
economy between farmers and Bedouin thrived. By the end of the Ottoman period, the authorities
became more active in areas ruled by Bedouin law. By 1840 the Ottomans returned to Palestine and
circa 1880 to the Negev, imposing "law and order". Strengthening of central rule brought about the
beginning of the Bedouin sedentarization and the spreading of agriculture among them [6].
The occupation of the Middle East by British and French forces in WWI, and the creation of
new international borders, allowed further control over nomadic people. European capital flow into
the region and modernization trends, aimed at upgrading transportation means and infrastructure,
encouraged population growth in the Negev. The evolution of a modern labour market combined
with the authorities’ growing ability to provide services to remote populations, increased Bedouin
dependence on the central government and limited their dependence on their natural environment.
The establishment of the state of Israel and security constraints brought about the evacuation
of many of the Bedouin from their productive lands across the Negev, and their temporary forced
settlement under military administration, in a restricted region in the relatively non-productive
northeastern Negev [7] affecting not just their movement, but also their pastoralist livelihoods. In
1966 military rule was lifted and the Bedouin started moving back to their previous locales.
Concurrently, the Israeli authorities launched the planning in the Negev of seven permanent towns
for the Bedouin. However, at the end of 2008, about 0,000 of the total 170,000 Bedouin population
in the Negev still lived in unrecognized settlements [8], the term “unrecognized” used to indicate
unplanned settlements, not recognized by the state's law. It is acknowledged that the establishment
of settlements has not stemmed from a free choice of the Bedouin, but rather, has been effected by
the lack of appropriate alternatives, as has been the case throughout most of the Middle East. The
bibliography dealing with sedentarization and urbanization of the Bedouin and the various
implications of the process, partly focusing on the interaction between changing physical and
behavioural patterns, is very rich [e.g., 9-14]. Research of the Bedouin "modern" shelter and
dwelling, on the other hand, is limited [15].
The growing exposure to a rapidly industrializing environment, alongside the shrinking of the
traditionally raised herds (sheep, goats and camels), which served not only as economic activity, but
also as the source for "construction" materials for the traditional tent, instigated the gradual
extinction of the latter, resulting in the spreading of tents made of jute sacks and various industrially
produced materials. Later on, these tents were gradually replaced with more sedentary forms of
shelter, built of rigid materials such as wood often originating in reused pallets [16]. Contrary to the
traditional tent, which demands high labour input in weaving and maintenance of the sheets as well
as the raising of livestock, the semi-permanent dwelling built with readily available synthetic
materials is easier to construct and maintain. As sheet metal became widespread, tin shacks became
the most common type of semi-permanent dwelling in the Negev. Recent research is expanding on
this topic, and not least on its Indoor Environment Quality (IEQ) and health issues [17].
The processes described above have had a major impact on the lifestyles, livelihoods and
economics of the Bedouin community, its internal forces and its relations with the state, as well as
the ability to cope with a rapidly changing socio-economic environment. Such processes combined
with one of the highest birth rates in the world, have brought extreme poverty and have created
internal currents of resentment and unrest. Having become one of the more marginalized social
groups, the women within the Bedouin community are experiencing an even more extreme
marginalization.
The project described below was conceived and planned, and is currently executed with all of
the above in mind. Its intent was and is to enable a conceptual leap within the Bedouin community,
which will promote the upgrade of its socio-economic status and the reintroduction of women in the
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productive workforce, aiming at fully and rapidly integrating the Negev Bedouin in the modern,
technologically oriented and fast changing Israeli society and economy. To achieve this, the project
accepts the traditional livelihoods of the Bedouin as a valid and important part of their culture and
practice, but aims at upgrading such livelihoods so that they become fully compatible with modern
economy, and thus bring viable income benefits. The leap suggested by the project and described
below is based on the introduction of green technologies in the Bedouin community, combined in a
comprehensive manner which creates synergies with added values and benefits.
2

CREATING A SUSTAINABLE PARADIGM

Project Wadi Attir was conceived as a platform for the upgrading of agricultural practices,
through which the economy of the Bedouin community may be improved. Organic animal
husbandry and agriculture can be the path to this end, but at the same time, it was decided that these
should be based on traditionally accepted branches: goats and sheep and their milk and dairy
products, but also the reintroduction of indigenous vegetables marginalized to near extinction as a
result of the industrialized agriculture of the country, and not least, the utilization of indigenous
herbs, spices and medicinal plants for the production of cosmetics and other high price yielding
agricultural products. A cooperative was formed by potential stakeholders, among them Bedouin
farmers, educators, entrepreneurs, women's rights activists, the municipal authority of Hura, and
others. This in itself is a conceptual breakthrough in a patriarchal community which traditionally
based its organization, decision making and actions on kinship – family, clan and tribe.
The aims of the project were delineated clearly from the very beginning, something that
allowed the authorities to understand is potential and identify with it. Thus, despite an ongoing legal
dispute between the Bedouin and the state on land ownership issues [18], the Israel Land
Administration allocated for the specific purpose an area of 400 dunam (40 hectare or appr. 100
acres). (Land in Israel is owned by the state and is leased for varying periods depending on the land
use.) The area is located near the Bedouin town of Hura (NL 31° 17' EL 34° 55', altitude 450m, 55
km from the Mediterranean coast), often called Hora, after the name of a Hellenistic-RomanByzantine town whose remains are underneath and around the current settlement which was
founded in 1989.
The project was conceived and is presented as "an initiative of a Bedouin community in the
Negev for establishing a sustainable, desert, farming operation integrating social, environmental,
technological and economic considerations […] designed to leverage Bedouin traditional values,
aspirations, knowhow and experience with sustainability principles, modern day science and cutting
edge technologies. The project showcases a breakthrough model of sustainability practices in an
arid environment, valid and replicable in its own region as well as in other arid parts of the world.
At every stage of planning and implementation strong emphasis is put on community values, along
with a caring commitment by individuals to each other and to the environment. The project’s
planning and development processes reflect these ideas deliberately and faithfully." [19]
The project's primary goals include:

Utilization of local, authentic community resources in boosting social and economic
development, replacing a model of apathy and scarcity with a model of success.

Capacity building and skills development of members of the engaged community
and, indirectly, of the Bedouin community in the Negev at large.

Ensuring that environmental quality and integrity is protected, and sustainability
principles are incorporated in all stages of planning and implementation.

Creation of job opportunities, encouraging economic independence, ensuring the
integration of women into the work force and enhancing opportunities for achieving
that goal.

Development of a replicable and reproducible model for change-engendering
initiatives.
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At the very early stages, the project was conceived as a joint initiative of the Hura Municipal
Council headed by Dr. Mohammad Alnabari, and The Sustainability Laboratory, chaired by Dr.
Michael Ben-Eli, in collaboration with various organizations including the Ben-Gurion University
of the Negev, the Jewish National Fund, the Negev Institute for Strategies of Peace and
Development, and other local and international partners. The project's underlying objective is to
create a replicable, groundbreaking model for sustainable development applicable to arid regions in
general. It integrates a number of innovative dimensions which make it unique on several fronts,
first and foremost the integrated systems approach which addresses simultaneously all the essential,
key components, their interrelationships and their optimized integration into a coherent whole.
One of the basic preconditions for sustainable development is the understanding that there are
no stand-alone projects, no isolated interventions, that all actions on a site, be they agriculture,
construction, industry, affect the site and are affected by it. In most cases it is assumed that various
outputs should be treated elsewhere. All of these are reconsidered, reassessed and treated in Project
Wadi Attir, in an attempt to minimize the ecological footprint (environmental impact) by taking
advantage of what the site and its vicinity can offer, as well as through an integrated use, reuse and
recycle system.
The project’s guideline is that waste from one activity should be considered a resource for a
different activity, and that no waste shall leave the site unless appropriately treated and destined.
Following is a brief description of some of the key activities on the site, and their interrelations.
2.1

Animal Husbandry

Sheep and goats have been traditionally raised by the desert communities for meat and milk,
since they are adapted to the local constraints. Together with the camels, these have also been the
main sources of the traditional building materials for the Bedouin shelter, the black tent. The
constraints described above have made the traditional tents a rarity, not only in Israel, but also in
many of the neighbouring countries (e.g., Jordan) where the semi-nomadic Bedouin have
sedentarized, thus have restricted pasture and smaller animal herds. The project described here
intends to bypass the pastureland constriction by promoting a rotating grazing land system, watered
by treated sewage. Thus, the 600-strong herd planned for the site, will graze sequentially on three
patches, every time allowing one of them to re-grow grass and alfalfa. Treated sewage used in
agricultural irrigation is a common practice in Israel, where some 90% of the urban sewage is
purified, and some 80% of it is directed to irrigation, based mainly on drip technology. Additional
fodder needs will be covered by a nearby kibbutz which has agreed to grow it organically on land
that has not been chemically fertilized or otherwise contaminated thus far.
Thus, both dairy products and meat are estimated to yield prices significantly higher than the
commercially available ones, and certainly will be more beneficial to the community compared to
the subsistence agriculture practiced today.
An additional offshoot of this is the potential use of sheep wool and goat hair as part of the
economic base of the community. This is further discussed under 2.4 Water and Sewage, and is
closely linked with the use of herbs and medicinal plants.
2.2

Herbs, Medicinal Plants, Indigenous Vegetables

Modernization and dependency on centralized supply infrastructure (agricultural cooperatives,
supermarket chains, etc.) have marginalized traditionally used indigenous plants, many of them near
extinction. The cooperative includes several Bedouin who still possess the knowledge for the use,
and even the seeds of such plants. The advantages of these are obvious: they are better adapted to
the local constraints, more resilient to extremes and local pest, thus needing less or no chemical
fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides compared to the currently used species. This can ensure again
organically grown agricultural products which are healthier, more resilient, nutritious, and yield
higher prices on the local and international markets. They can also be grown locally in small scale
as a viable substitute for vegetables currently purchased on the market.
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The more interesting component of this part of the project is the potential in the use of local
herbs for organic cosmetics, traditionally produced by the Bedouin for their use, but which have the
power to become not only an income source, but also to boost the community's self-image through
its exposure to a growing international market thirsty for "soft", healthier beauty products. This
connects, again, to item 2.4 Water and Sewage.
2.3

Soil Improvement

Local soils lack organic litter, soil organic carbon, functional nutrient cycling and soil
microbiology, as well as adequate seed reserves. Restoring soil function is be based on fencing and
application of organic litter; planting trees for supplying leaf litter; application of seeds, e.g., alfalfa
and grass; and application of very small amounts of livestock manure after the first rain.
Additionally, practices will include growing for one season, letting the biomass on the plot
undisturbed, determining the amount of soil organic matter; in the second year, after the first rain,
application of organic manure in higher amounts, with no other intervention. Excess biomass shall
be removed in spring as fodder leaving at least 2 t/ha litter. Most of the land shall be transferred to
controlled management and use. Experiments shall be carried out on small plots to maximize yield.
The project shall integrate silvipasture to improve grazing yield and quality of land by adding
edible woody plants to pasture land. The benefits expected from silvipasture are threefold. Firstly,
summer active perennials directly supply fresh fodder and protein-rich seed pods and litter during
the toughest time on the farm, in late summer and fall, when no other sources of protein are
available. Sufficient trees can thus substitute for buying fodder and help covering the herd's needs
throughout all of the year. Secondly, trees improve the soil by creating organic litter and improving
the mineral and water balance of the land. Synergetic increase of annual vegetation underneath
dryland trees is clearly observable, with partial shading, soil improvement and supply of nutrients
(nitrogen fixation) all involved in this interesting synergism. Thirdly, in order to maintain full
grazing capacity, the silvipasture trees will have to be trimmed periodically to maintain optimal
shading and tree cover. Thus significant amounts of cutting residues become available soon that can
be used as fuel, or for mulching and composting. An overall of 10,000 trees have been planned for
the site, with over 4,000 already planted as part of the preparation processes [20].
2.4

Water and Sewage

A very precious and scarce commodity in the region, water shall be treated as such. Irrigation
of pasture and agricultural patches on the site will be based on treated sewage purified to a tertiary
treatment level (considered potable water), coming from the Hura wastewater treatment plant.
Wastewater from the dairy plant and milking facility shall be split among various consumers: a
modest quantity of it shall be given to the animals due to its highly nutritious value; part of it shall
be directed to the composting plant and the methane digester; the rest shall be treated in constructed
wetlands, and used for irrigation of the agricultural patches of the project, drip irrigation being the
predominant system to minimize losses. This last treatment shall also include wastewater from the
site’s visitors center restaurant and workers’ kitchen. Sewage from the buildings shall be treated in a
separate constructed wetlands system (due to its different composition) and shall be diverted to
watering the landscaping around the buildings (to be based on drought and salinity resistant plants).
The constructed wetlands prototype – a vertical one - has been developed particularly for arid
regions, in order to minimize evaporation which is extensive in the traditional horizontal
constructed wetlands [21, 22].
2.5

Solid Waste, Composting, Biogas

This will include mainly agricultural residues, as well as the animal pens solid waste to be
directed to the composting plant. Compost shall be used as a fertilizer for the pasture and herbs
patches. Additionally, solid waste mixed with waste water will be used for the production of biogas,
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which will be used as the main cooking fuel in the visitors centre and workers kitchen. This, of
course, calls for a specific plant and process to be developed, since sheep and goat manure is by far
different from that of cows. Whereas the latter's value as energy source and fertilizer is well known,
the former's potential has been traditionally disregarded [23]. Other non-compostable solid waste
(glass, metals, paper, cardboard, electronics etc.) shall be separated and directed to the relevant
treatment processes (all of these exist either on a regional or national level). Solid waste from
agricultural activities will also be treated as fodder enrichment.
2.6

Energy Production

One of the major assets of the area is its high insolation. To capitalize on this environmental
asset, Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) were considered. However, a spin-off from a
research project carried out at the Blaustein Institutes for Desert Research (BIDR) of the BenGurion University of the Negev (BGU) presented a much more attractive option. Whereas common
PV systems are notorious for their low efficiency and high cost, a High Concentration Photovoltaic
System (HCPV) based on a parabolic mirrors dish and a small (10/10 cm) PV panel was produced
by Zenith Solar (zenithsolar.com). Concentrating the equivalent of 1000 suns onto the miniscule PV
panel, thus necessitating the panel's cooling, the system reaches a cogeneration (electricity and hot
water) combined efficiency of appr. 75%. Compared to conventional PV systems reaching an
efficiency of 13-18%, the Zenith Solar system by far abetter option.
Electricity produced shall be fed into the grid, thus covering significant parts of the project's
needs, potentially also providing a relatively stable income for the project. However, the integration
of green technologies adopted as the project's guideline, and the synergies sought to maximize
efficiencies and benefits, call for the appropriate use of the hot water produced through the PV
cooling process. This water shall be used in the cleaning of the animal pens and the milking
process, in the visitors centre kitchen and the workers' showers, in an adsorption air conditioning
system for the visitors centre, and finally for processing the animal wool. This last process will
allow the reintroduction of wool production and manufacturing of wool products, which was
abandoned long ago due to the high costs of hot water needed for the wool processing. An
interesting twist of this is the wool washing wastewater by-product which is lanolin, a product
needed in the cosmetics industry, which shall be utilized on the site for another of the production
units (see also item 2.2 Herbs, Medicinal Plants, Indigenous Vegetables).
2.7

Green Buildings

Buildings in industrialized countries account for well over 40% of the overall energy
consumption, including energy embedded in the building materials, but first and foremost that
invested for cooling, heating, ventilation and lighting. The project’s buildings, currently on the
drawing board, shall demonstrate green concepts and technologies by making use of energy
conservation, passive heating and cooling, daylighting and energy efficient appliances. The
applicability and feasibility of alternative systems (evaporative cooling, earth integrated
construction, air-to-ground heat exchangers, passive and hybrid solar heating etc.) tested by the
Desert Architecture and Urban Planning Unit of BIDR in other building types, are being
investigated for the specific location and functions. In terms of building materials special attention
is being paid to IEQ (usually compromised by gas and particle emissions from conventional
materials, such as synthetic carpets, glues and chemicals used in furniture etc.), low embodied
energy (in tandem with a research under a contract with the Israel Ministry of Energy and Water)
[24], and low maintenance, with priority given to locally produced materials. Though the different
activities add up to a relatively small overall building size, the distinctly different users create need
for physical separation (laboratories, administration, visitors centre etc.) Each one of these has
different heating, cooling, ventilation and lighting needs, operates under different load distribution
along the day and week, and may negatively affect the others. Thus special attention is being paid to
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the building design not just in terms of its materials and energy needs, but also in terms of its
utilization and daily operation.
To spread the initial costs for the project, it was decided to start with a temporary visitors
centre based on lightweight structures, considerably lowering the construction costs. These,
however, are known to have a rather poor thermal performance (thus higher energy consumption)
compared to buildings with a higher thermal mass, appropriately insulated [25]. To cope with this
inherent problem, simulations are currently being conducted to assess the economic and
environmental viability of an additional external skin aimed at providing support for climbers and
shading the lightweight buildings' envelope. For the creation of this green cavity wall, indigenous
plants are being considered and their water needs assessed under the specific site and climate
constraints [26,27].
The building materials, technologies and strategies will hopefully provide paradigms and
economically viable solutions for the considerable housing problems of the community presented in
above.
2.8

Education, Information Transfer, Capacity Building

It is intended for the project to serve as an education platform aimed at changing attitudes in
the region towards agricultural practices, green technologies and their integration, as well as
capacity building in the Bedouin community and the region's farmers and residents at large. The
above visitors centre will accommodate daily visits by school students, research facilities for
university students, and site visits for the broader public.
2.9

Feasibility Assessment and Follow-up

An economic feasibility model was built by researchers from the BGU Faculty of Business
and Management. This aimed at estimating the needed investment (construction and operation) visà-vis potential benefits, among them income from products sold, educational benefits from the
various programs, and benefits for the wider community.
In most cases, the planners’ and designers’ task is considered finished once the project is
commissioned. This is where most projects fail. The concepts of post-occupancy evaluation,
usability study, uptake of new technologies, social implications and acceptance, esp. in the case of
new concepts, are more-often-then-not disregarded. In this case these aspects are already being
dealt with by a team of social scientists from BIDR who follow up deliberations, observe
implementation stages and systematically monitor and analyze the involvement of different groups
(academics and laymen, women and men, farmers and herdsmen etc.), and the way and extent new
concepts and technologies are absorbed (or rejected) by the communities. This will allow an
educated assessment at each stage, and appropriate fine tuning.
Currently, preliminary permits have been obtained for the project; earthworks are being
carried out; the design of the agricultural structures (animal pens, milking facility, dairy plant,
fodder storage etc.), as well as the temporary visitors centre, are nearing completion towards
obtaining construction permits; soil tests and planting have already started; a first cohort of women
from the community has completed a professional course of organic cheese and dairy products
processing; meetings have taken place between the technical team members and consultants of the
Israel Ministry of Agriculture to reach understandings on the physical planning and operational
issues of organic animal husbandry . The project and its components have been exposed at a
number of academic conferences and meetings with decision makers and potential donors/funders.
It is hopped that most of the preliminary stages will be fully operational within 2014. By that
time, educational programs will start, including school and university students, as well as potential
uptake stakeholders from communities in the region. All steps are being extensively documented for
further analysis and information transfer [28].
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Figure 1: Green technologies integration concept flow chart demonstrating relations between
activities/users, output/waste and input/resources.
3

CONCLUSIONS

This paper attempts to show the added value created through the synergetic outcomes of green
technologies combined and integrated. In the specific case study and pilot project, this strategic
decision has created not only a higher viability potential for the project, but also a much higher
awareness of these issues among the project participants and the design team. On a broader scale,
such a conceptual framework is often lacking from planning and design thinking, not least among
professionals and scientists working in the sustainable development and green planning and
construction disciplines. It has been stated in a number of research reports that integrating the green
concepts in a project from its very beginning lowers their relative costs and enhances the integrative
character of the project. It is hoped that Project Wadi Attir described here will provide a further
demonstration of this claim, and will thus promote such strategies and concepts not only within the
Negev Bedouin community, but also among professionals and decision makers currently still
sceptical towards sustainability concepts and green technologies and practices. Furthermore, it is
hoped that the project will serve as a bridge across borders, where communities face very similar
constraints, thus also promoting dialogue, understanding and peace.
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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses in the contribution of Renewable Energy Systems in the estimation of the
energy efficiency of both the existing and the new buildings, according to the new legislation on
energy performance of buildings in Greece. It identifies and describes the points of the new
regulations relating to the contribution of renewable energies in the energy and environmental
performance of the buildings and assesses their importance. It also explores the impact of the new
regulations on the enhancement of application of renewable energies in the buildings in the country.
In this study, are identified and underlined the weaknesses and the possibilities of the improvement
of the new legislation.
1

INTRODUCTION

The contribution of renewable energy sources in the national energy balance in Greece is
approximately 17.9 % at the level of domestic total production of primary energy [1] and
approximately 6.1 % at the level of total gross inland energy consumption [2]. The primary
production of renewable energy increased from 1419 ktoe in 1999 to 1804 ktoe in 2009 (i.e., an
increase of approximately 27 %), where biomass was used in the largest proportion (51.2 %)
followed by hydropower energy (25.1 %), wind energy (12.1 %), solar energy (10.4 %) and
geothermal energy (1.2 %) [3]. According to 2008 data, the total generated hydropower and wind
energy is being used for electricity generation, and the remaining quantities serve energy needs
(mainly heating) in the building sector, with biomass representing the largest percentage (77.2% or
25687 TJ), followed by solar thermal energy (21.8% or 7247 TJ) and geothermal energy (1.0% or
318 TJ) [4].
The contribution of renewable energy in both the gross inland (and final) energy consumption
and in serving energy needs in Greek buildings is below the average of the corresponding values of
countries in the European Union (EU-27) [5]. Moreover, in general, according to the present
indications, the buildings in Greece do not sufficiently exploit the available renewable
environmental resources and climate conditions. Indicatively, regarding the climate-corrected
household energy consumption for space heating, Greece, with approximately 21.5 kgoe/m2 in
2005, is ranked first between all the European countries [6]. The explanation of these findings is
partly due to the delay in the decision making and promotion of appropriate measures (legislative,
administrative etc.) and initiatives by the state. In this respect it is characteristic that the
implementation of the EU Directive 2002/91/EC on the energy performance of buildings, after
several extensions and postponements, only began in the second semester of 2010. Indeed, the
implementation of this directive was combined with the introduction of a broader national law
framework and regulations aiming to improve the energy performance of buildings, energy saving
and environmental protection. This ambitious framework called “Regulation of Energy Efficiency
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of Buildings” includes additionally measures that promote the application of renewable energy
sources and energy efficiency through the exploitation of climate conditions in buildings.
Indicatively is referred Law 3851/10 for the promotion of renewable energy that determines that by
the year 2020, the contribution of electricity produced from RES will be 20 % of gross final energy
consumption, 40 % of gross electricity consumption and 20 % of final energy consumption for
heating and cooling. The same law also stipulates that from 2020 new private buildings (from the
year 2015, public buildings) will cover the total primary energy consumption from renewables,
cogeneration and high efficiency heat pumps.
This paper examines and comments on those topics of the new framework that concern the
application of systems or, in general, the exploitation of renewable energy sources for improving
energy efficiency of buildings in Greece.


2
THE MAIN FEATURES OF THE NEW FRAMEWORK OF MEASURES FOR
UPGRADING THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF BUILDINGS IN GREECE
The “Regulation of Energy Efficiency of Buildings” (abbreviated in Greek to KENAK)
includes a set of legislations, regulations, directives and interventions, like the training and official
recognition of energy inspectors, together with technical support, motivation provisions etc, with
specific objectives focused mainly in two directions [7]:
a. The preparation of comprehensive studies dealing with the improvement of energy
performance of new and radically renovated buildings and
b. The inspection and energy classification of existing buildings while formulating evidencebased proposals to upgrade their energy efficiency.
Both the energy study of new and radically renovated buildings and the inspection of existing
buildings are based on the comparison of the building with a virtual reference building. The
reference building is the same with the real building considering the geometry, position, orientation,
use and operating characteristics. The reference building has predefined technical characteristics of
both its structural elements and the installations for heating, cooling, hot water usage and lighting so
as to meet the minimum standards defined by the legislation on energy performance [8].
The comparison between the two buildings, the real and its reference building, is performed
with the use of national certified software, “TEE-KENAK”, that is based on the software “EPA
NR” that is designed through a European funded program for the call “Intelligent Energy – Europe”
[9]. The EPA-NR software has been adjusted accordingly to meet the requirements and
specifications of the national legislation. The software is regularly updated and adapted to changes
in the legal framework and technical guidance relating to the application. The version of 1.29.1.19
(from February 2013) of the software TEE-KENAK is now used for the calculations [10].
In order to run the software, the main prerequisite is the separation of the building under
examination into thermal zones and the complete description of the elements that define the
requirements of the internal environment conditions in each zone (use, performance characteristics,
and number of users). Other necessary data to perform the calculations are:
 Climatic parameters of the region.
 Geometric characteristics of the thermal zones and building envelope components taking
into account their orientation.
 Thermophysical characteristics of the components and materials of the building envelope.
 Technical characteristics of heating, cooling, air conditioning, ventilation, hot water (and
lighting for the buildings of the tertiary sector).
 Passive solar systems, if present in the building.
Every new or radically renovated building should, compared to the reference building, present
equal or better performance in terms of energy consumption of primary energy per square meter per
year (kWh/m2/year). Also, the comparison of the primary energy consumption per year of the
building with its corresponding reference building leads to the final classification into one of the
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nine categories of energy effiiciency. According to national regulationss, each inspection is
accompanied, with at least one proposal
p
for the upgrade of the energy efficciency of the building.
Each inspection is completed by
b issuing a certificate via online connectiion with the Hellenic
Ministry of Environment, Energgy and Climate Change (Figure 1). Until September 2012, about
203,000 buildings had been testedd by using this system [11].




Figure 1: An imaage of the certificate for building energy inspeection.

3

THE CONTRIBUTION
N OF RENEWABLE ENERGIES IN 


The involvement of RES in the new system for energy upgrade of buildings
b
in Greece is
present in several cases. Among those,
t
the identified as most critical are:
- The specifications of the reference
r
building
- All the RES systems sttudied or recorded in the building and theiir characteristics. The
performance of these systems iss calculated and their contribution in the ennergy efficiency of the
building is recorded on the energy certificate
u
the energy performance of the inspeccted building.
- The recommendations to upgrade
3.1

Technical characteristiccs of the reference building

The calculation of the enerrgy performance of the reference building iss based on demanding
specifications that are defined byy the legislation. These specifications vary acccording to the climate
zone that the building is located. In this respect, the country is divided into foour climatic zones and
for each zone the Regulation proovides for a maximum mean heat transmissiion rate, which ranges
from 0.60 to 1.26 W/m2K, in relaation to the ratio between the volume and ennvelope surface area of
each building [8]. Indicatively, for
f a model residential building with groundd plan of 5 x 5 m2 and
with an opening measuring 1.0 x 1.4 m2 in every orientation, the primary enerrgy consumption in the
1
to 211.20 kWh/m2/year, depending onn the climate zone that
reference building ranges from 120.00
the building is located (Table 1). The fulfilment of those specifications requuires a combination, of
p
of the building envelope, optimal utilization of climatic
high standards thermophysical properties
and environmental conditions, hiigh performance installations and applicationn of renewable energy
systems.
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Table 1: Primary energy consumption of the model house in different climatic zones.
Climatic Zone
Primary energy consumption
[kWh/m2/year]
A (less demanding)
120.00
B
149.70
C
179.50
D
211.20
The reference building (for residents) covers a large part of its requirements of ventilation and
lighting in natural ways. Contrary, it doesn’t have indirect passive solar gains (generally, they are
not taken into account on the calculations for energy efficiency), although the law in the minimum
standards of buildings determines the installation of at least one passive solar system. With
particular regard to renewable energy, the reference building covers 15 % of its hot water use on an
annual basis using solar panels.
3.2

Effect of RES on the energy performance classification

The RES included in the new framework regulation for the energy upgrade of buildings in
Greece and contribute to improving the energy performance of buildings are: solar-panels,
photovoltaic panels, urban wind turbines, geothermal systems, biomass.
Each one of these requires different data to be used in the calculations. More specifically:
For solar panels the data needed are:
- The type of solar collectors: flat with single or double glazed, vacuum etc.
- The annual utilization rate of solar radiation in the solar collector.
- The total area of solar collectors.
- The orientation and inclination of the solar collectors.
- The rate and type (space heating, DHW) heat load covered by solar panels.
Taking into account the model building 5 x 5 m2 that is used in this study, 2,00 m2 of solar
panels contribute in 22.7 % primary energy saving, that is, from 183.00 kWh/m2/year to 141.50
kWh/m2/year.
In order to calculate the photovoltaic power systems for their contribution in the energy
efficiency of a building is necessary them to be connected to the building not the local electrical
grid. The required data of P/V panels for the calculations are:
- The type of the P/V system: monocrystalic, polycrystalic etc.
- The date of installation and operation of the P/V.
- The performance of the P /V system.
- The area of P/V panels.
- The orientation and inclination of P/V panels.
- The shading coefficient.
Taking into account the model 5 x 5 m2 that is used in this study, 10,00 m2 of P/V panels of
1kw in total contribute in 26 % primary energy saving, that is, from 183.00 kWh/m2/year to 135.40
kWh/m2/year.
For urban wind turbines data required are:
- The type (standalone or connected to the grid).
- Power.
- Placement area.
The current version of the software does not calculate the urban-type turbines in the energy
efficiency of building.
Systems of combined heat and power (CHP) or heat-cooling-electricity, are mainly installed
in buildings which need a lot of thermal loads. In order of this kind of investment to be
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economically viable the thermal loads of the building should be larger by at least 50 % compared to
the electrical loads.
For the combined electricity and heat systems the data needed in the calculations are
- The type of the plant.
- Energy source.
- Electrical performance efficiency.
- Thermal performance efficiency.
Taking into account the model building 5 x 5 m2 that is used in this study, one small
combined heat and power plant contributes in 1.6 % primary energy saving, that is, from 183.00
kWh/m2/year to 180.00 kWh/m2/year
The energy savings of a geothermal system is calculated through the heating and cooling
loads. The geothermal system is described as the main heating or cooling system of the building
where the description of the systems power, source, performance and load coverage is needed.
Biomass takes part in the calculations as a possible fuel for the heating loads. By convention,
the biomass primary energy consumption is equal to final consumption and no emissions.
3.3

Recommendations for improving energy efficiency with the use of RES

The most important stage of the energy inspection and classification of any building is the
definition of the energy upgrade recommendations proposed by the energy inspector.
Typical recommendations for the implementation of RES in order to upgrade the energy
efficiency of the building include:
1. Installing solar panels for hot water production, if there is enough space available with
possibility of sunlight.
2. Application of solar cooling / heating if space is available, using heat pump absorption /
adsorption.
3. Application of geothermal pump for cooling and heating with the exploitation of soil
(vertical or horizontal exchangers) or potential groundwater supply.
4. Installation of photovoltaic systems to cover part of the electrical need of the building.
Recommended especially in buildings that are away from the grid.
5. Installing energy fireplaces to meet thermal loads for space heating in the winter, especially
in rural areas where biomass is available.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The energy performance of buildings in Greece is not satisfactory for the prevailing climatic
conditions in the region. A framework of measures and arrangements to implement the relevant EU
directives that, with the general name KENAK, launched in the country by 2010, attempts to change
this fact. This particular framework, applied for both existing and new buildings, takes into account
and attempts to enhance the application of RES on them. For this purpose, it calculates the technical
characteristics of RES systems that have been, or will be, installed in the building under
consideration for the assessment of their energy behavior. Also, in existing buildings, it allows the
compilation of recommendations that upgrade the energy performance including suggestions of
RES installation. These measures, in certain topics need complement and, possibly, improvement.
Nevertheless, they represent a step in the right direction and it seems that they will have a positive
contribution in the improvement of energy efficiency in the buildings in Greece.
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Abstract
The paper focuses on the assessment of indoor comfort and the energy consumption in a
University building. The examined building belongs to the Cyprus University of
Technology, it is located in Limassol and it is used for teaching and administration
offices. The main aim of the study is to investigate through a questionnaire campaign
amongst employees and students the occupants’ behaviour and its effects on the
building energy consumption during the summer season.
ASHRAE Standards (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air conditioning
Engineers) are used through the questionnaires and the thermal comfort of occupants’ is
analyzed with the indicator of PMV (Predicted Mean Vote), and PPD (Predicted Percent
of Dissatisfied People). The occupants’ answers are analyzed using SPSS (Superior
Performance Software System) software.
The study is carried out during the summer months of 2012. The energy consumption,
the air temperature, the relative humidity and the levels of lighting of the building are
monitored using temperature, humidity and lux meter tools. The data are collected on a
daily bases during the period of two weeks. The annual energy consumption cost is
calculated based on Electricity Authority of Cyprus charges for 2012.
The results of the measurements, the questionnaires and the electricity consumption cost
are analysed and through comparative studies and critical assessment energy saving
measures are concluded.
Keywords: Indoor comfort, occupants’ behaviour, energy consumption.

1

Introduction

Inefficient energy use in buildings is both increasingly expensive and unsustainable [1].
The increasing energy, already threatens the future of the planet, as research shows that
10% of the world population exploits 90% of energy resources [2]. Energy consumed in
many ways in buildings, and the maximum consumption depends on the type of
building, construction and building services details, and the climate in which the
building is located. [1] Based on a research, the two characteristics with the greatest
influence on energy use, is the option of building size and weather conditions [3].
Therefore, the reduction of energy consumption of a building begins from improving
the design of buildings [1] and [3]. Also, during the design phase of the building, the
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rate of heat loss and the number of users who are in the building, are the two parameters
which must be given more attention due to high impact on building energy performance
[4]. Various studies have indicated large differences in energy consumption in
buildings, which are caused by the occupants’ behavior of each building, which exerts a
strong influence. In fact, several studies discuss that energy savings can be achieved
with low-cost measures and a change in the attitude of occupants towards the energy
consumption and save energy [4], [5] and [6]. For example, energy is wasted needlessly
if employees do not switch off their computer before they leave the job, or if they leave
the lights on most of the working hours even if they are absent from the office, or even
if there is sufficient natural light. By switching off appliances that are not needed during
the working hours, savings will be even higher. But, because of the poor occupants’
energy behavior in the buildings, more energy is used during non-working hours than
during working hours [5] and [7]. An important rule is: "If you do not need it, do not
use it!" [7]. Of course, there are different behavioral patterns and user profiles, that
everyone affects differently the energy consumption of a building. There are differences
in wasted energy between gender, age and years of service of the employees. For
example, high-income couples request comfortable housing without concern for energy
saving and families are these who use more devices every day. Older people are these
who need more comfort for thermal [5] and [8]. A study has also shown that the
maximum consumption for heating becomes from sleeping, studying and working
rooms [8]. While the use of renewable sources of energy can contribute to reduce
energy consumption, the focus is on the recognition of the wasting from occupants. This
will facilitate their acceptance of energy-saving measures, as this will improve the
quality of life, protect the environment and reduce the power budget of their housing,
company or space [5].

2

Methodology

In the present report, the study of indoor comfort and the energy consumption in the
Building Service of Academic and Student Affairs Cyprus University of Technology
(CUT) is being studied. Specifically, the component being examined is the occupants’
behavior affecting the energy consumption in the building, during the summer season
2012. The experiment was carried out by the help of instruments for daily
measurements, questionnaires from the employees and students and measurements of
energy consumption.
Air temperature, relative humidity and the levels of lighting of the building are
monitored using temperature, humidity and lux meter tools. The data are collected three
times a day, during the period of two weeks, excluding weekends. The measurements
were during 07:00 – 08:00 am, 13:30 – 14:30 pm and 17:30 – 18:30 pm for the
morning, noon and afternoon, respectively. The noon measurements were during the
working hours, while the morning and afternoon hours were during non-working hours.
The orientations of each occupant, according to that of the building, are recorded and
also some daily observations.
The experiment was conducted in comparison with the behavior of the occupants and
the use of questionnaires. A total number of 30 occupants participated in the study. 60%
of the participants were females and 40% males. The questionnaires were given at the
same time and collected after the occupants’ responded. The questionnaire based on
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ASHRAE Standard (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air conditioning
Engineers) and was divided into two main sections. The sections included: a) the
thermal comfort which consists of 7 questions and b) the natural lighting with 4
questions. The occupants’ answers are analyzed using SPSS (Superior Performance
Software System) software and were organized in diagrams showing percentages for
each question based on the total occupants’ responses. Thermal comfort of occupants’ is
analyzed with the indicator of PMV (Predicted Mean Vote), and PPD (Predicted Percent
of Dissatisfied People). For the scope of this research, employees and students of the
building was chosen as the occupants under investigations.
The annual energy consumption cost is calculated based on Electricity Authority of
Cyprus charges for 2012 and on a data from energy bills for the building, during a
summer month. For verification, measurements for energy consumption in the building
were measured with the use of watt meter.
Finally, the last step was to determine the relationship between the occupants’
behaviour, their indoor comfort and the energy consumption in the building. These were
essential to evaluate how occupants can influence building energy use through their
actions and behaviors.

3

The case study

The Students Services and Academic Affairs Building of the Cyprus University of
Technology is located in the center of Limassol on the corner of Athens and Nicholas
Xiouta Street. Limassol has a Mediterranean and temperate climate, and specifically hot
with dry summers and mild winters. The humidity in Limassol is at high levels due to
its geographical position. The summer of 2012, the average maximum temperature in
Limassol was about 34.53 ° C, the average minimum temperature at 23.67 ° C, while
the average rainfall is 0 mm.
Table 1: Maximum/Minimum Temperature (°C) and Precipitation (mm)
Month
June
July
August

Average Maximum
(°C)
32.2
35.2
36.2

Average Minimum
(°C)
22
24.9
24.1

Rain (mm)
0
0
0

The building was built in 1978 and functioned as a bank.
2002 stating upgrading of 1st and 2nd floor was done, until
the 1/5/2011 when the Cyprus University of Technology
bought the building. July of 2011 started renovation of the
second floor of the building and December of 2011 of the
ground and mezzanine. The Service of Academic and
Student Affairs building, is a three storey building with a
mezzanine on the first floor. Specifically, there is ground
floor of 500 square meters (m2), mezzanine 497 m2, first
and second floor area of 560 m2 each one. Based on the
main facade, the building has a northwest orientation.

Figure 1: Photos of the building
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The height of each floor in
the building is 3.25 meters
(m). The building is made
of reinforced concrete and
brick 20 centimeters (cm)
and in the interior of it there
are plasterboards 10 cm.
The examined building is
used
as
offices
for
employees and teaching
areas. Specifically there are
offices,
lecture
rooms,
Figure 2: Architectural Design of the building a) Ground
conference rooms, computer
floor, b) Mezzanine, c) First Floor, d) Second floor
rooms, corridors, toilets and
kitchens. Also, it is equipped with all the typical appliances (computers, photocopying
machines, printers, refrigerators, etc.) as well as machinery and equipment for the needs
of users. The building also houses a big office in the reception, 24 offices of Service of
Academic and Student Affairs and 2 conference rooms which are located on the ground
floor and mezzanine. Also it has 8 lecture rooms that accommodate a large number of
University students from 9:00 am to 20:00 pm. However, during the 3 months of
summer, students are not attending the university, but the staff of Student Affairs
continues to work. The survey of questionnaires was conducted in late August when the
students returned to the University for their registrations for the new academic year.

4

Results and discussions

4.1
Questionnaire Results
Prior to conducting any statistical analysis, descriptive statistics were performed. The
most significant results that derived from the responses given by the University’s
employees and students according to the questionnaire are presented below. Also,
correlations between user’s responses have made and all these are presented in Fig. 3 –
10.
4.1.1 Thermal Comfort
The first section of the questionnaire aimed in users’ thermal comfort. In Figs.3 and 4
determine the relationship between indicators PMV and PPD through the question how
users feel regarding thermal comfort. Accordingly the predicted percentage dissatisfied
is PPD = 43, 35 % and PMV = (+ 2, 5). According to the standards of Ashrae PPD = 43,
35 % not vary within accepted limits, since the PMV is 2,5. The majority of users
indicate that summer feel a slightly cool until cool. This shows that it is not possible to
satisfy all users who are in the building. The main reason that they do not feel
comfortable heat, most users seem to answer the question whether the air conditioning
is turned on. Apparently the air conditioning was turned on at very low temperatures,
which did not need to such a degree.
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Figure 3: Percentages on the users’ satisfaction
for thermal comfort.

Figure 4: Predicted percentage of
dissatisfied (PPD = 43, 35%) according to
the PMV = + 2, 5.
Users were asked to indicate their
habits
concerning
the
air
conditioner. As shown in Fig. 5,
almost 50% of employees switch
off the air conditioner in their office
when they get off work. It is
noteworthy that up 58.85% of the
surveyed students do not know
when the air conditioner switches
off, as opposed to employees. This
perhaps
indicates
suspicion
indifference on the part of students
about the air conditioning in their
space.

Figure 5: Correlation and frequencies of users
(employees or students) habits concerning the air
conditioner 

Figure 6: Percentages on the users’ opinion if the
Figure 7: Percentages on the users’ opinion if the
equipment affects positively or negatively the thermal
equipment affects the thermal comfort.
comfort.
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From the users’ replies in Figs. 6 and 7, rate of 66.67% responded positively and
percentage 33.33% responded negatively on the question of whether electronic or any
other equipment affecting the thermal comfort of the office/teaching areas. These
results, however, it cannot be absolute that relate to the specific situation of the
individual in their specific area, since it is very likely that the answer involve to a
consolidated view on this issue, although they were clear from the outset that the
question concerns the situation in the present tense. Also, up 85.71% of those who
responded positively in this question, believes that the electromechanical equipment
adversely affects the thermal comfort of the room. It should be noted, however, that
through the daily measurements made, almost all users leave 24 hours the day on the
equipment.
4.1.2 Natural lighting
The second section of the questionnaire aimed in
natural lighting of users’ space. The users’ level
of satisfaction in terms of natural lighting in their
office/teaching areas is presented in Fig. 8. In
general lines it seems that percentage of
employees amounts to 69%, replied that are
dissatisfied with natural lighting of their office.
Natural consequence is that employees express
dissatisfaction in any such relationship with the
students, since employees are more hours in the
building and it certainly will be for several years
in the field. However, about half of the students
are dissatisfied, too.
Figure 8: Correlation and frequencies of users
Users were asked to indicate their habits
(employees or students) habits concerning the
concerning the lighting in their own space. As
satisfaction level for natural lighting.
shown in Fig. 9, rate of nearly 69.2% of
employees switch off the lights of their office when they get off the work.
It is noteworthy, that up 58.85% of the surveyed students do not know when the lights
off in the teaching areas, as opposed to employees. This perhaps indicates suspicion
indifference on the part of students about whether they themselves must switch off the
lights when leaving the space
where located.
On the question in Fig. 10,
regarding satisfaction of natural
lighting, someone would expect
to have mostly positive response
from the respondents in areas
facing south. Based on the
answers of respondents in areas
facing south is observe that 56%
and 80% of those in the
southwest and southeast oriented
space, respectively, is not
satisfied with the natural lighting.

Figure 9: Correlation and frequencies of users
(employees or students) habits concerning the
lighting
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Based on the location of the
building and the fact that there no
other taller buildings south of it, is
something unreasonable. The above
explained from in field visits, where
it appears that in the south side of
the building there is not any
provision for light wells or
windows.

Figure 10: Correlation of natural lighting
satisfaction in relation to the orientation
4.2
In field measurements and indoor comfort
According to Ashrae standards, in office and educational buildings / rooms the optimal
temperature is between 25 - 26 ° C with humidity ranging between 40-50% in
operational condition. Also, optimal thresholds for natural lighting for open or closedtype offices and classrooms are 400 lux. In a conference room the minimum rate is 300
lux. Figs. 11 - 15 show the average temperature, humidity and lighting measurements in
different spaces and orientations in the building.
Fig. 11, shows the measurements relating to the area of the vestibule of the
entrance of the building, on the ground floor, facing north, where there are employees.
Natural light in this place is very satisfactory. Nevertheless, the users when they enter
the building, they turn on the lights. In the afternoon there is increased luminescence in
the area due to the orientation and the fact that there are many perimetrically windows.
The lighting in the room is excessively satisfactory hence there is no need for artificial
lighting. In this space measuring, during the morning and evening hours, when nobody
is present in the building, humidity ranges between 55-60% and the temperature is at 30
– 32 °C. With the air conditioning turned on at noon is around 27 °C and humidity 50%.
Fig. 12, shows the measurements in an office on the ground floor facing south. It
is an open plan office for single occupant. Light measurements in the morning and
afternoon hours related data with artificial lighting turn on, because the specified office,
as its neighbors, have very lacking or even no natural light. There are no windows or
other skylights. The temperature in the afternoon with activated air conditioning is at
25.5 °C and humidity 50%. Morning and evening measurements, the temperature in the
office is around 28 °C. This is not the physical office temperature since air conditioners
remained open after employee left the work in the afternoon, so the temperature remains
at 28 °C until the next morning.
In Fig. 13, measurements were made in a conference room, about 30 people,
facing south with no natural light. Note that there are windows that overlook an interior
open space, with the shutters permanently closed. The increased moisture content in the
field (60 – 68 %) is due to the fact that is aired and illuminated only by its’ use, which is
not daily. Midday the temperature range in 26 °C, half of the days of measurements,
was air conditioning in the room without the presence of people.
Fig. 14, regards measurements performed in a lecture room of the first floor with
northwest oriented, with 21 computers. This room has glass panes with north, northwest
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and west positioned. The measurements were made with the air conditioning off and
noticed that the temperature in the morning hours, correspondingly with other rooms
that the air conditioning was also closed, was higher at about 2 - 2.5 °C. This is
probably due to the fact that the mechanical equipment in the room (computers and
printer) affects the natural temperature of the room. Note that the days that
measurements were made, although no lessons were held, more than half computers
were open. The lighting in the room at the space of measurements is very low and this is
because the shutters of the windows were all closed. Based on measurements of
neighboring rooms / offices with the same orientation, speculated that during the
midday hours that room with the shutters of the windows open, has natural light of
above 1000 lux. Nevertheless, based on field visits on a daily basis, was observed that
users, choose not to open the shutters of the windows, instead of this they turn on the
lights.
Fig. 15, shows the measurements refer to a classroom of 20 people (60 m2) with
southwest orientation to the second floor. On its west side of this room there are
windows that cover an area of approximately 20 m2. Of those windows, natural light not
enters the room, once during both the measurements and most of the time as seen from
the field visits, occupants prefer the artificial light instead of opening the shutters. The
natural temperature of the room without air conditioning is 32 to 33 degrees in the
morning until the afternoon and humidity 55 – 60 %.

Figure 11: Results of temperature, humidity and lighting
measurements in the reception at northwest.

Figure 12: Results of temperature, humidity and lighting
measurements in an office at south.

Figure 13: Results of temperature, humidity and lighting
measurements in a conference room at south.
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Figure 14: Results of temperature, humidity and lighting
measurements in a lecture room at northwest.

Figure 15: Results of temperature, humidity and lighting
measurements in a lecture room at southwest.
4.3 Energy consumption and occupants’ behavior
Official working time for the building is between 08:00 and 12:30 h 5 days a week,
during summer. This is crucial time for demand charge. However, by visiting the
building early morning hours that no one was in it, it was confirmed that some
occupants leave their computers on over-night and over the weekends. Also, all the
equipment was left running throughout the term time even though no one was in the
building. Fig. 16 shows two scenarios of consumption by equipment of the building,
including air conditioners and lamps, representing the apportionment of energy between
24 and 12 hours per day. According to measurements and calculations, if all equipment
remains open 24 hours a day, then consumption amounts to 1505,76 kW/h for 1 day.
This implies to 33126,72 kW/h for 1 month. Therefore the monthly cost of consumption
amounts to 10931 €. But if all the equipment is reduced to 12 hours of operation, then
there is a great energy saving and consumption descends to 970,38 kW/h for 1 day and
so 21438,36 kW/h for 1 month. Thus, the monthly cost of consumption is much lower,
at 7044 €. Therefore, it is necessary to have energy awareness and change of behaviour
of the occupants in order to consume less.

Figure 16: Scenarios of energy
consumption
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5

Conclusions

Indoor comfort and energy consumption has been examined in the Building Service of
Academic and Student Affairs Cyprus University of Technology (CUT) during the
summer months of 2012. Specifically, the component being examined is the occupants’
behavior affecting the energy consumption and thermal comfort in the building. The
survey was conducted using both questionnaires regarding thermal comfort and natural
light, and field measurements with the help of instruments for daily measurements.
Also, measurements of energy consumption are calculated for two scenarios.
Thermal comfort of users is not satisfactory in their office/lecture room, since the
predicted percentage dissatisfied is PPD = 43, 35 % and PMV = (+ 2, 5). According to
the results, thermal comfort is affected negatively by the equipment. Also, the majority
of users and especially the students, switch off the air conditioning and lights when they
are leaving the room / office and throughout the day.
The south and southwest side of the building can be an important advantage in natural
lighting and ventilation for the building, such as offices, lecture rooms and conference
rooms. This is not possible since the entire south side of the building is built and
enclosed, with no glassed surfaces. Additionally, every effort is made to improve the
many weaknesses of internal and external layout of the building, impinges an absurd
behavior of its occupants, employees and students, who indicate at least one intense
indifference as regards the energy consciousness and behavior.
For energy benchmarking, if air conditioners, lamps and general building equipment are
used only during the operating hours and not 24 hours per day, then a high amount of
energy could be saved and the cost of the consumption for the building will be much
lower. Simply by switching off appliances at the end of the day could save energy. The
savings will be higher if the equipment is switched off when is not required even during
the operating hours. Meanwhile, ongoing studies in the same sector for this building
will be carried out for the other three seasons.

6
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ABSTRACT
Cyprus’ building stock energy saving potential is considerably high due to the absence of
legislation and regulations governing energy performance of buildings, prior to Country’s accession
to the EU. This led to the necessity to reduce the extensive energy consumption of buildings and
improve thermal conditions at the same time through the review of the construction procedure and
overall operation of buildings Within this context, an analysis of buildings energy performance is
required so as to identify alternative retrofitting actions that can be undertaken to improve
performance characteristics of existing buildings. To assess the impact of retrofitting actions
advanced simulation software is considered essential for the evaluation of alternative energy saving
approaches.
In the current study, a methodology is proposed to enhance the application of retrofitting
actions to existing buildings. An advanced simulation software tool is utilized for the measurement
of the energy performance of a representative residential building in terms of envelope
characteristics, construction materials and HVAC system. The thermal model is used to identify
proper retrofitting actions. Following this procedure, the development of a user-friendly economic
cost-benefit tool is important to evaluate the potential retrofitting scenarios taking into account
values such as Payback Period and Net Present Value (NPV). Finally, due to the fact that
investments entail high level of risk in terms of extensive payback period, future work will address
stochastic analysis of critical parameters in order to assess the robustness of investment alternatives.
1

INTRODUCTION

According to the new Energy Efficiency Directive which was put into force on the 25th of
October 2012, energy efficiency is considered to be the vehicle to achieve energy dependence
limitation, as a result of cost-effective reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. In addition it is
expected to have considerable contribution in overcoming the current European economic crisis. To
conform to the new Directive, Member States are called to develop strategic plans possessing robust
incentives aiming to mobilize investments in retrofitting existing residential and commercial
buildings, having as an ultimate target to improve the energy performance of the building stock.
Cost-effective extensive renovations should be the main objective of the aforementioned strategies,
leading to significant reduction in delivered and final energy consumption of a building [1].
In particular, Cyprus due to the fact that it is a small and isolated system as an island, it
depends primarily on imports to address its energy demands. In addition, due to the fact that prior to
its accession in the EU, Cyprus did not have any legislation and regulations concerning energy
performance of buildings; the energy saving potential is considerably high.
Until now, significant research has been conducted leading to valuable conclusions regarding
the efficiency of the application of retrofit measures. Nikolaidis et al [2], applied several retrofit
strategies in a typical Greek building as a means to assess economic merits from alternative retrofit
approaches. For the ranking of energy saving retrofit approaches, two evaluation criteria were used,
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namely, the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) criterion and the Net Present Value (NPV) criterion.
Ehsan Asadi [3] et al and Diakaki et al [4], used an alternative approach to this problem by applying
multi-objective optimization techniques to a wide spectrum of alternative energy saving measures
and to identify the most appropriate ones.
Zhenjun Ma et al [5], performed an extensive state of the art review of energy retrofit
approaches. The main conclusions of this review were the following:
 Despite the fact that there is a large amount of scientific publications and research
activities available, the rate of energy retrofitted buildings is still at very low levels.
 An effective approach to building’s retrofit is a methodology which comprises energy
simulation, economic analysis and risk assessment.
 Multi-objective optimization problems should comprise appropriate weight factors and
selection criteria for the identification of the best retrofits.
 There is a need for additional research on risk assessment due to high level of
uncertainty in investing in building refurbishment.
2

METHODOLOGY

In the current study a methodology is proposed and applied concerning the application of
retrofit strategies for Cyprus residential buildings (Figure 2.1). A research on characteristics of
Cyprus building stock that affect the energy performance of buildings has been conducted in order
to identify a representative dwelling to be used as a case study.
Residential
building stock
characteristics

Target
dwelling
identification

Thermal
modeling &
performance
assessment

Envelope
retrofit
strategies
application

Economic
analysis of
proposed
approaches

Figure 2.1: Basic steps of the methodology applied in the current study.

According to Cyprus’ Statistical Service [6], more than sixty percent (60.6%) of the building
stock was built before 1990, leading to the conclusion that a large proportion of buildings are more
than twenty (20) years old. Eighty-four percent (84%) of the total building stock represents
residential buildings, whereas half of them are detached houses. The majority of the buildings,
ninety-three percent (93%), do not have insulation applied to their envelope, both for external walls
and roof, due to the absence of regulations. Based on the aforementioned data, dwellings in Cyprus
are energy-intensive with considerable potential for improvement.
In the sections to come, a typical dwelling case study is analyzed in order to assess its energy
performance and identify the best energy retrofit strategies that can be applied in terms of energy
savings and cost-effectiveness.
3

CASE STUDY PARTICULARS

A typical residential building was selected to be modeled and studied. The building can be
described as typical in terms of age, location, construction characteristics and HVAC system
representing a considerable percentage of Cyprus residential building stock following evidence
from Cyprus Statistical Service.
3.1

Reference Building description

The reference building is located at the suburbs of Larnaca (Figure 3.1). Sea level elevation is
of the order of 15 m, its latitude is 33˚37'01 and its longitude is 34˚55'34. It was built during 1985
and comprises two stories of a total surface of the order of 205.17m2. It has a South-South-West
orientation.
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Figure 3.1: Views of the reference building.

The building is located in Cyprus’ Climate Zone 1 which represents the seaside area of the
island and accommodates the majority of the population due to the fact that cities such as Limassol,
Famagusta, Larnaca, Paphos and Kyrenia are located there. Climate zone 1 is characterized by long
summers with high temperature and humidity and winters with long periods of sunlight during the
year. The cooling period starts in May and ends in October and heating period starts in November
and ends in March.
The construction characteristics of the dwelling can be seen in Table 3.1. The overall structure
is characterized by poor levels of airtightness. The lack of insulation in the envelope, alike the
majority of buildings in Cyprus, and the presence of single glazing enhance the heat transfer with
the external environment resulting in augmented heating and cooling energy demands to preserve
acceptable comfort levels according to the regulations. The fact that the U-values of external
surfaces of the building are considerably higher than the accepted ones, reveal the high potential of
limitation of the energy demands by applying retrofit strategies in the building’s envelope.
Table 3.1: Construction characteristics of the reference building.
Construction
External walls
Internal partitions
Roof
Internal floor
Ground floor
External windows

Layers (outermost to innermost)
0.02m mortar, 0.2m hollow brick,
0.02m mortar
0.02m mortar, 0.10m hollow brick,
0.02m mortar

U-value
2

1.408 W/m K
2

1.481 W/m K
2

0.15m reinforced concrete

4.873 W/m K

0.15m reinforced concrete, 0.04m
limestone
0.15m reinforced concrete, 0.1m
sand, 0.04m limestone
Single clear 6mm

3.313 W/m K

2

2

2.885 W/m K
2

5.778 W/m K

With reference to the HVAC of the building, heating is achieved through a central system
using an oil boiler and hot water radiators in each room. Split type air conditioning units are
positioned in every thermal zone to cover cooling energy demands during summer.
4

REFERENCE BUILDING THERMAL MODELLING APPROACH

For reference building thermal modeling and energy analysis the EnergyPlus simulation
software [8] was used. EnergyPlus is an energy simulation software performing dynamic sub-hourly
thermal load calculations. Data introduced to the model comprise actual data retrieved or measured
by the inspection procedure and data from the Energy Service of the Cyprus Ministry of Commerce
Industry and Tourism.
As far as internal gains in residential buildings due to occupant presence are considered,
activity data imported to the model were based upon the databases created by the Energy Service of
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Cyprus for Assessing the Energy Performance of buildings (MAEPB) [7]. The data imported
include occupant density (people/m2) on each zone, occupancy timetables, and metabolic rates
depending on the zone type. Moreover, comfort environmental conditions (temperature set points
and setbacks) were imported as well as humidity set points, minimum fresh air levels (l/s-person)
and desirable lighting levels according to the use of each zone. Finally, equipment gains were
introduced for each zone of the building.
Furthermore, actual construction data were introduced to the model for the envelope of the
building and internal surfaces (internal partitions, external walls, roof etc.) containing thermal
characteristics of each material.
With reference to the glazing data, glazing surface, type and characteristics of external
windows were added to the model. A percentage of the total window area that can open is
introduced. An assumption of 20% of the total window area that opens was made according to the
residents’ habits. The air flow opening is assumed to be a gap in the side of the window which takes
on the full height of the window. Windows can only open if the operation schedule allows it and
whenever the inside temperature is higher than the comfort one and higher than the outside
temperature. The ventilation rate is calculated based on the pressure difference across the opening
calculated from wind and stack pressure effects.
Moreover, lighting data were imported regarding the type of lights, energy requirement,
visible and radiant fractions. To more realistically simulate lighting energy requirements (and
consequent gains) lighting control was engaged to turn on the lights whenever the levels of natural
light were below accepted comfort levels.
To calculate heating and cooling energy demands in EnergyPlus the object
HVACTemplate:Zone:IdealLoadsAirSystem is used. It is an ideal system that supplies conditioned,
heating or cooling, air in the internal environment of the building in quantities that are sufficient to
meet the load requirements. Input is provided to the model for the supply air conditions of drybulb
and humidity ratio, and it operates adequately to meet the desired environmental conditions
(setpoints) through the variation of the flow rate.
5

THERMAL MODELLING/ SIMUMATION RESULTS

For the generation of the thermal model, employed as a reference building for the application
of retrofit strategies, all the above information were applied to perform an EnergyPlus simulation.
Site energy is converted to Source energy according to conversion factors provided by MAEPB [7].
Since heating is mostly achieved by central systems using oil as an energy source, the conversion
factor to calculate primary energy consumption is 1.1 for heating. In addition cooling demands are
covered by packaged terminal heat pumps so the factor to convert Site to Source for cooling is 2.7
for electricity. EnergyPlus simulation results for the base case scenario can be seen in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Simulation results of base case scenario
Base Case
scenario
Heating

Site Energy
(kWh)
14708,8

Source Energy
(kWh)
16179,7

Source Energy
(kWh/m2)
78,9

Cooling

12860

34722

169,4

Lighting

2746

7414,4

36,2

Equipment

3826,7

10332,1

50,4

Total

34141,6

68648,2

334,9

As expected due to the climate characteristics of the island, the cooling energy demands, accounting
for 51% of the total energy demands, are much higher than the heating energy demands which
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represent 23% of the total. In order to reduce the energy demands of the reference building and
assess the energy saving potential, retrofitting scenarios are going to be applied so as to improve the
U-values of the envelope.
The first scenario concerns the installation of 5cm external insulation in the building’s façade
through which the U-value of external walls is improved from 1.408W/m2K to 0.459W/m2K. In the
second scenario the roof’s U-value is improved from 4.873W/m2K to 0.571W/m2K through
construction improvements suggested by MAEPB [7]. The third scenario constitutes a combination
of the first and second scenario. The fourth scenario refers to the replacement of single glazing to
double low-e glazing panes containing argon between the outermost and innermost pane. The
installation of advanced glazing type led to an improvement in the glazing U-value from
5.778W/m2K to 1.493W/m2K.
Table 5.2: Modification of the building shell’s U-values due to the application of retrofit scenarios.
Base Case
Scenario 1

Base Case
Scenario 2

External Wall Construction
0.02m mortar, 0.2m hollow brick, 0.02m mortar

U-value
1.408 W/m2K

0.02m mortar, 0.05 extruded polystyrene, 0.2m hollow brick,
0.02m mortar

0.459 W/m2K

Roof Construction
0.15m concrete reinforced (2% steel)
0.025m mortar, 0.15m concrete reinforced (2% steel), 0.05m
extruded polystyrene, 0.05m screed, 0.004m asphalt

U-value
2

4.873 W/m K
2

0.571 W/m K

Base Case

Window glazing
Single clear 6mm

U-value
5.778 W/m K

Scenario 4

6mm Low-e clear pane, argon 13mm, 6mm clear pane

1.493 W/m K

2
2

The results generated from the simulation of all the scenarios can be observed in Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.2. The reduction of heating energy demands reaches 60% and 65% in cooling energy
demands by the application of insulation in the building’s envelope (external walls and roof) and
with the replacement of glazing panes to more energy efficient ones. In particular, by improving the
façade’s structure (scenario 3), 45% reduction of heating energy demands is achieved and almost
54% of cooling energy demands.

Figure 5.1: Heating energy demands reduction according to each retrofitting scenario.
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Figure 5.2: Cooling energy demands reduction according to each retrofitting scenario.

Summarizing, through the improvement of the U-values of the building’s envelope the
heating and cooling energy demands are limited significantly which reveals the great potential of
energy savings by applying retrofitting strategies to a typical dwelling in Cyprus. However, apart
from the energy savings achieved, to consider a retrofit action appropriate to be applied, costeffectiveness of the retrofit should be assessed.
6

PRELIMINARY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Energy retrofit initiatives will not achieve mass penetration, unless sound economic merits are
evident and well justified. This is especially true for the current economic landscape, possessing
scarce financial means. Thus, this section presents a preliminary economic analysis of the energy
retrofit scenarios addressed in the aforementioned sections. In particular, (a) the economic analysis
approach, (b) the scenarios addressed and (c) the key findings are presented.
6.1

Economic Analysis Approach

At this preliminary economic analysis attempt, traditional Net Present Value (NPV) method is
employed. As soon as the anticipated cash flows are determined over the investment’s analysis
period, the NPV method sums the discounted cash flows. The formula that is employed for
aggregation of the discounted cash flows is as follows:
n
Ft
[2]
NPV  C0  
t
t 1 (1  p )
where, “t” is the time period under consideration, usually on a yearly basis, Ft stands for the net
cash flow at year “t”. C0 represents the initial investment, “p” the cost of capital and “n” the
investment horizon [2].
It is assumed that various net cash flows are collected at the end of the respective time
periods, i.e. at the end of year-periods. An investor should proceed with the technical project under
consideration only if NPV > 0, whereas in the case of alternative investments comparison, the best
of them would be the one with the higher NPV [2]. Last but not least, it must be mentioned, that an
inversely proportional relation exists between the cost of capital “p” and NPV, i.e. an increase in
“p” results in a decrease of NPV, provided that all other parameters remain constant [2].
However, the NPV approach has several limitations. According to Menassa [9] three (3)
major limitations exist as follows:
a) It requires a discount rate which cannot be easily determined; this is a major source of risk
in NPV calculations;
b) Due to the extended analysis period, there are significant uncertainties that need to be
accounted for during the economic valuation phase of the sustainable building retrofit
decision. These include: physical, business and institutional uncertainties [10-12].
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Adjustment for these uncertainties in the NPV method is typically done by modifying the
discount rate, or using the NPV at- risk method where the primary variables underlying a
project’s NPV are simulated to obtain a distribution and confidence intervals [13, 14].
However, there are several objections to adjusting both the discount rate and the variables in
the NPV method because this amounts to double counting the risk [15].
c) Third, the NPV assumes that all future cash flows for a given investment are known in
advance [16, 17]. This is considered a limitation when performing an investment evaluation
for sustainable building retrofits when it is impossible to predict energy use accurately due
to differences in occupancy, hours of building system operations, control-point settings,
building and system maintenance conditions, and actual versus estimated weather conditions
among others [18].
According to Menassa [9] all of the above issues are barriers that inhibit building stakeholders
from making reasonable and effective decisions to sustainably retrofit their existing buildings using
the NPV approach. However, concern about future volatility of energy prices and increased
legislation regulations requiring buildings to adhere to certain energy consumption standards is
going to impose additional pressure on building stakeholders to move forward with sustainable
retrofits. Therefore, from a technical, strategic and political perspective, an investment valuation
method that overcomes the limitations of the traditional NPV method will allow the decision maker
to effectively quantify the economic value of any sustainable retrofit investment, and suggest
optimal investment strategies when the future is uncertain.
6.2

Scenarios Addressed

The Scenarios addressed coupled with respective energy savings expected, are as described in
section five (5) above. In short, three main scenarios were examined, namely external walls, roof
and Glazing Dbl low-e. In addition, another two hybrid approaches were examined as shown in
Table 6.1 below.
As it can be seen External walls require the highest capital investment and offer poor energy
saving as compares to the other two main retrofitting approaches. This is a major outcome to govern
any future work.
Table 6.1: Retrofitting scenarios and respective economic merits.
External Walls

Roof

9,266

20,148

12,875

4,849

6.3

Retrofit Scenarios
External Walls &
Glazing Dbl Low-e
Roof
Energy Saving (KWh/ Year)
25,994
6,868
Retrofit Cost ()
17,723
1,350

All: Walls, Roof,
Glazing Dbl Low-e
32,419
19,073

Key Findings

“Payback period” refers to the period of time required for the return of the investment made in
each of the retrofit scenarios addressed. Even though short payback periods have been observed, a
discounted payback returns were utilised to account for the “time value of money” a serious
limitations if overlooked in such analyses.
A striking conclusion is the fact that “Glazing Dbl Low-e” and “Roof” retrofit scenarios repay
themselves even from the first year, constituting ideal energy saving investments. It should be also
noted that limited capital investment is required for their realisation. Table 6.2 provides a summary
of this finding.
In the case of investment capital availability, still external walls energy retrofit initiatives are
a prudent investment, even though with lower returns as compared to “Glazing Dbl Low-e” and
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“Roof” scenarios. It must be noted that these figures were reached, after utilising raw materials
costs from the local market.
Table 6.2: Payback period and Net Present Value of Payback Amount for respective Retrofitting
Scenarios.
Scenario
Scenario 1: Walls
Scenario 2: Roof
Scenario 3: Walls & Roof
Scenario 4: Glazing Dbl Low-e
Scenario 5: All above, i.e. Walls,
Roof, Glazing Dbl Low-e

7

5 yrs
0.9 yrs
2.5 yrs
0.75 yrs

Initial
Investment
Required
12,875
4,849
17,723
1,350

Discounted Payback
Amount
NPV (i= 6.5%, 10 years)
10,363
46,366
47,466
15,873

2 yrs

19,073

62,228

Payback
Period

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

During the years to come, energy retrofit initiatives to be applied to energy intensive building
stock will attract increased attention due to increased energy efficiency necessity for a multiple of
reasons. This piece of work conducted a preliminary study for Cyprus’ residential buildings energy
retrofit potential. The case study utilised was a typical residential dwelling built prior to 1990, with
limited if any, energy efficiency applications.
The results were striking, indicating to particular retrofit scenarios, which can bring about
significant improvement in energy performance with limited capital investment. To this end, as it
can be seen, two retrofit approaches can achieve a payback period of less than a year.
However, further work is needed to investigate potential sources of risk and conduct a robust
risk assessment. In addition, key input variables’ values will have to be further studied.
8
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is the assessment of the windows’ contribution on the cooling
energy performance of buildings in Cyprus. This is derived by calculating the cooling energy index
qc and the area weighted cooling energy needs for several fenestration types installed in a reference
room. The assessment parameters are estimated for different fenestration products (various
combinations of U, g) and different conditions (orientation, shading) with the help of a dynamic
simulation tool (Energy Plus) for a representative Cypriot city (Larnaca) and involves both office
and residential usage. The extensive multi-parametric analysis exhibited interesting results. It was
found that for the cooling mode the energy performance of windows in warm climates is influenced
significantly by their thermophysical properties. More specifically, the impact of solar transmittance
is significant and its optimal selection can contribute in minimizing the energy consumption,
especially in environments with controlled ventilation, such as offices. On the contrary, advanced
fenestration products with low thermal transmittance seem to behave unfavourably, since their
extremely low thermal transmittance prohibits the dissipation of heat towards the ambient
environment and results ultimately in higher cooling energy loads.
1

INTRODUCTION

The building’s sector – i.e. the residential and commercial buildings - is the largest user of
energy and CO2 emitter in the European Union and is responsible for about 40% of the total final
energy consumption and green house emissions [1]. The sector has significant potential for costeffective energy savings which, if realized, would lead to a number of benefits, such as reduced
energy needs, reduced import dependency and impact on climate, reduced energy bills, an increase
in jobs and the encouragement of local development [2].
Nowadays increased thermal protection and controlled ventilation has helped to reduce energy
needs and improve building energy efficiency. However, the impact of windows, fenestration and
glazed structures is still crucial, although they usually occupy a limited area on the buildings’
façade. The transparent elements of the building envelope influence every aspect of the building
behaviour, since they provide daylight, protection against the environmental conditions (sun, cold,
wind, noise, safety, etc), view and interaction with the exterior. These often conflicting and time
variant functions of the windows ask for properties that are analogously incompatible. Heat transfer
through windows accounts for a significant proportion of all energy used in the energy sector for
covering both heating and cooling needs, since the installation of cooling equipment in European
countries continues to increase rapidly [1]. At the same time, considerable advances have been
made in window technology in recent times. The energy saving potential from windows is therefore
very large.
The overall aim of this paper is to study the cooling energy performance of windows in
Cyprus. The energy saving potential of fenestration systems is assessed for Larnaca on a uniform
basis, i.e. the use of a reference room, for which the thermophysical and optical properties of the
building elements, the operation profiles, the schedules of usage, etc. are defined by the European
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or international standards. The energy performance is assessed for different fenestration products
(various combinations of U, g) and configurations (different frame and window fractions,
orientations), as well as for two different building uses, office and residential, with the help of a
dynamic simulation tool (Energy Plus).
2

METHODOLOGY

Cooling energy performance was assessed through the calculation of the cooling energy index
qc, which represents the energy contribution of the rated window. It is calculated as the difference
between the annual needs for covering the cooling requirements of the reference room with the
examined window system and the annual needs for cooling requirements of a notional room, which
is identical to the reference one, but its window is adiabatic (U=0) and non transparent to solar
radiation (g=0), divided by the surface of the window [3-4].
Therefore, the energy index for cooling qc is derived as the difference between the cooling
loads estimated for the reference room with the examined window on an annual basis, Qc, and the
cooling loads estimated for a notional room, which is the same as the reference room, but its
window is covered with a material that prevents heat transfer (U=0 W/m2K) and admission of solar
gains (g=0), Qc,no_win, divided by the are of the window, Aw [5]:
qc 

Qc  Qc ,no _ win
Aw

(1)

The cooling energy needs, Qc and Qc,no_win, were calculated with the help of Energy+, an
energy analysis and thermal load simulation program, which enabled the detailed dynamic analysis
in every case. Energy needs are preferred to energy consumption, since there are various HVAC
systems, which actually differ enormously from country to country.
The philosophy of this methodology is in accordance with ISO 18292, which mentions that
“the window energy performance for cooling (EPC,w) is expressed through the energy needs per unit
area of the window per year that is the contribution of window to the energy needs of the reference
building for cooling”.
2.1

The reference room

The cooling needs derived for each examined window were calculated for a reference room
(Figure 1), the geometry of which is defined in ISO 15265 [6] and ISO 13790 [7]. The reference
room is of rectangular plan, 3.6m wide and 5.5m long, with a storey height of 2.8m. This
configuration was selected as representative to both an office and a residential building, since it can
serve as a building unit that can be duplicated in order to form the whole building entity.
For the analysis, all opaque building components of the reference room were regarded as
adiabatic, with the exception of the front wall, which was regarded as thermally insulated with a
0.05m layer of EPS (=0.04 W/(m K)) positioned on its external surface. The window is located on
the front wall and covers an area that varies from 10% to 99% of the façade.
Two usage profiles were taken into account; as regards office, it was assumed that it is
occupied during the working days of the week (Monday to Friday) from 07:00 till 17:00 all year
long. Only during this operating time the HVAC systems are in operation. The cooling and the
heating set-points were considered equal to 24.5oC and 22oC, in accordance with EN 15251 [8].
Internal loads were regarded equal to 132 Wh per day, which account for 13.76 W/m2 during the
operating time and 2 W/m2 for the remaining time. Infiltration was considered equal to 0.50 air
changes per hour (ACH) and ventilation was set equal to 1.50 ACH.
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For the residential usage, a full occupational status was taken into account. The cooling set
point was considered equal to 26oC in accordance with EN 15251 [8]. However, it was assumed that
the user would open the window when the indoor air temperature exceeded 24oC with the condition
that the ambient air temperature is lower than the one in the interior. In that case, ventilation was
regarded equal to 2 ACH. With closed windows a ventilation rate of 0.7 ACH is required for air
quality requirements. Infiltration rate was considered equal to 0.50 ACH, in order to take into
account the increased air permeability of the conventional structures found in the Mediterranean
region. The internal thermal loads were equal to 5 W/m2.
2.2

The variables of the parametric analysis

For both cases (office and residential usage) alternative scenarios were studied, which
differentiated mainly on the fenestration properties and the facades characteristics. As regards the
fenestration’s properties, window products with different thermal and optical properties with respect
to their frame fraction were studied. The selected values for the thermal transmittance of the
window U (Table 1) cover a wide range of conventional and advanced fenestration systems; they
range from 0.72 W/m2K (passive window) to 3.20W/m2K. Both high (e.g. 0.76) and low (e.g. 0.30)
values of the solar transmittance of the glazing ggl were taken into account for each window (apart
from the passive window). The solar transmittance of the whole window depends on the area of the
transparent element; therefore the changes in frame fraction from 10% to 30% resulted in different
values of g, as presented in Table 1. In total 27 fenestration types were included in the analysis.
As regards the façade’s characteristics, different window sizes and orientations were studied.
It was assumed that the window was positioned on the main façade of the room and covered 10%,
25%, 50%, 75%, 90% and 99% of the façade. It was also assumed that the window and the façade
faced the four cardinal orientations, i.e. they were orientated due South, North, East and West.
Table 1 The thermal and optical properties of the examined fenestration systems
with regard to their frame fraction.
U window

g glazing
0.76

3.20
0.30

0.76
2.60
0.30

0.67
2.00
0.30

0.60
1.37
0.30

0.72

0.40

Frame fraction
10%
20%
30%
10%
20%
30%
10%
20%
30%
10%
20%
30%
10%
20%
30%
10%
20%
30%
10%
20%
30%
10%
20%
30%
10%
20%
30%

g window
0.684
0.608
0.532
0.270
0.240
0.210
0.684
0.608
0.532
0.270
0.240
0.210
0.603
0.536
0.469
0.270
0.240
0.210
0.540
0.480
0.420
0.270
0.240
0.210
0.360
0.320
0.280
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Figure 1: Axonometric plan of the reference room.
2.3

The evaluation parameterrs

The assessment of the cooling energy performance of windows in Cypprus was based on the
evaluation of the cooling energyy index, qc, as well as on the area weighted cooling energy needs,
Qc/A, of the reference room equiipped with the examined window type and configuration
c
for each
usage mode. In total, results from
m 1296 simulations were considered, 648 for each
e
usage profile.
3

FFICE USE
RESULTS FOR THE OF

The cooling energy perform
mance of fenestration for office buildings inn Cyprus was assessed
through the parametric analysis and
a is presented below with regard to the sizze, orientation, as well
as the thermophysical and opticall properties of the window.
3.1

The influence of the window characteristics on its cooling energy performance

Figure 2 shows the distribuution of the energy index qc for models withh different orientations
with respect to the frame fractioon, the window fraction on the main façadde, the U value of the
window and the g of the glazingg. More specifically, qc is plotted on the y-aaxis and ranges from 0
KWh/m2 to 500 KWh/m2 at a sttep of 50 KWh/m2. Each graph is divided innto five major regions,
which represent the different U values
v
of the examined windows (0.72 W/m2K, 1.37 W/m2K, 2.00
W/m2K, 2.60 W/m2K, 3.20 W/m
m2K). Each region is divided into 2 smaller reggions, which represent
the different solar transmittancess of the glazing (one low, usually 0.30 and one
o high, ranging from
0.60 to 0.76). Each U- and- g paairing encompasses 3 columns, which repressent the three different
frame fractions (10%, 20%, 30%
%). The dots in each column refer to the diffeerent window fractions
(10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, 99%
%). The results for the four cardinal orientations are displayed with
different shades of grey.
The thorough study of Figuure 2 helps to identify the contribution of the examined windows on
the determination of the cooling needs of the reference room. Within this fraamework, it is obvious
that for low g-values the window
w’s contribution on the cooling loads is low, since the curves of qc
range at low levels and reach a minimum
m
value in the case of the window witth the highest U value.
Furthermore, the curves represennting the distribution of qc for the four orienntations are kept close
together.
In contrast, when g increaases, qc increases as well, but the curve forr the north orientation
remains at low levels and becom
mes more detached than the others. This is abbsolutely logical, since
the solar heat gains admitted through a northern window derive mainly from
m diffuse radiation and
range generally at low levels; foor that reason, their contribution to the form
mation of the reference
room’s cooling energy needs is not
n substantial.
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Figure 2: The distribution of the energy index qc for models with different orientation
with regard to the frame fraction, the window fraction on the main façade,
the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing.
Moreover, it can be discerned that for windows with the same thermal and optical
characteristics, the cooling energy index, qc, decreases as the frame fraction increases. This is
reasonable, since an increase on the frame fraction is equivalent to a decrease on the transparent
area and consequently on the solar heat gains. When the g-value is low, the decrease on the solar
heat gains is not substantial; on the contrary, changes attributed to the frame fraction alternatives are
more obvious on the cases of glazings with high solar transmittance.
What is also worth noticing is the trend of the cooling energy index distribution with regard to
the window fraction and the orientation. In general it seems that the examined parameter follows a
rather similar distribution in models orientated due east and west; it has mainly a decreasing trend
with reference to the window fraction in the cases of windows with high U (above 2 W/m2K),
which becomes steeper as the U-value and the g-value of the window increases. The values of qc
decrease with respect to the window fraction for all cases of windows with high U and low gvalues, indicating that the enlargement of the window results in balancing the energy flows (thermal
losses-solar heat gains) per window area.
In contrast, the cooling energy index curve for south-orientated windows shows a positive
inclination with the increase of window fraction, especially for windows with high g. A more
detailed observation of the graph yields the finding that for windows with high U-value the cooling
energy index is maximized at a window fraction of 50%-75% and then it exhibits a decreasing
trend. Moreover, for all cases of windows with high solar transmittance, the qc values for southern
models exceed the respective values for eastern/western models, when the window fraction is
higher than 25%. That means that for small windows the difference between thermal losses and
solar heat gains is reduced, therefore the contribution of the window on the formation of cooling
energy needs is less important; southern windows obviously admit more solar radiation, leading to
increased qc values. The practical outcome of this finding is that for office buildings the southorientated windows contribute more to the determination of cooling energy needs when they occupy
a substantial surface on the façade wall, while the contribution of conventional openings is more
important when they are orientated due east or west. In fact, one might expect that west-orientated
models would be more burdened; however, it is assumed that the module is used only during the
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working hours; therefore the excessive heat gathered through the evening hours from direct solar
gains is dissipated through conduction during the night time. Therefore, large western windows
with high thermal transmittance appear to have a slightly better cooling behaviour than eastern ones
due to the occupancy status of the examined buildings [9].
The case of passive windows encompasses the behaviour of windows with low thermal
transmittance and low solar transmittance. Although solar gains are limited due to the optical
characteristics of the transparent element, the increased thermal protection offered does not allow
for the dissipation of heat towards the ambient environment, especially when the external air is
cooler than indoors, i.e. during the night time. Similar outcomes can be found in literature, mainly
regarding opaque building elements; for example, it has been demonstrated that advanced thermal
protection can lead to thermal discomfort and overheating in cooling dominating regions [10], [11].
3.2

The influence of the window characteristics on the cooling energy needs

The actual area weighted cooling energy needs derived for every model are presented in
Figure 3. In general the cooling energy needs are higher in the cases of windows with high g-value
and south orientation, while they reach their minimum values when they are orientated due North.
What is interesting to notice is that among the two cases of windows with the highest g value
(0.76), the cooling energy needs are lower for the model equipped with the window with the highest
U (U=2.60 W/(m2 K). Therefore, it is rational to deduce that when a clear glazing is going to be
used in a fenestration product, it is preferable to use conventional frames without advanced thermal
properties, in order to avoid excessive heat accumulation.
Analogous findings derive when the windows with low g (g=0.30) are concerned. From
Figure 3 it is clearly depicted that the lower the U-value of the window is, the higher the cooling
energy loads become. Consequently, when coloured or reflective windows are selected for the
transparent elements of an office building, it would be better to prefer fenestration products with
high U-value, in order to allow the dissipation of heat towards the ambient environment when its air
temperature is lower than indoors. One could also assume that based on these results, the
installation of windows with optimum thermal properties will probably constitute a non profitable
solution.
The above findings are more vividly displayed in Figure 4, which shows the percentage
difference in cooling energy needs between the examined models and the respective models derived
for windows with U=3.2 W/(m2 K). For reasons of simplicity only the cases of 20% frame fraction
are shown. It is obvious that for all cases of windows with low g the cooling energy needs are
higher compared to the ones calculated for the thermally “weaker” window. Moreover, the increase
in cooling loads varies from circa 5% (for windows with U=3.2 W/(m2 K)) to almost 95% for the
passive window. For windows with a high solar transmittance, no similar trend is noticed. The total
energy needs become actually lower as the U-value decreases, but the difference ranges in low
levels (less than 10%). Regardless of the thermal or optical characteristics of the fenestration
product, the impact is always higher for south-orientated models.
At the other hand, it is true that a lower U-value will result in decreasing the heating energy
needs; however, the total energy needs (heating and cooling), presented in Figure 5, are not
significantly changed, at least for most cases. The case of the window with the lowest U-value is
characteristic; its performance is worst when compared with windows with low g-values regardless
of their thermal transmittance. Its performance approximates the one derived when a window with a
U-value two times higher than the passive window and a significantly higher g-value is considered.
4

RESULTS FOR THE RESIDENTIAL USE

The cooling energy performance of fenestration in residential buildings in Cyprus was
assessed through the parametric analysis and is presented below with regard to the size, orientation,
as well as the thermophysical and optical properties of the window.
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Figure 3: The distribution of the area weighted cooling needs for models with different orientation
with regard to the frame fraction, the window fraction on the main façade,
the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing.
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Figure 4: The difference in area weighted cooling needs between the examined models and the
models produced for window with U=3.2 W/(m2 K) with respect to the orientation, the window
fraction on the main façade, the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing.
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Figure 5: The distribution of the area weighted heating and cooling needs for models with different
orientation with regard to the frame fraction, the window fraction on the main façade,
the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing.
4.1

The influence of the window characteristics on its cooling energy performance

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the energy index qc for models with different orientation
with respect to the frame fraction, the window fraction on the main façade, the U value of the
window and the g of the glazing. In the case of residential buildings, the cooling energy index of
windows ranges in lower levels with reference to the office buildings, while unlike office buildings,
the qc distribution follows a repeating trend, though with different inclination.
More specifically, in the cases of high solar transmittance, the contribution of the window on
the formation of cooling energy needs is substantial and increases as the window fraction increases.
For windows with the same thermal and optical characteristics, the cooling energy index decreases
as the frame fraction increases. The contribution of western windows seems to be more significant
among windows with different orientations; however, only in certain cases of windows with a high
g, a low frame fraction (20%) and a high window fraction on the façade, the qc values for southern
windows exceed the respective values for western ones.
Similar observations are made for windows with low g, though at a less striking extent. It is
characteristic that the contribution of the window on the formation of cooling energy needs
becomes less important as the U-value and the frame fraction increase. The increase in window area
results in intensifying the cooling energy index, at a rate that is increasing as the U-value of the
window decreases. For all cases, west and east orientated models contribute more to the cooling
energy needs, while in models orientated due North the role of the window remains minor.
The different impact of the window on the formation of cooling energy needs is attributed to
the free ventilation pattern that has been taken into account; it is assumed that when the ambient
temperature is lower than indoors, the user would open the window and the accumulated heat will
be dissipated. That means that even in cases of windows with high g, the solar heat gains through
the window will be admitted into the interior at a rate that is increased with regard to the window
area, but their effect could be partially counterbalanced through the admittance of cooler ambient
air into the space. The role of ventilation is the main reason for observing lower values of qc in the
cases of residential use compared to the office one.
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Figure 6: The distribution of the energy index qc for models with different orientation
with regard to the frame fraction, the window fraction on the main façade,
the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing.
Similarly, the different usage profile influences the impact of window orientation in the
distribution of cooling energy index. In the case of models with office use, the qc values calculated
for the southern models dominate among the remaining orientations, since the admitted solar gains
associated with this orientation were higher during the working hours. On the contrary, the full
occupational status of the residential building resulted in raising the contribution of western
openings.
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4.2

The influence of the window characteristics on the cooling energy needs

The area weighted cooling energy needs calculated for all models with residential needs are
presented in Figure 7. They range in lower levels than that observed for office buildings, by at least
30%. The decreased cooling loads are attributed to the free ventilation pattern, which promotes the
dissipation of heat towards the environment and the lower internal heat gains taken into account for
the residential use.
Similarly to the office use, the cooling energy needs of windows with low g increase as the Uvalue of the window decreases. Moreover, among the window of high g (0.76), the one with the
higher U appears to have the lowest cooling energy needs. However, the decrease in cooling needs
is not negligible when it comes for a window with a low U-value and a clear glazing (probably lowe) with high transmittance. As shown in Figure 8, the cooling loads in that case can be up to 20%
lower than that calculated for a window with high U-value (3.20) and g-value (0.76). Furthermore, a
window with extremely low U- and g-value is not favourable in such climatic conditions.
5

CONCLUSION

The analysis of the cooling energy performance of windows in a hot climate, such as that of
Cyprus, showed that different trends are waited with regard to the building use. In office buildings,
where the ventilation is usually controlled, it is crucial to select windows with low solar
transmittance and high thermal transmittance, in order to keep the solar heat gains as low as
possible and allow the dissipation of heat towards the ambient environment when its temperature is
lower than indoors. An advanced window will probably perform less favourably than a
conventional fenestration product, which obviously costs less.
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Figure 7: The distribution of area weighted cooling needs for models with different orientation
with regard to the frame fraction, the window fraction on the main façade,
the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing.
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Figure 8: The difference in area weighted cooling needs between the examined models and the
models produced for window with U=3.2 W/(m2 K) with respect to the orientation, the window
fraction on the main façade, the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing.
The differences between conventional and advanced windows become moderate for
residential buildings, since the free cooling patterns that dominate in such constructions of the
Mediterranean outline the cooling potential of the building at a great extent.
The overall objective of the paper was to identify the general frame of the window
characteristics that are appropriate for Cyprus, given the fact that the Cypriot Regulation for thermal
insulation foresees a maximum value for the thermal transmittance of fenestration, without
providing further guidelines. Additionally, it is worth verifying the fact that windows with low
thermal transmittance are not as efficient in cooling dominating climates as in heating dominating
ones. Such information is now more crucial than ever due to the challenge of the Nearly Zero
Energy Buildings.
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ABSTRACT
During the past years new regulations were adopted both in Cyprus and in Greece concerning
the energy performance of buildings. In Greece the new regulation for the energy performance of
buildings was put into effect at the end of 2010 and introduced minimal requirements for the energy
performance of the new buildings, the necessity of the energy certification of both new and existing
buildings, and at the same time it imposed new, stricter criteria for the thermal performance of the
building elements and the building envelope. In Cyprus the harmonization with the European
Directive was realized initially in 2006 through the law 142/2006; the regulations 568/2007 and
446/2009 for the minimum requirements of building energy efficiency followed a little later. The
two countries share, among many others, common climatic and often building architectural
characteristics. Therefore, one could expect that there would be similarities in the requirements for
thermal and energy performance of the building elements and envelope. This assumption formed
the objective of the current paper; it attempts to highlight the differences and the similarities met on
the thermal performance regulations of the two countries by implementing the respective laws and
technical guidelines on a typical residential building. The paper addresses firstly a synopsis of both
regulatory documents. A typical building is subsequently described, which encompasses
characteristics commonly found in the Cypriot and Greek building stock. The two regulations are
implemented for the calculation of the thermal transmittance of all building elements, the thermal
bridges and the thermal transmittance of the building envelope. The results obtained through the
implementation of the two regulations are then comparatively analyzed, leading to the production of
useful outcomes, including proposals for future alterations and improvements.
1

INTRODUCTION

The thermal characteristics of the building elements and the building envelope are
undoubtedly among the most critical parameters that are taken into consideration in order to infuse
the principles of sustainability in the built environment. The perspective of energy efficient
buildings, which fulfil the modern requirements for comfort with the minimum energy
consumption, is the objective of the new European Directive for the building energy performance.
Among others, the new directive necessitates the establishment of the optimal thermal performance
levels for the building elements and the overall building envelope, which will form the basis for the
minimum requirements in the regulatory documents of each member country.
Such a policy aims at the minimization of the energy consumed in the building sector;
according to statistical data of the European Union, the building sector consumes up to 35% in
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Greece and almost 28% in Cyprus of the final energy consumption [1]. Taken into account that both
countries are extensively dependent on energy imports for covering their needs, the adoption of
special measures for the improvement of building energy efficiency is fully justified; towards that
direction align the recent regulations of both countries for the thermal protection of buildings, the
assessment of which forms the objective of the current paper.
2

THE GREEK REGULATION FOR THE THERMAL PROTECTION OF
BUILDINGS

Thermal insulation was initially imposed to newly built constructions in Greece in 1979; the
regulation set the minimum requirements for the thermal transmittance of opaque elements, the
vertical surfaces of each floor and the entire building envelope, which differentiated among the
three climatic zones of the country.
The harmonization with the European Directive 2002/91/EC created the need for a new
regulation that will cover all aspects of building energy performance; the new regulation, called
KENAK, i.e. Regulation for the Energy Performance of Buildings, was inaugurated in 2010 and
defined the 4 climatic zones of the Greek territory, the methodology for the calculation of energy
performance in new and existing buildings, the minimum requirements for building energy
performance, architectural design, thermal and HVAC characteristics, as well as the procedure for
the energy inspection of all new and existing constructions that are going to be rented or sold.
The new regulation practically introduced the calculation of energy consumption of
buildings; however, the requirements for the thermal performance still remained an important
component on the elaboration of the study of a building project. At the current stage, there are
maximum values for the thermal transmittance of the opaque and transparent building components,
as well as for the mean thermal transmittance of the building envelope, taking into account the
contribution of all building components and the thermal bridges. The maximum values of thermal
transmittance of the building elements with regard to the boundary conditions and the type of
building component for each climatic zone are presented in Table 1, while the maximum mean
thermal transmittance of the building envelope for each climatic zone with respect to the ratio of the
envelope’s area to the volume of the conditioned building is displayed in Figure 1.
The thermal transmittance of the opaque building components is calculated according to ISO
6946, taking into account the surface resistance with respect to the direction of the heat flow and the
boundary conditions of the building element [2]. Special attention is given to complex opaque
building elements, in order to avoid significant thermal bridging. For the calculation of the thermal
transmittance of the transparent elements, the procedure described in ISO 10077-1 was adopted; in
order to calculate the thermal transmittance of a window, it is assumed that the engineer will take
into account the certified U-values of the frame and the glazing given by the their producer, the
geometrical characteristics of the window (area of frame and glazing, length of linear thermal
bridge) and the linear thermal transmittance due to the combined thermal effects of glazing spacer
and frame [3].
Table 1 The minimum requirements for the thermal performance of building elements [4].
Building element
Roof
Walls (in contact with air)
Walls (in contact with ground/unconditioned space)
Floor (in contact with air)
Floor (in contact with ground/unconditioned space)
Windows/glazed doors

Thermal transmittance U [W/(m2 K)]
Climatic zone
A
B
C
D
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.60
0.50
0.45
0.40
1.50
1.00
0.80
0.70
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
1.20
0.90
0.75
0.70
3.20
3.00
2.80
2.60
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The mean thermal transmittance of the building envelope, Um, is calculated as the ratio of the
overall transmission heat transfer coefficient, Htr, to the total area of the building envelope, Ai.
The overall transmission heat transfer coefficient is expressed as the sum of the direct heat transfer
coefficient by transmission to the external environment HD, to the ground Hg and to the
unconditioned spaces HU:
Um 

H tr H D  H g  H U

Ai
Ai

(1)

The above mentioned heat transfer coefficients take into account the heat transfer through
each building element i, through its thermal properties (Ui) and area characteristics (Ai), as well as
the thermal bridging effect of each linear thermal bridge k, expressed as the product of its linear
thermal transmittance k and its length lk (Eq. (2)).

H D , g ,U or A   Ai  U i   k  l k

(2)

For the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient by transmission to the external
environment, HD, all building elements of the envelope that are in contact with the ambient air and
the adjacent buildings are considered.
The heat transfer coefficient by transmission through unconditioned spaces, HU, is calculated
using Eq (2), multiplied by an adjustment factor, b, which takes into account the reduced
temperature difference between the interior, conditioned building and the unconditioned space. The
adjustment factor, b, can be regarded either as equal to 0.5 or it can be calculated according to ISO
13789 [5].
The heat transfer coefficient by transmission to the ground, Hg, is calculated in accordance to
ISO 13370, following a methodology that includes the influence of the large thermal inertia of the
ground on the periodic heat flows related to the annual cycle of internal and external temperatures
[6]. In order to simplify the calculation procedure, the regulation foresees that Hg is estimated
through the use of the “equivalent thermal transmittance value” of the building elements in contact
with the ground, which can be found in tables developed for this particular reason, with regard to
the steady-state U-value of the building element, the characteristic dimension of floor (only for
horizontal elements) and the depth of the element’s basis below ground level.
Zone 
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one D

1.00
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Mean thermal transmittance
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Figure 1. Diagrammatical display of the maximum level for the mean thermal transmittance of the
building envelope with respect to the ratio A/V [4].
-1

A/V [m ]
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As mentioned before, thermal bridges participate in the calculation of Um; for that reason, the
values of linear thermal transmittance of the thermal bridges usually met in Greek constructions
have been analytically calculated, following the procedure described in ISO 14683 and ISO 10211
[7-8]. The calculated -values of the thermal bridges are displayed in an atlas and their use is
compulsory during the design project of a new building.
The analytical presentation of the calculation procedure and all information needed for the
implementation of the new regulation concerning the thermal performance of the building envelope
(i.e. mathematical expressions, tables with predefined values, tables for the equivalent thermal
transmittance for building components in contact with the ground, thermal bridging atlas, etc) are
given in the Technical Guideline 20701-2, which was elaborated and published by the Technical
Chamber of Greece in 2010 [9].
3

THE CYPRIOT REGULATION FOR THE THERMAL PROTECTION OF
BUILDINGS

In Cyprus, the European Directive for the building energy performance was adopted in 2006
with the Law 142(I)/20006 and later with the Law 30(I)/2009. The minimum requirements for the
thermal performance of the building elements were published in 2007, while the mean thermal
transmittance of the building envelope was introduced as an assessment parameter in 2010. The
minimum requirements for the thermal performance of the building elements and the building
envelope are presented in Table 2. For the implementation of the new regulation, the Ministry of
Commerce, Industry and Tourism has published a guidebook, which presents the methodology of
the calculations and several practical examples.
The thermal transmittance of the opaque building components is calculated according to ISO
6946, taking into account the surface resistance with respect to the direction of the heat flow and the
boundary conditions of the building element. The thermal resistance of air layers is taken into
account in detail, including the cases of unventilated, slightly- and well-ventilated air layers [2]. It is
worth mentioning that the description of the procedure is supported by examples, presenting vividly
the calculation of the U-value of the most common building elements met in Cypriot buildings.
The provisions of ISO 6946 have been fully adopted for the calculation of the additional
thermal resistance offered by an unconditioned space to building element, as well as for the
calculation of the thermal resistance of plane and non-planar surfaces.
The Cypriot regulation for the thermal protection of buildings has adopted the analytical
methodology of ISO 13370 for the building elements in contact with the ground; the guidebook
describes the analytical relationship that can be used for the calculation of the thermal transmittance
for slab-on-ground floors and floors of the heated basement [6].
The calculation of the thermal transmittance of the transparent elements can be approached
either with the analytical or the simplified scheme, following the methodology described in ISO
10077. For the analytical approach the mathematical equations are given [3], while for the brief
approach the thermal transmittance of the fenestration is determined with the use of special tables
prepared for specific frame fractions (20% and 30%) with respect to the thermal transmittance of
the frame and the glazing.
Table 2 The minimum requirements for the thermal performance of building elements and the
building envelope in Cyprus [10].
Building element
Roof and floors in contact with air
Floors in contact with unconditioned space
Walls
Windows
Building envelope (for residential buildings)
Building envelope (for residential buildings)

Maximum thermal transmittance U [W/(m2 K)]
0.75
2.00
0.85
3.80
1.30
1.80
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Beyond the building elements, there are also minimum requirements for the thermal
transmittance of the vertical surfaces of the building, which include both the transparent and the
opaque elements. The thermal bridging effect is not taken into account.
The presentation of the methodology is supported by examples, concerning not only each
individual step of the regulation’s application, but also the presentation of an overall study for an
one-storey building.
4

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE METHODOLOGIES EXPRESSED BY THE
TWO REGULATIONS

The focal point of both regulations is that they are based on the international standards; it is
characteristic that their provisions have been adopted in every stage of the Greek and the Cypriot
regulation for the thermal performance of buildings. As a result, the two regulations follow a
common axis and have many similarities; however, certain topics are approached differently, the
main points of which are described below.
The most striking differentiation between the two regulations concerns the required thermal
performance of the building elements; in the Greek regulation, the provisions are stricter, since the
maximum allowed U-value for vertical opaque elements, horizontal elements and fenestration is
higher up to 30%, 33% and 16% respectively, with regard to the Cypriot regulation. However, the
two regulations differentiate, not only on the minimum requirements set, but also on the application
of the standards’ provisions in praxis, due to the different assumptions and simplifications adopted.
More specifically, the main similarities and differences between the two regulations are synopsized
in Table 3 by means of presenting the adopted approaches.
In order to evaluate further the impact of these provisions on the overall thermal performance
of the buildings, it was considered interesting to compare the results produced by the application of
the two regulations on a case-study building, given the fact that the two countries share common
constructional practices. The methodological procedure is presented in the following sections.
Table 3 Comparative assessment of the way the main issues of the thermal performance of
buildings are considered in the Greek and the Cypriot regulations.
Specific areas of thermal
performance
For opaque elements
Air layers in the element
Complex elements
Non-planar surfaces
In contact with unheated space
- calculation approach:
In contact with the ground
- calculation approach:
For transparent elements
- calculation approach:
Thermal bridging effect
Mean thermal transmittance of
envelope

4.1

Greek regulations

Cypriot regulation

According to ISO 6946
Only non ventilated
Special provisions
Not taken into account
According to ISO 13789
Use of correction factor
According to ISO 13370
Use of tables
According to ISO 10077
Analytical calculation
Use of certified values for Uf & Ug
Taken into account, analytical calc.
Takes into account all components
of the building envelope

According to ISO 6946
Non-, slightly-, well-ventilated
Not considered
Taken into account
According to ISO 6946
Additional thermal resistance
According to ISO 13370
Use of mathematical equations
According to ISO 10077
Analytical & use of tables
Use of predefined values for Uf &Ug
Not taken into account
Takes into account the vertical
components of the build. envelope

The architectural description of the examined building

The study is focused on a multi-storey residential building (Figure 2) made of reinforced
concrete. The ground floor houses the building entrance and an open circulating, parking space
(pilotis). Each floor covers an area of 256m2, divided almost equally in three apartments. The
biggest apartment (80m2) is located at the rear of the building plan and is separated by the staircase
from the remaining two (74m2 each), which have similar internal plan and are located on the main
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building façade, facing the street. The staircase (28m2) is located focally on the building plan and is
unheated. All apartments consist of two bedrooms, a living room with integrated kitchen and a
bathroom. Each apartment has a balcony in front of the living room, projected 2.25m from its
external wall. The storey height is equal to 3.0m, resulting to a total volume of 3072m3 (256 x 3 x
4), 2736m3 of which are heated. It is assumed that the examined building is free-standing; therefore
windows are placed on every façade. The main façade is orientated due South and almost 30% of
each area is covered with fenestration. The windows of the west and east façades are limited to
12.2% and 9.4% of the relevant façade area, while north windows account for only 4.5% of the
respective façade’s area.

Figure 2. The ground plan of the examined building.
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4.2

Presentation of the parameters taken into account

The thermal transmittance of the opaque building elements is calculated taking into account
the minimum thermal requirements set by each regulation. In order to eliminate the differences on
prevailing climatic conditions, it was assumed that the building is located in Southern Greece;
therefore it is examined with respect to the provisions of climatic zone A.
Within this context, the required width of thermal insulation was calculated for each opaque
building element (reinforced concrete elements and clay masonry in contact with the air and the
unheated space, floor above the pilotis and flat roof) taking into account the thermal conductivity
values of the materials specified by each regulation. It was regarded that the windows are made of
PVC with double glazing. Their thermal transmittance was calculated analytically, taking into
account the geometrical and thermophysical characteristics of the frame and the glazing, as well as
the linear thermal bridge between the two components.
In order to calculate the mean thermal transmittance of the building envelope (for the Greek
regulation) and of the vertical surfaces (for the Cypriot regulation) the areas of each building
element were estimated, taken into account the external dimensions (Tables 4 and 5).
4.3

The thermal performance of the examined building according to the Greek regulation

The thermal transmittance and the area covered by each building element, as well as the
resulting values of heat transfer coefficients are presented in Table 4; in Table 5, the heat transfer
coefficient for the thermal bridging effect is presented with respect to the thermal bridge type for
the Greek regulation, assuming that the thermal insulation is positioned on the external side of the
building elements.
In order to calculate the mean thermal transmittance of the building envelope, the heat transfer
coefficients by transmission through each building element type is added to the heat transfer
coefficient through thermal bridges and the sum is divided by the total area of the building
envelope. The resulting value (0.87 W/(m2 K) is compared to the maximum allowed value for mean
thermal transmittance (1.01 W/(m2 K), which is derived through the use of Figure 1 for climatic
zone A, by calculating the ratio of total area of the building envelope (1803.36m2) to the volume of
the heated building (2723.26m3).
Table 4 The thermal transmittance, the area covered and the heat transfer coefficient calculated for
each building element, according to the Greek regulation for the thermal performance.
Building element
Reinforced concrete
Clay masonry
Flat roof
Floor above pilotis
Fenestration
Reinforced
concrete
in
contact with unheated space
Clay masonry in contact with
unheated space
Doors (unheated space)

Area
(m2)
354.80
659.48
226.98
226.98
130.52
75.00

U
(W/(m2 K)
0.584
0.504
0.434
0.436
1.035

Thickness of thermal
insulation (m)
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.02

b
1
1
1
1
1
0.5

UxAxb
(W/(m K)
207.115
332.143
98.567
99.015
374.096
38.823

103.20

0.959

0.02

0.5

49.502

26.40

3.500

-

1

92.400

Table 5 The heat transfer coefficient for the thermal bridges with respect to their type.
Type of thermal bridge
Vertical thermal bridges
Horizontal thermal bridges
Window thermal bridges
Total

xl
(W/(m K)
-13.95
172.57
118.84
277.46
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Figure 3: The heat transfer coefficient by transmission through the building element types and
thermal bridges for the examined building, according to the Greek regulation for thermal protection.
At this stage, it is interesting to notice the contribution of each component to the formation of
the mean thermal transmittance. In Figure 3 the diagrammatical display of heat transfer coefficients
through each building element category and through the thermal bridges are presented as a
percentage of the overall heat transfer coefficient of the building envelope. It is obvious that the
vertical opaque building elements have a higher contribution, since they occupy an area almost 4
times higher than that of the horizontal surfaces. Consequently, although the thermal transmittance
of the horizontal surfaces (roof, floor above pilotis) is up to 20% lower than that of the vertical
ones, their contribution on the total heat transfer through transmission remains low. On the contrary,
although fenestration covers only 7% of the total building envelope area, it is responsible for almost
25% of the total heat transfer by transmission, due to the increased thermal transmittance of the
transparent elements. The thermal bridging effect accounts for ca 18% of the mean thermal
transmittance of the building, an amount that usually ranges between 20% and 35% on average for
residential buildings located on this area.
4.4

The thermal performance of the building according to the Cypriot regulation

The thermal transmittance of each building element and the required thickness of thermal
insulation according to the provisions of the Cypriot regulation are presented in Table 6. The table
also includes the heat transfer by transmission through each building element, which is going to be
used for the comparative assessment of the two regulations later.
Table 6 The thermal transmittance, the area covered and the heat transfer coefficient calculated for
each building element, according to the Cypriot regulation for the thermal performance.
Building element
Reinforced concrete
Clay masonry
Flat roof
Floor above pilotis
Fenestration
Reinforced
concrete
in
contact with unheated space
Clay masonry in contact with
unheated space
Doors (unheated space)

Area
(m2)
354.80
659.48
226.98
226.98
130.52
75.00

U
(W/(m2 K)
0.766
0.628
0.605
0.607

Thickness of thermal
insulation (m)
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04

0.704

0.03

UxA
(W/(m K)
271.66
414.22
137.39
137.79
374.10
29.396

103.20

0.680

0.03

35.088

26.40

3.500

92.400
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Figure 4: The heat transfer coefficient by transmission through the building element types,
calculated according to the Cypriot regulation, with regard to the total heat transfer coefficient of
the vertical elements for the examined building.
The regulation for the thermal protection of buildings in Cyprus necessitates the calculation of
the average thermal transmittance of the vertical building elements; the maximum accepted value
for this parameter is equal to 1.3 W/(m2 K) for the residential buildings. For the examined building,
the average thermal transmittance of the vertical building elements is equal to 0.900 W/(m2 K).
As shown in Figure 4, each building element contributes differently in the formation of this
value. Although fenestration covers only 10% of the building façades, its contribution is very
significant, even with the thermally advanced windows, i.e. windows with U-value equal to 2.75
W/(m2 K) on average, when the maximum allowed value is equal to 3.8 W/(m2 K). It must be
mentioned, however, that the requirements for the average thermal transmittance of the vertical
surfaces would be satisfied, even if the maximum allowed value was used for the thermal
transmittance of the windows. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that the simplified approach for
the determination of the U-value of the windows does not always result to correct estimations, since
it is limited to 20% and 30% frame fraction; in most cases of windows, the frame occupies more
than 40% of the total window area, leading to serious error in the calculation of the U-value,
especially when the thermal transmittance of the frame is high (e.g. aluminium frame without
thermal break). It is characteristic that if aluminium framed fenestration with conventional double
glazing were used in the examined building, the simplified approach for the calculation of the Uvalues of the glazed doors would result in a value equal to 3.7 W/(m2 K), while the real value
exceeds the maximum threshold (3.7 W/(m2 K). For the windows, which actually have a much
higher frame fraction (above 40%), the calculated U-value is equal exceeds the value of 4.5 W/(m2
K), which ranges in much higher levels than the maximum accepted ones. It must be mentioned that
this inaccuracy, produced by the impression that conventional fenestration has a low frame fraction,
appears in the example presented in the Guide for the implementation of the Cypriot regulation.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the thermal protection regulations applied in Greece and Cyprus are presented
and comparatively assessed by their application on a typical multi-family residential building. In
order to interrelate the provisions of the two regulations with the prevailing climatic conditions, the
requirements set for the warmest climatic zone of Greece, zone A, were used.
Although both regulations are based on the international standards and therefore they share
many common practices, there are dissimilarities, concerning mainly the calculation of the mean
thermal transmittance of the building envelope. In Cyprus, only the mean thermal transmittance of
the vertical surfaces is taken into account, probably as a measure for maintaining the heat transfer
through the windows at a moderate level. However, the influence of the roof is very significant, not
only on the overall building thermal performance, but also on the formation of thermal comfort
conditions, especially during summer.
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Moreover, it has been found that for the specific building the thermal bridging effect accounts
for about 20% of the total heat transfer by transmission, when the thermal insulation is positioned
on the external surface of the building envelope. In case that the thermal insulation is positioned on
the core of the clay masonry –very common practice for building construction both in Cyprus and in
Greece in the past- the thermal bridges are significantly higher, resulting in higher thermal
transmission via the weak regions of the building envelope. Furthermore, the existence of thermal
bridges may lead in vapour concentration, a phenomenon that is likely to happen even in Cyprus,
where the temperature reaches low levels during night.
In general, the assessment of the thermal bridging effect is the weak point of both regulations;
although the Greek regulation has introduced thermal bridges in the calculation procedure, there are
still many deficiencies, which mainly concern the lack of every constructional detail of the building
components’ junction appearing in the thermal bridges atlas, as well as the absence of external
environments beyond the ambient air for the determination of the linear thermal transmittance.
Given the fact that the two countries share, among many others, common constructional and
architectural characteristics, it is not irrational to consider the evaluation of thermal bridging on a
common basis through the scientific collaboration of the two countries.
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ABSTRACT

Solar collectors for heatingg and air conditioning systems have maturedd significant during the
last decade providing a reliable alternative to fossil fuels or electricity andd research is currently
aimed at improving solar collectoor efficiency, amongst others. One of the tecchniques that are under
research in order to achieve this iis the use of liquids with low boiling point as heat transfer mediums
mperatures, and utilize
which minimize thermal losses tto the environment by operating in lower tem
the enthalpy of evaporation. In tthis paper the experimental evaluation of a 2 m² novel heat plate
collector is presented. The influeence of heat carrier volume to available colleector volume and from
the collector’s inclination, as welll as of mass flow rate to the efficiency of thee system is assessed in
u in solar heating and
order to find the optimum combinnation of the above parameters for possible use
cooling systems.
1

INTRODUCTION

Heating and cooling accounnts for a significant proportion of the world’ss total energy demand.
Energy Agency, heat represented 47% of finaal energy consumption
According to the International E
in 2009 [1]. The building sector in particular is responsible for more thann 40% of final energy
consumption in the European Unnion (EU) with space heating representing 68% of total household
consumption, followed by water heating at 12% for 2009 (Figure 1) [2]. In the case of Greece, in
2010 more than 3 million tones of oil equivalent were consumed for spacee heating; representing
more than 64% of total final enerrgy consumption, while water heating 6% (Figgure 2) [3].

Figure 1: Final Energy Consuumption by Energy Use in Households in EU [Source: Odyssee]
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In an effort to reduce CO2 emissions and promote the use of renewable sources, the EU
passed Directive 2009/28/EC [4]. The directive implied, that member states should increase their
use of renewable energy sources along with energy efficiency and savings beyond 2012, by 20%
until 2020. A further 80% reduction of energy consumption of the existing building stock, relative
to 2010 levels by 2050, was recently passed in the European Parliament (in March of 2013).
Employing solar collectors for solar heating and/or cooling systems is one of the solutions for
achieving these goals.

Figure 2: Final Energy Consumption by Energy Use in Households in Greece
In Greece, Domestic Solar Hot Water Systems (DSHWS) present a mature and widely
available technology with an installed capacity of 4,1 million m² (2,8 MWth) at the end of 2011, that
places Greece in the 3rd place in per capita installed capacity in the EU [5].
Although DSHWS is a widely accepted concept for hot water production with a high level of
market penetration, solar space heating and/or cooling, although mature technologies, have rather
low levels of market penetration and public acceptance. This is due to a number of nontechnological barriers such as the relatively higher initial investment costs compared to traditional
heating and/or air-conditioning installations. Taking into account the increasing cost of energy as
well as the demand for cooling during the summer, solar air conditioning presents a viable solution.
Active solar systems use either liquid or air as the collector fluid with liquid systems being the
dominant ones. A complete system includes solar collectors, energy storage devices, and pumps or
fans for transferring energy to storage or to the load. The load can be space cooling, heating, or hot
water. Although it is technically possible to construct a solar heating and cooling system to supply
almost 100% of the design load, such a system would be oversized and uneconomical.
Active solar energy systems have been combined with heat pumps for water and/or space
heating. The most economical arrangement in residential heating is a solar system in parallel with a
heat pump, which supplies auxiliary energy when the solar energy is not available [6].
For a solar thermal closed-loop air conditioning system to be as efficient as possible the
coefficient of performance (COP) is of the outmost importance. Single, double or triple iterative
absorption cooling cycles are used in different solar thermal cooling system designs. The more
cycles, the more efficient they are. Efficient absorption chillers nominally require water of at least
85°C making the use of common, inexpensive flat-plate solar thermal collectors possible, for
adsorption systems the driving temperature required is usually lower than 75°C, but their COP is
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also somewhat lower at 0,59. Depending on the chiller utilized the nominal area (and type) of solar
collectors required differs, ranging between 0,5 to 5,5 m²/kW of cooling power [7]. Furthermore
depending on the system the driving temperature needed differs and in general COP increases as
driving temperature increases.
It is obvious that in order for solar heating and/or cooling systems to become widespread, low
cost and more efficient solar collectors are necessary that can operate at various driving
temperatures and mass flow rates. During the last few years a lot of effort is put towards the
optimization of flat plate collector efficiency. One of the techniques employed is the use of liquids
with low boiling point as the heat transfer fluid in solar collectors. The collectors that employ this
technique are called phase change or heat plate collectors.
In this paper an experimental evaluation of a full scale heat plate solar collector is presented
as a continuation of previous work [8]. Furthermore, the influence of heat carrier volume to
available volume inside the pipe, mass flow rate, and from the inclination to the efficiency of the
system is reported.
2

HEAT PLATE COLLECTOR DESCRIPTION

In phase change collectors, the absorber comprises either of heat pipes engulfed in fins or of
two plates welded at their extremities that can act as a heat plate. In its simplest form, a heat-pipe is
a sealed tube containing a small quantity of a volatile liquid (such as water or ethanol) with no air or
other "permanent" gas present. If such a pipe is placed vertically and heated, liquid will evaporate
and the vapor formed will move to the upper part of the pipe where it can condense and give up its
enthalpy of vaporization. The condensate will then flow back to the lower end where it can be reheated and re-evaporate (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Operation Principle of a Heat Plate
The main useful characteristic of this type of collector is that it utilizes the enthalpy of
vaporization, transporting heat at a smaller temperature difference with the environment reducing
thermal losses. Furthermore the device acts as a thermal diode. That is, the conduction is very high
in one direction (upwards) and very low in the other (downwards). Additionally, due to the low
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pressure and subsequent low freeezing point of the heat carrier, destruction of
o the heat pipes from
low air temperatures is not possibble.
Heat plate collectors were evaluated
e
for the first time by Soin et al [9] and
a later by Ismail et al
[10], Essen et al [11] and Maathioulakis et al [12] amongst others. Soinn et al [9] evaluated
experimentally the performance of
o a solar collector undergoing phase change employing an external
condenser, with acetone and petrooleum as a working fluid, observing an increaase in efficiency as the
liquid level increased. Ismael et al [10], presented a comparative studyy between theoretical
predictions and experimental ressults of a flat-plate solar collector with methhanol filled heat pipes.
The heat pipes were self-containned devices whose evaporators were insertedd under pressure in the
flat plate solar collector and the heat
h exchange was carried out at their condeensers. Essen et al [11]
and Mathioulakis et al [12], studdied a two phase closed thermosyphon solarr water heater, in both
cases the pipes were not interconnnected with each-other.

Figure 4: Heat plate collector’s absorber dimensions
In the present work the colllector comprises of all the parts of a typical flat
fl plate collector. The
absorber consists of ten typical copper
c
pipes with a 10 mm inner diameter, 19900 mm length and 75
mm spacing between them, laserr welded onto thin aluminum foils painted bllack (with electrostatic
painting) to increase solar radiattion absorption. As glazing a 4 mm low ironn glass was employed
with 35 mm spacing from the abbsorber. Glass wool was employed in the baack of the absorber for
insulation with a 40 mm thicknesss, while 40 mm rock wool was used for the sides.
The novelty of the current work is that the copper pipes were welded inn the upper part with a
double shell copper heat exchannger and at the bottom part with a simple copper 15 mm inner
diameter tube with welded extrremities (which is the only difference witth a typical flat plate
collector arrangement) providing an interconnected heat plate (Figure 4).
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The double shell copper heat exchanger consists of two concentric copper pipes; the inner one
with a 15 mm diameter was left open at its ends while the outer one with a 22 mm diameter was
welded to the inner one, at its ends.
The condenser was placed at the top of the absorber, encapsulating a flow through heat
exchanger, but with a considerable smaller volume than that of previous studies [12], [13]. A brief
overview of the technical specifications of the collector is presented in Table 1.
Table 1 Collector Technical Specifications
Collector Dimensions
Copper Pipe (Risers)
Copper Pipe (Bottom Header)
Aluminum Foils Thickness
Glazing
Insulation (Back)
Insulation (Side)
Casing (Back)
Casing (Sides)
Absorber Painting
Condenser

960 x1980 mm
10 x 10 mm
15 mm
1,2 mm
4 mm low iron Glass
Glass Wool 40 mm, 20 kg/m³
Rock Wool 40 mm, 40 kg/ m³
Galvanized Steel
Aluminum
Semi Selective Black
Flow through – 890 mm long

On the top of the collector’s hydraulic channeling, a valve was used in order to empty the
collector’s hydraulic channels of all fluids, using a vacuum pump and afterwards to fill the collector
with the heat carrier fluid, once the high vacuum had been established. A barometer was attached in
a second tube, on top of the condenser in order to monitor pressure during operation. RTD Pt100 3
wire thermometers were used at the coolant inlet and outlet to measure the temperature gain in the
condenser.
The proposed collector provides ease of manufacturing, as it comprises of all the typical parts
of a flat plate collector, and due to the interconnection of the heat pipes onto a heat plate the
necessary vacuum and filling of the collector can be done in less time than with individual heat
pipes. The integration of the condenser onto the absorber also minimizes costs, while making
possible the connection of multiple collectors in series in order to reach through different mass flow
rates the necessary, for various solar heating and/or cooling technologies, driving temperatures.
3

TEST BED DESCRIPTION

For the measurement of the boiling collector’s thermal performance a test bed, complying
with the specifications of the ISO 9806-1[14], was used. A schematic diagram of the test bed
configuration is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Test bed diagram
(The Test bed, all equipment used and the heat plate collector belong to the Process Equipment Design
Laboratory from the Department of Mechanical Engineering, AUTh)
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A heating immersion circulator was used for the temperature regulation of the heat transfer
liquid, in this case water, in order to maintain the temperature at the collector inlet within a range of
±0.1 K of the desired value. The flow was measured with a rototron flow meter and solar radiation
was measured with a precision pyranometer. The signals from all the sensors were collected by a
24–bit data logger and were stored in a computer for further processing.
As heat carrier, distilled water was used and testing was conducted for two different volumes
of heat carrier. A volume corresponding to 50 and 80% of the total volume of the heat pipes was
used, after vacuum (~50 mbar absolute) was achieved with a vacuum pump. The volumes selected
conform well to those found in the literature [8]. The initial test matrix is shown in Table 2, flow
rates selection based on the literature [15].
Table 2 Test Matrix
Mass Flow Rate
[kg/min]

Inclination
40°
+
+
+
+
+

0,6
2,4
3,7
5,0
7,5

60°
+
+
+
+
+

Heat Carrier
Volume
50%
80%
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

The temperature of the heat carrier liquid at the inlet was appropriately set before every
measurement, starting from ambient temperature and, before measuring, the system was left to
reach steady state conditions.
4

RESULTS

All measurements were conducted at an ambient temperature of 20-28 °C and solar intensity
of 600-900 W/m² at the plane of the collector (depending on inclination). The results are presented
as average values of 10-minute measurement sets. Thermal efficiency is calculated with equation
(1) as the ratio of total useful energy to total solar energy on the collector window.

 





 
 



      
 

(1)

In Figure 5 the average efficiency for the two different volumes and for various flow rates is
presented for an inclination of 40°. The 50% volume filament, presents an overall better system
efficiency which increases proportionally with the increase of mass flow rate, indicating that the
increase in mass flow rate in the condenser minimizes heat losses to the environment and thus
increases the heat exchanger efficiency, leading to an increase in overall efficiency, as expected [9].
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Figure 5: Average system efficiency for 40° inclination for all cases examined
In Figure 6, the average efficiency for the two different volumes and for various flow rates is
presented for an inclination of 60°. As far as the influence of the heat carrier volume in the collector
on the efficiency of the system is concerned, there are clear indications that high fillings (80%)
result in overall inefficient operation which can be attributed to the fact that the overall available
volume for the recirculation of the phase change fluid is minimum. That leads to restricted flow,
causing the steam in the condenser to be superheated and thus, increasing heat losses to the
environment.

Figure 6: Average system efficiency for 60° inclination for all cases examined
The comparison of the cases examined, indicates that low (40°) inclined collectors with lower
filament (50%) provide the best overall thermal efficiency. The overall better efficiency at an
inclination of 40° is explained by less restrictions in the heat carrier recirculation, as the condensed
water flows back to the bottom easier in small inclinations, while in 60° gravity increases the speed
of the water droplets in turn causing strangulation to the upward flow of the steam due to the small
diameter of the riser tubes.
In order to evaluate if further increase in the mass flow rate would lead to further increase in
the efficiency, another test was conducted at the optimum inclination and filament (40° and 50%
respectively) with a mass flow rate of 7,5 kg/min. The 33% increase in mass flow rate, from 5
kg/min to 7,5 kg/min, resulted in a meagre 0,8% increase in thermal efficiency for a total of
33,07%, proving that the 5 kg/min flow rate presents the limit of the current heat exchanger which
is apparent from figure 7, where the average pressure at the condenser of the heat plate collector is
presented for the above case.
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Figure 7: Average pressure in the condenser for 40° inclination and 50% volume
5

CONCLUSION

Generally speaking, the heat plate collector can be an attractive option in solar systems since
it combines good energy behaviour with simplicity in manufacture, the use of common flat-plate
solar collectors without significant alterations of the existing production line, excellent behaviour in
freezing and overheating.
The invariable system efficiency in the range of 30-35% achieved by this initial experimental
evaluation, depending on the mass flow rate, makes heat plate collectors suitable candidates for
solar heating and/or cooling systems, as they can provide a variety of driving temperatures.
Research is currently under way for further tests with a larger variety for the evaluated
parameters (inclination, flow rate, heat carrier volume and carrier type) that would help in a better
understanding of the collectors operational characteristics and its efficiency as well as operation of
an array of heat plate collectors in series.
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ABSTRACT
During the transition of solar radiation through the atmosphere of the earth, the intensity of
solar irradiance is attenuated due to the absorption and scattering by atmospheric particles. Thus,
during cloudy conditions, the presence of clouds results to the attenuation of global irradiance that
result to a respective decrease in the power output of Photovoltaic (PV) modules and the Electricity
Generation of the PV Parks.
However, it is observed that when suitable conditions of partial cloudy sky exist, the positive
correlation of different factors can enhance the value of solar irradiance instead of attenuate it. The
enhanced irradiance may go far beyond the value of the Solar Constant (1367 W/m² ± 3.3 %) which
is the intensity of solar irradiance that is incident on the outside of the earth’s atmosphere. This
enhancement is caused by the reflection of solar irradiance from the edges of the clouds that
surround but do not obscure the sun and the reflection of solar irradiance to the base of the clouds
that is re-reflected back to the surface. Moreover, it may be caused by the strong forward Mie
scattering of light inside the clouds that are present within a narrow angle around the solar disk.
Such periods of enhanced solar irradiance may last from several seconds to some minutes
depending on the clouds’ motion.
This paper presents measurements of enhanced global irradiance from data obtained in
Cyprus (latitude 34.7o N, longitude 32.6o E), during the spring and summer of 2010. In seven
different occasions during five days of May and June 2010, the measured value of global irradiance
exceeded 1500W/m2 that corresponds to almost 150% of the theoretical value computed by Bird
and Hulstrom clear sky computational model for those specific occasions. Moreover, it is
noteworthy that in more than 20 days of April, May and June, the one minute and sometimes even
the ten minute average global horizontal irradiance exceeded 1200W/m2 (enhanced by 125%
compared to the theoretical ensembled averaged value for those specific occasions) showing a long
lasting period of the effect. These long periods of over-irradiance, along with the temperature drop
due to clouds (approximately 15-20oC compared to 30-40oC in the summer) might boost the
performance of photovoltaic modules and cause irreparable damage to photovoltaic inverters.
However, although this additional power output is desirable, it may be rejected by the inverter if it
is larger than the inverter’s AC rating or if the value of the Current-Voltage exceeds the operating
range of the inverter or even cause irreversible damage to the inverter if the levels of the Current or
Voltage exceed the upper threshold.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Solar Irradiance is the feedstock for various Renewable Energy Source (RES) technologies,
either by exploiting global solar irradiance such as Photovoltaics (PV), commercial solar updraft
towers and residential/commercial solar heating and cooling systems or by exploiting only the
Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI), such as solar troughs, solar tower power plants and solar dish
technologies.
DNI is the amount of solar radiation that is derived only from the sun and is incident on a
surface that is always perpendicular to the direction of the rays of the sun. Global Irradiance is the
total amount of the incident irradiance on a surface and derives as the sum of the DNI and the
diffuse irradiance (the part of irradiance that is scattered or reflected by atmospheric components of
the sky or by the surface of the earth). Global irradiance is usually measured at a horizontal surface,
(Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI)) or at an inclined surface concerning specific applications.
Global Irradiance at an inclined surface can be derived from other meteorological data using
mathematical formulas [1,2].
Various models have been proposed for the estimation of Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI)
either with no exogenous inputs using only the extraterrestrial radiation (solar constant), solar
declination, sunshine duration, geographical location and date/time, or with additional exogenous
parameters such as air temperature, earth surface albedo, relative humidity, cloudiness,
precipitation, evaporation, atmospheric composition, aerosol optical depth and Soil Temperature [35]. From these parameters, the most profound parameter for solar irradiance variations is
cloudiness, because although it can be predicted, the spatial and temporal resolution of the
predictions is very low, resulting to an uncertainty in solar energy generation prediction, especially
for Solar Power Systems without energy storage, such as PV parks [6].
The solar constant is the intensity of solar irradiance that is incident to the earth’s atmosphere.
The value of solar constant is 1367 W/m² ± 3.3 % [7]. During the transition of solar radiation
through the atmosphere of the earth, the intensity of irradiance is attenuated due to absorption and
scattering by atmospheric particles such as clouds and aerosols. Thus, during cloudy conditions, the
presence of clouds results in the attenuation of DNI that should result in a corresponding decrease in
the intensity of global irradiance. Nevertheless, occasionally, the positive correlation of different
factors may result to the enhancement of global irradiance, thus achieving irradiance values even
larger than the solar constant [8].
The enhancement of solar irradiance occurs under specific partial cloudy conditions.
Piacentini et al. [8] proposed that the following conditions should coexist:
1. Presence of Cumulus clouds around the sun disk but the sun should be unobstructed, i.e.
clouds should not be present between the sun disk and the measurement point on the ground.
2. Sun’s radiation should be reflected by the edges of the clouds.
3. The minimum cloud coverage should be not less than 50% and the maximum not more than
90%.
4. Clouds should not form a uniform cloud but should have patches of clear sky among them.
5. Clouds should be very thick in order to scatter solar radiation and increase the intensity of
diffuse irradiance.
Additionally to these, Yordanov et al. [7] proposed that irradiance enhancement may be also
attributed due to the strong forward Mie scattering of light inside the clouds that are present within
a narrow angle around the solar disk. As they have shown in their research, during Mie scattering,
51% of all the scattered photons are concentrated within 5o of the forward directions, thus
contributing to the enhancement of irradiance. Thus, in some cases, when the sun is obscured by
clouds, strong light is emitted within the clouds caused by Mie scattering (Figure 1). A similar
statement was presented earlier by Rouse [9] proposing that if cloud top albedos are small and cloud
base and terrestrial albedos are large, most of the radiation would be transmitted through the cloud
and strongly enhanced by the multiple reflections between the surface and the cloud base.
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Figure 1: Solar Irradiance emission through the clouds.

Although the weather conditions that cause irradiance enhancement are not rare, overirradiance occurrences are not often mentioned in the bibliography. This is mainly due to the long
response time of the pyranometers used, thereby ignoring instantaneous fluctuations of irradiance or
because the recorded data include only the average value of irradiance and not the maximum value
[10]. The pyranometers used in various bibliographic references have a response time of 18 seconds
which is very long compared to modern pyranometers with response times less than 5 seconds, as
those used for the measurements presented in the following sections [7,11].
Nevertheless, short term enhancements of GHI may exceed 1500 W/m2, whereas peaks
reaching 2000 W/m2 may be observed in mountainous regions near the equator. Piacentini et al.
(2003) [12] reported a maximum value of GHI of 1528 W/m2 at an altitude of 3900m in Argentina
and, in a subsequent study at sea level near the equator, a maximum intensity of 1477W/m2 was
recorded [8]. Emck and Richter [11] presented a study regarding 4 year measurements of GHI in the
southern Ecuadorian Andes Mountains near the equator, at an altitude of over 1900m, where they
observed multiple occurrences of GHI exceeding 1700W/m2, while the maximum recorder value
reached 1832W/m2. Cede et al. [13] recorded enhanced values of total irradiance at four sites in
Argentina. Overall, at the four sites, the maximum recorded values of total irradiance were
enhanced by 135% with respect to the very clear sky situation; the maximum measurements of 15min average and 60 min average were 123% and 120% respectively.
The aim of this paper is to measure GHI in Cyprus, compare the measurements to the
theoretical values of GHI for clear sky conditions, calculate the percentage of measurements higher
than the modeled ones, and evaluate the reason for these events and when they occur (i.e. middays,
summer period etc.).
In Section 2, the equipment used for the measurements and the irradiance model used to
calculate the clear sky irradiance are described and in Section 3, the results of the measurement are
presented. The discussion of the results, with relevance to their effect on PVs, is presented in
Section 4 and the conclusions in Section 5.
2

EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The equipment used for the measurements is a remote meteorological station based on
Geónica's Meteodata 3000 data transmission system positioned in Paphos, Cyprus (34.675N,
33.045E). The station consist of various measuring sensors, such as a pyrheliometer for measuring
DNI, pyranometers for measuring GHI and diffuse irradiance, anemometer and wind vane and
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temperature and humidity sensors. The pyrheliometer and the pyranometer used for measuring the
diffuse irradiance are positioned on a solar tracker.
The pyranometers (model MS-802) are ISO 9060 Secondary Standard with response time 5s
and the pyrheliometer (model DN01) is ISO 9060 first class, with response time 18s. The
temperature sensor’s range and accuracy are -30°C to +70°C and 0.1°C respectively. The solar
tracker (Model SunTracker-3000) is a two axis tracker (360o Azimuth, 90o elevation) with ±0.1o
accuracy. The measurements from the sensors were recorded and stored on the datalogger and
transferred to a computer server for further processing. The measurements were recorded for over
one year period, from November 2009 to November 2010. The sensors of the meteorological station
recorded the maximum and average values of the various parameters over a 10-minute period. As
presented in Section 2, the response time of the pyranometers is 5 seconds, thus only intensities
lasting over 5 seconds were recorded.
In order to be able to evaluate the measurements from the meteorological station, the
theoretical values of the irradiance for any given instance were first computed and then compared to
the measurements. The computational model used for the estimation of solar irradiance is the
"Simplified Clear Sky Model for Direct and Diffuse Insolation on Horizontal Surfaces" developed
by Bird and Hulstrom in 1981 [16]. The model computes hourly values of direct normal, direct
horizontal, global and diffuse irradiance for every day of the year. The parameters of the model
were modified regarding the geographical location of the meteorological station (latitude 34.7o N,
longitude 32.6o E, altitude 360m) and the atmospheric parameters of the site. Great importance was
given to the parameter regarding the albedo of the specific site, quantified to 0.4 since the
surrounding surface is semi-desert with high reflectivity [17,18]. Since the Bird’s model computes
the average hourly values of the irradiance, the calculations were interpolated to the intermediate
10-minute and 1-minute values using cubic interpolation. All the calculations were computed by an
algorithm developed in MATLAB based on the mathematical formulas proposed by Bird and
Hulstrom [16].
3

RESULTS

Figure 2 presents the distribution of the measured GHI for different times of the day for all
data recorded (diamond points), compared to the average theoretical value (solid line); (a) presents
the maximum measured GHI and (b) presents the average GHI.
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Figure 2: Diurnal distribution of (a) maximum and (b) ten minute average values of GHI. The solid line
represents the maximum theoretical GHI as computed by the clear sky model.

Figure 3 presents the comparison of the measured GHI towards the computed GHI for all the
clear sky days of May, April and July 2010. In total, the daily ten-minute average GHI of thirty
cloudy free days were used for the comparison in the graph. As seen in the figure, the results of the
model agree closely with measured clear-sky GHI, and both the slope and R2 of the trendline
approximate 1.
Clear sky days were determined manually by selecting the days where the absolute difference
of GHI measurements at sequential time intervals was within a small range. The criterion exhibited
minor discrepancies during the early morning and late afternoon times, wherein the differentials of
the irradiance are higher.

Figure 3: Comparison of measured towards computed GHI for cloud free sky conditions.

During the aforementioned period, the maximum intensity of GHI measured was 1533W/m2
on the 25th of June 2010, at 11:10 local time, which corresponds to 151% of the value of GHI with
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respect to the modeled clear-sky GHI at the same time. Overall, on seven different occurrences over
five different days, the measured GHI exceeded 1500W/m2. This value exceeds by far the value of
the extraterrestrial irradiance outside the Earth’s atmosphere (i.e. Solar Constant) that is equal to
1367 W/m² ± 3.3 %. Generally, on 25 different days, the measured GHI exceeded the value of the
Solar Constant.
What is equally surprising is that while normally this enhancement of solar irradiance lasts for
a short time period, depending on the motion of clouds, on 5 different days of May and June 2010,
the ten minute average GHI was above 1200W/m2 (125% of the modeled clear sky GHI value for
the same time). As it will be discussed in Section 4, these long lasting periods of enhanced
irradiance can boost the power output of PV modules and increase the Solar Electricity Generation
(SEG) of PV parks. However, although this additional power output is desirable, it may be rejected
by the inverter if it is larger than the inverter’s AC rating or if the current (I) - voltage (V) intensity
exceeds the operational range of the inverter or even cause irreversible damage to PV inverters if
the levels of I or V exceed the upper threshold.
It has to be mentioned that all these occurrences were recorded only during April-July 2010
despite the fact that during this period the Solar Constant is at the lower range of 1321-1367W/m2.
Since the enhanced values of GHI were recorded only during the period April-July 2010, the
following analysis and graphs are based on the measurements of this 3-month period.
Figure 4 presents the occurrences of high recorded intensities of maximum GHI during the
period April – July 2010. The dots (red points) of the graph are the intensities of GHI that exceeded
the theoretical threshold of the average value of the Solar constant (1367 W/m2), despite the fact
that since the measurements were recorded during the summer months at the Northern Hemisphere,
the Solar Constant has lower values. The diamonds (blue points) are the intensities lower than
1367W/m2.

Figure 4: Number of occurrences of maximum GHI over 1000W/m2.

Figure 5 presents the corresponding occurrences of the ten-minute averaged GHI measured
for the same period that exceeds 1000W/m2. This shows that the duration of the irradiance
enhancement lasted at least for several minutes and not just for a few seconds. Such long duration
of irradiance enhancement, ranging from 20 to 140 seconds was also stated by Schade et al. [15].
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Figure 5: Number of occurrences of average GHI over 1000W/m2.

4

DISCUSSION – EFFECT ON PV INVERTERS

The I-V characteristic curves defined in the Standard Testing Conditions (STC) for PV
modules have as maximum irradiance value 1000W/m2 which approximates the theoretical
maximum clear sky global irradiance [19]. Most PV inverters integrate a Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) device that regulate the I-V characteristics of the PV modules (varying either I or
V) at fixed time intervals, in order to obtain the maximum power output from the modules. Modern
MPPT inverters have very short time intervals (less than 5 seconds) thus, they are able to take
advantage of the very fast fluctuations of solar irradiance [20].
Under clear sky conditions at mid and low latitude sites (like Cyprus), when incident
irradiance exceeds the threshold of 1000W/m2, the PV module temperature also increases, resulting
in a decrease of the PV solar conversion efficiency by about 15% [14]. Nevertheless, as can be seen
in Figure 6 that presents typical examples of two cloudy and two cloudy free days, during partial
cloudy conditions, the ambient temperature is lower than 25oC for long periods during which the
GHI is also higher than computed. Thus, the positive correlation of the temperature drop and GHI
enhancement leads to a further enhancement of the power output of the PV modules. In general, for
silicon PV modules, a temperature increase results to a linear decrease in the voltage and a linear
(but lower) increase in current.
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Figure 6: Temperature variation during cloudy and partial cloudy days for (a) 23rd May 2010, (b) 30th May
2010, (c) 24th June 2010 and (d) 4th July 2010.

Since the instantaneous enhancement of solar irradiance has limited duration, it may affect
only slightly the overall SEG of a PV Park due to the short duration of this effect. Only long
durations of enhanced irradiance, even at lower absolute value may result to substantial
supplementary SEG from the PV parks. As presented in Section 3, long intervals of enhanced GHI
were recorded by the meteorological station; in various cases the one minute average and in rarer
cases the ten minute average GHI exceeded 1200W/m2 which corresponds to 120% over the STC of
the PV modules. Furthermore, in all these cases, the weather conditions were relatively invariant,
the ambient temperature always lower than 25oC and in most cases under 20oC, which is relatively
low for the summer in Cyprus during daytime. These two coinciding parameters would in theory
increase the overall SEG of the PV Park.
However, this additional power output of the PV modules may not always result in additional
SEG from the PV Park, but may lead to energy losses due to inverter saturation [21]. Inverter
saturation is when the inverter rejects the electricity from the PV modules because the DC input
power is larger than the inverter AC rating [14]. Depending on the inverter technology, the inverter
drifts from the MPP by increasing the voltage, thus reducing DC current and power.
Regardless of the ability of the inverter to regulate the input power, there are limits that
cannot be overcomed. If the DC input power to the inverter exceeds the maximum DC power
threshold of the inverter, then it may cause irreparable damage to the inverter. Similarly, if the value
of I primarily (or V in more extreme scenarios) exceeds the maximum threshold defined by the
inverter producer, irreparable damage may be caused to the inverter. For example, since an increase
of solar irradiance leads to a linear increase of I [22], using linear extrapolation, the maximum
measured value of GHI (1533W/m2 in our case) will result to a value of I 150% greater than the
design value of the PV string, which may exceed the upper safety threshold of the inverter.
It should to be noted here, that the irradiance measurements presented in this paper regard
GHI and not global irradiance at the inclined surface recommended for PV installation in Cyprus
and hence variations will exist. Several researchers have proposed mathematical formulas based on
statistical or Artificial Intelligence techniques [1,2] to compute the global irradiance at an inclined
surface using measurements of GHI.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Very high intensities of GHI were measured by a remote meteorological station in Cyprus
during April – July 2010, a period of usually low cloud coverage (0-1 oktas) [23]. The highest
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intensity of GHI measured was 1533W/m2 at noon of the 25th of June 2010 corresponding to over
150% of the theoretical clear sky value for the same period. Of equal significance is that in various
occasions, the one-minute average GHI and the ten-minute average exceeded 1200W/m2,
corresponding in most cases to additional 120% over the theoretical clear sky value. Such overirradiance occurrences were also mentioned in the literature, although in most cases they were
recorded at very high latitudes (over 1600m) or near the equator, where higher irradiance occurs.
These periods of enhanced irradiance, along with the temperature drop due to the presence of clouds
might boost the performance of photovoltaic modules and cause irreparable damage to photovoltaic
inverters. Future objectives consist of detailed irradiance measurements on site at a PV park and
association of possible enhanced irradiance measurements to the power output of the PV park as
well as to correlate enhanced irradiance measurements to cloud coverage and cloud classes using
ground based cameras.
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ABSTRACT
The European Distribution System Operators (EDSO) emphasize the importance of sufficient
network integration of Renewable Energy Sources (RES), in order to curb greenhouse gas emissions and to achieve the ambitious RES targets by the European Union. The integration of RES into
the electricity grid, however, introduces new challenges that need to be overcome in order to maintain the power quality (PQ) at acceptable levels. This contribution mainly focuses on the integration
of a 2.4MW wind farm installed in a remote area in Cyprus and equipped with a reactive compensation mechanism to regulate the voltage at the output of the wind farm. Systematic measurements
performed in the area are presented and analysed in an attempt to assess the steady state and dynamic response of the system during voltage changes and faults. Also, a new scheme for enhancing
the fault ride through capability was utilized, tested in practice and evaluated via the measurements.
PQ measurements from a nearby large utility customer are also presented and assessed to get a
clearer idea about the behaviour of the remote area distribution grid.
1

INTRODUCTION

The ambitious European 20-20-20 targets will increase the penetration of Renewable Energy
Sources (RES) in the grid, including small and efficient units distributed in the medium or low voltage networks. As Distributed Generation (DG) spread in a geographic area, time, location and
weather interdependencies, loads and demands get more importance, introducing breakthrough
changes in the way electricity is generated, distributed and used. The centralised distribution networks will be divided into dispersed and hybrid networks with bidirectional power flows, new ways
of design, and planning strategies and operation. However, this evolution will face new challenges
regarding PQ issues with wind farms contributing to power system control (frequency and voltage)
including abnormal operating conditions of the network (voltage dips and swells). Being responsible for distribution network development and operation, the Distribution System Operators (DSOs)
are on the frontline of the integration process. They will have to deal with the challenge of hosting
significant amounts of DG’s, the technical issues of operations and the effects on PQ [1]. The service offered by DSO’s is characterized by regulatory pressures aimed at improving the quality of
service with focus on voltage dips, but the growing complexity, brought by DG will compromise
the level of quality of service . DSOs have responsibility to analyze the PQ of their grid, in order to
find new tools for compensating voltage dips and unwanted voltage variations effectively. This is
the time for rethinking the features, components and organization of the whole grid system. The
need for the grid to be more intelligent has been defined as the Smart Grid concept, analysed by the
European Technology Platform (ETP), creating a joint vision for the European networks of 2020
and beyond [2,3]. Its objective features were identified for Europe’s electricity networks. In more
detail, the smart grid concept meets the customers’ requests, it makes the electricity network accessible to utility users and RES producers, ensures the reliability, the security and the quality of power
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supply and finally provide an economic solution for the, best service value and efficient energy
management. This work addresses the issues arising from the use of wind farm in power production
and aims in evaluating the techniques to be adopted in the successful integration of wind farms into
the electricity grid.,
2

CYPRUS SITUATION

Cyprus has no physical energy links, a liberalised electricity market with no gas energy production, but with an offshore natural gas reservoir recently discovered (5-8 trillion cubic feet [4]). Currently a total capacity of 134MW wind generators are operating, contributing 3.5% of the electrical
consumption [www.cera.org.cy]. PV’s with a total installed capacity of 10MW and another tendered 50MW-PV is under construction. The exploitable solid biomass potential in Cyprus is approximately 24 kilo tones of oil equivalent (ktoe) [5], contributing 9,2% of the overall renewable
consumption until 2020. Licenses to biomass plants with a capacity of 20MW have been given and
currently 9MW are in operation. Cyprus aims to increase the contribution of RES to 13% of the energy balance by 2020.
3

POWER QUALITY

Power quality threads for small consumers may be no more than lights flickering or dimming,
but for critical infrastructure that rely on high quality power, these events could disrupt operations
and cost in the USA more than $150 billion annually [6]. PQ issues like interruption, voltage dips
and transient overvoltage, with different effects on operation and lifetime of equipment, get more
important in some situations mainly due to the following factors:
-

Increasing distributed generation causing voltage disturbances that are harmful to equipment
Some categories of equipment are more sensitive to voltage variations as their lifetime may be
shorten or their operation may be compromised.
Lack of standardization methods and performance criteria that are applied as a common practice
to gain immunity against power event
Complex power event that require the availability of PQ data’s using automated meter reading
(AMR) technology to be evaluated and understood

Therefore network regulations define the requirements on significant grid users in relation to the
relevant system parameters contributing to secure system operation, including voltage control [7].
The EWEA Working Group is currently discussing several specific recommendations for technical
harmonisation in the short term related to Voltage control during and after network disturbances [8].
The IEEE SCC21 1547 Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power
Systems [grouper.ieee.org/groups/scc21] was approved as an IEEE and American National Standard [9]. Nowadays wind farms are capable to control the Active power & Frequency, the Reactive
power & Voltage, and Low voltage faults via fault ride through mechanisms [10].
There are three major aspects to consider:
-

PQ of supply distribution network impacting producers and consumers
PQ of producers impacting the supply system and other consumers
PQ of consumers impacting the supply system and other producers

Active power curtailment and reactive power regulation are the main methods proposed to
help in maintaining the voltage of distribution grids into the desirable levels. Up to now, no standards are widely accepted and applied in practice. In addition to this, it is also unclear if the control
of such systems should be centralized or decentralized. Consequently, a lot of work is required to
introduce such kind of power control schemes into the low voltage distribution grid [11]. The pre109

sent paper investigates the impact of renewable sources on PQ, analyzing the voltage fluctuations
and steady state voltage variation at the point of common coupling during continuous operation of
wind turbines. The sufficient regulation of the distribution grid voltage is a key operating objective
and one of the responsibilities of the EAC. Abnormal voltage variation can be a results of the weak
system operation or the usage of large loads. Thereafter, it is required to carefully coordinate and
place voltage regulation equipment, have diligence in monitoring load growth and perform periodic
load flow studies to assess voltage conditions.
4
4.1

SIMULATIONS AND SYSTEM BEHAVIOUR
Load Flow Simulation

To evaluate grid behaviour of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) specific simulations are
necessary. Power Factory [www.digsilent.de] was used to simulate power flow, faults, and the voltage stability. For the related part of the network several combinations with min/max reverse/forward loads and voltage regulations were simulated, using a dynamic model (ExF2), developed by ENERCON. Calculation of the actual voltage profile in the grid is typically a simple
straightforward calculation when load or generation is known, because of the radial networks topology. The impact of the Wind farm has been simulated, including voltage stability assessments
(VSA) during bidirectional load fluctuation. The fact that the wind farm did not participate in voltage control was regarded as the worst case. The simulations showed lower voltage variations at
maximum generation/ minimum load scenario. In cases of weak feeders, voltage variations can exceed the local planning level, and the wind farm operator needs to integrate voltage variation control. The calculated grid voltage profile, based on several simulated load conditions, was given to
the consumer (Fig.1) and measured afterwards (Fig.1 and 2). According to measurements (Fig. 1), it
can be observed that the voltage reacts more acutely in comparison with the result of the simulation.
This is an indication that the network model used for the simulations does not accurately represent
the real power system. In Fig. 2, it can seen that the fault ride through mechanism (QU-M -2) does
not operate in the same way during under and over voltages. On the other hand, it does not operate
as expected.
Fig.1 Simulated/Measured V-Profile at the PCC

4.2

Fig.2. QU-M-2 during under and over voltages

Voltage Regulation

As a common practice, the distribution network in Cyprus is managed within allowable range
by controlling the tap position of load ratio transformer (LRT) and step voltage regulator (SVR) installed when the network extends over large distances, providing the necessary voltage stability for
all customers, even under peak load and certain contingency conditions. The bidirectional impact
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between RES and small grids was simulated and valuated in [12]. Voltage regulation can be done
with the:
-

HV/MV transformer and Voltage Regulators (automatically)
MV/LV transformer (manually)
DG and load control (automatically)

It requires careful placement, coordination and monitoring of voltage regulating equipment and
the load growth of the system, including periodic load flow studies to assess voltage conditions. In
[13] the authors propose a determination method of optimal allocation SVR’s in distribution feeders
with RES. DG can improve regulation or cause problems with voltage variation. If the DG has varying output, it may change the system power flows in such a way to cause a regulator tap change.
Likewise, a distributed generator that has the responsibility to control voltage may interact negatively with the utility regulation equipment. There may be undesirable cycling of regulation devices
and noticeable PQ impacts under such conditions.
Frequent tap change of LRT or SVR’s will increase the need for maintenance of the “mechanical” parts of the related equipment. SVR’s use adjustable bandwidth and automatic-delay timers to
avoid instant operations, to coordinate the operation of multiple regulators on a distribution network
and to minimize the total number of operations by the regulators. Because of these time delays and
the mechanical changing taps, the speed of voltage adjustment is obviously not of main concern to
utilities. Low-voltage solid-state electronic SVR’s are available, providing both ultra-fast voltage
correction and eliminate the need for mechanical maintenance.
4.3

Steady state

The voltage variation (U) is related to the short circuit impedance, and the real/reactive
power output of the RES. A major challenge is to keep acceptable steady-state voltage profile during different operating conditions into desirable levels. Along with the power generators themselves, capacitors, on-load tap changers, and Automatic Voltage Regulation (AVR) Capabilities of
the RES will play a key role. One reason for the avoidance of AVR in DG-Applications is that
small generators with AVR control have to inject great amounts of reactive power in order to raise
the bus voltage. This may result in high field currents and overheating for the generator, triggering
the excitation limit or over-current protection and disconnecting the generator from the network
[14]. Within the framework of VDE-AR-N 4105, requirements to be met by the targeted provision
of reactive power by RES in the LV distribution network are described, with the objective of
achieving static voltage stability.
DG’s like wind farms are equipped with power electronics for control reactive power output
and terminal voltage. For weak grids the voltage regulation capabilities should be extended to a
continuously variable acting, and closed loop type, responding similar to a conventional AVR. This
is done by continuous modulation of the Q-Output within its range without violating the voltage
step emissions. Q shall be changed depending on the actual Voltage according to a predefined
slope. The slope can be set individually using several data points of Q&V during final commissioning [www.enercon.com]. IEC 61400-12-1 provides a uniform methodology to ensure consistency,
accuracy and reproducibility in the measurement and analysis of PQ by wind turbines. The steadystate reactive power capability versus the grid operation voltage in the PCC was tested during
commissioning based on the specified PQ-chart over the full active power operating area (Fig.1).
4.4

Transients

Transients in power systems can be grouped as follow:
-

Fast electromagnetic transients from lightning effects (Fig.11),
Electromagnetic transients from switching events (Fig.12),
Random power fluctuation in generators (Fig.13).
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Power fluctuations generated by wind farms can result in network voltage dips and rises if
either the wind farm or the network is not supporting the voltage. As the penetration of RES increases, the need for fault ride-through capabilities will become more critical. The wind turbines
need to remain connected to the grid both during and after the occurrence of a fault (Fig.3), without
feeding any power into the grid (Zero Power Mode (ZPM) [ENERCON]).
In order to improve the LVRT capability of the wind farm after measuring high levels of
flickering (Fig.12), the QU-Mode 2 [ENERCON] was applied (Fig.4) to deal with the under voltages observed in the area.
Fig. 3 Fault ride through profile [15]

Fig. 4 Supporting/limiting grid voltage (QU-Mode 2)

If the RMS value of the lowest or highest phase-to-earth voltage at the point of reference
(URMS) deviates by more than 10% of the rated voltage (UN) from the 100 ms average of the RMS
phase-to-earth voltage (U0) value, the wind generator feeds additional symmetrical reactive current
into the grid depending on the configurable proportionality factor K (Fig.4). The behaviour of ZPM
is shown in Fig. 5 and the response of QU - mode 2 during under and over-voltages in Fig. 6.
Fig. 5. ZPM behaviour during under or over voltages
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Fig. 6. QUM 2 behaviour during under and over
voltages

The voltage/time profile at PCC for both balanced and unbalanced faults should be available.
In general this aspect is related to grid strength, protection settings, insulation coordination, voltage
control, islanding and the actual voltage level in a given case. Advanced voltage support by wind
farms during faults, respond to voltage drop by generating reactive power up to the thermal ratings
of the equipment on cost of active power. This has been adopted in Germany to deal with sudden
under or overvoltages [16].
4.5

Voltage Variations and Flickering

Voltage characteristics of European public distribution system under normal operating conditions are regulated by the EN 50160 standard. Flicker (PST, PLT) is the subjective impression of luminance variations of lightning as a result of voltage fluctuations, depends on the amplitude of the
relative voltage fluctuation and the repetition rate of the fluctuation appearance.
Flicker is related to the voltage variations and the frequency of occurrence, caused by variations in the current (Fig.7) [IEC 61000-3-7]. Where the magnitude and frequency of the changes lie
above the curve, the effect is likely to be disturbing to a human observer while below the curve it is
likely to be imperceptible [17]. In some cases, voltage fluctuation problems can be solved by simply
adjusting a control element, reducing it below the standardized values [EN 50160:2010/ IEC 610003-7]:
Fig. 7 Flicker perception characteristic
-

ten-min short-term flicker index PST  1.0

-

two-hour long-term flicker index PLT  0.65 or 1.0

-

stationary relative voltage change d  3%

-

maximal relative voltage change dmax  4%

-

d  3% during the voltage change should
not exceed for a duration longer than 200ms.
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5

SYSTEM DEFINITION AND DATA ANALYSIS

5.1

Site related aspects

The applied methodology investigates voltage fluctuations under bidirectional power flow in a
significant part of the distribution grid, including wind generators and industrial consumers. For this
real case scenario measurements were available before and after the installation of the 24 MW wind
park.
The analysis of measurements revealed that voltage dips and overvoltages occurred in the
specific part of the distribution grid. From the results obtained it was obvious that the steady state
voltage variation was improved with the installation of a Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) at the wind
park for close-loop Voltage Control. But still, even after the installation of the RTU unit there was a
significant problems with undervoltages which was becoming more pronounced with time. After
conducting systematic measurements it was found that the AVR unit was malfunctioning due to
improper maintenance and over activity caused by the wind farm and it was required to be replaced.
Further investigation is currently in progress to define the appropriate corrective actions able to
maintain the PQ within acceptable levels and resolved all the undesirable problems.

5.2

Integration case

In this study a wind farm with 3 Wind Energy Converters (WECs) from ENERCON (E-53800kW), was connected to the MV network via unit transformers.
Fig. 8 Single Line Diagram

Fig. 9 Data Collection Point at PCC
Common
Connection
Point

The output produced by the E-53 generator is fed via the ENERCON grid connection system
(converter) into the grid. This grid connection concept permits the rotor to operate at variable
speeds. Limiting the rotor speed and the use of the wind power, allows the power output to be reduced to rated power, even within a short period. By pitching the rotor blades into the feathered position, the rotor stops without mechanical brakes exerting load on the drive train [Enercon E-53
Technical Description]. The utility network consist of a single 11kV substation connected over the
Point of Common Connection (PCC) with the producer network consists of 3 transformers and a
separate low-voltage (LV) customer connections (Fig.8) and two Automatic Voltage Regulators
(AVR) installed along the feeder’s length. Distributions Substations and Overhead transformers are
fitted only with off-load voltage regulation capabilities. In general, the physical layout of the 11kV
Distribution System in Cyprus is an up-down topology forced by budget constraints, reliability requirements and the several load and generation profiles, maintained through sectionalisation with
one protection device installed in the beginning of the first feeder.
5.3

Measurements

Data at the LV-side of distribution transformer at a nearby industrial facility and at the CCP
of the wind park were collected, using a Fluke 1760 Three-Phase PQ Recorder [www.fluke.com].
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At the PCC (Fig. 9) a PQ monitoring system MAVOSYS was installed enabling us to build up virtual analyzers, modules and reports [www.gossenmetrawatt.com].
Based on simulations the flicker (Pst) level at the 11kV point of common coupling was aimed not to
exceed unity, but on site measurements shows flicker values reaching 5,0 (Fig.12).
Fig. 10 Steady State Voltage vs. Power at the PCC

Fig. 11 Waveform Transient at the PCC
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Fig. 12. Flickering on consumer site before/after replacement of faulty SVR’s

Fig. 13. Voltage Variation during Power Events at the PCC

Fig. 14. Voltage rise because of insufficient capacitor bank technology at consumer site
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5.4

Data analysis

One of the main concerns of DSOs is the increase in voltage magnitude when DG is connected to their grids. Measurements in Fig.10 shows an increase in voltage magnitude, but all values
were clearly within the limit of ± 10% of nominal voltage. Fig.11 shows transients from switching
effects or lighting phenomena. The most of the Voltage dips were caused by the AVR’s. Fig.12
shows the improvement of Flickering after replacing the AVR’s. Significant power fluctuation at
the output of the wind farm are measured and shown in Fig.13. One reasonable explanation for the
significant power fluctuations is the jump from Q-Mode to the ZPM-Mode when one of the three
phases is reaching the upper limit of voltage. This phenomenon is repeated many type in a short period of time causing this behaviour. A power dip is observed instantly because the braking resistor
in the DC link is enabled dissipating the excess power and transformed it into heat. The immediate
result of the power dip is obviously a voltage dip. In order to maintain the generators full torque, the
braking resistor operates at the turbine rated power and the total heat dissipation may cause overheating.
In Fig. 14 is can be seen that reactive power is being injected into the grid because of an insufficient capacitor bank technology on a consumer site. This effect in combination with distributed
renewable power generation may cause significant voltage rise.
6

CONSLUSION

PQ problems are common in utility networks with natural phenomena like lightning strikes and
switching resulting in oscillatory transients. One approach is called load conditioning, using less
sensitive equipment; the other is using the RES capability to counteract the power system disturbances. In order to evaluate different methods to improve the PQ, network analyses are essential for
each RES connection query, based on the technical limits of the specific distribution system. Limits
in monitoring and dynamic operation will validate and improve further modelling, contributing to a
better understanding of the key issues and their interaction. The paper presents detailed measurement of a small wind farm connected to the distribution grid in Cyprus. Voltage dips analysis shows
that the events measured in a feeder with RES are of a short duration and depth. The measurements
confirmed that the wind farm was capable of riding through system faults but further improvement
can be achieved by adjusting the fault ride through algorithm. Voltage regulation in radial power
systems based on bi-directional load flow with respect to the impact of DG is investigated. The results clearly show the importance of ongoing PQ measurements and highlight specific issues associated with increasing levels of RES. For this purpose, detailed network analyses have been made. It
has been shown, that the integration of DG needs to be coordinated with the available voltage and
reactive power control equipment, in order to ensure that the steady state voltages can be maintained within the allowed range all the time, as well as to decrease losses. Because of the bidirectional load flow, distribution networks with high penetration of RES need faster and more flexible
control systems than conventional voltage regulation methods. One important aspect for the DSO to
remember is that PQ monitoring can help to predict maintenance needs of the utility equipment.
Implementing efficient methods to monitor RES during operation improves the reliability of the
Distribution Network with increased RES capacities. After grid code compatibility tests and measurements the following actions were taken in order to improve the PQ:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Implementing AVR (RTU-C) on producer site,

Enabling the fault ride through capability (QU-Mode 2) on producer site,
Replacing the faulty SVR’s on utility site,
Improving the PF-Correction on consumer site.
Further actions may be adopted in the future to improve even more the PQ response of the distribution grid under investigation based on the measurements made.
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As an outcome of the investigation, an extensive PQ measurement throughout the whole lifetime of RES on the distribution level could reduces the concerns about PQ, grid stability and safety.
Great benefit can be derived from using smart meters as utilities can monitor and report PQ quantities at selected customer locations and undertake corrective actions by determining the location and
the cause of a PQ problem.
7
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ABSTRACT
Green roofs cooling and thermal insulating features have been fragmentary demonstrated for
many individual cities. The aim of the present study is to evaluate the contribution of green roof
systems in a building’s energy needs taking into account the different climatic zones of Greece. For the
study’s purposes, five semi-intensive green roof systems were simulated, in order to quantify their
possible energy savings. Their thermal transmittance coefficients have been experimentally determined,
in real scale specimens and under dynamic conditions. The resulted U-values were used in the energy
simulation TRNSYS software, in order to calculate the performance of such a construction in a singlestorey residential building, at four different climate zones, during summer and winter periods. The
results from the simulation showed significant differences regarding the heating and cooling energy
savings according to the climatic zones of Greece.
1

INTRODUCTION

The energy benefits of green roofs are well-known from a general qualitative perspective [1-6].
However, a comprehensive assessment in quantitative terms is still a challenge [7]. For a quantitative
calculation of green roofs impact on buildings energy savings, Niachou et al. [8] estimated U-values of
a series of green roofs by using TRNSYS software, through the input of thermal conductivity
coefficients for all the layers of each green roof component.
Lazzarin et al. [9] upgraded their numerical model in order to stress the significance of plant
evapotranspiration. Furthermore, Kotsiris et al. [10] utilized numerical software implemented buildings
energy simulations, to introduce a precise value for solar absorbance coefficient. D’Orazio et al. [11]
implemented a numerical calculation, according to relations given from international standards. Sailor
[12], in a sophisticated approach, coupled a model based on the Army Corps of Engineers [FASST]
vegetations model [13] with the Energy Plus simulation program. In addition Moody and Sailor [14]
proposed the HVAC ratio of the energy use of a building with a conventional roof to that of a building
with a green roof as thermal performance metric for vegetative roof systems.
Based on the above, the aim of the present study is to quantify building energy savings from a
one-storey residential building simulation by the use of TRNSYS software, for each of the four
different climate zones of Greece.
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2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1

Simulated building

The building model was a base case scenario, with a conventional construction without thermal
insulation on the walls and roof, single glazed, with aluminium frame, openings and no shading
devices. The openings area occupied 12%, 15%, 24% and 40% of the total façade for north, west, east
and south oriented wall, respectively (Fig.1).

Figure 1. SouthEast (left) and NorthWest (right) views of the simulated building.

Five roof systems scenarios were simulated, for each of the four climate zones of Greece. The
first was a non-insulated roof, and the second was a roof insulated according to the Greek energy
performance of buildings regulation (EPBR) that requires a thermal transmittance value less than 0.5,
0.45, 0,40 and 0,35 W m-2 K-1 for climatic zone A, B, C, and D respectively. In addition, three
scenarios were developed using three types of green roof components: 1) green roof with a substrate of
8 cm thick rock wool + 2 cm tall fescue sod, 2) green roof with a substrate of 10 cm deep pumice mix +
2 cm tall fescue sod, 3) green roof with a substrate of 20 cm deep pumice mix completely covered with
lavender canopy. Substrates moisture content was considered to be equal to its water capacity estimated
from its water characteristic curves and for 50 cm suction.
The reference temperatures used as inputs were 20oC and 26oC for winter and summer periods,
respectively. To provide the appropriate input for each scenario, roof solar absorbance should be
modified accordingly to canopy features. First, the reflected, absorbed and transmitted solar irradiance
through each canopy was determined on simple leaves in a spectrophotometer (UV/VIS/NIR type
Lambda 19- Perkin Elmer) with an integrating sphere (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Diagrams of the reflected (continuous line), transmitted (dotted line) and absorbed (area in-between two lines)
solar irradiation across the solar spectrum for Levanter (left) and turf grass (right).

Results were corrected by cos , where  was each canopy’s foliage angle, 67.5 and 48 for
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levanter and tall fescue, respectively [15-16]. Solar reflectance, transmittance and absorbance were
estimated to be 13.6%, 2.4%, 84% of Rn for Lavender and 23.5%, 6.85% 69.65% for tall fescue,
respectively. Solar reflectance measurements for lavender agreed with those of Robles et al., [17], as
well as FAO56 data [18]. Solar reflectance measurements for tall fescue agreed with those of Feng et
al., [19]. The simulation was based on the assumption that from the total transmitted solar irradiation
towards the plant canopy, only infrared long wave radiation, shown in Fig. 2, was absorbed in the
building. Solar absorbance coefficients were 0.024 and 0.0685 for lavender and tall fescue,
respectively. The long wave emissivity from canopy to substrate surface and vice versa was neglected.
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The average daily values of total solar irradiance on a horizontal plane (Rn) were obtained by
the meteorological station of CRES and are presented in Fig. 3. The values were 106.8 and 301.7
W.m 2 for winter (January-February) and summer (July-August) periods, respectively.
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2.2 Green roof construction
Substrate composition depended on locally available materials and was formulated based on
intended plant selection, climatic zone, and anticipated level of maintenance [20]. Additionally, the
growing media must be chosen in accordance to structure-specific load-bearing capacity of and plant
water requirements.
Green roof substrates should be lightweight, chemically inert, physically stable, and they should
retain adequate amounts of water and minerals for sufficient plant growth while at the same time they
should be prone to fast draining to avoid substrate saturation [21]. Therefore, the majority of green roof
substrates tend to be dominated by mineral-based components [22].
In the present simulations, pumice and zeolite were selected as locally available, coarse aggregate
materials to compose the substrate mixtures. eat moss was selected as the organic matter of the
substrate mixtures. Each material was selected based on their weight, water retention capacity, and
contribution to plant growth sustainability and local availability. In addition, the substrate formulation
using the selected materials aimed to comply with FLL specifications [23]. Moreover, rockwool plates
of 8 cm thick having dimensions of 60 x 120 cm and a density of 150 kg· m 3 was selected as board
formulated substrate. .
In addition two different green roof systems consisting from the same layering infrastructure and
covered by two different substrates were simulated. Infrastructure was designed as a multiple course
layering. The first layer was a double-layered bitumen waterproofing membrane. Each layer was 4 mm
thick, weighed 4 kg·m-2 and consisted of refinery asphalt modified with thermoplastic polymers and an
herbicide. In addition, the membrane included a polyester fiber with a weight of 200 g·m-2. The
waterproof course was then protected by a PET (polyester) nonwoven geotextile 0.8 mm thickness
having a random fibrous structure and a weight of 150 g·m-2.
The drainage course consisted of two layers of thickened HDPE drainage modules with their void
volume filled with perlite to function as a water storage tank. The drainage course was separated from
substrate by a nonwoven PET (polyester) geotextile 0.8 mm thick, having a random fibrous structure
and a weight of 150 g·m-2.
On top of this common green roof layering, two different substrates were applied. The first one
consisted of pumice 65%, zeolite 5% and peat moss 30%, and was applied in two different depths (10
and 20 cm). The second substrate consisted of rock wool substrate and was tested only for a depth of 8
cm. The grading of the aggregate materials were 1-8, 0.8-2.5, and 1-5 mm for pumice (LAVA, Mining
& Quarrying A.D.), zeolite (S & B Industrial Minerals A.D.) and perlite (Perloflor ISOCON A.D.),
respectively.
Shallow depth substrates were planted with 2 cm tall fescue sod (Festuca arundinacea) while the
20 cm depth substrates were planted with Lavandula angustifolia covering in total (100%) substrate’s
surface.
Substrate selection criteria along with their physical properties, organic content and water
potential curves were defined for each substrate in a previous study [10].
Rock wool, a material used for many years in hydroponics, was selected as green roof component
due to its increased building thermal insulation capacity. Kotsiris et al. [10] proved that it can decrease
total thermal transmittance of a planted roof. Rockwool very light bulk density also can be a valuable
characteristic, especially in buildings with restricted load bearing capacities (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Multiple layering system of planted roof component.

2.3

Climate zones of Greece

Greece is a mountainous country. Eighty percent (80%) of its land consists of mountainous
terrain. In north-eastern Greece Rodopi mountain consisted from ramifications of Haemous (Balkan)
dominates the landscape. In western Greece Pindos mountain range, which is a continuation of
Deinarikon Alps separates the country into western, with high precipitation and eastern with low
precipitation levels (Fig. 5).
At the same time, depending on the latitude, Greece is extended from subtropical climate to
continental. The combination of all these factors modulates a plethora of micro-climate zones.
According to the Greek EPBR, that utilizes the criterion of degrees days, four Climate zones were
suggested and canonized in Greece (Fig. 6).

Figure 5. The mountainous terrain of Greece: Pindos Mountain separates Greece in western and eastern land (dark line)
while in the northeastern part Rodopi mountain is circled (white line).
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Weather data from four cities, covering all four zones, were utilized as simulation inputs:
Heraklion (Crete) for zone A, Athens for zone B, Ioannina in northwest Greece for zone C and Florina
from central-north Greece for zone D. These cities are in ASHRAE climate zones 3C, 3C, 4A and 4A
respectively.

Climate zone A
Climate zone B
Climate zone C
Climate zone D

Figure 6. Climate zones of Greece, according to the EPBR.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulation results from the four Greek climate zones are represented in Fig. 7 and 8, in order to
calculate the annual energy demands of each one of the five green roof component scenarios for a onestorey residential building.
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Figure 7. Annual eating energy demand (kWh m-2), of a one-storey residential building for each of the five simulated
scenarios and climatic zones.
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Figure 8. Annual cooling energy demand (kWh m-2), of a one-storey residential building for each of the five simulated
scenarios and each climatic zones.


The possible energy savings which occur from the comparison between non-insulated and
insulated roof, and the three green roof systems are presented in Table 1. Table 2 presents the potential
energy savings when the scenario with the insulated roof is compared to the three green roof
components.
7
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Table 1. Energy savings (%) from each component in comparison with a non insulated roof according
to the Greek EPBR.
Component

Non insulated
Insulated according to
the Greek regulation
Green roof with rockwool
Green roof with 10cm pumice
Green roof with 20cm pumice

Energy savings in comparison with non-insulated roof
(%)
Zone A
Zone B
Zone C
Zone D
heating cooling heating cooling heating cooling heating cooling
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
25.49

55.8

26.38

54.15

26.96

58.7

26.64

84.5

28.7
20.01
25.27

63.4
63.5
63.7

27.54
21.84
25.59

60.59
60.67
60.99

26.96
23.45
26.21

64.1
64.2
64.5

25.63
22.23
25.12

89.5
90.01
89.9

Table 2. Energy savings (%) from each component in comparison with an insulated roof according
Greek EPBR.

Component
Insulated according to
the Greek regulation
Green roof with rockwool
Green roof with 10cm pumice
Green roof with 20cm pumice

Energy savings in comparison with well insulated roof
(%)
Zone A
Zone B
Zone C
Zone D
heating cooling heating cooling heating cooling heating cooling
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

3,5
-7,4
-0,3

17,1
17,5
17,9

1,6
-6,2
-1,1

14,1
14,3
15,0

0,0
-4,8
-1,0

13,0
13,3
14,1

-1,4
-6,0
-2,1

32,1
35,3
34,5

According to simulation results for all zones, all green roof systems ensured considerable energy
savings for heating, about 1/4, when compared to a non-insulated roof (Table 1). Heating insulating
performance of green roofs consisted from rockwool and 20cm depth pumice, were competitive
compared to an insulated rood according to the Greek EPBR, in all climatic zones and in the case of
zone A, green roof with rockwool increased energy savings by 3,5% (Table 2). The beneficial thermal
performance of rock wool substrate is explained due to its increased porosity that from one hand keeps
high percentage of stationary air under saturation conditions [10] and from the other hand permits fast
discharge of water excess [24], contributing to roof insulation.
The green roof consisted from 10 cm depth pumice recorded a significant heating penalty in all
climatic zones (Table 2), due to its higher U-value in comparison with the U-value of 20 cm depth
pumice [10] while the impact of the plantation is negligible [25]. Castleton et al. [26] referred that the
thermal performance of a green roof was improved with increasing substrate depth.
Furthermore, all green roof systems ensured high energy savings for cooling, that were more than 50%
compared to non-insulated roof (Table 1). Moreover, all green roof systems ensured energy savings for
cooling when compared to well-insulated roof (Table 2), due to the cooling effect of evapotranspiration
onto the building shell [9, 10, 19].
It is remarkable that energy savings % for cooling were significantly increased in zone D, in
comparison with zones A, B and C. It was noted that the continental climate zone D had much less
energy demands for cooling (Fig. 8).
5

CONCLUSIONS


According to energy simulations, all examined green roof systems ensured high energy
savings for heating in comparison with a non-insulated roof.
8
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However, in comparison with a well-insulated roof, substrate with 20 cm depth of pumice
and rockwool were competitive in all zones. Moreover, only the green roof with rock wool
substrate demonstrated better performance in energy savings for heating, in climatic zones A
and B, while the green roof with shallow substrate (10 cm pumice mix) recorded a
significant heating penalty in all zones.
Furthermore, due to canopy evapotranspiration, all examined green roof systems scenarios
ensured high energy savings for cooling when compared to a non-insulated roof and a wellinsulated roof. In the continental climate zone D, the energy savings for cooling, were
significantly increased.
In conclusion, green roofs with shallow substrates composed of coarse aggregate materials
are expected to conserve building energy mainly during the summer period of the year.
Shallow rock wool and deeper coarse aggregate substrates have significant cooling and
thermal insulating features in all zones during the whole year.
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ABSTRACT
Renewable energy sources (RES) have gained significant market shares in the global
electricity generation sector during the last 20 years. However, in several cases the available
onshore potential has been extensively exploited, while at the same time the land use for the
installation of new RES power plants often raises serious opposition from local societies. In this
context, the interest towards sea-based applications has recently revived, with offshore wind energy
comprising the most representative example, while simultaneously, research in the fields of wave
and tidal energy generation has encouraged the development of new marine technologies. Taking
into consideration the vast energy potential available in sea as well as the fact that coastal areas can
much benefit from the implementation of such energy solutions, the current study emphasizes on
the evaluation of the wave energy potential in the East Mediterranean region. In this regard, it
should also be noted that in the specific region one may encounter -on top of mainland coastal
areas- several scattered islands that could be largely supported by new marine technologies. In this
context, the present study aims first to indicate some of the most appropriate areas of the East
Mediterranean region, where wave power devices could be installed and operated, and secondly to
provide an evaluation of the local wave energy potential. Based on the results of this research,
implementation of innovative marine technologies could be supported, leading to considerable
benefits for the region under investigation.
1

INTRODUCTION

During the last 20 years renewable energy sources (RES), and especially wind parks and
photovoltaic applications on top of the traditional large hydro power stations, have gained
significant market shares in the global electricity generation sector, see Figures (1a) and (1b).
However, according to recent information, in several cases the available onshore potential has been
exploited extensively (e.g. Denmark and Germany) [1], while at the same time the land use for the
installation of new RES power plants often raises serious opposition from the local societies [2]. In
this context, the interest towards sea-based applications has recently revived, with offshore wind
energy comprising the most representative example [3,4], while simultaneously, research in the
fields of wave and tidal energy generation has encouraged development of new marine
technologies.
As it is well known sea-based applications include many forms of energy, like tides, surface
waves, ocean circulation, salinity and thermal gradients. At present, the most interesting among
them are the tidal and marine currents (mainly driven by gravitational effects) as well as winddriven waves due to the available solar energy. According to rough estimates the tidal potential is
approximately 2.5TW [5], while the near-shore wave potential is estimated at 1.3TW [6], excluding
the deep water wave potential whose economic exploitation is currently under study.
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Furthermore, as expected, the areas with excellent wave potential mainly belong to countries
exposed in open seas (e.g. UK, Portugal, etc). In this context, Greek seas possess a fairly good wave
potential [7], being the highest-quality one in the East Mediterranean area. In fact, rough estimates
[8] state that the local wave energy potential ranges between 4 and 11TWh per year, while the
corresponding average wave height is around 1m, although values of up to 6-8 meters may also be
encountered.
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Figure 1: World electricity generation evolution by fuel type (a) and RES electricity generation
(1980-2010), excluding hydro (b)
According to the European Ocean Energy Association [9] the expected sea-based power
stations’ rated power will be 4.2GW by 2020, while almost 200GW are forecasted for 2050, see
also Figure (2). In this context the corresponding wave energy applications may approach 550MW
by 2020 and 100GW by 2050. In this context, if assuming a capacity factor of 25%-30%, the wave
energy contribution may approach 6% of the EU-27 energy consumption.
Considering the above, the present study aims first to prove the existence of technoeconomically interesting regions and accordingly to indicate some of the most appropriate areas of
the East Mediterranean region -through a preliminary evaluation of the local wave energy potentialwhere wave power devices could be installed and operated.
Denmark
0.5GW (2020)
UK
2GW (2020)
Ireland
0.5GW (2020)

France
0.8GW (2020)

Spain
0.1GW (2020)
Portugal
0.3GW (2020)

Figure 2: Expected sea-based power capacity in European countries. Based on data from [9].
2

WAVE ENERGY APPLICATIONS

The possibility of wave energy exploitation has attracted several inventors, similar to the case
of wind energy applications; thus more than 1000 new designs have been presented during the last
forty years. Yoshio Masuda, a former Japanese naval officer, may be regarded as the pioneer of the
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modern wave energy technology, although the first wave power device has been described in
France by Girard and his son in 1799 [10]. Actually, Masuda developed a navigation buoy powered
by wave energy, later applied in the oscillating water column device. His ideas were first applied in
Japan in 1965 and later in USA.
Since then, there is a plethora of concepts with different designs targeting to extract
mechanical energy from wave resources. However, despite several attempts to develop and test
experimental installations, currently there is no industrial scale wave-based power station in
operation around the globe [11]. Of course, there is significant activity concerning the prototypes in
several countries, including UK, USA, Norway, Portugal, China, Canada, Korea, etc. In Table 1
[12], one may find some full-scale wave energy converter (WEC) prototypes tested in sea [13]. One
of the most interesting wave energy exploitation attempts was in 2008, i.e. the installation of a set of
three 750kW Pelamis wave energy devices in northern Portugal, constituting the first gridconnected wave farm of 2.25MW in the world. Unfortunately this project was abandoned mainly
due to financial problems of the partners. Nevertheless, the experience gained is incorporated in the
new generation of Pelamis converters to be applied in new projects.
One of the most significant evolutions of the sector is the creation of two infrastructure zones
(UK-Wave Hub and Portugal-Wave Pilot Zone) in the sea to provide facilities to developers [14].
The UK Wave Hub has an initial capacity of 20MW that can be upgraded to 50MW, while the first
wave park is planned for 2013. The Wave Pilot Zone being about 130km north of Lisbon, has an
initial capacity of 80MW that could be expanded to 250MW. Both zones will undoubtedly support
the maturity of the wave energy exploitation devices.
In Greece, there are no systematic attempts to exploit the local potential, although some
individuals have tested their ideas. Unfortunately, there are no widely known documented efforts to
install wave energy-based power stations, while recent official data from the national center for
RES (CRES) underline the marginal economic performance of similar investments [15]. On the
other hand, it is a common belief that Greek seas face strong winds almost throughout the year,
considering also that in several occasions ship departures from Piraeus and other islands harbours
are not allowed.
Table 1: Some Full-Scale WEC Prototypes Tested in the Sea [12]
Device
AWS
Ceto
Direct Drive Linear Generator
EU Pilot Plant
LIMPET OWC
Mighty Whale
OWES
Oyster
Pelamis
Pelamis
PowerBuoy
PowerBuoy
WavePlane
WaveRoller







Year of tests
2004
2011
2005
1999
2000-07
1998
2005-06
2009-11
2004-07
2010-11
2009-10
2011
2008
2007-08

Location
Aguçadoura, Portugal
Garden Island, Australia
Lysekil, Sweden
Pico Island, Azores
Islay, Scotland
Nansei Town, Japan
Port Kembia, Australia
EMEC, Scotland
EMEC, Scotland
EMEC, Scotland
Hawaii, USA
Invergordon, Scotland
Hanstholm, Denmark
Peniche-Portugal

Rated Power
2MW
200kW
10x10kW
400kW
500kW
120kW
500kW
300kW
750kW
750kW
40kW
150kW
100kW
2x15kW

In any case, on top of the available wave potential of an area one should examine carefully [16]:
The seabed topography and the corresponding depth
The existing infrastructure and the distance from the electricity consumption centers
The meteorological conditions and the general geography of the area
Environmental impact and social acceptance issues
Interaction of the proposed power station with other activities in the area (fishing, oil and
natural gas extraction, etc.)
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Existing limitations (e.g. protected areas) and conflicts with military and naval transportation
activities
In this context, one may accordingly examine the expected electricity yield of wave energy
based power stations in the Greek seas.
3

ESTIMATING THE WAVE POTENTIAL

The types of wave potential data that are commonly used up to now can be divided into three
main categories, i.e.:
 In situ measurements, which typically provide a temporal average of the main parameters of
waves at a specific point or over a relatively small area
 Satellite remote sensing providing a near-instantaneous average value of the wave parameters
over a relatively large area
 Numerical wave models that provide an estimate of the wave spectrum which can be assumed as
an average over both area and time

, latitude

As it is widely acceptable, the wave resource is inherently stochastic, thus it varies spatially
and temporally on multiple scales. For this purpose one needs a large number of measurements for a
relative long period in order to obtain an accurate quantitative picture of the wave potential of an
area. Unfortunately in Greece the number of in situ measurements is quite restricted, see Figure (3),
and the numerical codes developed need reliable and accurate data in order to predict the available
wave potential.

Locations of wave and wind measurements

, longitude

Figure 3: Points in Greek Seas for which wave data are published in ‘Wind and Wave Atlas of the
Hellenic Seas’. Points (M) are measurement buoys data.
Due to limited number of in situ measurements, measurement of waves using satellite radar
altimeters provides an important complement to in situ data. Thus, while in situ measurements
provide time series of data at one location, satellite altimeters provide spatial series of data over
entire areas with a continuous record dating back to 90’s. Actually, satellite altimeters orbit the
earth, following a fixed path relative to the ground and measure the significant wave height Hs and
the backscatter coefficient o used to estimate the wave period and the corresponding wind speed.
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As it is obvious, there are several factors that affect the quality of measurements, including rain
effects, mispointing effects, loss of tracking, etc. However, in the course of time the accuracy of
measurements has been well documented, especially after the adoption of linear calibration on the
basis of buoy measurements [17].
Generally speaking, the power Pw of a wavefront (with crest length L) may be approximated
by the following relation:

Pw    H s2  Te  L

(1)

where Hs is the significant wave height (m), Te is the wave (energy) period (s-1) and  being given
for deep-water waves as:



 g2
64 

(2)

with being the density of sea water (kg/m3) and g being the gravity acceleration (m.s-2).
Thus in order to estimate the power output of a wave energy conversion device, it is a
common practice to use the power matrix [18] in terms of Hs and Te, where Hs is directly measured,
while Te is predicted using Eq. (3), i.e.:

Te 

1  c
 ln   
   H s 
1





(3)

where:

c     if   

(4)

c     if   

and , , ,  and A are empirically determined constants taking values equal to (-2.831; -0.1090;
3.496; 12.81 and 19.40) respectively for Poseidon altimeter used in the present analysis [19].
4

ENERGY YIELD AND FINANCIAL EVALUATION OF WAVE POWER
APPLICATIONS

For the calculation of the energy yield of any wave energy exploitation device for a time
interval t one needs the efficiency of the power generator  on top of the available wave energy
potential, i.e.:

E

t o  t

t o  t

to

to

 P(t )  dt  

(t )  Pw (t )  dt    L 

t o  t



(t )  H s2 (t )  Te (t )  dt

(5)

to

assuming that the sea water density does not vary remarkably during the examined period. Applying
an analysis similar to the one adopted for wind power stations [20], one may equivalently write:
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E  CF  Po  t  8760  CF  Po

(6)

with the second relation being valid on an annual basis, i.e. t=8760h/year and Po being the rated
power of the wave power device.
Accordingly, the capacity factor of the installation is the product of the corresponding
technical availability  with the mean power coefficient , i.e.:

CF    

(7)

More precisely,  expresses the hours (%) during the time period t that the machine(s) is
(are) available (without technical problems or out of operation for service/maintenance) to produce
electrical energy without taking into consideration the availability of wave potential.
Subsequently takes into account the collaboration between the local wave potential and the
selected wave energy exploitation device. Actually, can be equivalently estimated as:



 L
  t



t o  t



to

(t )  H s2 (t )  Te (t )
 dt
Po

(8)

Recapitulating, for wave devices the mean power coefficient may be calculated using the
machine power curve (P=P(Hs,Te)) and the occurrence matrix probability (f=f(Hs,Te)).
After estimating the expected energy output of the wave energy exploitation devices, it is
important to get an overview about the investment cost and the maintenance and operation (M&O)
cost of similar applications. Actually, one of the major barriers for the wave energy conversion
technologies is the relatively high cost per MW installed. More specifically, the specific turnkey
cost for wave power stations is currently in the range of 8-12M/MW, with the lower value being
valid for multi-megawatt installations and the higher one for a single commercial prototype [12,15].
These values are expected to considerably decrease in the next decade approaching values of
4M/MW by 2020, on the basis of the experience curve theory [21].
Generally speaking, the device purchase cost is almost 50% of the entire turnkey cost, while
the cable cost, the electricity transmission grid, the onshore grid connection and especially the wave
device and mooring installation cost represent the other 50% (or more). As far as the M&O cost is
concerned, one may assume 3-10% of the installation turnkey cost on an annual basis, although
long-term experience for similar installations is not yet available.
5

APPLICATION RESULTS

Taking into consideration the vast energy potential available in sea as well as the fact that
coastal areas can benefit a lot from the implementation of such energy solutions, the current study
emphasizes on the evaluation of the wave energy potential in selected locations of the East
Mediterranean region, as a preliminary approach to investigate the techno-economic attractiveness
of wave energy based installations. In this regard, it should also be noted that in the specific region
one may encounter -on top of mainland coastal areas- several scattered islands [22,23] that could be
largely supported by new marine technologies.
More precisely, according to a previous analysis by [24], one of the highest-quality wave
potential areas is located (Figure (4)) in the SE Aegean Sea, between East Crete, Dodecanese and
West Cyprus. Thus, in order to study the wave energy exploitation in this promising area, in the
absence of in situ measurements the available data by Poseidon satellite altimeters are currently
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used [25]. For this purpose four selected locations near Tilos island, between Kassos and Crete
passage, outside of the east end of Crete and NW of Cyprus (open sea conditions) have been
examined, representing the most interesting wave patterns of the area under investigation.

Figure 4: Average annual distribution of significant wave height in the Aegean Sea, as it results
from the model WAM-Cycle 4 for the period of 1999-2001 [24].
According to the long-term data analyzed the average wave height of these areas varies
between 1.71m for Tilos island up to 2.4m for the Crete-Cyprus region. More specifically, in Figure
(5a) one may find the Tilos island mean monthly values, where waves up to 5.5m appear mainly
during winter. Subsequently, in Figure (5b) one may also find the respective wave height
probability density function (f=f(Hs)), where more than 50% of the waves analyzed present
significant height between 0.5 and 1.5m, corresponding to a location with medium quality wave
potential for closed seas. According to the calculation results, the statistically weighted specific
wave power of the area is almost 6kW/m, while the expected annual electricity yield of a
contemporary wave device takes values between 3 and 5MWh/m, depending on the overall
efficiency of the technology adopted (i.e. 6%-10%). Note that these values are quite lower than the
ones resulting from utilizing the mean significant wave height values.
Monthly Variation of Wave Height (Tilos)

Probability Density Diagram (Tilos)
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Figure 5: Wave height values (a) and probability density (b) for the area near Tilos.
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Similar results have been obtained for the Kassos-Crete passage, where the average
significant wave height is almost 1.85m. One important difference in comparison with the previous
case analyzed is that in the Kassos area, the monthly Hs maximum value is higher than 2m
throughout the year (except for July), Figure (6a). As a result considerable wave height probability
density function (f=f(Hs)) values (>72%) appear for 0.5Hs2.0m, Figure (6b). Applying the
calculation procedure of Section (3), the statistically weighted specific wave power of the area is
almost 6.5kW/m, while the corresponding wave energy potential is 55MWh/(m.year), a quite
remarkable value for wave power applications in closed areas.
Monthly Variation of Wave Height (Kassos-Crete)

Probability Density Diagram (Kassos-Crete)
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Figure 6: Wave height values (a) and probability density (b) for the area between Kassos and Crete.
The next case analyzed concerns the sea east of Crete, where the long-term mean significant
wave height exceeds 2.3m, while considerable values (higher than 3m) appear from October to May
and in August, see also Figure (7a). On the basis of the theoretical model described, the
corresponding specific wave power is approximately 8kW/m, while values of up to 30kW/m appear
during winter, see also Figure (7b). Due to the relatively high wave potential, 70MWh of wave
energy are available per meter on annual basis (i.e. 70MWh/(m.year)), reflecting the capacity of the
local potential.
Monthly Variation of Wave Height (East Crete)

Probability Density Diagram (East Crete)
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Figure 7: Wave height values (a) and probability density (b) for the area on the east of Crete.
Finally, the last case examined, between Crete and Cyprus, possesses the highest-quality wave
potential among the regions investigated, since the average significant wave height is more than
2.4m and values higher than 8m have been encountered, Figure (8a). On the other hand, during
summer the wave height is modest leading to the wave height probability density distribution of
Figure (8b). To this end the specific wave power of the area is higher than 8.1kW/m, while values
higher than 40kW/m appear. Despite the quite higher waves during winter, in comparison to the
east Crete region, the annual wave energy available is also 70MWh/m, due to the low wave
potential during summer.
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Monthly Variation of Wave Height (Crete-Cyprus)

Probability Density Diagram (Crete-Cyprus)
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Figure 8: Wave height values (a) and probability density (b) for the area between Crete and Cyprus.
Recapitulating, from the preliminary results presented it is obvious that the area investigated
possesses an interesting wave potential expressed by mean wave power of 6-8kW/m and theoretical
wave energy ranging between 50 and 70 MWh/m on annual basis [15]. Depending on the wave
exploitation device adopted, the expected capacity factor values vary between 20% and 30%, i.e.
values being comparable with the ones of commercial wind parks. On the other hand, one should
not disregard the fact that the initial investment cost of wave power stations is 4-6 times higher than
the turnkey cost of wind parks and that wave power installations have higher M&O requirements
than onshore wind parks, which could be however considered as comparable to the ones of offshore
wind farms. This preliminary comparison clearly states that in case that promotion of wave energy
exploitation becomes a political decision of EU and Greece, the financial support to wave power
stations should be much more considerable than the one offered to wind parks [26].
6

CONCLUSIONS

In an attempt to encourage further application of RES technologies, wave energy opportunities
in the East Mediterranean sea are currently analyzed on the basis of a preliminary evaluation. For
this purpose a brief presentation of the current status of wave energy exploitation efforts is given
along with the basic equations used to calculate the available wave potential, while indicative initial
and M&O cost values are also included for comparison purposes.
According to the data used and the results obtained, the area between Crete, Dodecanese and
Cyprus possesses a high-quality wave potential, with values of 6-8kW/m, while the estimated wave
energy varies between 50 and 70 MWh/m on an annual basis, with an accuracy margin of ±20%.
The estimated values, although quite lower than the ones of the open sea, are definitely acceptable
from the techno-economic point of view.
Depending on the political decisions and the willingness of the society to support clean and
sustainable energy solutions, implementation of innovative marine technologies could according to
the results of this study be supported, leading in this way to considerable benefits for the region
under investigation.
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ABSTRACT
Towards building energy efficiency many factors should be taken into account. Air leakages
on a building envelope have been very clearly stated as an important reason for energy loss. The
global demand for achieving nearly zero-energy buildings makes the uncontrolled leakage paths
even more undesired. A supplement to well-researched steady-state methods might be imposed.
Furthermore, important parameters like location and distribution of the possible leakages, existence
of internal leakages and the role of the damping and the inertia forces of the mass of the enclosure
should be more studied. Especially, it would be of importance to investigate the behavior of all the
parameters mentioned above under unsteady wind conditions.
The current study deals with the dynamics of building air exchange rates. In this context,
unsteady wind conditions are performed around an one-storey building-model of size 5m x 10m x
3m. Different wind gust frequencies  are studied. Variable leakage areas around windows are
simulated, aiming to investigate the role of the distribution of the leakages. A ratio (0 <  < 1) that
represents the portion of leakages per surface is employed. Different levels of airtightness of the
internal wall are assumed in order to research its impact to the actual infiltration rate of the
building’s envelope and the correlation to the external leakages.
The Shear-Stress-Transport (SST) model, a two equation k- based one, was imposed to
solve numerically the cases in a transient mode. Based on the instantaneous volumetric flow rate Qv
across the leakage areas, an equivalent air change rate ACHi (infiltration) is calculated.
The influence of the frequency of the wind gust  seem to be critical factor under unsteady
climate conditions. The infiltration rates respect to the leakage distribution ratio  are shown,
providing arguments for the importance of the detailed detection of external leakages. The role of
the internal leakages is proven and the connection to the inertia forces of the enclosure’s volume is
presented.
1

INTRODUCTION

Air infiltration has been recognized as one of the major reasons for energy loss [1]. The
decrease in the efficiency of the mechanical ventilation has also been clarified [2]. Uncontrolled
leakage paths have very clearly stated as pervasive, resulting in severe consequences [3]. The nature
and extent of uncontrolled air flow have also been studied through testing, measurement and
monitoring. Many researchers have also stated the uncertain phenomena that are connected to the
airflow through leakages located on a building envelope. The dynamic characteristics of air
infiltration have been pointed [4] and therefore challenges arise upon that field. The role of the
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climate parameters and location characteristics on average infiltration rates has also been studied
[5]. Turbulence causing wind gustiness is recognized as one major factor that affects infiltration [6].
In addition, building aerodynamics contributes to air infiltration too. In that context, modelling
approaches have been presented [7], [8]. Although, the air leakage of a building envelope can be
determined from fan pressurization measurements with a blower door, estimating in a simple and
easy way an enclosure’s airtightness level [9], further research that takes the latter phenomena into
account should be done.
Furthermore, leakage distribution has been mentioned as important factor towards the annual
infiltration rate calculation [10]. Models have been developed towards the estimation of leakage
distribution [11]. In addition, the later affects even the air pressure conditions in building and the
wind-induced internal pressure fluctuations [12], [13]. In the same manner, the role of internal
volume has been mentioned [14] as well as the influence of internal air leakages [15].
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) could be employed to investigate the role of the air flow
mechanisms from the perspective of the phenomena presented above, especially under unsteady
conditions. Numerical studies could contribute to an estimation of the impact of potential leakages
areas in the building envelope as well as in internal elements. Facing the global demand for
achieving nearly zero-energy buildings, a more holistic and detailed approach of the phenomena
linked to air infiltration should be given through both measurements and numerical simulations.
2

CASE STUDY

The current numerical study deals with an investigation of the dynamics of the building air
exchanges. In particular, the influence of wind unsteadiness to the air in- and ex-filtration rates of a
building-model with variable leakage areas is getting researched. In total, 70 cases are solved.
The external dimensions of the model are 10m x 5m x 3m. The leakage paths are supposed to
represent cracks around the window frame. Two windows are used on each side normal to the wind
direction (windward and leeward façade). The dimensions of each ‘window’ are 0,8m x 0,8m. The
total leakage area of the building envelope is assumed to be 128cm2 (which is approximately the
0,01% of the total exposed model surface).
Seven different cases of leakage distribution are solved. For the representation of the latter, a
ratio  is defined as follows:
 6
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where
Aleak,front: the leakages [cm2] located on the windward side of the building and
Aleak,total: the total leakage area (=128cm2).
In fact, the ratio  expresses the portion of the envelope leakages that are located on the
windward side. The  takes the values:  = 5,  = 15,  = 30,  = 50,  = 70,  = 85 and  = 95 [%].
As mentioned above, the main objective of this paper is to research the impact of the wind
unsteadiness. The influence of wind gust frequency  (especially for single-side airflow) has been
already discussed [14]. Studying its connection to the leakage distribution would be useful as well.
Thus, two different gust frequencies high and low are assumed, while they are implemented in the
wind profile formula as a sinusoidal factor (‘Methodology’).
Finally, five different ‘situations’ (S1-5) regarding the internal volume are simulated (Table 1).
The situation S1 refers to the single compartment model (without any partition wall), while in all the
other cases refer to compartmentalized volume. The cases S2, S3, S4 and S5 represent different
‘permeability’ of the partition wall in terms of internal leakages. The scope is to investigate the
influence of the later and their connection to the external ones. In all the cases, the internal leakages
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are located on the lower level of the partition wall. In the last case (S5) a completely tight wall is
assumed.
Table 1 Internal volume cases (S1-5). Partition wall and internal leakages
Internal volume
situation

Partition wall

Internal leakages

S1

No

-

S2

Yes

8cm2 (6,25%)*

S3

Yes

4cm2 (3,125%)*

S4

Yes

2cm2 (1,5625%)*

S5

Yes

0

*as ratio over the total external envelope leakages

3

METHODOLOGY

A commercial fluid dynamic package was used for building the model meshes as well as for
the numerical computations. Among the available turbulence models, the Shear-Stress-Transport
(SST), a two equation k- based model [16], was imposed. The reason for that is the inclusion of
transport effects into the formulation of the eddy-viscosity. This results in a major improvement in
terms of flow separation predictions [17]. In addition, the pressure distribution around the building
is getting correctly predicted leading to better estimation of both the internal pressure dynamics and
the air infiltration through the envelope. Other relevant studies have shown a good agreement
between SST model and full scale data, better rather than compared with standard k- and RNG k-
models [18].
 logarithmic wind profile, based on the equation 2, is employed:
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where u is the wind velocity at height z,  is the shear velocity,  von Karman’s constant, z0 the
roughness length and + a stability function. The stability function can be evaluated directly from
the Monin and Obukhov length L, knowing the flux of sensible heat, or indirectly through
simultaneous measurements of air temperature profiles [19]. Under neutral stability conditions +
0
and $ vanish.
The second term in the right side of the equation 3 describes the unsteadiness of the wind,
expressed by the gust frequency . As mentioned in the ‘Case Study’ section before, two gust
frequencies  have been simulated; high = 0,5Hz (high frequency) and low = 0,1 Hz (low
frequency), shown in the figure 6.
To obtain the dynamics of the building air exchange, the simulations are solved in transient
mode. A timestep of 0,05sec has been investigated as sufficient enough for the length and time scale
calculations respect to the mesh structure (mesh independent timestep). The instantaneous mass
flow rate Qm is calculated numerically. Based on the transient density field, the instantaneous
volumentric flow rates Qv across the leakage areas are calculated. Assuming that the dynamic
mathematical and physical behavior of the model does not change within an hour, the equivalent air
change rate ACHi extrapolated over time ttot = 1h is calculated:
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where trun is the total run time per case and V the volume of the enclosure.

Figure 1. Variation of velocity u at the inlet of the domain and on height y = 1,5m respect to time.
4

RESULTS

The equivalent air change rates ACHi against the leakage ratio  for the cases S1, S2, S3, S4
and S5 are shown in figures 2-6. In each graph, two lines appear representing the rates under high
and low wind gust frequency. The solid line shows the variation of the air exchanges because of the
high while the dashed line represents the case of the low. As expected, the leakage distribution
seems to have an important influence on the actual air exchange rates in a building. It is also clear
from the graphs that the gustiness of the wind has a significant impact on the infiltration rates.
4.1

Single compartment building - Internal volume without partition wall (Situation S1)

Employing the assumption that the internal volume is single-spaced, figure 2 shows that the
actual leakage rates of the building are relatively high. It seems that the absence of the partition wall
leads to a strong air circulation within the enclosure. This ‘cross-ventilation’ becomes even more
dominant when the leakages are equally distributed on the two sides normal to the wind direction
(windward and leeward), i.e.  = 50%. In this case the ACH takes the highest value (both for the
gust frequency situations, high and low). In contrast, the air exchange rates appear to have the
lowest values when the external leakages are located either on the windward ( = 95%) or on the
leeward façade of the building ( = 5%). Again, the ACHi increases respect to the ratio  until it
reaches the maximum value for  = 50% and then is getting lower as  increases further.
The role of the inertia forces of the mass of the enclosure appears to be -in general- weak in
the case S1. Employing the analogy between the air flow in the ‘building’ and a pneumatic spring
system, it would be reasonable to claim that the damping is relatively low. However, based on the
fairly symmetric picture of the graphs, it could be extracted from the figure 2 that the damping is
growing more important when the leakages are mostly located either on the windward or on the
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leeward side, leading to a reduction of the actual leakage rates. In those cases, the model behavior is
getting more similar to single-side-infiltration case.
Moreover, figure 2 shows the significant impact of the wind unsteadiness on the actual
leakage rates of a building. The higher gust frequency high results to higher equivalent air change
rates ACHi. In particular, the later is getting almost double-altered for all the leakage distribution
cases.

Figure 2. The equivalent air change rate ACHi respect to the leakage distribution  for the case of
the single compartment building (internal volume without partition wall, situation S1).
4.2

Building with partition wall with internal leakages (Situation S2, S3 and S4)

Starting with the case S2 all the cases presented hereinafter refer to a model in which a
partition wall has been added. In total there are four cases with compartmentalized models. In three
of them (S2, S3 and S4), internal leakages have been assumed on the partition wall. In the figures 3,
4 and 5 the equivalent air change rates ACHi for the situations S2, S3 and S4 are shown respect to
the leakage distribution ratio .
It would be reasonable to claim that the existence of a relatively tight partition wall seems to
have a dramatic impact (drop) onto the air change rates (fig. 3-5). The ACHi appear (for both the
gust frequencies high and low) to be much lower compared to the leakage rates show in the figure
2 (situation S1). Although a ‘cross ventilation’ takes place even in those cases (in analogy to S1), the
quite high level of tightness of the wall increases the damping and the inertia forces of the mass of
the internal volume, resulting to meaningfully lower infiltration rates. Especially for the lower wind
gustiness (low), the influence of the relatively tight partition element results in air change rates
within the ‘acceptable’ range, as described in building regulations [20]. The latter shows the wind
unsteadiness as an important parameter towards the estimation of the actual wind-driven infiltration.
In all the cases presented in this section (S2, S3 and S4), the air exchanges seem to increase to double
when the wind gustiness switches from the low (low = 0,1Hz) to the high frequency (low = 0,5Hz).
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Figure 3. The equivalent air change rate ACHi respect to the leakage distribution  for the case of
compartmentalized volume and internal leakages of 8cm2 (situation S2).

Figure 4. The equivalent air change rate ACHi respect to the leakage distribution  for the case of
compartmentalized volume and internal leakages of 4cm2 (situation S3).
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Figure 3 shows the ACHi against  for the case S2. Again, S2 represents the
compartmentalized model with a partition wall on which internal leakages of 8cm2 have been
simulated. The relatively ‘high’ amount of internal leakages results in a similar picture regarding
the equivalent air exchanges; the lowest values of ACHi are caused when the external leakages are
concentrated either on the windward or on the leeward façade of the building ( = 95% or  = 5%
respectively).
According to the figures 4 and 5 it would be reasonable to claim that the most equally
distributed the external leakages, the highest the actual infiltration rates. However, it is clear that in
those two cases the ACHi doesn’t differ significantly respect to leakage distribution ratio. Table 2
shows the root-mean-square (RMS) of ACHi. The latter decreases as the internal leakages become
less. Further reduction of the values of RMS is taking place when the wind gust frequency is low,
pointing out the significance of the wind unsteadiness on the actual infiltration rates estimation.

Figure 5. The equivalent air change rate ACHi respect to the leakage distribution  for the case of
compartmentalized volume and internal leakages of 2cm2 (situation S4).
Table 2 Root-Mean-Square of the equivalent air change rates ACHi
RMS of ACHi
high

low

Situation S1

1,677

0,779

Situation S2

0,430

0,222

Situation S3

0,214

0,095

Situation S4

0,131

0,065

Situation S5

0,056

0,038
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4.3

Building with impermeable partition – Partition wall without internal leakages
(Situation S5)

The role of the internal leakages is even more clearly shown in the figure 11 that represents
the situation S5. Assuming that the internal wall is completely tight, the air change rates seem to
become even lower compared to the previous cases, highlighting the importance of controlling the
internal leakage paths. Furthermore, reading the infiltration rates from the perspective of the blower
door ‘rule-of-thumb’ (#" 6  (
), they fulfill requirements of a ‘passive house
airtighness level’ [21]. The partition wall results in the total separation of the volume into two
rooms. The inertia forces of the first ‘room’ are in this case higher because of the single-side
infiltration and the compressibility of the volume decreases. The second ‘room’ has gotten
‘isolated’ in this case, so there is not significant air exchange through the leeward leakages. Thus,
the ACHi increases with the leakage distribution ratio . Consequently, the most favorable case
seems to be when the leakages are mostly concentrated on the leeward side of the building ( =
5%). In contrast, and as the leakage rates increase with the ratio , the maximum values for both the
low and the high wind gust frequency appear when the leakage area on windward is getting big
enough ( = 5%).

Figure 6. The air change rate for the case of the two rooms, separated by a totally tight
(impermeable) partition wall.

5

CONCLUSION

An one-storey building-model with variable leakage areas on the facades normal to the wind
direction (windward and the leeward side) was simulated and studied numerically under unsteady
wind conditions. Two gust frequencies (high = 0,5Hz and low = 0,1Hz) were used to describe the
inlet boundary conditions. A ratio  [%] (5%    95%) was employed to describe the leakages
located on the windward side as fraction to the total leakage areas of the building. Five different
situations of the internal volume were assumed; a single compartment internal volume (S1), three
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compartmentalized volumes with a partition wall on which internal leakages were assumed to be
located (S2, S3 and S4) and compartmentalized volume similar to the latter but without leakages on
the internal wall (S5).
In total 70 cases were solved using the shear-stress turbulent model (SST). The equivalent air
change rate ACHi, extrapolated over time ttot = 1h, was calculated and was shown against the
leakage distribution . The leakage distribution seems to govern the infiltration rates in case of
strong cross ‘ventilation’ (S1). The most severe situation appears when the leakage areas on the
windward and the leeward façade are of the same magnitude of order. Again, the most equally the
leakages are distributed the most air exchanges that take place.
The existence of relatively tight internal walls decrease dramatically the leakage rates. Even
though a ‘cross ventilation’ takes place even in those cases that internal leakages are located on the
partition wall (S2, S3 and S4), the quite high level of tightness of the interior element ‘activates’ the
inertia forces of the enclosure (of the ‘front’ room) damping the air inflow. Fulfilling high tightness
of the internal elements (S5), the air change rates decrease even more, reaching almost passive
house airtightness standards (even under more severe wind gustiness). In addition, in the latter case,
it seems to be of relatively high importance to eliminate as possible the leakages on the windward
façade (according to the main wind direction of a location).
It would be reasonable to claim that internal leakages seem to be a major parameter towards
the demand of decreasing the infiltration rates. Gustiness of wind is also a critical factor that affects
to the actual air exchanges. However, increasing the tightness of the internal elements, the impact of
the wind unsteadiness becomes less severe.
The study sets up issues regarding the uncontrolled leakages on the building envelope. Maybe
the detection of leakages and their distribution ought to be considered as critical factor, while the
wind unsteadiness results in meaningful variation of wind-driven infiltration. Furthermore, internal
leakages seem to play an important role towards the nearly-energy-zero building target. Further
research needs to be done, in order to investigate the connection between internal and external
leakages in a more detail way.
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ABSTRACT
The energy potential of household used cooking oil (UCO) is practically unlimited. Its
disposal increases the cost and the energy consumption of domestic wastewater treatment, as well
as the GHG emissions associated with its biodegradation (non-CO2 emissions). In this, the heavy
environmental pollution load should be added. This paper analyses the methodological approach in
order to increase sustainable biodiesel production and its local market intake, by enhancing the
household UCO collection, in the frame of the European initiative RecOil. The RecOil (Promotion
of used cooking oil recycling for sustainable biodiesel production), co-funded by the Intelligent
Energy Europe programme of the European Commission, presents an integrated assessment of the
UCO-to-biodiesel chain best practices and aims to encourage new efficient collection,
transformation, commercialization UCO chains in local or regional level.
RecOil assesses the UCO-to-biodiesel chain best practices, through a household survey, the
industry expertise, the local/regional authorities’ input, and the key market actors’ consultation,
aiming to develop an on-line decision-making guide to assist stakeholders in developing a UCO-tobiodiesel chain adjusted to local specificities (geographic, social, economic, legislative and
climate). Pilot projects will also be implemented, according to the most promising practices, for
validation and demonstration. The RecOil activities will result to primary energy savings estimated
as 1.300 toe/year and to 14.413 tCO2 eq/year GHG emissions reduction.
1

INTRODUCTION

Biodiesel produced from used cooking oil (UCO) could replace 1,5% of the EU27 diesel
consumption, supporting Member States to reach the target of 10% of renewable energy in
transports, in compliance with the Renewable Energy Directive (RED) and to reduce CO2 emissions
by 20%, by 2020 [1].
Nowadays, over 60% of the UCO produced is improperly disposed. The domestic sector,
where there are no wide spread collection systems, is the main source of UCO in some EU
countries, especially in the Mediterranean. The energy potential of household UCO is practically
unlimited. Its disposal, in some cases illegally, as urban waste or in drainages increases the cost and
the energy consumption of domestic wastewater treatment, as well as the GHG emissions associated
with its biodegradation (non-CO2 emissions). Moreover, the heavy environmental pollution load
should be taken into consideration. This paper presents the initial findings of the RecOil project
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aiming to increase the sustainable biodiesel production and its local market intake, by enhancing the
household UCO collection. Chart 1 indicates the biodiesel production trend in Europe during the
last decade, according to the statistical data published by the European Biodiesel Board (EBB). In
general, biodiesel feedstock can be categorized into three groups: vegetable oils (edible or nonedible oils), animal fats and used waste cooking oil including triglycerides [3]. A study by Johnston
and Holloway [4] compares production volumes and prices across 226 countries and territories and
estimates current worldwide production potential at 51 billion liters from 119 countries. Table 1
presents the countries with the highest biodiesel potential. Spain is among the top 10 countries
however it has the higher production cost.
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Chart 1: Biodiesel production trend at the RecOil countries, according to EBB annual statistics
Table 1. Top 10 countries of biodiesel potential, 2007 [2, 3, 4]

2

Rank

Country

Biodiesel Potential (ML)

Production ($/L)

1

Malaysia

14.540

0,53

2

Indonesia

7.595

0,49

3

Argentina

5.255

0,62

4

USA

3.212

0,70

5

Brazil

2.567

0,62

6

Netherlands

2.496

0,75

7

Germany

2.024

0,79

8

Philippines

1.234

0,53

9

Belgium

1.213

0,78

10

Spain

1.073

1,71

THE RECOIL INITIATIVE

RecOil aims to address the main market barriers and to increase sustainable biodiesel
production in local/regional level. The developed methodology involves five stages to achieve
significant increase of the collection of UCO for biodiesel production.
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a. State of the art analysis: The first stage assesses current situation in order to characterize
the UCO chain, and involves the following actions:
 Compilation of good practices from EU and international level with regard to efficient
communication tools and promotional campaigns;
 Households surveys to evaluate the most appropriate method of collection, taking into
account the predisposition of householders and their preferences;
 Preliminary analysis of the most appropriate oil collection, transformation and motivation
methods taking into account the different dimensions of the UCO collection process (safety,
health, comfort, investment, proven results, etc.);
 Comparative analysis of the legal framework and identification of the opportunities and
barriers in all 5 participating countries (Portugal, Italy, Spain, Greece, Denmark).
b. Stakeholders’ involvement and fieldwork surveys: The second phase includes
stakeholders interviews, targeted workshops involving experts and interaction with the local
authorities in order to exchange on the actual market needs and considerations and to evaluate ways
on how to address market barriers and improve the UCO-to-biodiesel chain for the best interest of
the community and of all involved parties.
c. Pilot project and results assessment: A number of pilot projects on UCO collection and
transformation will be implemented to validate and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
methods. The results of the pilot projects will be evaluated and quantified according specific
indicators. These indicators are critical to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
methodologies to the local actors (UCO-to-biodiesel operators and local authorities). The
involvement of biodiesel producers to this process will ensure the feasibility of the proposed best
practices.
d. Exploitation and replication of results: Finally, the results will be widely communicated
in order to encourage stakeholders to adopt the best practices identified. This step involves the
development of an on-line tool for UCO collection, transformation and commercialization, as a
practical guide for local/regional authorities and market actors. This guide includes an
implementation methodology and a decision making support tool to stimulate the replication of
good practices throughout Europe, aiming to guide all the interested actors to the implementation
and/or improvement of an effective UCO chain.
2.1

Integrated approach

The project RecOil (Promotion of used cooking oil recycling for sustainable biodiesel
production), co-funded by the Intelligent Energy Europe programme of the European Commission,
presents an integrated assessment of the UCO-to-biodiesel chain best practices, and aims to
encourage new efficient collection, transformation, commercialization UCO chains at local or
regional level.
An extended survey to households has been planned in order to identify the most convenient
and effective methods of UCO collection and to record factors, barriers or facilitators for a wider
use.
The key actors, regional/local authorities and private operators, are actively involved through
meetings and workshops to integrate their experience and expertise, in order to achieve their
support on the identification and definition of the most efficient -under specific conditionspractices.
Pilot projects to test the identified methodological approaches will be implemented, according
to the most promising practices, in order to validate and demonstrate the results and to challenge
replication.
Activities to raise public awareness for UCO disposal, UCO collection and transformation, as
well as to motivate households to be part of the chain are also planned.
An integrated assessment - through a multi-criteria analysis - will be conducted and an on-line
guide will be developed as a useful decision making support tool for the interested stakeholders.
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This tool will assist already involved actors, and also newcomers who want to be involved in the
UCO-to-biodiesel chain, providing guidance as regards the process, requirements, best practices and
methods adapted to the specific features of their region.
2.2

Scientific innovation and relevance

The household survey - carried-out across different EU regions - is based on behavioral
psycho-sociology methodologies and statistical analysis. Till now, the UCO household collection
process is not adequately studied under specific social parameters and citizens’ attitudes. The
analysis of the questionnaires will provide input with regard to the waste disposal behavior,
preferred recycling methods as well as motivation factors, which will be used to determine the best
methods from the consumer’s point of view, as an important link to the UCO to biodiesel chain.
The pilot projects will be monitored during the different phases of their development, with
regard to the pre-defined critical parameters at local/regional level, and will undergo an independent
assessment based on the identified best practices.
An on-line decision-making support tool, supported by a database and multi-criteria matrix,
will be developed. This tool will assist stakeholders in developing an UCO to biodiesel chain
adjusted to the local characteristics (geographic, social, economic, legislation, and climate), and will
include recommendations for effective communication strategies.
The on-site systems of the pilot projects will demonstrate good practices and will benefit local
communities economically and environmentally.
3

BIODIESEL AND UCO PRODUCTION

The annual biodiesel production at the RecOil participating countries is presented at Chart 2.
Spain has the largest biodiesel production between them and one of the largest biodiesel potential
worldwide (Chart 1, Table 1, Chart 2). It increased 315% during the period 2008-2009, however
there was a significant decline in 2011.
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Chart 2: Biodiesel production in 2011 (according to RecOil national surveys)
With regard to the volume of UCOs converted to biodiesel in each RecOil country, Spain has
a leading part (Chart 3). Companies which use 100% UCO in their biodiesel production chain are
recorded. The lack of data for Denmark is due to the impacts following the outbreak of BSE (mad
cow disease) when the former law that demanded canteens and restaurants to collect food waste was
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annulled. Due to veterinary reasons it was not possible anymore to collect, mix and deliver the raw
food residues like formerly. It should be also noted that the majority of household waste in
Denmark is incinerated and around half of the heat used in district heating is derived from UCOs.
This means that any energy value in untreated UCO’s which ends up in household waste is utilized.
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Chart 3: Biodiesel production from UCO according to RecOil survey, in 2011
3.1

Main Barriers
The main barriers to UCO collection, recycling and entering to biodiesel market, are:
 Inexistent / insufficient / inadequate UCO collection systems;
 Lack of awareness / insufficient information of UCO collection, recycling and biodiesel
use;
 The low levels of UCO collection threaten the economic viability of the systems ;
 There is low sales potential of higher biodiesel blends in public filling stations;
 Unfavorable or complicated legislative/normative framework;

According to the RED, biofuels made from waste, residues, non-food cellulosic and lignocellulosic material (Article 21.2) can count double towards the mandate. Till now, Greece and Italy
include UCOs in their double counting provisions while in Spain and Portugal this has not been
defined yet. Denmark has a quota system but does not consider UCOs in a double counting system
[9].
3.2

The European Standard EN 14214

According to the EBB’s European Biodiesel Quality Report (EBBQR) and the results for the
winter period of 2009/2010 [5], EBB’s members production (53 plants monitored) is within the EN
14214 limits; borderline samples for ester content, free glycerol, iodine value and acid value were
noted however these fell within the reproducibility of the relevant test method. The 95% range
shows the adherence to EN14214, and also the high quality levels achieved by the European
producers.
Regarding the Biodiesel production exclusively from UCO, the resulting product cannot meet
the specifications of EN 14214 Standards. Specifically, FAME content and kinematic viscosity are
outside the requirements because of the chemical modifications which takes place in the oil during
cooking (presence of polar compounds), as shown in Table 2. [5]
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The FAME obtained by UCO does not meet all the specifications set by the EN 14214
Standard for FAME content and kinematic viscosity due to the presence of polar compounds that
have larger molecular weight (dimmers and polymers) than FAME and cause the kinematic
viscosity to increase. Furthermore, the polar FAME content must be considered, in order to fulfill
the ester content specification. It is essential to carry out a complete characterization of the raw
material and revise the methods, to determine the specifications on EN 14214 because of the
barriers faced regarding the UCO utilization. [5]
Table 2. Characterization of products obtained by means of two production processes
(1 and 2 step Transesterification) [5]


3.

Transesterification

EN 14214

1 step

2 step

Minimum

Maximum

Acid Value (mg KOH/g oil)

0,49

0,47

0,5

Density to 25C (g/cm3)

0,884

0,882

0,9

Cinematic Viscosity to 40 C (mm2/sec)

5,64

5,56

5,0

Iodine value (gI2-100/gsample)

115,6

114,3

120

Non-polar FAME (wt. %)

83,8

87,4

Linolenic acid methyl ester (wt%)

0,2

0,2

Polar FAME (wt. %)

8,3

8,3

Polymeric FAME

5,3

5,3

Oxidized monomeric FAME

3,0

3,0

Non-polar + polar FAME (wt. %)

92,1

95,7

12,0

96,5

CONCLUSIONS

With regard to the collected data so far, it is remarkable that industries in Spain and Portugal
are using UCO in a percentage of 100%. Also, biodiesel blends in higher mixtures B20 and B30 are
set in the market, rendering Spain to one of the main producers both in UCO utilization and in
maximizing the biodiesel-fossil diesel blends. Further crucial information for the UCO processing
will be provided during the RecOil implementation.
The on-site systems of the pilot projects will demonstrate best practices, and will benefit local
communities economically and environmentally.
The transferability of the results and the wide distribution of the online guide will encourage
new operators and other regions to implement efficient recycling UCO systems, and will effectively
contribute to reduce the amount of oil disposed into the wastewater drainage and treatment systems;
also to increase the amount of the collected UCO for biodiesel production. This will contribute to
reduce the energy consumption by the wastewater treatment systems and to substitute diesel with
biodiesel, reducing in parallel the CO2 emissions. This work also aims to encourage new legislation
or supporting measures to promote the sustainable collection, transformation and commercialization
of UCO to biodiesel.
This project will increase public awareness about the importance of recycling UCO and will
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challenge householders’ behavioral change. The implementation guide of the “UCO to biodiesel”
chain will be a valuable tool for the replication of the best practices throughout Europe. The project
implementation will result in primary energy savings estimated as 1.300 toe/year, to the reduction
of greenhouse emissions as 14.413 tCO2 eq/year, and to a cumulative investment of 1.850.000 , till
2020.
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ABSTRACT
The EU Directive 2009/28/EC has set the target of supplying 20% of EU’s final
energy consumption from RES by 2020, which corresponds to 30-35% of the electricity
demand from RES. Furthermore high RES scenario presented in Energy Roadmap 2050
by the European Commission foresees that 75% of the gross final energy consumption
and 97% of the electricity consumption can be supplied from RES by 2050.
The PV sector needs a proper policy and legal framework to ensure a sustainable
market growth. To reach this ambitious target, European and national policy makers
need to be provided with transparent information, such as the competitiveness of
electricity produced by PV systems, and on the appropriate support schemes to reach the
PV competitiveness as well as to achieve further targets. The PV PARITY project
scope to provide the necessary support to the policy makers in order to ensure a
sustainable policy framework for the PV sector. The main outputs of the project will be
shared with the relevant stakeholders of the PV sector, such as utilities, distributor
system operators, research institutes on energy and legislation, energy regulators.
The main steps to be carried out during the PV PARITY, which is supported by
the European Commission in the frame of the Intelligent Energy for Europe programme,
are: (i) definition of PV competitiveness; (ii) roadmaps to PV grid parity in 11 European
Countries; (iii) definition of the relevance of PV electricity import from Middle East
and North Africa countries; (iv) cost / benefits of the PV network integration; (v)
dissemination of the project outcomes to national and European policy makers.
1

INTRODUCTION

In the upcoming years the installed capacity of PV has to further upgraded to meet
the 20-20-20 binding targets in energy consumption until 2020, which corresponds to
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30-35% of the RES electricity (RESe) demand, according the Renewable Energy
Directive (RED) 2009/28/EC [1] and beyond, until 2050, to achieve the targets of the
Energy Roadmap 2050 [2]. According to the High RES scenario of the Energy
Roadmap 2050, the RES share should reach 75% in gross final energy consumption and
97% in terms of power generation. At the time being, the status quo is still based on a
centralized concept, where small-scale RESe producers, are forced to adapt their needs,
in terms of legal and regulatory framework, grid access and market design rules, to the
infrastructures developed to support a centralized approach for electricity production.
PV could be considered as one of the major sources of electricity in Europe. In
2011 PV was the 1st source of new electricity capacities installed in Europe, with an
installed annual capacity of 21.6 GWp [3].
Additionally the RED Directive paves the way for a solid cooperation between
EU Member States, but also reinforces the international collaboration with Third
Countries such as the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) countries. Articles 9 and
10 of the RED regulate the implementation of joint projects between Member States
and Third Countries in order to enhance the cross boarder RESe exchange. Even though
RED provides definitions on how the Member States to implement the cross boarder
exchange, until now the Members States have not implemented the flexible
mechanisms. In order to unblock this situation, Member States need additional tools
and information.
PV PARITY aims at defining an appropriate policy and legal framework to ensure
a sustainable PV market growth. To reach this ambitious target, European and national
policy makers have been provided with objective and transparent recommendations to
implement support schemes to make sure that PV will become competitive with other
electricity sources in Europe and to go beyond the PV competitiveness, in order to
ensure a sustainable PV market growth until 2020, 2050 and beyond.
Additionally the PV PARITY project aims at defining an appropriate policy and
legal framework to improve the PV electricity imports from MENA countries.
2

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

Several aspects of the PV PARITY project show a high scientific innovation and
relevance. One of those aspects is related to the approach used for the definition of the
PV competitiveness, which was until now usually referred only to a static comparison
between the evolution of PV generation cost and electricity prices for the residential
market segment.
The definition of PV competitiveness in the PV PARITY project is a dynamic
definition developed for each market segments (residential, commercial and utility),
which takes into account the following relevant aspects (Fig. 1):






evolution of PV generation costs
evolution of electricity costs
environmental costs and benefits
grid-related costs and benefits
other external costs and benefits.
The trends of the PV generation cost and of the electricity prices have been
defined taking into account the electricity generation, transmission and distribution
costs, taxes and general system cost and their split into different components (grid costs,
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general system costs, variable and fixed costs, taxes and profits). It was also included
forecasting of the cumulative cost of current incentives and cost/benefit analyses of the
integration of PV systems in the markets, as well as in the grid. Benefits related to
externalities, positive and negative, such as the avoided CO2 costs, the energy pay-back
times, the cost of avoided fossil fuels imports, are also considered.
The PV competitiveness concept has multiple definitions for the time being and
that must be put together and simplified to deliver a coherent definition of PV
competitiveness. So a clear definition of PV competitiveness has been agreed, which
focuses on three main group of consumers: household, commercial/industrial and utility
applications [4].
Per type of consumer roadmaps towards the PV competitiveness have been
developed for the 11 target countries of PV PARITY [5]. The dynamic definition
adopted by the consortium has been translated in mathematical equations.
The approach adopted depends on the market segment. For the residential,
commercial and industrial PV rooftops market segments, the PV Levelised cost of
Electricity (LCOE) has to be compared to the savings from retail electricity bills. For
the utility-size PV ground-mounted plants PV LCOE has to be compared to wholesale
electricity prices.
The formula to be used to calculate the Levelised Cost of Electricity (LCOE) of
PV systems has been identified, as follows:
CAPEX i  OPEX i
LCoE PVSystem ,i 
EPi
Where:
LCoEPVSystem,i : the annual levelized cost of electricity production of a PV System
CAPEXi : the capital expenditures (incorporating rate-of-return and depreciation of a
PV System investment)
OPEXi : the annual operational expenditures (O&M cost)
EPi : the annual electricity production (solar irradiation, efficiency) of a PV system
For the utility-size PV ground-mounted plant the merit order effect of PV
generation (economic cannibalism) has to be taken into account.
For these purposes a simulation tool was developed named MITHRAS, which is
downloadable at the PV PARITY website [4].
The main outcomes of the project have been already shared with most relevant
stakeholders of the PV sector and also outside the PV sector, such as utilities,
distribution system operators (DSOs), research institutes on energy and legislation,
energy regulators, energy agencies, energetic service system operators, in order to
obtain transparent and objective information to guarantee the sustainable growth of the
PV sector.
After the consultation process the results achieved have been communicated to the
European and national policy makers, who can have an impact on the European and
national legislation and therefore provide a sustainable policy framework for the
sustainable growth of the PV sector.
3

APPLICATION IN THE CASE OF MENA COUNTRIES

3.1 Definition of the competitiveness of PV electricity import from MENA
countries
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It has been adopted the following definition of PV competitiveness of PV
electricity imports from MENA countries: the import of PV electricity from MENA
countries is competitive if the PV LCOE in the MENA countries plus the cost of
transmission of PV electricity from MENA countries to Europe is less than the
wholesale electricity price in Europe. PV LCOE can be calculated, the whole sale prices
can be extrapolated, but the costs of transmission are extremely complex to be
calculated. Therefore the transmission costs are not calculated within the PV PARITY
project and the competitiveness of PV electricity imports is defined by the identification
of the moment when the gap between PV LCOE and electricity in Europe becomes
significantly low.
3.2

Overview of the situation in the MENA countries

The overview of the situation in the MENA countries carried out is related to [6]:
• the existing status in electricity tariffs
• the existing PV market and
• the PV support schemes
The countries selected are: Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Libya, Morocco, Saudi
Arabia, Tunisia and Turkey. These countries have been selected because they are
already interconnected to Europe and/or very close to be interconnected.
Some key facts related to the solar potential have been highlighted during the
project, which are:
• every km2 in MENA countries gets solar energy which could compensate 1.5
million oil barrels
• solar energy in the 6.000 km2 of the surface of the lake Nasser (Aswan, Egypt)
could compensate the today Middle East total oil production
• in Northern Africa solar potential is 2-3 times higher than Central Europe
Besides their high solar potential, only few MWp of PV have been installed until
today in the selected MENA regions. Within the PV PARITY project, three group of
barriers have been identified, which prevent the development of PV in the MENA
countries, they are market, regulatory / administrative and financial barriers as shown
below:
(i) market barriers:
• Lack of broad information/awareness by decision makers
• Subsidies for conventional energies create market distortion
• Limited technology transfer and capacity building
(ii) regulatory/ administrative barriers:
• Lack of adequate institutional and regulatory framework
• Absence of systematic policy support
(iii) financial barriers:
• High up-front costs for investors – especially for off-grid applications compared
to the conventional technologies
• High cost of capital for RES investments
Other barriers are related to:
 the lack of adequate transmission and distribution grids needed to properly
integrate the PV systems into the electrical grid
 the social acceptance of PV technology is still low
 there is a very limited number of PV manufacturing industries
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 these countries have also to face a very sensitive political environment [2].
4.3 Market frameworks for the cross border exchange of electricity
The possibility of cross border RES exchange is foreseen in RED, which states
that within the EU, flexibility mechanisms are possible (transfer of guarantees of origin,
joint programme) and that a possibility is open for cooperation with third parties and
import of RESe: Based on the article 9, the Member States may cooperate with Third
Countries on all types of joint projects regarding the production of RESe. The aim of
this cross boarder of renewable energy is to reach a low carbon scenario at the lowest
cost for the Community.
This can be done only with an approach, where RES systems are installed in
countries with high RES potential and then the energy generated transmitted to
countries with low RES potential. This is due to the estimation that the cost for the
transmission of RESe is - generally - lower than the electricity generation cost in
countries with high RES potential. Even though the possibility for cross border
exchange is stated in the RED, European Member States are not making use of this
opportunity.
The cost related to the electricity imports from MENA countries have also been
calculated and it shows that imports of RESe could be profitable for Member States.
The roadmaps towards the competitiveness of PV electricity imports from MENA
countries have been obtained focusing on the following aspects:
 data assumptions for LCoE calculation in MENA countries
 overview of LCoE in MENA countries
 trade-offs: LCoE (MENA) versus wholesale price (Europe)
 grid connection to Europe
The assumptions taken into account for the calculation of the LCOE of large-scale
ground-mounted PV systems in MENA countries are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Assumptions for PV LCoE calculation

4

RESULTS

Based on the above assumptions the LCOE has been calculatedd for the MENA
countries selected, which are Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Libya, Moroccoo, Saudi Arabia,
Tunisia and Turkey (Fig. 1). The LCOE of PV electricity from grouund-mounted PV
systems has then been com
mpared to the wholesale electricity prices in
i the European
countries interconnected with
w
the MENA countries. The relevant interconnections,
i
operating and planned are shown in Fig 2. The comparison between thee PV LCOE from
the MENA countries and thhe wholesale electricity prices in Europe is shhown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 1: PV LCOE in the selected MENA countries

2 Interconnections EU – MENA countries
Figure 2:
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Figure 3: Comparison of PV LCOE from MENA countries and wholesale electricity
prices in Europe
During the PV PARITY project, the PV LCOE of some regions in the Southern
Europe (South Germany and South Italy) have also been compared to the PV LCOE of
Tunisia for the years 2012, 2020 and 2030 as shown in Fig 4.
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Figure 4: Comparison between PV LCOE in Southern Europe and MENA countries
The impact of a hypothetical European electricity market coupling and of the
“merit-order” effect (economic cannibalism) of PV generation has also been taken into
account in the calculation of PV electricity imports from MENA countries.
5

CONCLUSIONS
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Based on the results, it is possible to highlight that: until 2030 the LCOE of largescale ground mounted PV systems in the selected MENA countries will become
competitive with the wholesale electricity prices of some European countries,
specifically:
• the PV LCOE from Algeria and Morocco will become competitive with the
wholesale electricity price in Spain until 2030
• the PV LCOE from Algeria, Libya and Tunisia will become competitive with
the wholesale electricity price in Italy until 2030
• the PV LCOE from Egypt, Jordan, Libya, Saudi Arabia and Turkey will become
competitive with the wholesale electricity price in Greece until 2030
In the upcoming years the PV LCOE in Southern Europe will become competitive
with the PV LCOE in MENA countries (Fig. 5). This is due to lower PV system costs,
financing costs in Europe and to the current data uncertainties in MENA regions. The
comparison in Fig. 5 highlights a slightly higher LCOE in Central-Europe (GermanySouth) than in MENA countries (Tunisia) up to 2030 and a smaller LCoE in Southern
Europe (Italy-South) than in MENA countries (Tunisia) up to 2030.
A hypothetic European electricity market coupling will reduce the
competitiveness of PV imports from MENA countries. These imports increase the
economic cannibalism of PV generation on the wholesale markets in Europe and
therefore reduce the competitiveness of PV electricity imports from MENA countries.
Even though the RED provides the Member States with clear guidelines on how
to implement the cross board RES exchange, until now the Members States have not
implemented the flexible mechanisms to exchange RES among Member States and
MENA countries. In order to unblock this situation the Member States have to be
provided with additional tools and information on the relevance of PV electricity
imports from MENA countries. As shown the PV PARITY project will provide a
relevant contribution to support the RES cross board exchange between European
Member States and MENA countries.
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ABSTRACT
The central courtyard, the open space incorporated into the centre of many houses in Cyprus,
has always constituted an important architectural feature throughout the centuries. The erection of
residences attached to each other, the need for a private outdoor space due to social factors
(introversion, security concerns) and the warm Mediterranean climate led to a widespread use of the
courtyard in nearly all the traditional residences of the island during the last two centuries. Beyond
vernacular architecture, courtyards appeared in modern-movement architecture in Cyprus, even
when the urban building system changed with the predominance of the detached urban house
system. The architectural work of Neoptolemos Michaelides refers strongly to the modern
movement principles and additionally aims to relate architecture to the local climatic conditions and
the identity of the place. In his designs, the courtyard constitutes a main compositional element and
an important contribution to the layout of the residence. The courtyard, despite the fact that its size,
compared with the vernacular one, has been decreased, still constitutes a vital part of the functional
elements, becoming an essential activity and social gathering area.
In this paper an analytical study of the environmental features of vernacular dwellings as well
as houses of the modern movement of Cyprus will be presented. The research underlines the role of
the courtyard as a microclimate regulator in the residences and its utmost bioclimatic significance
enhancing the integration of nature’s elements – sun, wind, water and vegetation – into the design
and overall architectural concept of the building. The creation of a courtyard provides heat gains,
natural ventilation and lighting in the interior of the building and thus mitigates high temperatures,
channels breezes and regulates the degree of humidity. Moreover, courtyards ensure a pleasant view
and visual comfort through proper vegetation and water features which contribute to the emotional
and psychological state of the residents.
The present study constitutes part of an extended research programme, the main objective of
which is the overall investigation of the environmental features (temperature and relative humidity)
of vernacular and modern-movement dwellings with a courtyard, at a qualitative as well as a
quantitative level using weather stations and data loggers.
1

INTRODUCTION

The courtyard, the open space incorporated into the centre of many houses, has always
constituted an important feature and the central focus in residential architecture throughout antiquity
in Cyprus. Houses have been designed with rooms of various functions surrounding the courtyards
and organised in association with these yards as the life of the occupants has been evolving around
them. The important role played by the courtyard was mainly due to the warm climate of the area
that offers occupants a protected area suitable for outdoor activities for most of the year. Thus, the
courtyard has always been of an utmost environmental significance apart from its spatial, functional
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and social importance. According to Suha Okzan [1] “The two natural elements of the courtyard–
earth beneath and sky above–ensure direct contact with nature”.
In this paper the environmental features of courtyard houses are discussed through the study
of such houses of the vernacular and the modern-movement architecture in Cyprus. The main aim
of this paper is the identification of the various bioclimatic strategies followed in courtyard house
design through qualitative documentation. The prevalence of courtyard houses diachronically and
especially in the vernacular architecture of the last two centuries is underlined together with their
later appearance in the modern-movement houses when the urban system changed and did not
favour this type of dwelling. Another aim of this paper is the identification of the common
bioclimatic and other characteristics as well as the differences between vernacular courtyard houses
and modern-movement residences with a central yard and the investigation of the reasons for these
similarities and differences (social, urban, environmental etc).
2

HISTORIC BACKGROUND

Historically, courtyards [2] have been the most popular feature in residential architecture all
over the world and in different climatic regions and emerged in practically all civilizations.
Generally, the courtyard-type house may be associated with the arid climates of Middle East
countries. According to Craig Hinrichs [3],“Time, civilizations and even climatic conditions seem
to have very little effect on the courtyard-style house as evidenced by history”. The dwellings of
many different civilizations bear evidence to the fact that the courtyard form of house is rather
timeless in the history of architecture. Atillio Petruccioli [4] argues that climate is not the
underlying reason for the courtyard house. However it becomes generic typology in hot and dry
climate environments. Apart from the climatic and functional efficiencies of this plan typology, its
cultural relevance is of equal importance. It seems that the initial appearance of the courtyard
houses all around the world was most probably associated with cultural, social and functional
factors (introversion of occupants) and diachronically this typology also prevailed due to its
environmental features.
In Cyprus, courtyard houses were widespread throughout all periods of antiquity. The first
regular rectangular structures with central yards appeared in the Early Bronze Age (2500 BC) with
rooms arranged in an L-shape plan around a yard. Structures with rooms in a U-shape arranged
around courtyards were initially observed in a series of early houses excavated in Alhambra-Moutti
dated to the Middle Bronze Age. Of special interest is one house complex found in Kalopsida and
dated to the same period which was comprised of twelve rooms arranged around two courtyards.
This constitutes the first example of a complex incorporating two courtyards. Similar arrangements
but incorporating one courtyard can be observed in houses in many archaeological sites dated to the
Late Bronze Age [5] and later to the Classical, Hellenistic and Roman periods. In the latter period,
houses with two courtyards are very widespread.
Courtyard houses are also to be found all over the island in the vernacular architecture.
During the 19th and in the beginning of the 20th century these houses represented the most common
type of vernacular dwelling both in urban and rural settlements, in the plains as well as in mountain
areas. The erection of houses attached to each other, following a continuous urban system with
houses sharing common walls led to the creation of a central open space in the middle of each plot
with rooms arranged around it so as to secure satisfactory ventilation and lighting (Figure 1). The
arrangement of the courtyard presents many differences and innovations in design according to the
type and especially the location of the settlement. These designs conformed to the climatic and
morphological requirements of the different regions. The spatial and formal elements also reflected
the society of the time. The courtyard form in Cyprus was a direct response to the social preference
for privacy and seclusion of family life, while it also constituted a substantial area of various
activities of the house residents [6].
The building regulations implemented by the British Colonial Rule and adopted by the
Republic of Cyprus in the 20th century introduced the detached urban system and provided for an
empty space of 3 meters around the plot, which led to significant changes in the arrangement of the
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urban centres. In the middle of the 20th century, modern-movement architecture, based on the
conditions of the structural forms of modernism (generalized use of reinforced concrete) and on the
transfer of the design principles of the international style in architecture, appeared in the island. The
continuing erection of houses with a central courtyard was rather difficult due to the limitations of
the plot size and the above-mentioned regulations. Nevertheless in some cases internal yards
continue to play a principal role in the residential architecture of the modern trends in Cyprus as this
can be traced through the residential works of Neoptolemos Michaelides, one of the most important
personalities of Cyprus in post-war architectural thinking and creation. His work in both the study
of traditional architecture as well as in applied architecture marked him at the international
architectural scene of his time. The use of structural forms of modern architecture which clearly
express their function context, the free plan, the simplicity in the form, the lack of iconic historical
references and the absence of decorative details constitute the basic principles of Neoptolemos
Michaelides’ architectural work [7, 8]. The above principles relate his work with the principles of
modern architecture and appeared as a conscious procedure of the redefinition of architectural
production - a result of the social conditions of mid-war Europe [9].

Figure 1: The walled city of Nicosia. Courtyard houses following the continuous urban system
(thesis work – Chr. Argyrou).
However in Neoptolemos Michaelides’ architecture his effort in the relation between modern
architectural production and the peculiarities of the Cyprus landscape and the principles of
traditional architecture is clearly recorded. A series of strategies, which appear from the beginning
of the design process, secure improvement of comfort within the building envelope. Having in mind
the rules and structural forms of modernism in architecture, Neoptolemos Michaelides attempted to
materialize a modern architecture in Cyprus, strongly related to the climatic conditions of the island,
as well as to specific spatial characteristics, such as the courtyard [7]. The spatial arrangement in
Michaelides’ work is based on a new expression of the relation between open and closed spaces. In
a substantial part of his applied work the existence of open space in the form of an enclosed or
semi-closed yard is recorded [8].
3

COURTYARDS IN VERNACULAR DWELLINGS. BIOCLIMATIC SIGNIFICANCE

Courtyard houses appear in almost all the regions of Cyprus following different arrangements
and having various sizes. In some areas (Karpasia, remote villages) yards have a large size and are
surrounded by low boundary walls [10]. Yards surrounded by high boundary walls and buildings
can be found in the densely populated regions of Karpasia and mostly in the Mesaoria area, creating
a special microclimatic environment and thus having a bioclimatic significance. In the mountain
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areas the size and significance of the yard is rather limited due to geomorphological reasons (Figure
2). In the rural settlements the rooms are located at the boundaries of the plot and more often at the
back and only in some cases are rooms built along the road.


Figure 2: Courtyard houses in the mountain traditional settlement of Galata (students’ work)
The organization of the free space is associated with the closed introverted nature of life. In
the urban areas, most often courtyards are located at the back of the plots since the buildings are
projected onto the road. The closed type of yard presents a special conception towards the private
space. The occupant of the house defines the area required for his private life and work and makes it
inaccessible for strangers by building a high wall. The shape of yards vary, being irregular and more
rarely rectangular or square, whereas the yards’ form-as the more fundamental organization of the
residence-follows the same principles. According to Sullivan Chip [11], the size and scale of a
courtyard can vary from very intimate to quite spacious. In every case, the courtyard creates a
wonderful frame of light and air. The shape of the courtyard has been modified to adapt to the
topography, site restrictions, building orientation and functions, so as to create different shapes of
the surrounding buildings such as I, L, U etc (Figure 3). The surrounding buildings occupy one, two
or more sides of the yard. Sometimes buildings appear peripherally along all its sides and thus the
courtyard appears as an atrium (surrounded yard).

Figure 3: Different arrangement of rooms around courtyards in rural traditional settlements (based
on students’ work)
According to Nibedita Das [2], the benefits of a courtyard house are psychosocial and cultural
as well as functional (introversion, accessibility, circulation). The detailed studies of courtyards
showed that one of the primary advantages of the courtyard is the provision of a sense of enclosure
and privacy (visual as well as acoustic) to the residents of the houses due to its inward form. The
courtyard usually constituted the initial private space which the visitor entered from the road. The
access from the road is achieved through a front door (“xoporti”) located at the boundary wall of the
courtyard, or through a semi-open space called “iliakos” or “portico”, and thus the yard acts as the
intermediate space from the public street to the private part of the house (Figure 4).

Figure 4: The different relationship between the road and the courtyard (direct access through
“xoporti” or through a semi-open space) (students’ work).
Courtyards also provide the main access to other spaces. The rooms often have no
communication between them, as the compact nature of the form of the houses reduces space and
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corridors within the houses. Thus courtyards connect the different areas and functions within the
house, playing an important role in the building’s circulation. The staircases leading to the first
floor are usually located in the yard. The mild climate of the island allows the residents to move
both outside and inside the houses during most of the year. Additionally the favourable climatic
conditions of the island (mild and arid dry climate) led to the occupants carrying out a lot of their
activities outside in the protected area of the courtyard (agricultural production as well as domestic
functions). The courtyard is considered the “heart” of the house and also acts as a place of
interaction for the members of the family, being a place of social gathering for residents and
visitors. It is an “outdoor room” and can be used as an extension of the closed rooms. Usually all
the rooms face the courtyard, creating a direct relationship between the inside and the outside of the
house (Figure 5).

Figure 5: The relationship between rooms and semi-open spaces and the courtyard (students’ work)
Use of semi-open spaces (“iliakoi” and covered balconies) in close relation to courtyards is
particularly common in vernacular dwellings (Figure 4, 6). “Iliakoi” usually have a south
orientation and play an important functional role in the house, often constituting either the main
entrance hall (placed in a perpendicular arrangement between the road and the yard, called
“portico”), or an outdoor sitting area (located in front of closed rooms). “Iliakos” in the form of
“portico” helps towards the cross ventilation and enhances the air flow in the house and thus has a
bioclimatic significance [12]. This covered area of everyday life is in direct relation with nature,
being simultaneously a part of the house and the yard offering shading and minimizing the direct
sun radiation. This arrangement (use of semi-open spaces) constitutes a simple and practical
solution for the climate of Cyprus and has its roots in the way of life and the local culture [12].

Figure 6: Courtyard houses showing different arrangement of rooms around them (“iliakoi” etc.)
The arrangement of a large number of openings in the building’s walls around the courtyard
helps towards the ventilation and the cooling of individual rooms (Figure 7). Smaller openings,
called “arseses”, located at a position as high as possible in the exterior facades facing the street
(since the private life is highly guarded) in relation to the openings towards the yard, help the cross
ventilation of the dwellings. Due to the difference in temperature and density of the air, the hot air is
forcibly extracted from the building envelope, through the smaller openings, during the summer
period (stack effect) [12].
Courtyards, especially of small scale, enhance the increase in temperature in relation to the
larger open air spaces (Figure 6). This is desirable during winter as the floor materials (stones
and/or earth) and the surrounding walls of the courtyard increase the urban heat effect [12]. The
materials of the courtyards and more specifically, the method in which the floors are constructed
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(clay, paving slabs, cobbles, etc.) are climatically-driven and at the same time dependent on the
function of the yard on the required durability as well as on the economic status of their owner. The
materiality of the floor surfaces affects the temperature of the immediate environment acting as heat
storage during winter.

Figure 7: Cross ventilation of a vernacular dwelling
During the summer months the necessity of cooling such an area is imperative. The courtyard
proportions and the arrangement of buildings (neighbouring buildings as well as the two storey
parts of the houses) around it can block the penetration of solar radiation during summer (more
perpendicular solar radiation in the summer than in the winter), leaving the sun to enter in the
winter months, and thus moderate the temperature [12]. The creation of shade in the yard during
most hours of the hot summer days helps keep the temperature there low and bearable. According to
Sullivan [11], “The courtyard integrates a wide variety of passive devices into its design, each
creating its own thermal environment.”
Additionally, the shading of the courtyards can be achieved through vegetation. Proper
planting usually in the form of deciduous trees or plants (i.e. vines on pergolas) leads to the shading
of the yard during summer, but ensures the solar radiation enter the spaces during the winter
months. The protection from the solar radiation as a result of rich vegetation secures the reduction
of the ground temperature. Evaporation from green leaves causes cooling of the air which becomes
heavier and falls down under the tree shadow, while the hot uprising air outside the house drives it
through the archways and cross openings of the rooms, causing cool breezes in the interior spaces.
During the summer nights the night cool air enters and is channeled through the rooms (through
open windows and arches) because of the rising hot air outside the house and thus removes the heat
stored in the rooms during the day. The combination of shading and night cooling reduces the
temperature, keeping it at a level more close to thermal comfort in relation to the outside
environment [13].
The vegetation in the yards forms a naturally protected environment, which reduces the high
temperatures during the summer period, reducing the sudden changes in humidity. Shading
provided by vegetation varies according to the kind of trees planted. Deciduous trees are usually
planted on the south side of the buildings so that they allow the sun radiation onto the building
during winter time. Besides shading, vegetation can also prevent, filter or divert the air flow, thus
affecting the internal ventilation of buildings [14].
The existence of water features in courtyards provides evaporation cooling that helps to
increase the humidity of the air and enhances thermal comfort conditions during hot-dry days. The
watering of plants in the courtyard is a widely used technique, which has prevailed as a traditional
activity since the beginning of the last century, for enhancing evaporation cooling [13]. The
relationship of the built and natural environment in addition to the improvement of the
microclimatic and consequently the comfort conditions also provides a visual pleasure.
4

COURTYARDS IN MODERN-MOVEMENT HOUSES. BIOCLIMATIC
SIGNIFICANCE

The independence of Cyprus in 1960 marks the beginning of development of the building
industry. The intensive urbanization results in the creation of a substantial number of projects, the
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expansion of the towns and consequently the drastic transformation of the island’s landscape.
During this time, modern architecture was introduced as a new method of construction, constituting
the most important means of Cyprus economic development [9]. The town planning development
rules define the separation of the land into building plots of almost equal size and area (about
25X22m. and 550 sq.m.) and the introduction of the detached urban system. Urbanization
intensifies the need for new types of buildings as well as the generalization of the new residential
model: that of the urban single house. In the urban modern architecture, the conscious effort of
Neoptolemos Michaelides to embody traditional Cyprus building principles in his designs -such as
the incorporation of open and semi-open spaces- can be observed [7, 8].
Although the existing town planning regulations (detached building system) favour compact
building development, with all the building spaces being related to the immediate environment
through the external periphery of the building, in a substantial percentage of Neoptolemos
Michaelides’ projects the existence of open space in the form of an enclosed or semi-closed
courtyard can be seen [7]. In the cases under study the courtyard constitutes a major compositional
intention, drastically defining the spatial arrangement of the house. The yards encountered in
Michaelides’ residential projects can be divided into three main types, depending on the building
status and their relationship with the external environment.
Enclosed courtyards (‘type A’): These are yards located in a central point of the built
volume. This specific arrangement is characterized by clear introversion and does not have any
direct connection with the wider external space (Figure 8). The functional spaces are arranged
peripherally thus developing a direct functional relationship with the courtyard. The dimensions and
the area of the yard (about 5X5m. and 25s.m.) permit its functional exploitation as an extension of
the domestic functions of the peripheral spaces of the residence.

Figure 8: Courtyard house ‘type A’: Enclosed courtyard.
Enclosed courtyards can be observed in one-storey houses (Mathikoloni, Limassol 1959), in
split-level houses (Epaminonda in Acropolis, Nicosia 1977 and Papanearchou in Macedonitissa,
Nicosia 1984) and in two-storey houses (Hadjizinonos Strovolos 1981) (Figure 9a, b, c). In the
majority of the above examples there is rich vegetation while in some of these the presence of a
water feature can be observed in the form of shallow pools [7]. The absence of a building volume in
the centre of the houses ensures southern direct solar gains into the functional areas situated in the
north part of the plot. Moreover, the enclosed courtyard provides substantial possibilities of cross
ventilation and provision of light in all areas of the house.
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Figure 9a, b, c: Ground plan of residences with enclosed courtyards (‘type A’): a. Mathikoloni,
Limassol 1959, b. Strovolos, Nicosia, 1981 and c. Makedonitissa, Nicosia 1984.
Semi-closed courtyards (‘type B’): These are yards located in a central point of the building
volume while they are directly connected to the immediate external environment of the house
(Figure 10). In terms of the house plan, arrangements in a U-shape are encountered in single storey
houses. The open side of the yards is defined by a fence wall and vegetation at the plot boundary.

Figure 10: Courtyard house ‘type B’: Semi-closed courtyard.
In comparison to the enclosed ones the semi-closed courtyards have larger dimensions and
occupy larger areas (Iliophotou in Lycavitos, Nicosia 1965 and Louca in Strovolos, Nicosia 1974)
(Figure 11a, b) [7]. This type of courtyard provides for an open arrangement of the building volume
and improves the relationship of the internal spaces with the external environment (insolation,
ventilation, natural lighting). Additionally the large dimensions of the open internal yard provide
substantial open space serving the needs for expansion for the residents.
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Figure 11a, b: Ground plan of residences with semi-closed courtyard (‘type B’): a. Lycavitos,
Nicosia 1965 and b. Strovolos, Nicosia 1974.
Enclosed courtyards resulting from different layout of the two residence levels (‘type
C’): These are yards that are located in the building volume of the houses with the ground floor
being in a U-shape and the upper floor in a U- or L-shape at a different location and orientation than
that of the ground floor (Figure 12). Although the yard has an open arrangement on the ground level
with direct functional and visual connection with the wider external environment, the existence of a
built volume in a different arrangement in the upper floor imparts characteristics of an internal
outdoor area, similar with the enclosed courtyard.

Figure 12: Courtyard house ‘type C’: Enclosed courtyard resulting from different layout of the
residence levels.
The houses of this category have courtyards with dimensions similar to those of houses with
enclosed courtyards (about 5X5m. and area of 25s.m.). As in the case of the other house categories
with courtyards, the specific outdoor area, resulting from the different layout of the residence levels,
allows the functional exploitation of the yard. Moreover, courtyard house ‘type C’ safeguards
suitable conditions of solar radiation, cross ventilation and natural lighting to the functional areas of
the house because of its great exposure to the external conditions. The houses with an enclosed
courtyard, which results from different layouts in the ground and upper floor, present substantial
compositional virtues (Georgiou in Lycavitos, Nicosia 1967 and Philippou in Dasoupolis, Nicosia
1984) (Figure 13a, b) [7].

Figure 13a, b: Ground plan of residences with courtyards of ‘type C’: a. Lycavitos, Nicosia 1967
and b. Dasoupolis, Nicosia 1984.
As mentioned above, houses with enclosed or semi-closed courtyards in addition to their
functional and compositional advantages incorporate a series of environmentally sensitive strategies
in the architectural design. The design of the houses underlines the bioclimatic dimension of
Neoptolemos Michaelides’ architectural projects and shows the conscious effort of the architect to
redefine the relation between the building envelope and nature’s elements [7, 8]. The existence of
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enclosed or semi-closed courtyards constitutes a means towards this direction as it enhances the
presence of vegetation and water features in the core of the houses (Figure 14a, b, c).

Figure 14a, b, c: Presence of rich vegetation in the courtyards of the houses: a. Acropolis, Nicosia
1977, b. Dasoupolis, Nicosia 1984 and c. Makedonitissa, Nicosia 1984.
More specifically, the presence of a courtyard in the layout of houses leads to the creation of
open and semi-open spaces, and permits the opening of large windows which ensure direct relation
(functional and visual) of the houses’ main areas to the courtyard. In addition, the above
arrangement provides vital open areas and direct solar gains desired during the winter period [15].
The existence of openings of suitable orientation towards the yard allows the limitation of the
windows towards the west and the north, thus minimizing the thermal loses and offers protection
against cold winds during the winter period [13].
The design shows that great care is attached to protection against direct solar gains which is
necessary for avoiding overheating of the house’s interior spaces during the summer period. The
proper protection of the openings located in the perimeter of the courtyards against direct sunlight is
safeguarded by a series of sun shading provisions, such as horizontal cantilevers or other
architectural shading devises [13, 16]. In the case of two-storey buildings, the built-volume offers
proper sun shading protection in the courtyards. Moreover, suitable protection against solar
radiation for the area of the courtyard and the perimeter windows is achieved through suitable
planting (trees and climbing plants) [14].
A series of cooling strategies is applied for ensuring thermal comfort during the summer
period. Suitable openings provide cross ventilation through the house spaces [16]. The courtyards,
enclosed or semi-closed, contribute substantially towards cross ventilation of the perimeter spaces.
The position, the size and the proportions of the openings in relation to the prevailing winds is of
utmost importance. Small openings are suitably located on the exterior facades of the house; while
large openings are located on the courtyard side. The entrance of air through small openings and its
exit from the large openings of the courtyard, increases airflow in the house’s interior, optimizing
cooling through cross ventilation during the summer months [13].
Cooling through evaporation is ensured by the presence of small water pools which appear in
the courtyards of a number of Neoptolemos Michaelides’ houses. Additionally evaporation cooling
is enhanced through the plants’ transpiration. The large openings located around the yard and the
rich vegetation in the internal open-air space secure visual comfort, a high level of lighting and a
pleasant environment for the residents [13, 14]. All the above favourably influence the emotional
and physiological state of the occupants and parameters related with the thermal comfort conditions.
The analysis underlines the bioclimatic significance of the courtyard which appears in
Neoptolemos Michaelides’ architectural work. A series of environmental strategies is related to the
presence of a courtyard in the house, which often constitutes its most vital space [7]. In his
residential work, the sun becomes a positive element, with the house being opened towards it or
being shielded against it. The wind determines the position and size of the openings while the
presence of vegetation and water often plays a significant role in the house’s core.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The courtyard has diachronically been the main characteristic of Cyprus residential
architecture until the middle of the 20th century with clear environmental advantages. In the
vernacular architecture of the island, during the last two centuries, the existence of central yards is
generalized as a result of the erection of buildings attached to each other. Thus, the central yard
constitutes the main connection of the house with the external environment offering substantial
possibilities for direct sunlight, natural ventilation and lighting of the areas around it. Additionally
the satisfactory dimensions of the yard in the traditional houses provide many possibilities for
functional exploitation. In the residential architecture of the modern movement the demand for the
existence of the central yard is greatly limited, mainly because of the predominance of the detached
building system, a system that allows the interrelation of the building with the external environment
through its perimeter. However, Neoptolemos Michaelides realizing the spatial and environmental
benefits of the central yard incorporates it into his architecture. The internal yards offer introversion
in the design of his houses securing an open space of vital significance in the function and in the
thermal performance of the house.
Despite the fundamental differences in the architectural design process and the urban
regulations of traditional and modern movement residences, the courtyard constitutes one of the
principal elements in vernacular dwellings as well as in the residences of Neoptolemos Michaelides.
Thus, courtyard houses appeared as a favourable arrangement in vernacular architecture when the
buildings were attached to each other but can also be observed in some specific examples of the
modern-movement residences even after the introduction of the detached urban system. The
replacement of the irregular shape and large size of the vernacular courtyard by more regular forms
and smaller sizes of the modern-movement houses did not affect the function and the environmental
significance of these courtyard houses. The most common plan arrangement of the vernacular
courtyard dwellings has more similarities with the courtyard house ‘type B’ of the modernmovement courtyard houses (semi-closed courtyard) as most of the rooms in the vernacular houses
occupy two or three sides of the plot, whereas there are only a few cases of courtyard house ‘type
A’ (enclosed courtyard). The more complex arrangement of courtyard house ‘type C’ of the
modern-movement courtyard houses cannot be easily recognised in vernacular architecture as these
houses incorporate parts of the building raised up to a first floor level leaving an empty space
below. Nevertheless, even with clear compositional and structural differences, the same role of this
covered, semi-open area (below the raised rooms), offering shading and improving ventilation, in
the case of vernacular architecture is undertaken by the “iliakos” usually in the form of portico.
In the vernacular architecture and also in the architecture of the modern movement the
existence of the central yard offers a series of environmental improvements thus making the central
yard a regulator of the microclimatic conditions, with favourable results during the summer as well
as the winter period. It secures the possibility of direct solar gains in the areas located around it. The
southern insolation through the central yard is of special importance in buildings in which the plot
orientation and/or the wider built environment do not allow enough insolation to enter all the
functional areas. The absence of a built volume in the middle of the building secures the possibility
of cross ventilation provided that the spaces have openings in opposite walls for the inlet and outlet
of the air. Especially in the traditional houses, the openings towards the central yard constitute the
main and in some cases the only means of natural lighting.
Vegetation in the central yard in the form of vines on pergolas in vernacular architecture
replaced by other forms of decorative planting in modern-movement architecture, offers sun
protection for both the open-air space as well as for the interior spaces located in the perimeter of
the yard. Planting additionally offers cooling through evaporation as a result of plant transpiration.
The phenomenon of evaporative cooling is enhanced by the presence of a water feature in the form
of a well in the central yards of traditional houses or a shallow pool in the courtyards of the houses
designed by Neoptolemos Michaelides. The presence of vegetation and the openings towards the
central yard, relatively larger in modern architecture in comparison to the traditional architecture,
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secure in addition to the improvement of the microclimatic conditions a high level of natural
lighting, visual comfort and a pleasant view which are positive elements towards the emotional and
psychological state of the occupants of the houses.
Courtyard houses in vernacular and modern-movement architecture in Cyprus are
characterized by adaptability to the climatic conditions of the island. The use of passive design
principles ensures improvement on a building’s thermal performance approaching optimum levels
of human comfort conditions. The courtyard houses cease to be passive receptors of the weather
conditions (sun, wind, water) but are so designed as to function efficiently with them. In this way,
the sun and the wind are considered positive elements, defining the geometry and the overall
composition of the houses.
The applied design principles have proved to be exceptionally environmentally efficient,
showing a deep understanding of the adaptation to the surrounding environment. A systematic
knowledge of the bioclimatic elements of courtyard dwellings can be a basis for supporting stable,
balanced and sustainable socio-economic development. A deep and meaningful engagement with
the environmental strategies of these residences can inspire creative designs that sustain the
productive life of the existing environment.
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ABSTRACT
The following paper is a presentation of an environmental program titled “Considering the
house of the past, I plan the house of today”. The program examines the basic environmental
principles of the traditional Greek house which can be applied to new houses -bioclimatic- ,
covering the needs of modern lifestyle. Is a proposal to raise the student community in the spirit of
sustainable development, through an experiential education that uses alternative methods and
techniques to make the learning process more efficient and attractive at the same time.
This program is consistent with the general philosophy of the new curriculum of the teaching
learning field for environmental education and sustainable development. Resulted from the need to
create a different educational framework with innovative aspects and answers to everyday
problems. It covers the needs of today's society, emphasizes in student-centered teaching and team
cooperation, in active construction of knowledge through selected information sources and specific
teaching strategies. Students learn how to learn, learn how to act, learn how to live and interact with
others.
The main goals as specified in the Expected Learning Outcomes are cognitive, based value
and interactive and focused on information, awareness, decision-making and participation in
solving the environmental issue / problem.
Regarding the evaluation, the data assessed is the composition and presentation of the
students work and the achieving of the goals through observation, discussion and questionnaire.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Is true that the energy crisis has created serious concern about the lack of energy resources
and their impact on the global economy as well as it has become awareness that a very high
proportion of primary energy consumption caused by the operation of systems related to heating,
cooling and lighting of buildings so as to contribute to environmental pollution and energy
problem. Therefore, it is imperative requirement, saving energy and exploitation of alternative
sources of energy to become key objectives in buildings design. [1]
The contemporary bioclimatic architecture comes as a response to the above findings and
raises again the goal of human life in harmony with the natural environment. [2]
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Realizing that we must built with the environment in mind, it is useful to know how the
traditional architecture has been integrated into the ecosystem and the manner in which the
principles which govern it can be used creatively as steering axles in modern passive solar
Architecture.
Nowadays, Education for Sustainable Development, according to official texts of UNECE
(United Nations Economic Commission for Europe), UNESCO (United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization) and UNEP (United Nations Environment Program)
constitutes undeniable proposal to ensure prosperity on Earth by protecting the environment and
ensuring quality of life. Requires the redefinition of needs of the individual both in personal and
collective level and, therefore the revision of the value system that we have adopted so far as
individuals and as societies.
The implementation of the project plan by the students include [3]:



Teamwork exploratory approach
Processes of problem solving, as a general teaching strategy in individual groups of 3-5
members.
 Selection of specific teaching strategies / techniques
 Identifying and investigating environmental issues and problems
Instructions for searching, collecting, organizing and processing data
 Drawing conclusions
Composition and notifying of results
The program can be adapted for all levels of education.
2.

INTENDED LEARNING OUTCOMES BY STUDENTS
Level 1: Basic knowledge






To recognize that the traditional architecture created within the constraints and
opportunities of each region, as a result of human thought, experience and observation of
the natural environment.
To report elements that define the structure of settlements and the morphology of buildings
in traditional architecture: climate, topography, orientation, view and of course the social
and economic. [4]
To be informed that the structure of settlements is also driven by local climatic conditions
and that the materials derived from the immediate physical environment.
To recognize that environmental construction of energy efficient buildings is imperative
requirement front of the environmental crisis intensified constantly. [5]
Finally, recognize that every period should produce different architectural styles of
bioclimatic buildings, depending on the particular physical assets, technology and the given
culture.
Level 2: Identify the problem / issue





To look for the ways that the traditional house achieves best comfort conditions indoors by
adapting the construction to local climatic conditions.
To consider why the materials in traditional houses come from the immediate environment.
[6]
To compare the current method of construction of buildings and identify potential
weaknesses in the way of construction.
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Level 3: Investigation of problem / issue





To investigate which are the basic environmental principles governing the traditional house.
To investigate how these principles can be applied to new bioclimatic houses covering the
needs of modern lifestyles.
To propose new ways of alternative housing.
To encourage the adoption of new methods of environmental - bioclimatic design and
construction for energy efficient buildings.
4th Level: Actions







3.

To design on paper the house in which they wish to live by giving them guidelines for
solutions aimed at reducing ecological footprint.
To comment and to express publicly the advantages and disadvantages of bioclimatic
design.
To construct the model of an energy-passive solar house in which they would like to live by
using creatively materials scale model.
To impersonate roles from different professional and social groups which participate in the
design of the built environment.
To work in groups, to develop relationships, to communicate, to reflect and to be
entertained.
PROGRAM COURSE
First day

3.1.

Topic
Meeting, acquaintance, familiarity.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Acquaintance games. Games aimed to develop a friendly and cooperative atmosphere while
enhancing self-esteem, self-aggrandizement, the skills of observation and listening,
interaction with others, cooperation and conflict resolution. Simultaneously cultivated the
acquaintance of another, the expression and sharing feelings, the altruistic behavior. [7]

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Cd player, cd, ball.

DURATION
morning 08.30 to 09.00

3.2.

Topic

Separation of the environmental group into subgroups of 4-5 individuals.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
1 Division into teams by playing games.
2 Playing games for teams cooperation and coordination.
The indicated organization form of the class for the implementation of the program is the
group cooperation. Students work in subgroups. They participate actively, communicate,
express themselves freely, support each other and so strong team spirit is cultivated. The
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experience of cooperation is necessary for the student to develop critical thinking (thinking
upper field) event greater significance than simply teaching and learning facts and theories.
3 Establishing a "learning contract team."
The learning contract is a set of rules and assumptions, which are consistent both the
animator and students in order to reach the target group. Is created such as to laid the
foundations for the team while simultaneously distinguishes it from the others. Finding
acceptable terms and then the observance of all, is the most basic function of contract
learning in a group (Moon, passim).
• EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Cd player, cd, ball.
• DURATION
morning 08.30 to 09.00
3.3.

Topic

Examination of the theme 'traditional settlements – manners of the structure of the
traditional house'
EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
1 Brainstorming. We record the views and experiences of children and groups them. The
brainstorming technique is used when we need to make multifaceted examination of an issue
and to develop as many ideas around it. Is a participative process during which students are
encouraged to express freely and spontaneously their views on the topic and to share their
ideas with the group even if they look funny, improbable or unrealized. The first step is
recording the answers, without comment as at this point any comment, positive or negative,
can prevent the "storm" and block the process. But when the “storm” has been completed, all
participants are asked to explain their views. So becomes composition and processing of the
results of the findings in plenary. [8].
2 Lecture with active listening by students.
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Table, paper, markers, computer, PowerPoint.\
DURATION
morning 09.30 to 10.00
10.00 – 10.15 break
3.4.

Topic
Visiting the traditional settlement
EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES

1 Study in the field. [9]
2 Game of the hidden treasure.
Before visiting the pedagogical team has managed to talk with residents in the settlement
who know and can provide information, has found houses for the typical study and has
"hide" in easily visible places folders with rich information and photographs for the teams. A
worksheet is shared in each team. Each worksheet contains a map or puzzles that instruct
students in appropriate houses, shops and people to gather information. Also, each sheet
includes activities should make after observing the housing and settlement. Students wander
in the village, collecting information, looking folders, observe, record to complete the
information requested on the worksheet:
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-Items for which the specific location was chosen to build the settlement.
-Details of the organization of traditional housing in relation to the natural environment and
climatic conditions.
-Information relating to natural building materials of traditional house.
Students note the routes, the most typical houses, the center of the village, the water sources
etc. on a map. Also they interview residents of the village and collect photos.
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Map, compass, worksheets, folders with information.
DURATION
Morning 10.15 to 13.00
3.5.

Topic
Findings.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Team activation game.
Presentation by groups of the information collected during the visit to the village (Map,
worksheets, photographs, sketches).

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
H / H, PowerPoint, stater photos.

DURATION
Afternoon 17.30 to 18.45
18.45 to 19.00 Break

3.6.

Topic
Integration – Conclusions

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Brainstorming
Considering the sustainability principles that emerge from the observations preceding and
which govern the organization and structure of traditional houses. Discussion - Reflection informing.
Brainstorming. Examinating how these principles can be integrated to the creation of a house
that meets the needs of the modern lifestyle without burdening the environment. Discussion Reflection - information. Integration - conclusions.

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Table, paper. markers.

DURATION
afternoon 19.00 to 19.30
Second day

3.7.

Topic
Coordination - activating teams.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Coordination and activating teams with games.

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Tabs, Cd player, cd,

DURATION
morning 08.30 to 09.00
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3.8.

Topic

Examined issues "principles of bioclimatic design - passive solar house."

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
1 Lecture
2 Worksheet
Speech on "principles of bioclimatic design - passive solar house." A worksheet is
distributed to students which must be completed during the recommendation. Contains an
acronym relevant to the subject matter.

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Computer, PowerPoint, worksheets.

DURATION
morning 09.00 to 09.30
3.9.

Topic
Creation of "moral dilemma" for the use of the principles of bioclimatic design.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Case studies, role playing, moral dilemma, runway consciousness. [8]
A worksheet that includes an article is shared to students. The article mentions an imaginary
problem case. For example, in a traditional village, the state is going to demolish a wellpreserved traditional public building and in its place to build a new modern building which
does not meet the principles of bioclimatic design. In the municipal council there are
conflicting views ..... Students are asked to act out roles supporting these different views. All
students go through all roles. After the role play, is discussed the moral dilemma: "Yes or no
to the above situation," the decision is taken by the technique of the runway consciousness.

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Worksheets

DURATION
morning 09.30 to 09.50

3.10.

Topic
Creation of a passive solar house concept plan.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Case study.
Design - visual and artistic expression by the technique of collage and the use of different
materials for the color rendition of the subject - a modern-energy passive solar house, giving
guidelines and instructions for the proper organization and formation of the interior,
according to the conclusions that preceded it.

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Paper, cardboard, markers, pencils, pastel colors, glues, scissors and others.

DURATION
morning 09.50 to 10.50

3.11. Topic
Findings.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Presentation of the teams work

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
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Stater projects.

DURATION
morning 10.50 to 11.20
11.20 to 11.35 Break
3.12. Topic
Creating model of a passive solar house.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Laboratory construction - montage of the model of a passive solar house, providing them
with materials suitable for the simulation of the structural elements and especially those that
are the main systems-techniques for the exploitation of the natural energy sources and other
environmental parameters. A ground plan of the house in scale 1: 20 is given as background,
and also simulated parts of the structure and elements of the natural environment.

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Ground plan of the house in scale 1: 20, simulated parts of the structure, simulated elements
of the natural environment.

DURATION
morning 11.35 to 12.15
3.13.

Topic
Integration

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Presentation of the construction of the model

DURATION
morning 12.15 to 12.30

3.14.

Topic
Program evaluation [10]

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUES
With game (True - False), taking into account the cognitive, affective and psychomotor
cultured background during the program implementation.
Also the data evaluated are the composition and presentation of the team work and the way
that the goals have been achieved through observation, discussion and questionnaire.

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
A form containing 10 proposals right or wrong.

DURATION
morning 12.30 to 13.00

4.

WAYS FOR AN EXTENDED APPLICATION OF THE PROGRAM TO
AREAS/OBJECTS OF SCHOOL

Considering the above and the need for changes in the way of the current education so this
can meet the challenges of the times, this program is linked to the new curricula Compulsory
Education, drafted as part of the implementation of the Act "NEW SCHOOL (School of the 21st
Century). "More specifically, it is connected with the didactic learning field: Environment and
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Education for Sustainable Development, and is part of the theme: sustainable housing. At the same
time it can be extended and applied to the following topics of the curriculum of the Elementary and
High school:
1. Cultural heritage – monuments
2. Buildings and heritage sites
3. Traditional villages
4. Environment and health-risk and appropriateness of materials and structures
5. Sustainable Architecture - Bioclimatic passive systems - Microclimate - Ventilation, lighting,
cooling - Orientation - Natural and artificial ways to improve thermal comfort
6. Environment and energy issues
7. Conventional and renewable sources of energy-saving. Eco-footprint energy at home and at
school
Furthermore, the following table is an attempt to link the framework for the organization of
action with course content, as defined by the curricula of secondary education. For this reason, we
matched courses in Physics and Biology, with topics referred to in organizing the operation and
management of a passive solar house. These thematic sections could be suggested topics for
developing of the research work in the A and B class of the Lyceum.
Table 1
PHYSICS - General Lyceums
CAPITALS
Total energy conservation and energy degradation
Indoor air energy-Weather
Kinetic theory of gases-gas specific heat
Thermodynamics
Thermodynamic heat Laws
Thermal machines
Carnot's Engine
The Light
Wavelength and frequency light against the
spread:
Reflection and refraction of light.

Dissipation and prisms
Photocells or photovoltaic
Sound waves
Reflection of sound
Contribution sound waves
Reinforcement-extinction
BIOLOGY - General Lyceums
CAPITALS
Man and Health
Homeostasis
Human functioning thermoregulatory homeostatic
mechanism
Man and Environment
Ecosystem-Biotic and Abiotic factors
The water cycle

Pollution

BIOCLIMATIC DESIGN topics
energy planning
Indoor Air Quality
Aeolic chimney -solar chimney - cross ventilation
Passive solar systems
Energetic solar systems
Solar Energy Systems
Natural Daylight and Windows
Day lighting systems
Sunscreen systems
"Cool Roofs"
Lining
Design and Selection of Position
Reduction of 'heat island'
Systems for Light changing direction
RE: Photovoltaics
Noise reduction
Acoustics
Acoustic fences

Indoor environmental quality
Function control mechanism Indoor thermal comfort
Temperature and humidity sensors
Selection and Design of position
Protecting existing environment
Management of the Landscape
Reducing runoff storm water.
Reducing the use of potable water for
landscape management
Energy Design-RES
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

Each experiential activity of this program has to be framed by a process of critical reflection.
After each activity, and is absolutely necessary, students must have the time and the impetus to
think about what they did, what difficulties faced, what they learned, how it is to use this learning,
how they felt, how collaborated with others, what would might have done differently, etc. The
identification and mobilization of thoughts, feelings and knowledge, help students organize their
knowledge. Otherwise, the whole thing lacks orientation and is distinguished by vagueness and
sloppiness that easily can lead students to disappointment and boredom.
Anyway, educational experience has shown that learning is best achieved when the learners
themselves attain a balance of pure viewing, direction, high quality support and a true sense of
achievement and growth. [11]
After all, respective to experiential learning programs, as designers we should ensure a
balance between the creative part of the activity, i.e. the expression of the learner's and the
cognitive part, i.e. the understanding of the surrounding world. Each experiential activity should
not only be enjoyable and lively, but should also help students to exceed their personal experience
and knowledge and also to construct a deep knowledge of reality that surrounds them. [12]
So we drew up this program, because we think it constitutes a very good effort to raise
awareness of the student and the educational community and in general of the wider local
community. That is why, we examined the traditional and the contemporary house in the light of
sustainability, with a clear focus to the expected learning outcomes mentioned above.

6.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the role of renewable energy sources, especially the sun, as a potential
solution for solar radiation management (SRM) concerns. It states how photovoltaic (PV),
especially low cost photovoltaic and other thin film technology can be applied and what impact and
share they can have on the European market – using the Cyprus market as an example of strategic
implementation. As solar radiation emitted by the sun enters, is reflected away from or is absorbed
by the atmosphere, the greenhouse gases trapped within it can have an impact by trapping a
significant amount of infrared radiation in the atmosphere, leading to the so-called greenhouse
effect. SRM generally refers to efforts carried out to reduce this phenomenon and is also known as
geo-engineering or atmospheric modification. However, the solutions are either only theoretically
realisable or suitable only for the short-term. A far longer-term solution comes from utilising a
combination of renewable energy sources (RES). To this end, the sun is the single most clean and
sustainable energy source of our world. The energy contained in the sunlight striking the earth for
40 minutes is equivalent to one year’s global energy consumption. To convert this incident energy
in the form of light to electrical energy, predominantly two types of conversion methods are used –
photovoltaics and concentrated solar power (CSP). The past decade has already proven the
exponential growth of different kinds of PV systems installation capacity. In 2010, solar cell
production was estimated in the range of 27 gigawatt-peak (GWp). The majority of the cells
produced were made of multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si). The cell production for 2011 was over
50 GWp. There is great potential for these technologies to achieve widespread use within the next
years. The Energy Service of the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism (MCIT) currently
reports a 6.69 % share (as at end of 2011) of renewable energy sources in overall final energy
consumption and suggests ways in which that share can increase. In the near future, photovoltaics
might be the most significant electricity source if the cost per kWh produced is further reduced.
1

INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy sources can help to reduce pollution and greenhouse gas emissions
responsible for the planet’s temperature increase, also known as global warming. Additionally, by
replacing the use of fossil fuels, renewables can also provide independence from energy imports
and therefore support a self-sustained energy economy. Especially photovoltaic technology can help
in these efforts and the effects can have widespread economic impact [1].
Generally, global warming refers to the rising of the average temperature of Earth’s
atmosphere and oceans. Earth’s average surface temperature increased by about 0.8 °C in the last
100 years, with roughly two thirds of that increase occurring over just the last three decades [2].
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Scientists believe that increased concentrations of greenhouse gases, especially carbon dioxide
(CO2) produced by human activities such as deforestation and burning fossil fuel are responsible
for global warming.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of energy emission and absorbance in Earth’s atmosphere [3]
As solar radiation emitted by the sun enters, is reflected away from or is absorbed by the
atmosphere (see Figure 1), the greenhouse gases trapped within it can have an impact. The sun’s
emitted radiation is in the order of 340 W/m2, of which around 240 W/m2 are able to enter Earth’s
atmosphere. Earth itself absorbs around 168 W/m2, of which some is converted into thermal energy
(heat). The infrared part is emitted to the atmosphere and partially into space. However, a
significant amount of infrared radiation is trapped in the atmosphere because of the presence of
greenhouse gases. The denser the greenhouse gas layer the more infrared radiation is trapped.
2

BEYOND SOLAR RADIATION MANAGEMENT

2.1

Solar radiation management in the short term

In light of this process, there is a widespread discussion in the media about utilising solar
radiation management in order to gain control over the greenhouse effect [4]. Some scientists
believe that this could occur if greenhouse gas emissions are reduced while others believe that this
can be achieved only by removing them from the atmosphere altogether. There is also a group of
scientists that believe global warming can be eliminated by reducing the solar radiation entering the
atmosphere and hence being absorbed by Earth.
As a result there are several SRM or geo-engineering methods being discussed, many of them
only useful for the relatively short-term. This includes “options that would involve large-scale
engineering of our environment in order to combat or counteract the effects of changes in
atmospheric chemistry” [5]. In other words geoengineering encompasses a range of techniques to
remove greenhouse gases from the atmosphere, especially CO2, or to reflect incoming sunlight.
Atmospheric projects involve techniques that seek to modify the atmosphere. Stratospheric
sulfur aerosols such as hydrogen sulfide or sulfur dioxide are spread over the Earth’s surface either
by aircrafts or balloons aiming to modify its albedo or reflection coefficient [6]. Cloud seeding has
also been proposed, whereby the formation of high-altitude cirrus clouds is reduced in order to let
surface heat escape [7]. Terrestrial albedo modification projects use techniques that do not involve
modification of the atmosphere but emphasize the Earth’s reflectance enhancement. Painting the
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roofs and shells of buildings with bright colours that are more reflective, or covering the deserts
with reflective plastic sheets, or even using floating litter within controllable areas in the oceans are
some of the suggestions.
However, these kind of projects were mainly proposed due to the immediate impact that they
could have on the reduction of global warming and due to the low financial cost that some of them
have. On the other hand, they could also create unforeseen disadvantages concerning the
environment but also social and financial factors. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
concluded in 2007 that geo-engineering options remained largely unproven and that reliable cost
estimates had not yet been published [8]. Still now, it is unclear exactly what the costs and precise
risks or benefits are.
2.2

Renewables for a longer term solution

The far longer-term solution can only come from a direct use of renewable energy sources and
especially in combination there is vast potential available to provide energy for the world (see
Table 1).
Table 1: Potential of renewable energy sources [9]
Energy source
Geothermal
Solar
Wind
Biomass
Hydro
Total

Capacity (EJ/year)
5000
1575
640
276
50
7541

Figure 2: Current and predicted source and amount of primary annual energy use [10]
Geothermal energy is considered a sustainable and renewable energy source able to replace
fossil fuels leading to reductions in pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. In 2008, geothermal
power production exceeded more than three times that of photovoltaics (PV) [11]. However,
although geothermal energy has the largest capacity within the renewable energy sources, its current
growth is steady and slow in stark contrast to wind and solar PVs, which hold the greatest potential
for providing energy (see Figure 2). By 2100, the predicted use of solar power is substantially more
than any other form of energy supply.
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2.3

The sun – the ultimate renewable

To this end, the sun is the single most clean and sustainable energy source of our world. The
energy contained in the sunlight striking the earth for 40 minutes is equivalent to one year’s global
energy consumption [12]. In the future, photovoltaics might be the most significant electricity
source if the cost per kWh produced is further reduced. The cost reduction can either be achieved by
lower cost of the current commercial solar cell technologies, or by the development of new solar
cell materials and device concepts. A high performance low cost PV technology will be the baseline
for the development of solar grand plans, such as the one published by Zweibel et al. in 2008. It was
resoundingly in favour of photovoltaic technologies and that their implementation was not a thing
of the distant future, but that the technologies were ready to be made use of immediately. It
envisages 69 % of electricity in the US being provided by solar power by 2050.
There are different types of solar energy conversion methods – the two most distinct types
being photovoltaics and concentrated solar power (CSP). Photovoltaic systems directly convert the
energy contained in sunlight into electrical energy. CSP systems usually employ mirrors to focus
sunlight onto a vessel containing a liquid with relatively high boiling point. This liquid in turn heats
up water, turning it to steam and driving a turbine. This method allows the steam to drive the
turbine even if the sun is less strong, because the first liquid can still heat the water while it is
slowly cooling down. The following section will focus on the strategic implementation of PV
technologies for solar energy production.
3

THE STRATEGIC ROLE OF LOW COST PHOTOVOLTAICS IN SOLAR ENERGY
PRODUCTION

3.1

Photovoltaic technologies

Figure 3: Solar park at Waldpolenz, Germany (Juwi Solar GmbH)
Photovoltaics employ the use of physical processes taking place inside the photovoltaic
device upon sunlight hitting it to produce electricity. The least expensive commercially viable
photovoltaic technology at the moment is based on cadmium telluride material (CdTe). These can
currently convert roughly 10 % of the energy contained in the incident sunlight into electrical
energy. The modules would have to convert electricity with around 14 % efficiency. This is in order
to provide the US market with electricity at around US$0.06/kWh [12].
However, CdTe contains the extremely toxic metal cadmium. Even though the current cost for
installing CdTe solar fields is by far the cheapest (the JuwiGroup has installed the biggest and
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lowest cost one to date in Waldpolenz, Germany at 3.25/W) [13], this should not be the only factor
in determining whether a field should be built. Cadmium needs to be recycled after use and this
needs to be considered when calculating viability.
The past decade has already proven the exponential growth of different kinds of PV systems
installation capacity, with a combined annual growth rate of approximately 50 % [14]. In 2010,
solar cell production was estimated in the range of 27 gigawatt-peak (GWp). The majority of the
cells produced were made of multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si). The expected cell production for 2011
is over 50 GWp. The combined share of monocrystalline silicon (mono-Si) and mc-Si has been over
90 % until 2007 when thin films surpassed the 10 % level. In 2009, thin films reached a 17 % share,
with CdTe alone holding 13 %.
Furthermore, concentrating PV technologies (CPV) have higher power conversion efficiency
values but high cost related issues limited their installation in areas with high annual solar
irradiation. The cost of existing Si-based technologies is still trying to be reduced to be able to
compete with intense research efforts for future cost-effective photovoltaic technologies.
Countries such as Cyprus are developing their renewable energy potential. According to the
European Commission’s Energy Efficiency Action Plan, photovoltaics are expected to grow in
significance to meet the target share of renewable energies of 20 % by the year 2020 [15].
Environmentally friendly low cost photovoltaic technologies will undoubtedly retain strong
positions in the future.
Meanwhile, research efforts on new lightweight, flexible and low cost organic photovoltaic
materials are starting to enter the market and can offer many new applications for solar cells,
ranging from self-powered electronics to energetically self-sufficient buildings [16].
3.2

Strategic implementation in Cyprus

The main pillars of the energy policy of Cyprus rest on the security of energy supply, the
contribution of the energy sector in increasing productivity and competitiveness of the national
economy and environmental protection and sustainable development. Energy production must be
sufficient, secure, economically viable and clean. To this end, the Energy Service of the Ministry of
Commerce, Industry and Tourism has set specific annual targets for the share of renewable energy
sources (RES) in the gross final energy consumption (see Figure 4).
 




 



 






 





 

 

 

 




 




















 


 





Figure 4: Annual RES share in gross final energy consumption (green bars); minimum trajectory
based on 2009/28/EC directive (blue bars)
Cyprus targets a use of 13 % RES in its gross final energy consumption by the year 2020. In
2011, ~7 % of gross final energy was produced using renewable energy sources, meaning the target
for 2013-2014 has already been surpassed and almost in line with the targets for 2015-2016. This
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National Renewable Energy Action Plan (NREAP) foresees increasing amounts of renewable
energies flowing into Cyprus’ energy mix [17]. The targeted 13 % by 2020 will include several
sectors of energy use, including heating and cooling, transport and electricity. Figure 5 shows the
make-up of these different sectors and their respective target percentage of RES contribution. The
highest target is set for heating and cooling, where approximately a quarter of energy will be
produced renewably.

Figure 5: Expected contribution of RES per sector according to the NREAP
In order to achieve these targets, there are a number of support schemes in place linked to the
RES national action plan. For electricity generation from RES installations, the schemes provide
feed-in tariffs for 20 years in order to support energy production from wind, PV, biomass and
concentrated solar power. Similarly, support is provided for installation of heating and cooling
systems using renewable energy sources such as solar and geothermal heat pumps. This is achieved
using a special fund for RES and energy conservation by providing guaranteed purchase prices for
electricity produced using these sources. The revenue for this fund comes to a large extent from
existing consumers who pay an additional tax of 0.005 /kWh.

Figure 6: Currently installed wind capacity in MW (yellow bars) and projected (blue pillars)
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Cyprus obtains its renewable energy through the use of three main types: wind, solar thermal
and photovoltaics. With regard to wind capacity, Cyprus is ahead of its target for 2012 of 114 MW
capacity with an increasing trend (see Figure 6). However, clean energy production through the use
of wind farms will always be an additional RES, since there are a number of obstacles to be
overcome. Cyprus has relatively average wind speeds, which do not allow for excessive gain from
the installed wind farms, falling to zero gain if there is no wind present. Furthermore, as Cyprus is a
developed tourism country, there are issues of land planning to be considered as there is
competition for land use by for real estate development. Local communities also often oppose
installation of wind farms due to land depreciation, for example.

Figure 7: Annual solar thermal energy production in Cyprus (ktoe = kilotons of oil equivalent)
(left); Solar thermal capacity in kWth per capita of EU countries (right) [18].
A far more promising and in Cyprus extremely widespread approach is the use of incident
solar energy for heating purposes in solar thermal energy production. Approximately 92 % of
households and 53 % of hotels are equipped with solar water heating systems, cumulating in a total
area of 937,363 m2 solar collectors across Cyprus (see Figure 7). This means that there is ~1 m2 of
installed solar collector capacity per capita. The overall annual capacity of solar thermal energy
production in 2011 was at ~62 ktoe, which equates to ~721 GWh. This is an enormous potential
from which to gain energy and Cyprus is utilising its solar resources greatly in this way.
Aside from this use of solar energy for heating applications, the use of photovoltaics for the
direct conversion of light energy to electrical energy is also steadily increasing in Cyprus.
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Figure 8: Installed PV capacity in Cyprus; Grid-connected (GC, light blue bars), stand-alone (SA,
blue bars), total capacity (TOTAL, dark blue bars)
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Approximately 19 MW have been installed as at January 2013, of which 18 MW are grid
connected (GC) and the remainder provide power for stand-alone (SA) systems (see Figure 8).
There is a further 1.1 MW achieved by installing PV systems on the roofs of governmental
buildings, public schools as well as army camps. The budget for this was co-financed by the
cohesion fund of the European Union.
This overall rise in solar PV capacity is promising for Cyprus and the Energy Service of the
MCIT predicts an even greater increase of PV capacity in the coming years. By raising investor
interest in PV, it is hoped that the PV market will penetrate further into the grid. Simplified
legislation, transition to net metering, deployment of smart meters and more control when
generating the desired power should all help to improve the appeal of PV in the overall energy mix.
In addition to the above, the Cyprus government has recently announced the results of a
bidding process for large scale photovoltaic systems with a total capacity of 50 MW. 24 projects
were awarded with prices ranging from 7.41 cents/kWh to 9.90 cents/kWh, thus almost 45 % less
than the current electricity market price using conventional fuels [19].

Figure 9: Price development for solar cell modules using different thin film technologies as a
function of production volume [20]
Additionally, the emerging trend of high efficiency thin films will continue to drive prices
down while maintaining efficiency levels at the desired requirements for energy production. The
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) predicts that prices of these thin film
technologies will further drop, making them viable alternatives (see Table 2 and Figure 9) [20].
Table 2: Market price of PV modules (factory gate price in Europe in US$/W)
PV module suppliers
High efficiency c-Si
Japanese/Western c-Si
Chinese major c-Si
Emerging economies c-Si
High efficiency thin film

Q1
2.20
1.40
1.39
1.36
1.16

2011
Q2
Q3
2.15
2.10
1.27
1.08
1.39
1.39
1.31
1.03
1.05
0.98

Q4
2.00
1.22
1.39
1.02
0.93

2012
Q1
1.94
1.22
1.24
1.02
0.93

These thin film technologies form the heart of research efforts to develop sufficient, secure,
economically viable and, above all, clean energy for years to come.
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4

CONCLUSION

This paper has shown the strategic role of low cost photovoltaics for use in solar energy
production, using the Cyprus market as an example for strategic implementation. While geoengineering methods may provide short term answers to the global warming phenomenon, only the
use of renewable energy sources can provide long term solutions. Solar power especially has the
potential to provide the world with sustainable energy. The example of Cyprus has shown how this
technology can be used to provide energy for use in heating (solar thermal) and also for gridconnected electricity production (photovoltaic).
In order to achieve 100 % clean energy production the different sources (solar, geothermal,
wind) have to be used together, so that the gaps in one technology can be filled by another. The
Cyprus market has followed this concept and is utilising its available RES of especially wind and
sun to provide clean energy. Fundamentally it is necessary to go beyond solar radiation
management by thinking on a much larger scale and combining efficiency, lifetime and cost of
environmentally friendly renewable energy technologies well into a clean and renewable future.
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ABSTRACT
A survey in 79 typical Hellenic households in the prefecture of Attica using standardized
questionnaires to collect data, documented the energy use behavior and the different operating
modes of major electrical home appliances and equipment. Follow-up walk-through audits and spot
measurements in 30 households allowed an estimate of the standby/off mode of electrical energy
consumption. The results provide detailed insight information on the type, use patterns and actual
operating hours of common household appliances and equipment used in Hellenic households.
Accordingly, the standby/off mode electrical energy consumption of household appliances and
equipment is estimated at 279 kWh/year. The estimated standby/off mode power is about 49W,
while the average ratio of standby/off mode consumption to total household electricity consumption
is about 7.4%.
1

INTRODUCTION

In Greece, the final energy consumption in Hellenic households reached 4.63 million ton of
oil equivalent (Mtoe) in 2010 or 24.3% of the total [1]. The share of fuels is dominated by oil
products (42%), electrical energy (34%), renewables (17%), natural gas (5%) and derived heat
(1%). Over the past decade (2000-2010), the total energy consumption increased by 3.1%. The
highest increase was recorded in electricity (26%) and the introduction of natural gas in the energy
mix and use by households, while the use of oil products fell by 22% and renewables by 5%.
Energy consumption for electrical appliances and lighting in European dwellings (apart from
space heating, water heating and cooking) reached 2536 kWh per permanently occupied dwelling
(dw), increasing by 10.4% over the past decade and by 27.3% since 1990 [2]. Accordingly, for EU27, the average annual electrical energy for home appliances and lighting increased over the past
decade (2000-2010) by 0.99% per year. In Greece, it reached 2506 kWh/dw in 2010, up by 13.5%
compared to 2000.
The Hellenic residential building stock reached 4.6 million and 0.99 Mtoe in 2010 [2], an
increase of 19.5% for dwellings and 35.5% in electricity consumption, compared to 2000. At the
same time, higher indoor comfort levels and the desire for more amenities, like information and
communication technologies (ICT) and consumer electronics, escalate electrical energy
consumption [3]. In addition, higher income per household is another driver of increased
energy/electricity consumption, which could lead to larger dwellings, more appliances, etc.
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Recognizing the need for consistent EU-wide rules for improving the environmental
performance of energy-using products (EuP), the EU first introduced in 2005 the Ecodesign
Directive (2005/32/EC). On October 2009, the recast of the Ecodesign Directive (2009/125/EC)
was adopted with an extension to other energy related products (ErP).
The Ecodesign Directive initially included 14 product groups (“Lots”) but overtime has
expanded to more than 30 product groups. The ErP Ecodesign Directive standards currently in force
are: Lot 5 - Televisions (EC 642/2009), Lot 6 - Standby and Off-mode (EC 1275/2008), Lot 7 External Power Supplies (EC 278/2009), Lot 8 - Tertiary Lighting (EC 245/2009), Lot 10 - Room
Air conditioning Appliances, Lot 11 - Fans Driven by Motors (125 W to 500 kW), Lot 11 – Water
Pumps, Lot 13 - Refrigerators (EC 643/2009), Lot 14 – Dishwashers and Washing Machines, Lot
16 - Household Tumble Driers, Lot 18a - Simple set-top Boxes (EC 107/2009), Lot 19 - Nondirectional Household lamps (EC 244/2009) and Directional Lamps, Light emitting diode lamps,
and related equipment (EC 1194/2012). Comprehensive overviews of the status of Ecodesign
Directive working documents are available at several websites, for example, www.qspeed.com and
www.eup-network.de
The standby and/or off modes of various small and large household appliances and electronic
products according to ErP ENER Lot 6 are:
x Max 1 W for standby and off-mode starting in 2010; max 2 W for standby mode and
displays information (e.g. clock)
x Max 0.5 W for standby and off-mode starting from 2013; max 1 W for standby mode and
displays information (e.g. clock).
The annual electricity consumption related to standby functionalities and off-mode losses was
estimated to reach 47 TWh in 2005, corresponding to 19 million tonnes (Mt) of CO2 emissions [4].
The estimated energy savings may reach 35 TWh or 11 Mt of CO2 in 2020, compared to a businessas-usual scenario.
The term “standby mode” means a condition where the equipment is connected to the mains
power source, depends on energy input from the mains power source to work as intended and
provides only reactivation functions and information or status displays, which may persist for an
indefinite time.The “off mode” means a condition in which the equipment is connected to the mains
power source and is not providing any function, i.e. an indication of off mode condition and
functionalities intended to ensure electromagnetic compatibility.
Standby features are commonly encountered in numerous home appliances, ICT and
consumer electronics, including for example, TVs and video equipment using remote controls,
electrical equipment with external low voltage power supplies (e.g. cordless telephones), small
office-home (SOH) equipment, and devices with continuous digital displays (e.g. microwave ovens)
etc. Although the actual power draw in standby mode is relatively small, typically 0.5–30 W
standby losses in the European Union are estimated between 5 to 10% of total residential electrical
consumption [5]. Average standby power use ranges from over 100 W in New Zealand and the
United States, 30–60 W in Europe, to about 30 W in China.
Technological advances that result to lower standby consumption are counterbalanced by the
increasing number of ICT, consumer electronics and other appliances with standby modes, used in
an average dwelling. In addition, new popular appliances are appearing that consume standby
electricity, such as DVD players, the evolution of TV broadcasting in digital technology thus
mandating the use of digital to analogue adaptors (set-top boxes - STBs are already becoming very
popular throughout Greece), or even new white appliances like washing machines with standby
power consumption. The net result is probably a continuing increase in global standby power use
[5].
Field studies in the UK [6] have revealed a 10% increase in electricity consumption due to an
increase of standby appliances and a 4.7% increase in the consumption of active appliance. Other
studies have reported a share of 11% [3] and 7.4% [7]. Adopting a suitable behavior and reducing
standby consumption may result to 1300 kWh annual savings per household [3]. Altogether, home
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appliances standby consumption accounts for 5.9% of the total electricity consumption in EU-27
households [7].
This paper presents the first results from a field survey of major electrical appliances and
equipment in 79 typical Hellenic households and among them measured standby electrical energy
consumption in 30 households in the prefecture of Attica. Utility bills over a two year period along
with standardized questionnaires on the energy behavior and patterns of use (on/off/standby mode)
of their household appliances and equipment were collected.
2

DATA COLLECTION

The campaign involved walk-through audits of dwellings in order to record the technical
characteristics of all common electric appliances and equipment of each household and to measure
their standby power use for the ones encountered in each household. The audits were performed in
30 households in the prefecture of Attica. The electrical energy consumption was estimated based
on the operating hours of each appliance and equipment, at the different modes.
A questionnaire was also prepared and distributed to a larger sample of 79 households
(including the 30 measured households) in order to collect data relative to occupants’ behavioral
predisposition towards energy and mainly electricity consumption. A draft questionnaire was first
prepared and tested by a focus group that volunteered to review it and evaluate its contents in terms
of clarity, format, content etc. Finally, the response rate was over the 95% of the selected
respondents.
The 30 household audits refer to field measurements of the electricity and standby
consumption of appliances and equipment as well with the collection of other data such as
electricity bills and manuals of the appliances and equipment under investigation.
The sample population consisted of people with different age, gender and household income,
living in single and multifamily households, located at different urban and suburban locations
throughout the prefecture of Attica. Although the sample may be considered small, it was carefully
selected in order to provide a wide diversity covering a range of locations (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Spatial distribution of the participating households in the prefecture of Attica.
The walk-through audits in 30 households included 57% of apartments and 43% of single
family houses, while the data collected from the 79 questionnaires included occupants that live in
apartments (56%) and single houses (44%), which is in agreement with the national averages [8].
The age and number of occupants per dwelling were also in agreement with national averages.
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2.1

Audits & Questionnaires

Spot measurements were performed for the different operating characteristics of appliances
and other household electrical equipment under the different operating modes (regular operation,
standby and switched off). The measurements were performed for: white appliances, computers and
peripherals, entertainment equipment, other small electrical appliances, chargers, air conditioning
equipment, etc., excluding any equipment used for the heating installations (e.g. pumps). The
measurements were performed using a power meter (±0.01 A, ±2 W, ±0.1 kWh) and a digital clamp
meter (1 mA resolution, ±2.5%) in order to confirm very low current measurements where
necessary.
The technical characteristics of the appliances were also recorded based on available data
from manufacturers’ manuals (if available) and appliance labels. Basic characteristics are: power
rating, nominal operating voltage, year of manufactured. The year of installation was based on
information provided by the occupants.
The questionnaires were used to record all the different use patterns (operating time) of each
appliance, which were not collected during the field measurements. Accordingly, the occupants
reported in the corresponding questionnaire the use patterns of each appliance.
The questionnaire included a section with general information about the households and their
occupants (e.g. location, type of dwelling, age of the occupants, level of education etc.), a section
relative to annual electricity consumption (e.g. annual total electrical energy consumption kWh, use
of night tariff, etc.), a number of questions sorted by end-uses, focused to the households’ electricity
use behaviour to collect detailed data on operating modes and characteristics related to standby
issues mainly for SOH and entertainment equipment. Finally, the last section included some general
questions about the electricity saving attitudes of the occupants and household.
3

RESULTS

The qualitative data from the questionnaires revealed some interesting information. The vast
majority of the households (87%) have an internet connection. The operating status of the most
common appliances are illustrated in Figure 2. For those that own at least one SOH equipment
(90%), almost half (46%) have PCs and laptops, 23% have only PCs and 31% have only laptops.

Figure 2: Practices regarding the operating modes of small office-home (left) and electronic
equipment (right) when not in use.
The operation time for these appliances varies significantly. For PCs the operation time
ranges from 1-12h/day to 1-5h/week, while other appliances, such as printers, can be less than
1h/month. Modem or modem/routers are also very popular. Modern communication services
demand the installation of such devices to households in order to have access to telephone and/or
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internet. The majority of common entertainment appliances are used more than 1 h/day on a daily
basis.
Standby consumption of various appliances were also recorded. Representative results for
their daily use patterns are illustrated in Figure 2. The main reasons to leave a device on standby
without using it was provided as «no need to boot it» (27%), running tasks (20%), negligence
(10%), habit (7%).

Figure 2: Practices regarding the operating modes and hours of operation per day (h/d) or hours per
week (h/w) for small office-home (left) and electronic equipment (right).
Finally, collecting information to indicate the respondent’s behavior relatively to
electricity/energy consumption revealed some interesting results. For example, the majority of the
responders unplug the electric chargers when they do not use them, but still 22% leave them almost
always and always on. The use of multiple socket adapters equipped with a master switch for
disconnecting all dependent appliances from the mains, is used by a good majority of them (66%).
Probably the easiest and most practical among the methods that can be undertaken to reduce
standby power is to simply unplug the unused devices. Significant energy saving is possible by
switching off large number of devices, which often are used together such as a computer CPUs,
monitors and printers or TV, DVD player, STBs etc.
For the use of energy efficient lamps to replace a (burned) incandescent one, is practiced by
68% (almost always and always), while only 17% will never or almost never replace it. Interesting
enough, 42% always turn off the lights when leaving a space, which is a fundamental energy
conservation measure, with no cost and minimal effort. Still, more than half of the households
(56%) claim that sometimes they leave the lights on in an unoccupied room, while only 3% of the
households always leave the lights on in an unoccupied room.
The use of energy labels on appliances has been used in the market for several years. The vast
majority of households (75%) check the energy class of an appliance before purchasing one. This is
a very positive development, since it shows the trend of the participants’ purchasing attitude
towards more energy efficient products, thus energy savings. However, the most important criterion
for purchasing an appliance is first cost (70%), followed by energy consumption and ease of use
(30% each).
A personal quantification of standby losses attributed to their households’ appliances
provided some interesting results about the level of awareness. About half (47%) attributed (1-5%),
33% attributed (6-10%) and 11% in the range of 11-15%. Finally, in terms of some socioeconomic
factors, the main motivation is financial savings (60%), followed by depletion of energy of supplies
and greenhouse effect.
3.1

Household Audits

During the 30 household audits, the information collected for common white appliances,
small office-home (SOH) equipment and home entertainment included the brand name, energy
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class, average operating hours, standby hours etc. For some appliances, it was not possible to make
spot measurements, e.g. for a built-in refrigerator. Therefore, it was necessary to make suitable
assumptions to complete missing data, as discussed in section 4. Spot measurements were
performed for the different operating characteristics of each electrical appliance and equipment
under the different operating modes (regular operation, standby and switched off).
For white appliances, as one would expect, every household has one refrigerator, 10% have
also a second refrigerator and 6% of them have also a freezer. The measured standby power
consumption ranges between 0 and 12 W, while the power consumption due to the interior light of
the refrigerator can vary between 9 and 60 W. The parameters that play important role in the above
are the production/manufacture date and the size/capacity of the unit. The available time to perform
spot measurements was limited to a few minutes at each appliance. Therefore the operation time
(duty cycle/switching cycle) of each refrigerator cannot be estimated. However, the standby power
mode was measured and is illustrated in Figure 3, along with the other major white appliances.
Most of the cooking appliances are electric stoves (60%), while 37% of households have hobs
and ovens, both built-in in the kitchen cabinets, while 3% of the households have mini electric
stoves. Although the standby power consumption of the cooking appliances cannot be measured,
since there was no easy access to the power supply, the standby power losses were identified by
checking whether there is a clock display on the appliance. The majority (56%) have a clock
display. Built in and free-standing ovens, and electric stoves dating from the past 10 to 15 years are
equipped with electromechanical timers (synchronous motors of approximately 1 W), but more
recent models also have electronic controls (some with keys, LEDs, display units) that consume
power in standby mode.
Microwave ovens are quite popular, with 30% of the households using one almost on a daily
basis. Their operation time ranges between 2 to 20 minutes per day. The great majority of
households (78%) leave their microwave oven plugged in (common for built-in kitchen cabinet
units) with an estimated standby/off mode at 1 to 2 W (Figure 3). This is mainly due to the clock
display or other functions requiring by the components of the appliance circuitry. Older models are
controlled using a clockwork timer, and therefore do not require standby mode. However, all the
ones measured during this campaign have electronic controls and thus standby/off consumption.
About 53% of households have a dishwasher, which varies in size and nominal power from
1.90 kW to 3.40 kW. All dishwashers remain plugged in after their use, independently if they are
built-in the kitchen cabinets or not. The standby/off consumption is due to electronic controls that
offer benefits with respect to programming and/or sensors for detecting the degree of soiling. The
spot measurements revealed a standby/off mode power rate at 1 W.
Finally, the vast majority of households (90%) have a washing machine. The operation time
depends on the number of person that live in the dwelling. It usually varies between one and three
hours per week. The duration of the program that the most households prefer to use is 1 hour to 1.5
hours, with a set temperature of around 60ºC. About 37% of the washing machines remain plugged
in after their use and until the next time they are operated. The standby/off consumption is due to
electronic controls, usually in the form of keypads and display devices. Some control units switch
the display off after several minutes of inactivity, but this has limited effect on power consumption.
The spot measurements revealed a standby/off mode power rate ranging from 0 to 4 W.
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Figure 3: Measured standby/off power of household white appliances (left) and small office-home
equipment (right).
For SOH equipment, the vast majority of the audited households (83%) have at least one
computer (desktop or laptop). Furthermore 48% have only one computer, while the rest of the
households have at least two. Apart from the increased energy consumption of desktops relatively
to laptops, monitors are also used simultaneously with desktops; therefore the power consumption
of this “typical system” is quite larger than the integrated approach of a laptop. About 33% of
households own a printer, 27% a multifunction printer and only 3% a scanner. The measured
standby/off power of monitors is 1 W, the same for fully charged laptops laptops in standby/off
mode (Figure 3).
About 80% of households use modems, while 79% of them leave their modem on 24 hours
per day and 10% of households own a router. Another office device that households used to have is
external self-powered speakers (30%), which are connected usually with the desktops. For modems,
the standby mode is at 1W (62%), 2-5W (12%), 0-1W (5%) and for the off mode 0-1W (40%) and
1W (60%). For speakers, the standby mode is at 1W (56%), 2-5W (44%).
The operation time of office equipment ranges from 1-4 h/day to 0.1-5 h/month. The majority
of computers operate daily for 1 to 8 hours, while printer and multifunction printer operate monthly
for 0.1 to 5 hours. The time that the main office equipment are on standby and off mode are
dominated by multifunction devices and printers, followed by speakers, desktops and laptops.
Monitors usually depended from desktop operation profiles.
The large majority of households (73%) use central thermal heating (oil-fired boilers) for
space heating, 13% use natural gas, 7% use storage heater and 7% electric panel of which 50% also
use an air conditioner – AC (split unit heat pumps). About 20% of households use portable space
heater for about 2 hours on a daily basis for 3-7 months (winter period). The vast majority of the
households have at least one AC (83%), 47% of the participants have two ACs, 10% have 3 ACs
and 6% have 5 ACs. The majority of the ACs (67%) operate between 1 to 4 h/week extended over
the entire year. Until recently, the use of AC units in most households was seasonal, mainly
operated (95%) during summer. The winter of 2012-13 was the first time that households made
extensive use of ACs for space heating throughout the heating season, switching away from central
(thermal) heating as a result of a 40% increase of the tax imposed on heating oil.
Continuously plugged-in AC units is a common practice (74%), but the units continue to
consume some electricity, depending on the manufacturer and the manufacturer date, i.e. 1-2W
(67%), 3-4W (22%), 5-8W (2%), >10W (4%). If the unit is not actually operated during the year, by
simply leaving it plugged-in consumes from 9 to 26 kWh/year.
Entertainment appliances include electronic equipment used for image and sound
reproduction and gaming via displays. Due to fast penetration of computer technology and the
internet in households, new multimedia equipment like media players and STBs have gained
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popularity in modern households, along with technologies that offer interconnection and
communication between entertainment devices.
All households that have participated in this survey have at least one TV set. About 37% of
them has only one TV set, while the rest 63% has at least two and30% of households owns a third
TV. Half of the main TV sets have Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) display technology and the other half
have Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) technology, which is a smart energy consumer in comparison
with older CRT displays. This has an impact on the energy consumption of the units. About 63% of
the second TV sets are CRT and the rest 37% LCD, while 86% of the third TV sets are CRT and
14% LCD. When more TV sets are available in the household, they are all CRT type. Modern TVs
are used in the main living room and the older ones are mainly used in the bedrooms; this relates to
the operating hours of the units. Only 24% of all TVs are turned off completely. The measured and
nominal power consumption of all TV sets of households range mainly between 30 to 109 W
(CRTs may have double the nominal power of modern LCD TVs). The majority of TV sets are used
for 1 to 4 h/day. The measured standby and off mode consumption of TV sets are illustrated in
Figure 4. As expected, the older TV sets (CRT technology) have higher consumption at standby
mode, but if turned off (from a hard button) they have no electrical consumption.

Figure 4: Measured standby (left) and off (right) power of TV sets.
The use of VHS recorder/player is very low (17%) as it is older technology electronic
equipment. On the other hand, DVD recorder/players have infiltrated most households, reaching
about 80% of the sample. About 10% of the households have home cinema systems. More than
60% of the entertainment appliances are left on standby or off mode from 3 to 23 h/day, while the
operation time ranges between 1 h/day to 2-5 h/month. About 40% of the households have compact
Hi-Fi system, 33% have Hi-Fi separates and 9% have two Hi-Fi (6% have one of each and 3% have
two Hi-Fi separates). The Hi-Fi separates include an amplifier (33%), which serves as a power
supply, analogue radio (13%), CD player (33%), pick up player (17%). A minority of households
that have Hi-Fi separates have also other components as a pre-amplifier etc. Portable players have
43% of the households, 33% have at least one STB (satellite or cable) and 20% have an internal
antenna. The nominal as well as the measured rated power of DVD, CD player, and portable players
range from 1 to 20 W, while the STBs rated power ranges between 1 to 40 W. The rated power of
Hi-Fi and amplifiers range from 11 W to more than 150 W. Figure 5 illustrates the measured
standby power and operating time of common entertainment appliances. Apart from amplifier
(55%) and CD players (33%) with a standby rated power of 0 W, the rest of the major entertainment
appliances have a standby value between 1 and 9 W.
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Figure 5: Measured standby power (left) and operating time (right) in hours of operation per day
(h/d) or hours per week (h/w) for common entertainment equipment.
Small home appliances that include digital/analogue radios, radio/clocks and cordless
telephones have entered into Hellenic households over the past couple of daces. Recently, large
numbers of game consoles/playstation units have also penetrated in households. Accordingly,
digital/analogue radios and households that use radio/clock are each encountered in 13% of the
households. The standby & off mode power consumption of these digital/analogue radios are 1 W.
About 75% of households leave them in standby or off mode power, thus 75% of the households
have a permanent electricity leakage that accounts 1 W. The radio/clock is always in use and in this
case the clock operation is a primary function, hence this function cannot be characterized as
standby mode. A small percentage of households (13%) have at least one game console and 7%
have two. Ownership of cordless telephones is at 87% of the households that have at least one and
13% that have a second unit. The standby power consumption of cordless telephones is rather small
(1-2 W). Cordless telephones need to be charged for 1 h/day and the rest 23 hours/day remain on
standby mode.
Finally, notable among popular smaller household electrical appliances with high nominal
power include vacuum cleaners (87%) with an operation time ranging between 0.5 to 1.5 hours per
week. The majority of households have a coffee maker (68%), of which filter coffee (43%), filter
and espresso/cappuccino coffee maker (9%) and espresso/cappuccino (16%) coffee maker. About
17% of the households have both filter and espresso/cappuccino coffee makers. Other small devices
include: sandwich toaster (40%), toaster (10%), electric kettle (40%) and hand vacuum (23%).
4

RESULTS

The standby/off mode consumption of household appliances was measured, in most cases, as
previously outlined. However, due to practical and inherent limitations, some assumptions had to be
made. For example, the available time to perform spot measurements was limited to a few minutes
at each appliance. The daily standby consumption of a refrigerator is estimated by the spot
measurement of standby power multiplied by continuous 24 hour operation, due to the operation of
certain components (e.g. function LED lights, LCD monitoring display). The standby power of built
in set for oven and hobs ensemble is 13 W, while the standby power of electric cookers is 5 W with
clock display and 1 W without. The assumptions for some units were based on technical
specifications, e.g. 1 W for dishwashers, 13 W for security system, digital clock/radio the minimum
consumption was taken as the standby equivalent, and 1.6 W for doorbells (one in each household).
Miscellaneous end uses such as the use of laptops (since the analysis is performed for all major
appliances and equipment that remain plugged in continuously), multiple socket adapters,
equipment of central heating and natural gas installation as well as losses from switch boards were
not taken into account.
The total standby power was calculated by summing up all the individual values of all the
appliances and equipment. Figure 6 illustrates the standby power as a function of the size of each
household for the 30 audited dwellings. The average standby/off mode power is 49 W. This
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compares well with the results from a previous monitoring campaign of 100 households in Greece
during 2001-2002, which reported a typical home standby power of 50 W [9]. A few years later
(2006-2008) a campaign in 12 European Member States, including Greece, revealed an average
value for standby power of 40 W while spot measurements reached 114 W [10].

Figure 6: Measured standby/off mode power at the audited 30 households as a function of the
dwellings floor area.
The daily energy consumption was then derived by multiplying each standby/off mode power
with the corresponding average time that this appliance remains at this mode. The operating hours
were derived from the participant responses to the questionnaires, i.e. hours of use at each mode for
each unit. This data was then used in the calculations as the best available estimate for the average
operating hours of the various appliances and equipment. Finally, the typical daily values were
extrapolated for an annual operation of 365 days to derive the annual energy consumption at
standby/off mode.
Accordingly, the average annual standby/off consumption is estimated at 279 kWh/year.
Previous studies in Greece during 2001-2002 have reported an average annual standby energy
consumption of 424 kWh/year [9] and a followup study (2006-2008) in EU-12 (including Greece)
an average of 305 kWh/year [10]
The electrical utility bills of the households over a 2 year period were also collected from the
30 household audits, in order to calculate an annual average value for the total electrical energy
consumption of each household. This data was then used to estimate the percentage of the
standby/off mode consumption relatively to the total electricity consumption.
Accordingly, the average total annual electricity consumption of the 30 audited households is
4405 kWh (or 43.2 kWh/m2), compared to previous studies of 4253 kWh [7] and 4570 kWh [10].
Accordingly, the contribution of the standby consumption to the total household electricity
consumption is 6% based on the results of this investigation compared to 7% from [10].
5

CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of standby power and electrical energy consumption of major appliances and
equipment were performed in typical Hellenic households, in an effort to quantify the size of
standby power use in Greece. The campaign included field measurements in 30 households in the
prefecture of Attica. In addition, a total of 79 households participated in a questionnaire survey in
order to increase the sample size and thus the accuracy and reliability of the survey data.
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The data sample considered during this investigation for both the questionnaire campaign and
the field measurements, are characterized by an acceptable diversity, reflecting the characteristics of
Hellenic households. However, the adopted sampling method was non-probabilistic but rather based
on convenience and quota sample.
The questionnaire and household audit data revealed the occupants’ energy behavior and
patterns of use (on/off/standby mode) of their household appliances and equipment. The standby/off
mode consumption was calculated at 279 kWh/year, with an estimated standby/off mode power at
about 49 W. The total annual electricity consumption was 43.2 kWh/m2 floor area of the dwelling
of which the standby/off mode consumption was 2.7 kWh/m2 or 6%.
The penetration of new appliances in Hellenic households could lead to a reduction of the
total electricity consumption. This reduction could most effectively be achieved by increasing the
rate of replacing the main white appliances as well as other electric equipment, with more energy
efficient ones. However, the available data from this investigation did not reveal a high penetration
of new (energy efficient) appliances and equipment. Part of the benefits may be outweighed as a
result of the increased number of electrical appliances used in modern households.
The behavioral attitudes towards the use of standby/off mode of household appliances and
equipment based on this investigation reveal that the vast majority of the participants leave
appliances that use on a daily basis, either in standby/off mode. However, the same responders feel
very highly of the importance of energy savings, 43% of questionnaire participants and 65% of field
audit participants.
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ABSTRACT
A prototype mobile gasification-ICE unit for decentralized Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
production is designed and constructed within the framework of the LIFE+ project “SMARt-CHP”
for the energy utilization of agricultural residues generated in Greek rural areas, where large
amounts of biomass wastes are available. This unit applies the technology of biomass gasification
coupled to an Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) for electricity generation. The CHP unit has a
maximum output of 12 kWth in addition to approximately 5 kWel. The unit is tested and operated in
different locations close to biomass feedstock origin in the rural areas of Western Macedonia in
Greece. Peach, olive and grape kernels are utilized as biomass feedstocks while the unit is operated
constantly on a 24/7 basis overcoming technical issues.
The present research work describes the unit performance in terms of constant operation,
energy output and process efficiency by utilizing different agricultural residues. The obtained
results show the effect of biomass type, gasification parameters and engine intake mixture to longterm operation and process efficiency. The unit envisages the production of cost effective renewable
energy for rural areas while it promotes the concept of mobile energy production units that utilize
by-products of agricultural and forestry activities, which are otherwise treated as waste.

1

INTRODUCTION

Combined heat and power generation or cogeneration is considered worldwide as the major
alternative to traditional systems in terms of significant energy saving and environmental
conservation [1]. The agricultural sector has the potential to provide substantial amounts of raw
material for energy production. Especially, small scale mobile power generation units for the energy
utilization of agricultural residues from rural areas where large amounts of biomass agro-residues
are available, are of great importance towards a sustainable energy world.
Power generation is responsible for a large share of the anthropogenic CO2 emissions [2].
Many new sustainable technologies for electricity provision are therefore currently under
development [3]. Many of these technologies are designed for application at the distribution level of
the electricity infrastructure.
Micro-CHP systems can be relatively small and are expected to be of the same size as current
heating systems. Compared to current heating systems micro-CHP is a step forward in terms of
energy efficiency [4]. By generating electricity locally and utilizing the co-produced heat, the
efficiency of domestic energy use is substantially improved. During the last years there has been
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significant progress toward developing kW-scale CHP applications. Micro-CHP systems are on the
verge of becoming mass marketed as a next generation heating system [4, 5].
Various technologies have been developed regarding energy conversion in biomass-fuelled
CHP systems including a primary conversion technology that converts biomass into hot water,
steam, gaseous or liquid products by means of pyrolysis, combustion or gasification and a
secondary conversion technology that transforms these products to heat and power by applying
steam engine, steam turbines, Stirling engines, internal combustion engines, gas turbines or fuel
cells. One of the most widely used combination technology is gasification and ICE, which is
particularly utilized in large-scale and medium-scale biomass-fuelled CHP systems.
CHP technologies based on biomass gasification are currently under development and
demonstration but have not reached market maturity yet. A gasification-based CHP system can
potentially have higher electricity efficiency than a direct biomass combustion-based CHP system.
The gas obtained by gasification can be combusted in a diesel, gas or dual fuel engine, or in a gas
turbine [6]. The output of a gasifier is usually stated in terms of the peak electric power (kWel) that
it can produce when connected to an engine generator set [7].
Gasification technologies for biomass CHP production have been researched intensively in
the past years, however few of these have been demonstrated in the small scale [5]. The SMARtCHP project concerns the manufacturing, demonstration and dissemination of an innovative 12
kWth and 5 kWel small scale mobile gasification unit coupled with an ICE for energetic exploitation
of agricultural residues in rural areas of Greece, where large amounts of biomass wastes are
available. It aims at offering a practical solution to the problem of biomass logistics, such as
biomass residue transportation over long distances, protection from weather variations, storage and
general handling. Demonstration attempts promote the concept of bioenergy use via decentralized
electrical energy generation units that constitute integrated systems of great potential towards
sustainable development of rural regions.
2

SMART-CHP UNIT

The SMARt-CHP unit utilizes solid biomass (agricultural residues) for combined heat and
power production. The unit combines the technologies of Bubbling Fluidized Bed Gasification
(BFBG) and Internal Combustion Engine (ICE). BFBG is used to convert solid biomass into a
gaseous fuel (producer gas) which is in turn fed to an ICE coupled to an electricity generator. As a
result, producer gas utilization leads to electricity production. Additionally, water is used in heat
exchangers in order to keep the ICE and generator operation temperatures at specified levels. The
heated water can be utilized by a consumer, thus making SMARt-CHP a cogeneration unit. The
process flow diagram of the unit is presented in figure 1.

Figure 1: SMARt-CHP unit process flow diagram.
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It consists of the following parts: biomass hopper, two screw feeders as well as a rotary valve
for the biomass feeding, a bubbling fluidized bed reactor, cyclone, particle filter, tar cleaning
system and finally the mini-CHP unit, which consists of an ICE-generator set.
Biomass is originally stored in the silo above the first screw feeder, which is the feeder used
to modulate the fuel flow into the reactor. The fuel passes through the rotary valve and the second
screw feeder before entering the gasification reactor at the bottom of the fluidized bed. Olivine is
used as bed material. Air flows through a perforated plate at the bottom of the reactor to ensure
fluidization. An electric oven assists the operation start-up.
The produced gas exits the reactor at the top. It first passes through a cyclone filter for fly ash
removal, which is collected in a vessel and then flows through a heated ceramic blockage filter, for
removing the gas particle load. The filter used in the SMARt-CHP unit is illustrated in Error!
Reference source not found.. It is made of cordierite, and applies the principle of wall filtering. In
this case, it is installed to retain fly-ash and soot that exits the reactor during gasification. A heater
is installed also on the filter to sustain high gas temperature and avoid tar condensation on the
filter’s walls.

Figure 2: Particle filter.
After the filter, the gas flows through a water scrubbing unit consisting of three
condensation stages where the tar content is minimized. The first stage is a water tank where the gas
comes in direct contact with the water in the vessel. After the gas is washed, it exits the vessel at the
top. The second stage is a water scrubbing tower. Gas enters the tower at the bottom. The tower is
packed with metal parts which are sprayed by a water nozzle at the top of the tower. The gas
follows an upward route and exits the tower at the top as well. The third stage is a heat exchanger. It
consists of copper tubing that is immersed in a water tank. Gas flows through the tubing. The water
in the tank absorbs the excess heat (above ambient temperature) from the gas to ensure low gas
temperature at the ICE inlet.
After gas cleaning, the producer gas is driven to the mini CHP system (see figure 3). The
mini-CHP unit is based on an ICE driven generator. The heat released from the ICE and the
generator is utilized for water heating. The mini-CHP can be connected directly to the electricity
network while the heated water circulates and is consumed in an external to the unit network. The
ICE originally runs on propane. So certain configurations had to be applied in order to run the
engine on producer gas or on propane-producer gas mixtures.
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Figure 3: Mini CHP system
The gas is introduced to the engine system at the air intake before the propane-air mixing
valve. The new fuel-air mixture contains propane (fuel) and premixed air-gas. The engine is
coupled to a DC generator. The produced current is converted to 3-phase AC current by an inverter.
Part of the produced electricity is consumed for the unit’s needs. The remaining power is supplied
to the consumer’s grid. Apart from electric power, hot water is also a product of the unit. The heat
from the unit is received by the consumer through a plate heat exchanger. This heat is transferred
from the coolant that flows through the engine jacket, the generator jacket and an exhaust gas heat
exchanger.
The whole setup of the mobile SMARt-CHP unit in the container is illustrated in figure 4.
Further information about the unit development as well as its technical characteristics can be found
in previous work [8-11].

Figure 4: The SMARt-CHP unit.
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The unit is demonstrated in four different locations in rural areas of Western Macedonia, two
in Ptolemaida and two in Amyntaion, for a time period of two weeks in each location. Peach, olive
and grape kernels are the biomass feedstocks which are utilized during experiments in the unit,
which is tested regarding its long term operation.
Regarding feeding performance, all fuels were easily handled after a set of minimum
pretreatment activities. The feeding rate is strongly dependent on the fuel properties (moisture
content, average grain size and size range) therefore the feeding system is calibrated for each fuel.
The biomass feedstock consumption during the four demonstration events is depicted in figure 5.

Figure 5: Biomass fuel type consumption during demonstration events.
The fuel characteristics can significantly affect the stability of the gasification process and
the overall efficiency. Of the above mentioned features, fuel moisture and ash content as well as
heating value are responsible for the quality of the producer gas. Apart from fuel quality though,
gasification parameters are also main determinants of the producer gas composition and biomass
conversion rate. The parameters with the largest effect are process temperature, equivalence ratio
and time residence – gas velocity.
The test program of the demonstration events is summarized in the following table 1.
Table 1: Test program of the demonstration events.
Demonstration
event
1
2
3
4

Biomass type

Temperature
range

ER

Peach
Peach, Olive
Olive, Grape
Olive, Grape

700-800 °C

0,25-0,4

The producer gas composition is measured online during each demonstrative operation by
means of a portable gas chromatographer. During gas sampling, several parameters (temperature,
fuel flow, air flow) are also measured in order to facilitate the evaluation of the results. Regarding
gasification temperature and equivalence ratio, the unit is operated most of the time in the
temperature range around 780-800 oC and ER=0,3 due to stability reasons. Producer gas
composition concerning gasification of the three biomass feedstocks for the aforementioned
temperature and equivalent ratio range are presented in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Producer gas composition during gasification of three biomass feedstocks (at 800°C and
ER=30%).
The ultimate goal of each demonstrative action is to operate the SMARt-CHP unit on a 240
hour basis at each demonstration location with a minimum of 120 hours. The fact that operation
hours increase in every demonstration (see figure 7) shows that despite the original difficulties such
as biomass quality and feeding system operation, improvement of the unit by targeted part
modification and adaptive process control is succeeded.

Figure 7: Total operation duration per demonstration
Regarding unit operation, best results in terms of electricity generation are observed during
olive residue gasification, followed by peach and grape kernels. Electricity generation for each
biomass feedstock is depicted in figure 8, which presents the electrical output of the CHP unit for
different engine speed values at the same mass fraction of the engine input fuel (mixture of
gasification producer gas and propane). The maximum value of the mass fraction that is tested in
the ICE unit is 80% producer gas-20% propane. The electrical output of the CHP unit is in most of
the cases higher when olive kernels are utilized as biomass feedstock during the gasification
process.
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Figure 8: Electricity generation for each biomass feedstock (producer gas-propane mass fraction:
80%).
The overall process efficiency of the SMARt-CHP unit is depicted in figure 9, where the
Sankey diagram of the combined heat and power production process is presented. A biomass input
of 100 kWth is considered as the reference for the calculations. All results, efficiencies, outputs and
additional inputs are scaled to 100 kWth input.
The whole process is divided into two parts. The first part contains the gasification and
treatment of the produced gas, beginning with biomass input and resulting to the output of ready-tobe-used gas. The second part refers to the mini-CHP unit exclusively and the utilisation of the
produced gas.
During the first part, the energy efficiency ratio achieved is 62%, which express the
percentage of the biomass energy input that converts into usable energy of the produced gas. The
main losses on this part refer to pollutant mass losses (tars, chars, condensates), and to the
energy/enthalpy losses due to the cooling of the produced gas during its treatment.
After treatment and cooling, the produced gas is guided to the mini-CHP system, where it
combusts as a mixture with propane. During this second part, the total efficiency ratio achieved,
taking into consideration as inputs the useful energy from the produced gas and the introduced
energy via propane, and as outputs both the electrical and the thermal energy produced, is 72%. The
electrical efficiency, taking into consideration the same input but only the electrical power as
output, is 20%. It has to be noted that more than 60% of the electrical output returns to the SMARtCHP unit for self-consumption purposes and only the remaining is guided to the electricity grid.
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Figure 9: Sankey diagram of the CHP production process.
The net efficiency of the unit is heralded as low (6 %). It is though a good starting point for
further optimisation and scale up. The major reasons for the low efficiency are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

4

The gasifier insulation material was not the most effective regarding efficiency but it was
chosen mainly due to its low weight. In addition, in order to make the unit easily portable,
certain parts were modified and were not ideal regarding insulation effciency
A second parallel gas route, with a second filter, would allow the continuous operation of the
whole process and the production of energy during the particle filter cleaning
No exploitation of the heat losses at the gas cleaning devices.
The use of propane, even in low quantities which can be avoided by further modification of
the ICE.
The internal electricity consumption is high due to the low overall output of the unit. The
electricity consumption would be lower at higher outputs since it does not increase linearly
with the energy output.
CONCLUSION

Biomass gasification coupled with an ICE engine has the potential to promote bioenergy in
rural areas. Although it is a promising technology of producing renewable energy in a sustainable
way, there are still some important technological issues that should be further examined. High solid
conversion and sufficient producer gas cleaning are necessities towards the development of efficient
units while fuel feeding versatility and agricultural residue logistic management are crucial aspects
that are still under development.
The SMARt-CHP cogeneration unit can utilize various agro-residues such as olive kernels,
grape kernels and peach kernels for CHP production and can successfully operate on any of the
aforementioned selected biomass feedstocks without any major process parameter modification.
The unit has operated for a total of 461 hours during the demonstrations utilising 302 kg of grape
kernels, 234 kg of olive kernels and 234 kg of peach kernels.
Pilot operation of a mobile decentralized power production unit is carried out facing different
organisational, technical and operational issues that can emerge in similar small scale CHP
production units. The demonstrative campaign has greatly assisted the unit optimization in terms of
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technical issues offering the opportunity to encounter problems and difficulties which are presented
during long term operation and have never been occurred in short experimental time periods.
Moreover, the SMARt-CHP project focuses on the application of thermochemical
technologies for alternative methods of agricultural waste exploitation. The project envisages the
production of cost-effective renewable energy for rural areas and villages, for regional or national
energy supply and infrastructure, for SMEs and production plants. SMARt-CHP project enforces
the creation of mobile energy production units that will utilize the by-products of agricultural and
forestry activities, which are otherwise treated as waste and are by no means involved in the food
chain.
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ABSTRACT
In comfort applications, air-to-air heat exchangers lower the enthalpy of the building supply air
during warm weather and raise it during cold, by transferring energy between the outdoor
ventilation and exhaust airstreams. These devices can reduce cooling and heating loads, primary
equipment capacity and utility costs. In this paper, a 250 person university auditorium, located in
Thessaloniki-Greece, is used as a model to calculate (i) the heating and cooling energy that can be
recovered, (ii) the reduction in cooling and heating equipment, and (iii) the expected payback period
from the installation of a fixed-plate, cross-flow heat exchanger in the air handling unit of the
HVAC system. An energy analysis with the modified bin method energy calculation was used to
compare the energy consumption with and without the air-to-air heat exchanger, and with full or
half occupancy. It is proved that, at the latitude and the climatic conditions of Thessaloniki much
more heating than cooling energy can be recovered, especially in the case of full occupancy, and
that the payback period of the air-to-air heat exchanger is between 1 and 2 years.
1

INTRODUCTION

The prime focus of HVAC systems in comfort applications is the control of indoor temperature and
humidity and the supply of adequate ventilation, in order to maintain indoor air quality and comfort
conditions in occupied spaces. Energy is needed in the form of heat or electricity to heat, cool,
humidify or dehumidify the air, as well for the operation of fans, pumps and control devices. For
installations requiring a high percentage of outside air for ventilation, the energy consumption for
the fresh air treatment is usually high, while the exhaust air carries away a large fraction of the
energy that is consumed. Generally, energy conservation must be emphasized in all aspects of
HVAC systems design. One method of reducing the energy waste is to recapture the useful energy
from the exhausted air and to use it for conditioning the incoming air. In many applications, exhaust
air heat recovery can save a significant amount of energy.
Several types of heat exchangers (HE) are used for exhaust air heat recovery [1, 2]: cross flow
plates, heat pipes, aqueous glycol coils and regenerative rotary heat wheels. Physically these
devices are characterized by large heat exchange surface areas per unit volume (i.e 100 to 4000
m2/m3) and are manufactured with materials that do not react with exhaust air or water vapor
condensation. They are placed in ventilation units, unitary air conditioners and air-handling units
that take in outdoor air while venting indoor air. Exhaust air from the building interior passes
through one side of the HE while the incoming makeup air passes through the other side of the HE.
During the cooling season, the indoor air precools the incoming outdoor air. The transfer of heat is
reversed during the heating season, i.e. the HE transfers heat from the warmer indoor air to preheat
the incoming outdoor air. Energy recovery heat exchangers may transfer sensible heat only or both
sensible and latent heat. An analytical comparison of the characteristics, performance factors,
advantages and use limitations are given in [1, 3].
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In the past, conventional HVAC systems usually contained no air-to-air energy recovery HE. All of
the supply air heating, cooling, and moisture removal (or addition) was achieved using utility
energy. HVAC designers preferred to design functional rather than optimal systems. That is, the
designers were trying to ensure that the HVAC system satisfies the required design objectives of
peak loads, and it is reliable and operational. As a consequence, fans, pumps, boilers and chillers
were oversized, while ducting may be undersized. Of course this strategy minimizes the risk of
system failure but leads to high installation and utility costs. Nowadays, well-designed HVAC
systems usually integrate one or more energy recovery devices, with air-to-air fixed-plate crossflow heat exchangers to be the most common, into processing the supply air.
The potential benefit from the installation of an air-to-air heat exchanger depends mainly on the
ventilation airflow requirements, the climatic parameters, the effectiveness of the HE, and the
duration of operation of the HVAC system.
The scope of this paper is to calculate (i) the heating and cooling energy that can be recovered, (ii)
the reduction in cooling and heating equipment capacity as well as (iii) the expected payback period
from the installation of an air-to-air fixed-plate cross-flow heat exchanger in a HVAC system. A
250 person university auditorium, located in Thessaloniki-Greece, is used as a model in order to
calculate the expected energy and cost benefits from the installation of such a heat exchanger. The
energy analysis was carried out by using the modified bin method along with a spread sheet
program. Energy calculations were performed both as with and without the HE, and with full or half
occupancy. Energy consumption as well as installing and operating energy costs were evaluated and
compared, and the expected payback period was computed with the use of NPV method. The
effects on the capacity of primary heating and cooling equipment and on the size of secondary
equipment i.e fans and pumps were examined too.
2

HVAC SYSTEM DESCRIPTION, OPERATION AND CONTROL

The auditorium is served by a single-duct, single-zone, constant volume, all-air HVAC system. This
system is the most appropriate for a large size single room which has a uniform load behavior and
needs considerable ventilation air. The general layout of the system’s component parts is shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of an air-handling unit (AHU), the air duct distribution system, an electrically
driven chiller, a gas boiler, a humidifier, the piping network, and the control system (Fig.1).
The system provides complete heating, cooling, humidification and dehumidification, by supplying
conditioned air to the conditioned space. Fresh outdoor air is drawn in through an intake and is
mixed (if needed) in a mixing chamber with air returning from the conditioned space. The mixed air
is filtered, and then heated and humidified or cooled and dehumidified, before entering the space at
a suitable temperature and moisture content. A percentage of the return air is exhausted through the
relief air damper so as to maintain an appropriate ventilation rate. If the system is in the cooling
mode, then the supply air will be cooler and drier than the desired room conditions, so that it may
counteract the sensible and latent cooling load. If the system is in the heating mode, then the supply
air will be warmer than the desired room temperature and properly humid so as to compensate the
heating load and to raise the space relative humidity. If an air-to-air heat exchanger is installed in
the AHU, the exhaust and the fresh outdoor airstreams are passing through the HE, before
leaving/entering the mixing box respectively (Fig. 1). The exhaust airstream precools (during
cooling season) or preheats (during heating season) the incoming outside air, achieving a reduction
of the sensible portion of the ventilation air cooling and heating loads. In this case, filters are
installed before the return fan and the air-to-air heat exchanger, as shown in Fig. 1, so that the HE is
maintained clean.
The conditioned air is processed in the AHU and is transported through the supply fan and the
supply air duct network, to the auditorium room. The return air is driven back to the AHU with the
return fan, through the return air duct network. When the space, during the heating period, requires
heating and humidification, the gas boiler supplies hot water to the heating coil and then to the
conditioned air stream, raising its temperature to satisfy the space-heating load. The humidity needs
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are satisfied by the steam humidifier, which discharges steam into the conditioned air. During the
cooling period, when cooling and dehumidification is needed, the chiller supplies chilled water to
the cooling coil and then to the conditioned air stream, lowering its temperature and moisture
content to satisfy the space sensible and latent cooling loads. Since the space load varies as a
function of time and occupancy, varying amounts of heating or cooling energy are needed to match
the heating and cooling load.

Figure1: Layout of the HVAC system
The control system provides the HVAC system with the means of responding appropriately to
changes in load and ventilation needs so that it is possible to maintain good indoor air quality and
comfort under all anticipated conditions at the lowest possible cost. The control system is equipped
with a room air temperature sensor, a humidity sensor and a CO2 sensor connected to a central
controller. The controller, by receiving signals from the sensors, controls the hot or chilled water
flow to the heating or cooling coil by regulating the position of three-way valves installed at the
coils, or the steam flow from the humidifier, or the position of the dampers at the mixing box. In
this way, at part load/occupancy conditions, only the appropriate amounts of energy and ventilation
air are supplied to the system, while the temperature, humidity and air quality are maintained within
the desired conditions.
During cooling season, when the temperature of outside air falls between the exhaust air
temperature and indoor discharge air temperature, the system is not recovering heat but instead is
adding heat to the outdoor fresh air, and consequently to the cooling coil. In these conditions the
system functions with the economizer cycle and no airstreams pass through the HE. The exhaust
and outdoor airstreams pass through the by-pass dampers of the mixing box (Fig.1).
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3

HVAC SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA AND EQUIPMENT SCHEDULES

The heating and cooling loads of the room were calculated according to ASHRAE [4]. The design
parameters and the heating and cooling load calculation results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: HVAC System Design Criteria – Heating and Cooling Load
No of People

251

Outside Air Required

8 L/s.person

Total Outside Air Required

2008 L/s

Room DB Temperature (Winter/Summer)

26ºC / 22ºC

Room RH

50%

Outside Air Design Conditions (Summer)

34ºC DB / 23ºC WB

Outside Air Design Conditions (Winter)

-3ºC DB / -5.8ºC WB

People Sensible Cooling Load

17750 W

People Latent Cooling Load

11295 W

Total Room Sensible + Latent Cooling Load

39329 W

Outdoor Air Sensible Cooling Load

19277 W

Outdoor Air Latent Cooling Load

16867 W

Total Cooling Load

83455 W

Room Heating Load

8940 W

Outdoor Air Heating Load

60240 W

Total Heating Load

69180 W

Heat Recovery Effectiveness

50%

Air-to-Air Heat Exchanger Savings (Summer)

9100 W

Air-to-Air Heat Exchanger Savings (Winter)

30125 W

From the results, it is concluded that the load for cooling and dehumidifying the outdoor air of
ventilation represents the 43.3% of the total cooling load, while the load for heating the outdoor air
is 87% of the total heating load. From these results it is expected that the heat recovery during the
heating season will be much higher than during the cooling season. The installation of an air-to-air
heat exchanger decreases the total cooling and heating load by 11% and 43.5% respectively with
corresponding reduction in the required chiller and boiler capacity.
The sensible effectiveness of the air-to-air HE is taken equal to 50% (s=0.50). The equation for the
effectiveness s, when only sensible heat is recovered, is [1]:
s 









w s t s, o - t s, i
w e t e,i - t e, o

w min t e, i - t s, i
w min t e, i - t s,i









(1)

where,
w s = the supply air mass flow
w e = the exhaust air mass flow

w min = the smaller of w s , w e
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t s = supply air temperature, i=inlet, o=outlet
t e = exhaust air temperature, i=inlet, o=outlet
For a given air-to-air heat exchanger, s is determined in an independent testing laboratory
according to a specified standard [5]. By obtaining the effectiveness from the HE manufacturer and
knowing the inlet temperature conditions and the airflow rates, the heat exchanged between the two
air streams (outdoor air and exhaust air) as well as the mixing box entering temperature ( t e, o ) can
be calculated. Equation (1) assumes state steady conditions; no heat transfer between the HE and its
surroundings: and no condensation or frost formation on heat exchanger surfaces.
Table 2: Equipment Schedules and Operating Hours
Occupied Hours

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Occupied Days

Monday to Friday

Supply Fan Volumetric Flow Rate

7230 m3/h

Return Fan Volumetric Flow Rate

7230 m3/h

Supply Fan Motor (without Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

1.2 kW

Supply Fan Motor (with Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

1.7 kW

Return Fan Motor (without Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

0.63 kW

Return Fan Motor (with Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

1.1 kW

Supply Fan Total Pressure (without Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

520 Pa

Supply Fan Total Pressure (with Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

730 Pa

Return Fan Total Pressure (without Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

270 Pa

Return Fan Total Pressure (with Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

480 Pa

Cold Water Circulating Pump (without Air-to-Air Heat 13.95 m3/h / 180 W
Hot Water Circulating Pump (without Air-to-Air Heat 3 m3/h / 100 W
h
Cold Water Circulating Pump (with Air-to-Air Heat exchanger) 12 m3/h / 150 W
Hot Water Circulating Pump (with Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

1.8 m3/h / 60 W

Humidifier Steam Mass Rate

36.7 kg/h

Heating Energy

Natural Gas

Cooling Energy

Electricity

Boiler Capacity (without Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

70 kW

Boiler Capacity (with Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

40 kW

Chiller Capacity (without Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

83.5 kW

Chiller Capacity (with Air-to-Air Heat exchanger)

70 kW

The required supply air flow rate is calculated as:
q s
 
V
 2 m3/s = 7200 m3/h
s
ct i  t s 
where,
q s = sensible room cooling load, kW
t s = supply air temperature, ºC

(2)
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t i = room DB temperature, ºC
 = density of standard dry air= 1.204 kg /m3
c = specific heat of dry air, 1.0 kJ/kg.K
Since the required ventilation rate is 2008 L/s = 7229 m3/h, the HVAC system operates with 100%
outside air. During part load occupancy, a percentage of return air is recirculated at the mixing box
of the AHU and is mixed with the outdoor fresh air. The equipment schedules with and without the
air-to-air heat exchanger are given in Table 2.
The installation of the air-to-air HE inside the AHU, increases the system’s resistance to airflow and
consequently the supply and return fan total pressure requirements (see Table 2). This means that
additional fan work is needed to overcome the air pressure losses. On the other hand, size and
capacity of pumps is reduced.
4

ENERGY ANALYSIS AND YEARLY ENERGY CONSUMPTION

An energy analysis using the modified bin method energy calculation [6, 7] along with a spread
sheet program was used to calculate the annual energy consumption. The advantage of this method
is that it takes into account the frequency distribution of outside temperature and humidity, and
namely the part load performance of the system and the variations of the chiller EER and COP
during summer and winter operation. This method was applied by other researches for the
evaluation of heat recovery systems [8]. Bin weather data of Thessaloniki, Greece [9] were used for
the application of the method and for the energy analysis of the HVAC system.
The energy analysis was performed for the following cases:
a) Full occupancy – without air-to-air heat recovery
b) Full occupancy – with air-to-air heat recovery
c) Half occupancy – without air-to-air heat recovery
d) Half occupancy – with air-to-air heat recovery
The energy requirements of the auditorium and the energy consumption of the primary and
secondary equipment of the HVAC system were calculated for every month of the year, at each of
the above mentioned cases [10]. It was assumed that the system is in operation only during the
occupied days and hours (see Table 2). Due to space limitation only the total annual results are
presented in this paper. The electric energy consumption [kWhel] of chiller, fans, pumps and
humidifier along with the boiler’s heat energy consumption [kWhth], during the cooling and heating
period, is shown in Tables 3 and 4.
In the case of full occupancy, the heat recovery HE saves 40% of the heating energy required for
the operation of the system while the electric energy consumption is increased by 1.6%, on annual
basis (Table 3). Although the electric energy consumption of the chiller is reduced by 6.1%, the
consumption of fans and pumps is increased by 14.9%. This stepping up of the electric energy
consumption is caused by the extra fan power required due to the air-to-air HE installation. When
the system operates without the HE, the chiller consumes 47.1%, the fans 28.9%, the humidifier
22.6%, and the pumps 1.4% of the total electric energy. When an air-to-air HE is installed, the
chiller consumes 43.5% of the total electric energy, the fans 33.1%, the humidifier 22.3%, and the
pumps 1.1%.
In the case of half occupancy, the heat recovery HE saves 30% of the heating energy while the
electric energy consumption is increased by 3.9%, on annual basis (Table 4). The electric energy
consumption of the chiller is reduced by 3.2% and the consumption of fans and pumps is increased
by 14.9%. When the system operates without the HE, the chiller consumes 49.1%, the fans 37.4%,
the humidifier 13.5%, and the pumps 1.7% of the total electric energy. When an air-to-air HE is
installed, the chiller consumes 45.7% of the total electric energy, the fans 40%, the humidifier 13%,
and the pumps 1.3%.
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Therefore, in both cases, the installation of the air-to-air HE reduces significantly the heating energy
consumption but increases the electric energy consumption. This increase is owing to the extra
energy input for the operation of the fans.
Table 3: Energy Consumption Results with Full Occupancy (251 persons)
Equipment Energy
Consumption

Chiller [kWhel]

WITHOUT AIR-TO-AIR HE
Cooling Period

Heating Period

11348 (47.1%)

WITH AIR-TO-AIR HE
Cooling Period

Heating Period

10652 (43.5%)
61849 (100%)

36695 (100%)

Boiler [kWhth]
Supply Fan [kWhel]

1942 (8.1%)

2400

(10%)

2201 (9.0%)

2720 (11.1%)

Return Fan [kWhel]

1165 (4.8%)

1440 (6.0%)

1424 (5.8%)

1760 (7.2%)

112 (0.5%)

Hot Water Pump [kWhel]
Cold Water Pump [kWhel]

220 (0.9%)

68 (0.3%)
188 (0.8%)

5443 (22.6%)

Humidifier [kWhel]
Total Electric [kWhel]

24070

Total Heat [kWhth]

61849

5443 (22.3%)
24456 (+1.6%)
36695 (-40%)

Table 4: Energy Consumption Results with Half Occupancy (125 persons)
Equipment Energy
Consumption

Chiller [kWhel]

WITHOUT AIR-TO-AIR HE
Cooling Period

Heating Period

9565 (49.1%)

WITH AIR-TO-AIR HE
Cooling Period

Heating Period

9252 (45.7%)
39630 (100%)

27596 (100%)

Boiler [kWhth]
Supply Fan [kWhel]

1942 (10%)

2400 (12.3%)

2201 10.9%)

2720 (13.4%)

Return Fan [kWhel]

1165 (6.0%)

1440 (7.4%)

1424 (7.0%)

1760 (8.7%)

112 (0.6%)

Hot Water Pump [kWhel]
Cold Water Pump [kWhel]

220 (1.1%)

Total Electric [kWhel]

19478

Total Heat [kWhth]

39630

5

188 (0.9%)
2634 (13.5%)

Humidifier [kWhel]

68 (0.4%)

2634 (13.0%)
20247 (3.9%)
27596 (-30%)

ANNUAL OPERATING COST

The reductions in energy use can be related to annual operating cost savings using actual energy
cost data. The electricity rate is taken 0.19 /kWh and the natural gas rate equal to 0.078 /kWh
(rates of December 2012).
With these rates, in the case of full occupancy without the air-to-air HE, the total annual energy cost
is 9369.5 . The installation of the HE reduces the cost to 7508.8 . In the case of half occupancy
without the air-to-air HE, the total annual energy cost is 6791.9  whilst with the installation of the
HE the cost drops to 5999.4 . This reduction of 19.9% and 11.7% respectively is a consequence of
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the significant decrease in thermal energy operating cost (Table 5). No savings are observed in the
cost of electric energy. On the contrary this cost increases, because the increase in fan energy
demand offsets the decrease in the cooling energy demand.
Table 5: Annual Operating Cost of the HVAC System [/year]
ENERGY COSTS []

6

FULL OCCUPANCY

HALF OCCUPANCY

Without HE

With HE

Without HE

With HE

Electric Energy Cost

4573.3

4646.6

3700.8

3846.9

Thermal Energy Cost

4796.2

2862.2

3091.1

2152.5

Total Energy Costs

9369.5

7508.8

6791.9

5999.4

Cost savings

1860.7

792.5

Cost savings [%]

19.9%

11.7%

INITIAL COST AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Economic analysis should be part of the investment plan of every facility in order to determine the
best of the design alternatives. The required data are the owing in conjunction with operating cost of
each design option. Of course there are always the uncertainties of future energy rates and cost of
borrowing money (interest).
The initial cost of the system under consideration, without the air-to-air HE, is 52800  [11] and is
shown in Table 6. The installation of the HE raises the cost to 54150  (Table 7). The extra capital
investment for the installation of the HE and the increased cost of the AHU offset the decrease of
the chiller and boiler cost, so the second design option is more expensive than the first.
Table 6: Initial Cost of the HVAC System without the Air-to Air Heat Exchanger
Equipment

AHU (Mixing Box, Fans, Coils, Fan Motors, Filters)
Chiller, 85 kW

Cost [Euros]

9000
17500

Boiler+Burner, 85kW

1720

Pumps

1500

Humidifier

3500

Control System

2500

Air Ducts and Diffusers

2000

Total

37720

Total with 40% Contractor’s Profit and Unforeseen Expenses

52800

The Net Present Value (NPV) method was used for the economic analysis of the system [12]. The
results are the following:
a) With full occupancy, the cost saving after the installation of the air-to-air HE is 1860.7  while
the extra investment cost is 1350 . By assuming an 8% per year interest the expected payback
period is less than 1 year.
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b) With half occupancy, the cost saving after the installation of the air-to-air HE is 792.5  while the
extra investment cost is 1350 . By assuming an 8% per year interest the expected payback
period is 2 years.
These results are referred to a continuous operation of the HVAC system from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
during all working days (Monday to Friday). If the holiday periods are excluded and considering
that the occupancy is usually between 50% and 100%, the expected payback period is between 1
and 2 years.
Table 7: Initial Cost of the HVAC System with the Air-to Air Heat Exchanger
Equipment
AHU (Mixing Box, Fans, Coils, Fan Motors, Filters)
Chiller, 70 kW
Boiler+Burner, 40Kw
Pumps
Humidifier
AIR-to-Air Heat Exchanger
Control System
Air Ducts and Diffusers
Total
Total with 40% Contractor’s Profit and Unforeseen Expenses

Cost [Euros]
10600
15600
1530
1500
3500
1450
2500
2000
36800
54150

If a heat exchanger with higher effectiveness was chosen maybe the payback period would be
smaller but this is not always the case, because as the effectiveness increases, the initial cost, the
pressure drop and consequently the operation cost increase too.
7

CONCLUSION

Installing air-to-air heat exchangers in buildings is a cost-effective and reliable way of preconditioning outside ventilation air. Especially in facilities with high outside air requirements, airto-air heat exchangers can substantially reduce the size of heating and mechanical cooling
equipment, and the ventilation based energy consumption, especially in winter. If the HVAC system
is designed, installed and operated correctly it will provide significant energy and consequently
environmental benefits. The example system in Thessaloniki, Greece shows a 43% reduction in the
boiler and a 16% reduction in the chiller capacity, respectively. The resulting savings of annual
energy for heating were 40% in the case of full occupancy, and 30% in the case of half occupancy.
No savings were observed in electric energy consumption, although the cooling energy demand was
decreased by 6% in the case of full occupancy and 3.3% in the case of half occupancy, because this
decrease was offset by the increase in fan energy demand. The total operating cost of the system
was reduced by 19.9% and 11.7%, for full and half occupancy respectively. In the examined case,
the energy and cost savings were resulted with a small extra initial cost for the AHU and the air-toair heat exchanger. By assuming an 8% per year interest, the payback period is between 1 and 2
years, depending on whether the system operated at full, intermediate or half occupancy.
Further investigation is needed in order to examine if the installation of fixed-plate, cross-flow, airto-air heat exchangers are cost effective in other climatic conditions or in cases where HVAC
systems operate with less than 100% outside air.
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ABSTRACT
With biomass staying high in the EU political agenda and most of the recent documents
acknowledging that it has the potential to make a very significant contribution to reaching the 20%
target the issue of supply in terms of feedstock types, availability constraints and costs in Member
States, is set to determine the future technology uptake and market deployment prospects. Due to
the increased interest in green energy the biomass market is expected to grow considerably.
Reforms to the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy are expected to affect the cultivation of biomass
for energy production.
During the 80’s a few efforts for biogas energy exploitation were attempted in Greece, the
feedstock being mainly animal wastes and wastes from food processing industries. Some of the
efforts were demonstration projects, which were finally abandoned due mainly to the lack of proper
legislation, financial incentives, know-how support and lack of public awareness. Nowadays there
are a number of biogas plants already developed (mainly landfill gas and wastewater treatment
facilities) and private initiatives under development (mainly stock farming and waste biomass
exploitation units).
The present paper focuses on the current status and perspectives of anaerobic digestion and
biogas utilization in Greece. An overview is provided regarding the biogas potential through the
assessment of existing biogas installations and agricultural structures, the technical review of the
waste material utilization, the potential feedstock availability estimation for biogas production and
biogas purification for natural gas grid.
1

ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING BIOGAS INSTALLATIONS

Fifteen biogas plants are currently (2011) operating in Greece (Table 1). The utilization of biogas
mainly covers heat demand of plants. The installed capacity of electricity generation from biogas was 37.4
MW and the gross electricity generation reached to 155.9 GWh. Most energy was produced in the area of
Athens due to the operation of the Wastewater Treatment Plant (WTP) of Psytallia and the landfill (LF) of
Ano Liosia, which treat liquid and solid wastes respectively [1].
Table 1: Biogas plants in Greece.
Typology of
Municipality/Location
plant/Industry name
Thessaloniki
WTP
Thessaloniki/Tagarades LF
Echedoros
ZANAE
Alexandroupolis
WTP
Chania
WTP
Heraklion
WTP

Municipality

Larissa
Volos
Chalkida
Patra
Rhodes
Agios Stefanos

Typology of
plant/Industry name
WTP
WTP
WTP
WTP
WTP
Tasty Foods AVGE
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Piraeus/Psytalia
Metamorphosi

WTP
WTP

Ano Losia

LF

Biogas can be produced from nearly all kinds of organic materials. Nowadays in Europe, there are
numerous biogas facilities at existing wastewater treatment plants, landfill gas installations, and industrial
biowaste processing facilities. However, the largest volume of produced biogas will, by 2020, originate from
farm wastes and from large codigestion biogas plants, integrated into the farming – and food – processing
structures [2].
In Greece the picture is qiute different as the produced biogas derives mainly from landfills,
wastewater treatment plants and a handfull of industrial applications. Although Greece has a promising
potential of organic wastes and especially animal manure, currently there is no farm scale biogas plant.
Nevertheless, in the framework of the calls for permits to generate electricity by Independent Power
Producers (IPPs) by the Hellenic Regulation Authority for Energy (RAE) most applications cover landfill
plants and municipal WTP [3]. 37 MW are already installed, while future projects for another 12 MW from
biogas plants have already received permits for power production from RAE (Table 2).
Table 2: Biogas projects that have received production permit from RAE (2007).
Location
Permit number
Installed capacity (MW)
Fuel
Xanthi
0310
9.50
Municipal solid waste
Volos
0805
1.72
Landfill gas
Larissa
0841
0.60
Sewage treatment biogas
Athens Water Supply and Sewage Company (EYDAP SA) announced the expansion of the biogas
plant of Psytallia WTP by 4.25 MW and two new biogas projects namely a new Combined Head and Power
(CHP) plant in the Metamorfosi cesspit WTP and a CHP plant in the new WTP of West Attica–Thriasio
(0.19 MW). Furthermore, the Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Company of Larissa (DEYAL) had
requested a permit from RAE (October 2007) for a new biogas plant in the landfill of Makrychori
(Parapotamos site).

2

USE OF WASTE MATERIAL FOR BIOGAS PRODUCTION

Feedstock for anaerobic digestion plants can be derived from three major sources:
Municipal waste (landfill gas and wastewater treatment plants).
Industrial waste (dairy industries, food/beverage industries, slaughterhouses).
Agricultural waste and energy crops (cattle-pig-poultry manure, energy crops, agricultural residues).
The produced municipal solid waste is disposed in landfill where organic matter is decomposed
producing landfill gas. Thus, utilizing landfill gas is one of the most attractive systems for electricity and
heat production and is already a well established technology in Greece. Furthermore, biogas coming from the
anaerobic digestion of wastewater sludge has been utilized for energy production.
Waste Management in Greece has improved the last decade in terms of collection, recycling and
facility development. The total quantity of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) in Greece increased rapidly over
the last decade, from 3.2 million t in 1995 to 4.447 million t in 2000 and to 4.710 million t in 2003. It is
estimated that during 2006 the waste production come up to approx. 5 million t. Landfilling is still the
predominant option (over 90% of the MSW generated is still landfilled).
Join Ministerial Decision 50910/2727/03 repeated the commitments of the Greek state to close down
all illegal landfills by the end of 2008 and to reduce the biodegradable MSW that is landfilled to 35% by
2020. Intermediate targets are: 75% (2010) and 50% (2013). The targets will be achieved through the
operation of recycling and composting facilities in almost all regions of the country as well as through the
full operation of the separate collection systems for selected waste streams. It is worth mentioning that there
is no specific source separation for the organic fraction of MSW and thus there is no facility processing such
a stream.
Wastewater treatment in all parts of Europe has improved significantly since the 1980s. The actions in
this area are based on the requirements of Directive 91/271/EC. Significant progress has been made in
wastewater management and in 2006 the population covered by WTPs was about 74% of the total
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population. According to the Greek Ministry of Environment, WTP would serve almost 90% of the Greek
population by 2008 and 151 new WTP should be constructed all over Greece.
Biogas production from various sources of industrial waste emerges as an attractive alternative for the
Greek industrial sector too. In some cases (eg. food industry), the available feedstock contains high amounts
of easily biodegradable organic compounds, so they can be used for biogas production. In this way anaerobic
digestion can be considered more as an energy production method than as a treatment one.
In Greece, sheep, goat and lamb breeding represent the highest percentage of livestock operations,
performed in a decentralized way. The largest portion of Greek livestock farming is extensive where the
produced manure is spread on the grazing land [4]. Taking into account that the livestock farming is
extensive, the potential users of biogas production are mainly livestock units and especially medium and
large ones.
Greece has a huge potential of cattle biomass. The annual energy that could be produced from animal
waste is and is calculated to be 357 MWel from 17,300,000 t of animal waste. It is calculated that up to 5
MWel could be generated every year from 287,000 t of cheese dairy waste, 28 MWel from 205,000 t of
slaughter waste, 37 MWel from 2,268,000 t of pig farm waste and finally, 287 MWel from dairy farms that
produce 14,540,800 t. Thus, beef cattle comprise the biggest producer of waste in cattle breeding sector and
their treatment for biogas recovery from seems to be a very interest solution.

3

FEEDSTOCK AVAILABILITY AND AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES

The theoretical potential of energy crops that can be used for biogas investments in Greece is
presented in Table 3. Energy crops stands here for total biomass generated on agricultural lands. Most of the
part of this potential is used for food and animal breeding. The higher potential is located at the region of
Central Macedonia.
Talbe 3: Potential feedstock based on energy crops.
Region
Energy crops (kt)
Region
Central Macedonia
1,383-1,701
Crete
East Macedonia 1,024-1,382
Epirus
Thrace
Thessaly
687-1,025
Ionian Islands
Western Greece
349-686
North Aegean
Western Macedonia
349-686
Peloponnese
Attica
11-348
South Aegean
Central Greece
11-348

Energy crops (kt)
11-348
11-348
11-348
11-348
11-348
11-348

Agricultural waste may be used for energy production with a large portion of them also suitable for
biogas production. The total agricultural waste defines the “theoretical availability”. Not all this waste is
technically available. The residue from the annual (maize, cotton, cereals) and perennial (olives, vineyards)
crops are the main categories of the agricultural residues in Greece. A portion of these residues can be used
for energy purposes in general and some of them for biogas production (calculated as theoretical availability)
(Table 4).
Talbe 4: Agricultural waste from primary production.
Region

Biomass waste from
Region
primary production (kt)

Central Macedonia
1,042-1,300
East Macedonia 794-1,041
Thrace
Thessaly
794-1,041
Central Greece
526-793
Peloponnese
269-525
Western Greece
269-525
Western Macedonia
269-525

Crete

Biomass waste
from
primary
production (kt)
11-348

Attica

11-268

Epirus
Ionian Islands
North Aegean
South Aegean

11-268
11-268
11-268
11-268
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The residues production per Ha is based on the literature and on the data registered at Eurostat [5]. The
manure was estimated taking into consideration the different types and weight of cattle and the manure
specific production per animal and year (Table 5).
Talbe 5: Agricultural waste from secondary production (m3/y)
Region
Manure (m3/y)
Region
Central Macedonia
1,284,347-1,592,974
Central Greece
Thessaly
975,719-1,284,346
Crete
East Macedonia 667,090-975,718
Ionian Islands
Thrace
Epirus
358,464-667,091
North Aegean
Western Greece
358,464-667,091
Peloponnese
Western Macedonia
358,464-667,091
South Aegean
Attica
49,836-358,463

Manure (m3/y)
49,836-358,463
49,836-358,463
49,836-358,463
49,836-358,463
49,836-358,463
49,836-358,463

Based on data concerning the population and the tourism in Greece and the average production of
domestic solid waste (1.14 kg/residence/day for the year 2001 based on JMD 50910/2727/23.12.2003) and
tourists (roughly assumed the same waste production) and the proportion of food wastes (47% for the year
2001 based on JMD 50910/2727/23.12.2003) tables 6 and 7 present the organic MSW and sewage sludge
waste respectively.
Talbe 6: Organic municipal solid waste production.
Region
Orgnaic MSW (kt)
Region
Attica
609-750
Central Greece
Central Macedonia
468-608
Epirus
Thessaly
327-467
Ionian Islands
Western Greece
186-327
North Aegean
Peloponnese
186-327
South Aegean
Crete
186-327
Western Macedonia
East Macedonia - Thrace 186-327

Orgnaic MSW (kt)
186-327
186-327
45-185
45-185
45-185
45-185

Talbe 7: Sewage sludge waste production.
Region
Orgnaic MSW (kt)
Attica
45-56
Central Macedonia
34-44
Thessaly
24-34
Western Greece
18-23
Peloponnese
18-23
Crete
18-23
East Macedonia - Thrace 18-23

Orgnaic MSW (kt)
18-23
18-23
3-14
3-14
3-14
3-14

Region
Central Greece
Epirus
Ionian Islands
North Aegean
South Aegean
Western Macedonia

The assessment of the biogas potential production is based on the assumption that the biogas plants
will be mainly developed firstly based on organic wastes and then on energy crops. Greece seems to have a
large potential for biogas production in terms of agricultural waste (primary and secondary) and landfill gas.
As far as the agricultural structure is concerned, data for Greece are based mainly on the Agricultural –
livestock census 1999/2000 and Agricultural - Livestock Survey 2006. The main results based on the
agricultural – livestock census 1999/2000 are the following:
 There are 817,060 facilities with a total surface of 3,875,180 ha.
 In the interval between 0 and 2 hectares of agricultural area there are 394,950 facilities with an area of
440,020 ha.
 The biggest cumulative surface is encountered for the interval 2-5 ha with 797,380 ha (226,500
holdings).
 The temporary crops are dominated by durum wheat (587,190 ha), soft wheat (157,420 ha), cotton
(382,800 ha), industrial plants (476,360 ha) and maize (183,320 ha).
 The permanent crops are dominated by olive (737,160 ha).
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The livestock is dominated by sheeps and goats (8,752,670 and 5,327,200 heads respectively).
There are also 28,330 holdings with 652,390 heads of cattle and 36,250 holdings with 969,850 heads of
pigs.
According to the Agricultural - Livestock Survey of 2006:
The livestock was dominated by sheeps and goats (119,355 holdings with 9,031,645 heads and 123,348
facilities with 4,986,423 heads respectively).
There were also 23,437 facilities with 684,057 heads of cattle and 34,721 facilities with 1,055,057 heads
of pigs.
There were 1,273 facilities in Central Macedonia with more than 50 cattle and in Thessaly there were
735 facilities with more than 50 cattle.
There were 238 facilities and 127 facilities with more than 100 pigs in Thessaly and in Western Greece
respectively (Tables 8 and 9).

Talbe 8: Facilities with cattle by region broken down by size classes (2006).
Region
1-2
3-5
6-9
10-19
20-29
30-49
East
Macedonia
1,120
1,215
732
728
312
350
and Thrace
Central
582
720
540
819
462
570
Macedonia
West
354
420
320
516
252
196
Macedonia
Thessaly
460
225
159
186
132
207
Epirus
216
156
105
153
89
182
Ionian
144
118
56
80
32
26
islands
Western
366
236
141
279
168
221
Greece
Central
168
162
0
88
51
80
Greece
Peloponnese 306
256
150
172
64
69
Attica
30
18
14
20
5
12
North
170
252
168
210
96
60
Aegean
South
435
584
435
468
152
99
Aegean
Crete
112
69
24
40
12
18
Total
4,463
4,431
2,844
3,759
1,827
2,090
Talbe 9: Facilities with pigs by region broken down by size classes (2006).
Region
1-2
3-9
10-19
20-29
30-49
50-99
East
Macedonia
1,194
404
0
66
60
36
and Thrace
Central
1,330
480
225
212
0
72
Macedonia
West
2,484
639
166
0
33
25
Macedonia
Thessaly
3,333
606
132
80
100
104
Epirus
531
164
46
18
23
18
Ionian
384
240
0
16
6
14
islands
Western
4,270
1,428
460
183
208
182
Greece
Central
2,660
624
240
0
45
36

50

Total

596

5,053

1,273

4,966

262

2,320

735
426

2,104
1,327

23

479

392

1,803

153

702

72
16

1,089
115

23

979

45

2,218

7
4,023

282
23,437

100

Total

66

1,826

112

2,431

25

3,372

238
79

4,593
879

11

671

127

6,858

68

3,673
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Greece
Peloponnese
Attica
North
Aegean
South
Aegean
Crete
Total

4

1,510
152

405
84

128
28

48
8

36
14

24
10

40
22

2,191
318

1,413

504

160

48

30

18

3

2,176

1,392

640

272

98

76

43

8

2,529

2,144
34,721

516
22,797

231
6,734

204
2,088

0
981

54
631

55
636

3,204
854

PURIFICATION OF BIOGAS FOR INSERTION IN THE NATURAL GAS GRID

The potential for introduction of natural gas into the Greek energy system can be compared in
magnitude with the electrification of the country. Natural gas is an effective and modern form of energy,
environmental friendly and safe. The National Natural Gas Transportation System is comprised of [6-8]:
 The central gas transportation pipeline (599 km) which extends from Promachonas to Attica and from
Thessaloniki to Kipoi.
 Transportation branches (566 km) linking the various regions of the country (Eastern Macedonia and
Thrace, Thessalonici, Platy in Imathia, Volos, Viotia, Inofyta, Attica). With the completion of the
Korinthos project by the autumn of 2007 the transmission branches extend 600 km. In 2007 branches
towards Western Thessaly and Evia had begun (119 km).
 The natural gas metering and regulating stations.
 The gas control and dispatching center.
 The operation and maintenance centres (in Attica, Thessaloniki, Thessaly and Xanthi).
Natural Gas enters Greece via high-pressure pipelines. Their course continues through mediumpressure networks (19 bar) that deliver gas to industrial consumers, but also through low-pressure networks
(4 bars) that provide door-to-door gas to domestic, commercial and industrial consumers. The pipeline that
crosses the Greek-Bulgarian border has a diameter of 28-inch and then connects to the Greek North-South
central pipeline (Greek-Bulgarian border to Attica) which is a high-pressure pipeline (70 bar) with a diameter
of 28-inch too [9]. The 87 km long between Komotini, Alexandroupoli and Kipoi and the transoportation
branches linking the various regions of the country consist of high pressure pipelines. Medium pressure
networks have been developed and are still being developed in Attica, Thessaloniki, Larissa, Volos, Inofyta,
Thiva, the greater of Halkida, Lamia, Platy in Imathia, Kilkis, Serres, Drama, Xanthi, Kavala.
Alexandroupoli and Komotini. Low pressure networks have been developed and are still being installed in
Attica, Thessaloniki, Larissa, Volos, Inofyta, Kilkis, Xanthi and Komotini. Medium and low pressure
networks are expanding in areas like Central Greece and Evia, Eastern Macedonia and Thrace and Central
Macedonia by the DEPA.
The Ministerial Decision 1227/2007 "On the determination of the procedure for the conclusion,
content and terms of agreements for the exercise of the right to access and for the use of the National Natural
Gas System" (Official Gazette 135/B/5.02.2007)” determines the content, the terms and the procedure for the
conclusion of agreements for the transfer of natural gas concluded for the exercise of the right to access and
use the national natural gas system and in particular the part of it that constitutes the national system for the
transfer of natural gas. According to LAW No. 3428/27.12.2005 “Liberalization of Natural Gas Market”
(Official Gazette 313/A/2005) article 39: “The use of Natural Gas Systems pursuant to the provisions of this
law is also allowed for the transmission of biogas, gas produced from biomass and other kinds of gases,
provided that it is so possible from a technical point of view and the technical specifications are met, after
taking into consideration the quality requirements and the chemical features thereof”.

5

BIOGAS UTILIZATION

The opportunities for biogas production in Greece are very high, especially in the waste treatment
sector. Implementation will enable efficient and environmentally sustainable waste disposal, while at the
same time generating a significant amount of energy in a manner that promotes reduction and offseting
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carbon footprint at regional scale. Generally, Greece has sufficient infrastructure and framework for waste
collection as well as lots of potential in energy crops cultivation or animal slurry exploitation.
For the utilisation of biogas, it should be feasible, that all systems and components can be constructed
or installed by using domestic labour and engineering services. The technology should also be simple rather
than sophisticated, since simple technologies are more robust, easier to maintain and better suitable for the
local infrastructure in cases where it is at an early stage of development.
The most suitable system which should be implemented in Greece is a combined heat and power plant
operating with combustion engines. The combined heat and power production technology is a well known,
robust technology for the utilisation of electricity and heat. CHP generation from biogas is considered a very
efficient utilisation of biogas for energy production. Before CHP conversion, biogas is drained and dried. An
engine-based CHP power plant has an efficiency of up to 90% and produces 35% electricity and 65% heat.
An important issue for the energy and economic efficiency of a biogas CHP plant is the utilisation of the
produced heat. Usually, a part of the heat is used for heating the digesters (process heating) and
approximately 2/3 of all produced energy can be used for external needs.
Many biogas plants in countries with good feed-in tariffs for electricity and no incentives for heat
utilisation, like in Germany, were established exclusively for electricity purposes, without heat utilisation.
Due to the lost income from heat sale of these plants (and some other reasons like increased energy crop
prices), many biogas plant operators in Germany faced serious economic problems in 2007 and 2008.
Biogas heat can be used by industry processes, agricultural activities or for space heating. The most
suitable heat user is the industry, as the demand is constant throughout the whole year. Heat quality
(temperature) is an important issue for industrial applications. The use of heat from biogas for building and
household heating (mini-grid or district heating) is another option, although this application has a low season
during summer and a high season during winter. Biogas heat can also be used for drying crops, wood chips
or for separation of digestate. Finally, heat can also be used in combined power-heat-cooling systems. This
process is known from refrigerators and is used for cooling food storage or for air conditioning.

6

CONCLUSIONS

The energy sector in Greece is undergoing significant changes due to the EU and national policies in
the field of energy and environment (full liberalization of the energy market and environmental protection).
As a result, the impact and effects of the implementation of these policies are not yet visible and especially
for the near future (energy price, energy mix). Lignite, the main domestic fossil fuel resource of Greece,
seems that will continue to play a major role in the fuel mix of country in the future, but further renewable
energy sources penetration is expected.
The promotion of renewable energy sources in Greece is based not only to the great potential of the
country but also to the set priority towards renewable energy production and emissions reductions. Although
today there is still heavy state involvement in the economy, the policy for the future is the reduction of the
role of the state and the further development of the market mechanisms and financial support schemes.
The law 3468/2006 for renewable energy sources had set a new environment in the electricity
generation and among others, simplified the licensing procedures, the guaranteed market price (73 /MWh
for biogas plants) while the licensing deadlines were shortened.
The new RES Law 3851/2010 sets the national targets for RES for the year 2020. a) Contribution of
the energy produced from R.E.S. to the gross final energy consumption by a share of 20%, b) Contribution of
the electrical energy produced by R.E.S. to the gross electrical energy consumption to a share of at least
40%, c) Contribution of the energy produced by R.E.S. to the final energy consumption for heating and
cooling to a share of at least 20%, d) Contribution of the energy produced by R.E.S. to the gross energy
consumption in transportation to a share of at least 10%. It also raises the feed-in tarrifs for renewablenergy
production from biogas to as high as 220 /MWh.
During last years, renewable development in Greece is positively affected by resource potential and
state policy. The legislative framework has significantly improved by the introduction of renewable energy
sources and environmental legislation. However, there are still institutional and other barriers, also due to the
current (2011) financial crisis which shall hinder the wide-scale biogas exploitation and deployment in
Greece. Current energy prices and targeted reduction of fossil fuel combustion will draw increasingly more
attention towards anaerobic digestion, together with the ever increasing pressure to landfill less organic
materials.
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HD8>:IN "IL>AA=6K:ID7:76H:9DC9>;;:G:CIG:C:L67A::C:G<NI:8=CDAD<>:HI=6I=6K:ID>CI:G68I6C9
76A6C8:>CDG9:GID:CHJG:6HNHI:BL>I=H:8JG>IND;HJEEAN 
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!>H6HJHI6>C67A:L6ND;EGDK>9>C<HE68:=:6I>C<,!6C99DB:HI>8=DIL6I:G!0ID
7J>A9>C<H>C9:CH:EDEJA6I:96G:6H3 4 "CB6CN8DJCIG>:H!HNHI:BH6G:6AG:69N:HI67A>H=:97JI
I=:N ;68: C:L 8=6AA:C<:H >C I=: ;JIJG:  GDJC9   D; I=: =:6I 9:B6C9 >H 8DK:G:9 ;GDB ! >C
:CB6G@ L=>8= L>AA =6K: ID 7: 8DCK:GI:9 ;GDB I=: EG:H:CI HJEEAN I:8=CDAD<>:H 76H:9 DC ;DHH>A
;J:AH>CID
+HDJG8:HHJ8=6H<:DI=:GB6A=:6I 
,JEEAN>C< I=: :M>HI>C< 7J>A9>C< HID8@ L>I= =:6I ;GDB +HJEEAN I:8=CDAD<>:H : <  ADL
I:BE:G6IJG:!;GDB<:DI=:GB6A=:6I>C<EA6CIHB6NA:69IDDK:GH>O:9=:6I>C<EA6CIHI=6I6G:IDD
:ME:CH>K:ID7J>A98DBE6G:9ID>BEA:B:CI>C<:C:G<N:C9JH:H6K>C<H3  4 -=:G:;DG:G:9J8>C<
=:6I 9:B6C9 D; :M>HI>C< 7J>A9>C<H 7:;DG: >CK:HI>C< >C HJEEAN 86E68>IN L>AA H6K: =6A; I=: >C>I>6A
86E>I6A >CK:HIB:CI >C9>86I>C< I=: >BEDGI6C8: D; 86GGN>C< DJI :C:G<N H6K>C<H CDL 3  4  -=:
B6G<>C6A8DHID;H6K>C<DC:JC>ID;:C:G<NL=:C86GGN>C<DJI6G:CDK6I>DC>H67DJI] &0=3 4
6C9 I=: 8DHI D; HJEEAN>C< DC: JC>I D; =:6I ;GDB ! >H   ] &0= >C
 L D  I6M:H 6C9 
] &0= L  I6M:H 3 4  88DG9>C< ID 3 4 I=: 8DHI D; HJEEAN>C< DC: JC>I D; =:6I 76H:9 DC
<:DI=:GB6A =:6I =6H 7::C :HI>B6I:9 ID 7: 6GDJC9  ] &0= L D  I6M:H >; 688:A:G6I:9 :C:G<N
G:CDK6I>DCH6G:86GG>:9DJI;GDBID96N -=>HHIG:HH:HI=:>BEDGI6C8:D;86GGN>C<DJI:C:G<NH6K>C<H
>CI=:7J>A9>C<HCDL6C99:H><CI=:9>HIG>8I=:6IEGD9J8I>DC76H:9DC6ADC<I:GBE:GHE:8I>K: 
-G69>I>DC6A !HNHI:BH DE:G6I: L>I= 6 HJEEAN I:BE:G6IJG: D; 67DJI   6C9 6 G:IJGC D;
   EEAN>C< ADLI:BE:G6IJG: ! L>I= 6 HJEEAN I:BE:G6IJG: D; 67DJI  6C9 6 G:IJGC
I:BE:G6IJG:D; L>AA<>K:I=:DEEDGIJC>INID:MEAD>II=:ADLI:BE:G6IJG:+=:6IHDJG8:H> : 
<:DI=:GB6A=:6IHDA6G=:6I:I8 JGI=:GBDG:>IL>AAG:9J8:I=:=:6IADHH:H;GDBI=:9>HIG>7JI>DCE>E:H
6C9 >C8G:6H: I=: ;>C6A :;;>8>:C8N D; I=: HNHI:B  -=: 9:H><C 8DC8:EI D; ADLI:BE:G6IJG: ! >H
:MEA6>C:9>C3 46C9I=:DG:I>86A6C6ANH>H=6K:7::C86GG>:9DJI>C3  46C96EEA>:9>C3  4 
0=:C ADLI:BE:G6IJG: ! >H >BEA:B:CI:9 I=: EGD7A:B D; A:<>DC:AA6 =6H ID 7: 8DCH>9:G:9 L>I=
G:<6G9HID!0 88DG9>C<IDI=: :GB6C,I6C96G9HI=:A:<>DC:AA6EGD7A:B86C7:6KD>9:96HADC<
6HI=:L6I:GKDAJB:>HA:HHI=6CA>IG:H6C9I=:I:BE:G6IJG:H6G:67DK: T3 4 .H>C<6AD86A;A6I
HI6I>DCI=6I8DCI6>CHHB6AA6BDJCIHD;L6I:G6C9>H67A:ID7DDHII=:L6I:GI:BE:G6IJG:L>AA6KD>9
I=>H EGD7A:B  99>I>DC6AAN G:8:CI G:H:6G8= >C ,L:9:C =6H H=DLC <DD9 G:HJAIH 7N I=: JH: D; ./
9>H>C;:8I>DC3  4 
0=:C :C9JH:H6K>C<H 6G: >BEA:B:CI:9 >C 7J>A9>C<H 8DCC:8I:9 ID 6 !HNHI:B I=: =:6I
9:B6C9 EGD;>A:H ;DG I=: >C9>K>9J6A 7J>A9>C<H L>AA 8=6C<: L=>8= 6;;:8IH I=: =:6I EGD;>A:H ;DG I=:
:CI>G:!HNHI:B HIJ9N;GDB,L:9:CADD@H>CID=DLI=::C9JH:=:6IH6K>C<H>C7J>A9>C<HL>AA
6;;:8I9>HIG>8I=:6I>C<EGD9J8I>DC>C8AJ9>C<8DHIH6C9EG>B6GN:C:G<NH6K>C<H3 4 -=:N;DJC9I=6I
6H><C>;>86CI6BDJCID;I=:EG>B6GN:C:G<NH6K>C<HL6HDCI=:E:6@AD69JC>IH "CI=:HIJ9NI=:E:6@
AD69H6G:HJEEA>:9;GDBA><=I;J:AD>A7D>A:GH7JI>CI=:;JIJG:I=:E:6@AD69HL>AA=6K:ID7:8DK:G:9
;GDB+HNHI:BHL=>8=6G:8DHIAN -=:G:;DG:6;I:G>BEA:B:CI>C<:C:G<NH6K>C<B:6HJG:HI=:=:6I
AD69 9JG6I>DC EGD;>A:H ;DG I=: 7J>A9>C<H 6G: D; >BEDGI6C8: H>C8: I=:N 6G: I=: 9>B:CH>DC>C<
;DJC96I>DC;DGI=:;JIJG:!HNHI:BH "CDG9:GID6KD>9DK:GH>O:9+76H:986E68>IN6ADC<I:GB
E:GHE:8I>K:C::9HID7:I6@:C -=:HIJ9>:H3  4>CK:HI><6I:9ADLI:BE:G6IJG:!;DG7J>A9>C<H
L>I=:M>HI>C<G69>6IDGH;D8JH>C<DCI=:G:A6I>DC7:IL::CHJEEANI:BE:G6IJG:B6HH;ADLG6I:6C9I=:
9>B:CH>DC>C<DCI=:E>E:9>HIG>7JI>DCHNHI:B76H:9DC;JIJG:6C98JGG:CIH>IJ6I>DCH 
+:H:6G8=9:6A>C<L>I=68DB7>C6I>DCD;ADLI:BE:G6IJG:!;DG:M>HI>C<7J>A9>C<HL>I=;D8JH
DCD7I6>C>C<<DD9>C9DDGI=:GB6A8DB;DGI8DC8JGG:CIL>I=I=:>BEA:B:CI6I>DCD;:C9JH:H6K>C<H
>H A68@>C<  "BEA:B:CI>C< :C9JH:H6K>C<H >BEA>:H G:9J8I>DCH >C I=: E:6@ AD69H 6C9 >CK:HI><6I>DCH
DCIDL=>8=:MI:CI>I>HEDHH>7A:IDG:9J8:I=:E:6@AD69HL=:CHJEEAN>C<L>I=ADLI:BE:G6IJG:!
6C9 L>I=DJI 8DBEGDB>H>C< L>I= I=: >C9DDG I=:GB6A 8DB;DGI >H >C ;D8JH  JGI=:GBDG: I=:
G:A6I>DCH=>E7:IL::CI=:G:9J8I>DC>CN:6GAN=:6IH6K>C<H6C9I=:8=6C<:>CI=:=:6IAD69EGD;>A:H>H
HIJ9>:9 
-LD 7J>A9>C< 7AD8@H ;GDB I=: :6GAN  UH AD86I:9 >C INE>86A JG76C 6G:6H >C :CB6G@ 6G:
>CK:HI><6I:9 6C9 :C9JH:H6K>C<H 6G: 86GG>:9 DJI 8DC8JGG:CI L>I= I=: 8DCK:GH>DC >CID ADL
I:BE:G6IJG:!HJEEAN 
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2

METHODS

-LD 7J>A9>C< 7AD8@H ;GDB 6G=JH 6C9 DE:C=6<:C =6K: 7::C JH:9 6H 86H:HIJ9>:H ;DG I=>H
>CK:HI><6I>DC  -=:N 6G: 7DI= AD86I:9 >C INE>86A JG76C 6G:6H 6C9 6G: ;GDB   6C9  
G:HE:8I>K:AN DI=D;I=:BG:EG:H:CI6A6G<:H=6G:D;I=::M>HI>C<7J>A9>C<H>CI=:JG76C6G:6HL>I=
<G:6I :C:G<NH6K>C< EDI:CI>6AH  -=: :M>HI>C< HI6I: D; I=: 7J>A9>C<H >H 7:>C< 6C6ANO:9 6;I:G L=>8=
:C:G<NH6K>C<B:6HJG:H6G:>BEA:B:CI:9>CDG9:GID9:8G:6H::C:G<N8DCHJBEI>DCH -=G::9:<G::H
D;:C:G<NG:CDK6I>DCH6G:>CK:HI><6I:9-67A:  
-67A: C:G<NG:CDK6I>DCA:K:AH

    
    
    



  
   




      
Ͳ!
'#"&  ' " 




  





 





 






-=G:: 9>;;:G:CI :C:G<N G:CDK6I>DC HIG6I:<>:H 6G: >CK:HI><6I:9 H>C8: >I B><=I 7: 6C DEI>B>HI>8
<D6A ID 86GGN DJI 9::E :C:G<N G:CDK6I>DCH DC 6AA 7J>A9>C<H L>I=>C 6 H=DGI I:GB  -=:G:;DG: >I >H
>BEDGI6CIID>CK:HI><6I:9>;;:G:CIA:K:AH>CDG9:GID@CDLL=:I=:GI=:8DC8:EID;ADLI:BE:G6IJG:
!86CEGDK>9:688:EI67A:8DB;DGII:BE:G6IJG:HL>I=A><=I:G9:<G::HD;:C:G<NH6K>C<HIG6I:<>:H "I
B><=I6AHD7:IDD:ME:CH>K:ID86GGNDJI9::E:C:G<NG:CDK6I>DCHDC6AA7J>A9>C<HCDLH>C8:I=:N
B><=I 6H L:AA ;JA;>A I=: A>;:I>B:  ;I:GL6G9H >I B><=I 7: BDG: G:6HDC67A: ID 7J>A9 C:L >CHI:69 D;
86GGN>C< DJI I=: G:A6I>K: :ME:CH>K: G:CDK6I>DC B:6HJG:H  -=:G:;DG: HDA:AN 8=6C<>C< I=: L>C9DLH
L>AA7:6G:A6I>K:AN8=:6E6C9:6HNL6ND;D7I6>C>C<HDB:H6K>C<HCDL JGI=:GBDG:6A6G<:H=6G:
>H =:G>I6<: 7J>A9>C<H 6C9 I=: ;6869: >H EGDI:8I:9  "CI:GC6A ;6869: >CHJA6I>DC C::9H ID 7: 6EEA>:9
L=>8=>H8DHIANI6@:HJEHE68:;GDBI=:>CH>9:6C9B><=I8G:6I:EGD7A:BHL>I=BD>HIJG:6C9;JC<>
3  4 
-=: 7J>A9>C< :C:G<N H>BJA6I>DC HD;IL6G: ""  34 =6H 7::C JH:9 ;DG CJB:G>86A
H>BJA6I>DCH D; 9:I:GB>C>C< I=: :C:G<N 8DCHJBEI>DC 7:;DG: 6C9 6;I:G :C:G<NH6K>C< B:6HJG:H 6G:
>BEA:B:CI:9 -=:+1L:6I=:G;>A:;DG:CB6G@>HJH:9;DGI=:H>BJA6I>DCH 

2.1 Description of buildings
J>A9>C<>C6G=JH
-=: 7J>A9>C< 8DCH>HIH D;  ;ADDGH ;DG G:H>9:CI>6A A>K>C< EAJH 6C JC=:6I:9 6II>8 6C9 76H:B:CI 
-=:DK:G6AA=:6I:96G:6>HDC B -=:86GGN>C<8DCHIGJ8I>DC>HB69:D;LDD9:C7:6BH6C97G>8@
L6AAH -=:G:>HCD;6869:>CHJA6I>DC7JII=:7J>A9>C<L:CII=GDJ<=6G:CDK6I>DC>C JE<G69>C<
HDB:E6GIHD;I=:7J>A9>C<:CK:ADE: -=:G:;DG:I=:GDD;>H>CHJA6I:9L>I=
BBHIDC:LDDA7JI
I=:=DG>ODCI6A9>K>H>DC7:IL::CI=:<GDJC9;ADDG6C9I=:76H:B:CI=6HCD>CHJA6I>DC -=:L>C9DLH
L:G: G:EA68:9 ID A6N:GH L>C9DLH  -=: K:CI>A6I>DC 8DB:H ;GDB C6IJG6A K:CI>A6I>DC ;GDB DE:C>C<
L>C9DLH6C9A:6@H -=:deep 6C9 light G:CDK6I>DCH6G:86GG>:9DJIH>C8:I=:L>C9DLHL:G:6AG:69N
8=6C<:9 >C  6C9 I=: :C:G<N H6K>C< EDI:CI>6A ;DG HDA:AN G:EA68>C< I=: L>C9DLH L>AA 7: G6I=:G
HB6AA8DBE6G:9ID67J>A9>C<I=6I=6HCDIN:I7::CG:CDK6I:9 (CANDC:;ADDG>HBD9:AA:9>C"
"6HG:EG:H:CI6I>K:;DGI=::CI>G:7J>A9>C<><JG:  

J>A9>C<>CDE:C=6<:C
-=:7J>A9>C<>CDE:C=6<:C6AHD8DCH>HIHD;;ADDGH;DGG:H>9:CI>6AA>K>C<EAJH6CJC=:6I:9
6II>8 6C9 76H:B:CI  -=: DK:G6AA =:6I:9 6G:6 >H DC   B  HEG:69 DJI DC  6E6GIB:CIH  -=:
86GGN>C< 8DCHIGJ8I>DC >H B69: D; LDD9:C 7:6BH 6C9 7G>8@ L6AAH  -=:G: >H CD >CHJA6I>DC DC I=:
;6869:GDD;DGDCI=:=DG>ODCI6A9>K>H>DC7:IL::CI=:<GDJC9;ADDG6C9I=:76H:B:CI -=:L>C9DLH
6G: DA9 A6N:G >C:;;>8>:CI L>C9DLH  G:H= 6>G >H EGDK>9:9 7N C6IJG6A K:CI>A6I>DC ;GDB DE:C>C<
L>C9DLH 6C9 A:6@H  AA I=G:: 9:<G::H D; :C:G<N G:CDK6I>DCH 6G: 86GG>:9 DJI  the deep, light 6C9
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window G:CDK6I>DC  (CAN  6E6GIB:CIH 6G: BD9:AA:9 >C "" 6H G:EG:H:CI6I>K: ;DG I=: :CI>G:
7J>A9>C<><JG:  
-=: .K6AJ:H 6C9 >C;>AIG6I>DC ;DG I=: 8DCHIGJ8I>DCH D; 7DI= 7J>A9>C<H 7:;DG: 6C9 6;I:G I=:
9>;;:G:CIG:CDK6I>DCB:6HJG:H6G:EG:H:CI:9>C-67A: "CDG9:GID>C8AJ9:I=:=:6IADHH;GDBI=:
GDD; 6C9 ID I=: 76H:B:CI I=: :MIG6 =:6I ADHH:H ;GDB I=:H: 8DCHIGJ8I>DCH =6K: >C I=: BD9:AH 7::C
>C8AJ9:9 6H 6 L:><=I:9 6K:G6<: >C I=: .K6AJ: ;DG I=: ;6869:  -=: I=>8@C:HH D; I=: ;6869: K6G>:H
L>I=HB6AA:HII=>8@C:HH:H6II=:IDE6C9JC9:GI=:L>C9DLH !:C8:I=:;6869:JK6AJ:>H76H:9DC6
L:><=I:9 6K:G6<: G:EG:H:CI>C< I=: :CI>G: 7J>A9>C< ;6869:  -=: G69>6IDGH =6K: 7::C 9>B:CH>DC:9
76H:9DCI=:=:6IADHH:H;GDBI=:ODC:H>CI=::M>HI>C<7J>A9>C<7N6N:6GANH>BJA6I>DCL>I="
" -=:G69>6IDGH6G:9>B:CH>DC:976H:9DC6HJEEANI:BE:G6IJG:D; 6C96G:IJGCI:BE:G6IJG:
D; 34 
-67A: .K6AJ:H;DGI=:8DCHIGJ8I>DCH7:;DG:6C96;I:GG:CDK6I>DC
U-values and infiltration

6869:30 B $4
0>C9DLH30 B $4
+DD;30 B $4
!DG>ODCI6A9>K>H>DC7:IL::C<GDJC9;ADDG6C976H:B:CI30 B $4
"C;>AIG6I>DC3= 4

Copenhagen
Existing
Renovated


 








Existing

 

 


Aarhus
Renovated



 




><JG: BD9:AD;I=:7J>A9>C<H>C6G=JHA:;I6C9DE:C=6<:CG><=I

2.2


Yearly heat demand and heat load profile.

-=:H6K>C<H>CN:6GAN=:6I9:B6C96G:HIJ9>:96C98DBE6G:9IDI=:H6K>C<H>CI=:E:6@AD69 
,>C8:I=:E:6@AD69EGD9J8I>DC>HK:GN8DHIAN>I>H9:H>G67A:ID8JID;;6HBJ8=D;I=:E:6@AD696H
EDHH>7A: !:C8:>I=6H7::C>CK:HI><6I:9JCI>AL=>8=ADL:GA>B>I>I>HEDHH>7A:ID9>B:CH>DCI=:E:6@
AD69 EGD9J8I>DC 6C9 HI>AA EGDK>9: 6C 688:EI67A: >C9DDG I=:GB6A 8DB;DGI  -=: H6K>C<H 6C9 >C9DDG
8DB;DGI=6H7::CHIJ9>:9;DG9>B:CH>DC>C<I=:E:6@AD69EGD9J8I>DC76H:9DC96>AN6K:G6<:K6AJ:H 
JGI=:GBDG:>I=6H7::C>CK:HI><6I:9L=:I=:G>I>HEDHH>7A:ID<DDC:HI:E;JGI=:G7N9>B:CH>DC>C<
I=: E:6@ AD69 EGD9J8I>DC 76H:9 DC 6C 6K:G6<: D; I=: ;>K: 96NH L>I= =><=:HI 96>AN 6K:G6<: K6AJ:H
L>I=DJI8DBEGDB>H>C<L>I=I=:>C9DDGI=:GB6A8DB;DGI><JG:  

><JG: ,@:I8=D;9JG6I>DC8JGK:;DG,!Z96>AN6K:G6<:

2.3




Return temperature from building to DH-net with lowtemperature-DH application

0=:C6EEAN>C<ADLI:BE:G6IJG:!>I>H8GJ8>6AID=6K:I=:H6B:8DDA>C<D;I=:!L6I:G>C
I=: HNHI:B  -G69>I>DC6A !HNHI:BH =6K: 6 ǻ- $   ID   6C9 I=JH I=: G:IJGC
I:BE:G6IJG:H=DJA97: L=:CHJEEAN>C<L>I= ";ǻ->H9:8G:6H:9I=:B6HH;ADLG6I:L>AA
C::9 ID 7: >C8G:6H:9 >C DG9:G ID 68=>:K: I=: H6B: EDL:G DJIEJI  "C DG9:G ID 7: 67A: ID JH: I=:
:M>HI>C< 9>HIG>7JI>DC E>E:H I=: B6HH ;ADL G6I: 86CCDI 7: >C8G:6H:9 L=>8= >BEA>:H I=6I ǻ- >C I=:
HNHI:BC::9HIDHI6N6I $ -=:G:IJGCL6I:G;GDBI=:7J>A9>C<IDI=:!C:I=6H7::CAD<<:96C9
6C6ANH:9 
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3

RESULTS

3.1

Yearly energy consumption



J>A9>C<>C6G=JH

H 6 G:HJAI D; I=: :C:G<N H6K>C< B:6HJG:H I=: IDI6A :C:G<N 8DCHJBEI>DC =6H 9:8G:6H:9 6H
H=DLC>C-67A: HH::C>I>HEDHH>7A:IDD7I6>C6N:6GAN=:6IG:9J8I>DCD;67DJI  >;I=:
7J>A9>C< JC9:G<D:H 6 9::E G:CDK6I>DC 6C9 6 IDI6A :C:G<N G:9J8I>DC D; 67DJI    L=>8= >H >C
688DG96C8: L>I= I=: ;>C9>C<H >C 3  4  -=: 9>;;:G:C8:H >C I=: G:9J8I>DC >C N:6GAN :C:G<N 6C9
N:6GAN,!6G:9J:IDI=::MIG6:C:G<NJH:;DGDE:G6I>C<I=:B:8=6C>86AK:CI>A6I>DC 8DCHJBEI>DC
D;@0= B ;DGI=:B:8=6C>86AK:CI>A6I>DC>H>C688DG96C8:L>I=I=:;>C9>C<H6C9HJ<<:HI>DCH>C
34  0=:C 6 7J>A9>C< JC9:G<D:H 6 G:CDK6I>DC >I >H D;I:C D7H:GK:9 I=6I I=: D88JE6CIH 9>H8DK:G 6C
>C8G:6H:98DB;DGIA:K:A6C9I=:G:7N>C8G:6H:I=:GDDBI:BE:G6IJG:;GDB ID  -=:>C8G:6H:
D; G:HJAIH>C6C>C8G:6H:9,!9:B6C9D;67DJI L=>8=>C9>86I:HI=:>BEDGI6C8:D;I=:JH:G
7:=6K>DJG;DGI=:D7I6>C:9:C:G<NH6K>C<H 0=:CI=:A><=IG:CDK6I>DC>H86GG>:9DJI>I>HH::CI=6I>I
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ABSTRACT
Presented in this study is a new, recently patented, multi-stage gasification scheme, designed
for biomass and municipal solid wastes, as well as waste-derived products and residues. In the
present paper, its dioxin and tar free technology and design attributes are presented. At the upper
part of the gasifier lies its first stage, which is the pyrolysis zone in the form of counter-current
reactor. Then at its middle part the second stage which is the combustion zone is located and at the
bottom part the third stage which is the gasification zone and it is a co-current reactor. This gasifier
is valid for municipal solid waste and/or any type of biomass despite their differences on chemical
constitution, achieving a sufficient efficient rate respectively. The innovation of this three-stage
gasifier technology is based on the fact that the transition between normal and reserved operation
and vice versa is achieved only by the proper rotation settings of four pumps creating a new model
of gaseous flow management between the three aforementioned stages of the gasifier. The presented
model can achieve an industrial-scale safe operation while producing a gas free of harmful
components (tars, dioxins). Another advantage is the fact that no moving seal mechanisms between
the stages of the gasifier are exposed at high temperatures (>750oC). Furthermore, this model is
validated as suitable for small-to-medium scale capacities, achieving an overall electrical efficiency
of 30% and minimum environmental impacts well below all existing thresholds, including those set
by the Directive 2000/76/EC relating solid waste incineration. The present study finally concludes
with a comparison of the presented technology over two other waste-to-energy technologies,
namely mass-burn incineration and plasma gasification.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the quantity of municipal solid waste (MSW) has increased significantly in
the industrialized and developing countries raising the question of its sustainable disposal
management ([1], [2]). Waste management systems include waste collection and sorting followed
by one or more of the following options: recovery of secondary materials, i.e., recycling ([3], [4]),
biological treatment of organic waste, i.e., production of marketable compost [5], thermal treatment,
i.e., incineration to recover energy in the form of heat and electricity and landfilling [6]. At the
same time landfilling of MSW release GHGs and volatile organic compounds along with leachable
toxic heavy metals to the surrounding environment [7]. Over the years, incinerating waste in order
to produce energy become the most common method of dealing with combustible waste efficiently
as it decreases the volume and mass of MSW [8]. However, incineration has drawbacks as well
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particularly hazardous emissions and harmful process residues [9], [10]. Gasification is a
thermochemical process and is classified and simultaneously limited among to combustion and to
pyrolysis in order to produce energy. A systematic overview of the implemented and applied
technology concerning gasification bear out that there are two existing approaches-categories in the
reactor design; (a) fixed bed and (b) fluidized bed reactors. Criteria for a comparison of these
reactors have been worked out in a multicriterial scale taking into consideration parameters like
applied technology, use of material, energy consumed, environmental impact and economy balance.
This comparison didn’t show any major advantages of one of the aforementioned reactor types. The
main advantage usually depends on the physical characteristics of the input-fuel. For these reasons,
the selection of type of gasifier is determined by their different features, meaning that a downdraft
gasifier is suitable for the synthesis gas production with high content of H2. Quite many researchers
investigated hydrogen production from biomass gasification in a fluidized bed and only a few
studies explore hydrogen-rich gas production from biomass air or oxygen/steam gasification in a
downdraft gasifier [11]. Gasification has taken a more important role in waste-to-energy
technology. Gasifiers technology have also been developed in a number of various types according
to fuel type and final use in order to meet various demands. Related gasifier technologies have been
studied by researchers worldwide. Jianzhi Wu et al. [12] presented the results of an experimental
and theoretical analysis of a circulating fluidized bed gasifier (CFBD) using as fuel biomass. Leung
D. Y. C. and Wang C. L. [13] investigate the use of a CFBD feeding with end of life tires, Kwak T.
H. et al. [14] investigate the environmental impact of the gasification feeding with municipal solid
waste (MSW). Technical University of Denmark (TUD) developed a small scale down-draft
gasifier (75kW) using biomass for fuel [15].
This study aims to present a new patented technology relating gasification special designed
for municipal solid waste and biomass. The proposed gasification scheme is three-stage, fixed bed
and has a buffer zone between pyrolysis and combustion zone.
2.

METHODOLOGY

Trials in the past for designing and constructing a multi-stage gasification scheme were took
place, by placing pyrolysis of fuel as first stage, combustion of Pyrolysis Gases (PG) as second
stage and finally charcoal gasification as the third stage of the process. Each of the aforementioned
stages provides crucial advantages and disadvantages, but the major issue is the combination of
them. The separation of these stages encounters problems of gaseous flow management which
become from the high temperatures and/or from the possible defect of moving seal mechanisms. In
order to combine the different attributes of a gasifier, a buffer zone is located between first and
second stage with suitable air pumps which have the opportunity to change their rotation according
to the operation needs of the plant, giving the opportunity to the reactor to be co-current or countercurrent (figure 1).
2.1

General concept

According to the invention this fixed-bed three-stage gasifier has buffer zone of gaseous flow
between pyrolysis and combustion zone. This gasifier is composed from the three following
separate stages: first stage: pyrolysis zone, second stage: combustion of PG and third stage:
gasification of charcoal. The above stages are placed at vertical position, without any moving seal
mechanisms or any type of mechanical separation between them. The pieces of charcoal, which fall
from the bottom of pyrolysis bed, form the gasification fixed bed.
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The combustion air of the pyrolysis zone
moves up-draught, contrary to the direction of the
PG combustion flue gas, which moves downdraught. The produced gaseous flow is separated by
placing a buffer zone between pyrolysis and
gasification zone. The inlet of the combustion air of
the pyrolysis zone is placed at the upper place of the
buffer zone and the expansion of the PG combustion
flue gas at the lower place. The flow of the preheated
Figure 1: Co-current and Counter- air, which enters at the upper place of the buffer
current reactors designed for gasifiers in zone, is divided in two streams, by using the proper
general
rotation settings at the pumps of the gasifier. The updraught stream of the preheated air is cooling the pyrolysis charcoal removing grate feeds the
pyrolysis bed. The down-draught stream of the preheated air feeds the gasification bed, in the
meantime buffer zone allows the charcoal which is produced at the first stage to pass and then fall
without fragment in the third stage. The down-draught stream of the preheated air, when pass
through the buffer zone, acts as an isolation curtain between first and second stage. In case that the
under process fuel has high content of humidity and/or low calorific value then the pyrolysis zone
isn’t efficient enough. For that reason a reversion in flow take place into the buffer zone, in order
that part of the flue gas to feed the pyrolysis bed with heat. Furthermore, in case that the under
process fuel has an extremely quantity of humidity then supplementary externally supply of natural
gas or propane is provided to the combustion torch, in order to achieve enough power for the
heating of the huge percentage of vapour which exists into the PG. The aforementioned gasification
scheme combines successful the following advantages:
 The hot gases, which are derived from the hearth of the counter-current reactor, pass through the
new incoming fuel. From the measurements of the physical parameters at the discharge of the
PG it is appeared an immediate image of the composition and/or the humidity of the new
incoming fuel, thus the automatic control and the safe operation of the pyrolysis bed are easily
achieved by setting the air and/or fuel feed. Thereby settled quantities of charcoal and gases are
supplied to the next process stages, thus it is easy to control all the gasification process.
 The gas pump inside first stage gathers the most of the harmful volatiles (tars, dioxins) derived
from the pyrolysis bed. Crossing the flame of the burning torch, those harmful volatiles are
burned and/or cracked. The pieces of the charcoal, which fall from the first stage, contain also
harmful volatile residues (tars, dioxins) due to pyrolysis imperfections.
 There are no moving mechanical parts of the gasifier exposed at higher temperatures than
750oC. In temperatures below 750oC, common materials of plant provide very well thermally
durability.
 There doesn’t exist any moving seal mechanisms between the stages of the gasifier, minimizing
the risk for the possible presence of explosive gas-air mixture due to any seal defect.
In order to minimize air emissions an additional cleaning stage is installed in third stage,
where the glowing charcoal bed reduces and/or cracks the harmful residues derived from pyrolysis
and combustion. So, at the end of the process, produced gas and ash are free of harmful residues,
have low content of tars (0.025 g/Nm3), but high concentrations of H2 and CO, suitable for internal
combustion engines. In the following paragraphs, normal and reversed operation, which are defined
from the proper settings of the gasifier pumps each time, are presented in an in-depth analysis.
2.2

Normal operation

Figure 2 illustrates the normal operation of this invention including the following attributes:
1. Upper place is located the pyrolysis bed.
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2. Middle place is located the combustion zone.
3. Bottom place is located the gasification zone.
For each of the aforementioned stages an in-depth analysis is performed below respectively.
The pyrolysis zone is a counter-current reactor. At this zone, the processed fuel is imported
through the material feeding system, which is held from the grate. At the input, through the Blow of
Preheated Air (BPA) and the Exchanger of Preheated Air (EPA), preheated air in a temperature
almost 400oC is offered in order to dry the incoming fuel. By doing proper rotation settings in the
pumps BPA, Blow of Air for Combustion (BCA), Blow of Pyrolysis Gases (BPG) and BGO, the
preheated air in the above temperature is divided in two streams.
 The up-draught stream is cooling the grate and feeds simultaneously the pyrolysis bed.
 The down-draught stream creates the following layers into the pyrolysis zone:
o Burning hearth: it is achieved partial combustion of the charcoal, which gives the energy
for the reactions at the above stacks of material. The remaining charcoal and the ash are
detached by moving the grate - they fall downwards, pass through the buffer and
combustion zones, and finally create the fixed bed of the gasification zone.
o Reduction layer: Part of the hot carbon dioxide, which is produced from the hearth,
reduces part of the charcoal to carbon monoxide.
o Distillation layer: The volatiles of the fuel are separated through a complicated sequence
of pyrolytic reactions, which are described by the general form:
The solid fragment (charcoal, ash) falls to the reduction zone, while the hot gases rise
through the new incoming fuel and they dry it.
o Drying layer: Fuel’s humidity is converted to vapour, which departs together with the
remaining gases.
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Figure 2: Three-stage gasifier – normal operation
The PG derived from the layers of hearth, reduction, distillation and drying is a mixture of
CO, CO2, CH4, CnHm, H2, H2O and N2. The PG are sucked through the BPG and in cascade,
through the pyrolysis gas duct, so as to be imported into the torch. From the measurements of
physical parameters of the PG at the duct is achieved the automatic control of the pyrolysis bed by
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setting the feed of the pump and/or fuel feed. At the torch, through the pump BCA and the heat
Exchanger of Air for Combustion (ECA), is offered preheated air about 550oC. The torch blends the
PG with the preheated air and creates flame around 1100-1200oC. The flue gas expands into the
space of the combustion zone and trends down-draught, in order to come together with the
gasification bed. The most of the tars and the dioxins which exist into the PG, when they cross the
flame of the torch, are burned and/or cracked. The combustion of PG produces steam, which is
component of the gasification reactions and releases heat, which is energy source for the reactions
of the gasification bed.
The gasification zone is a co-current reactor, fixed bed. The pieces of charcoal, which fall
from the pyrolysis zone, from the gasification fixed bed. The gasification bed of the co-current
reactor seats on the ash discharge system. The water which is evaporated in drying layer, the steam
which is produced in combustion zone and the down-draught air stream, participate together with
charcoal in the gasification reactions. At the same time gasification bed operates with temperature
shift around 1100-1200oC (upper side) to 700-750oC (lower side), due to the endothermic
gasification reactions. Thus, the mechanical parts of the ash discharge system are not under
significant thermal burden. The following reactions are prevailing in the gasification bed:
C + H 2O
CO + H2O
2C + O2

CO + H2
CO2 + H2
2CO

Produced gas is rich in H2 and CO concentrations, has low tars and dioxins and it is suitable
for feeding an internal combustion engine.
2.3

Reversed operation

Presented in figure 3 is (using equivalent symbols and descriptions same as in figure 2) the
reversed operation of the buffer zone, which is achieved by modification of the normal operation, in
order to gasify fuel with high moisture and/or has low calorific value. The pyrolysis, the
combustion and the gasification zone, material feeding system and the grate are as they have been
described in normal operation. During the reversed operation of the buffer zone, by proper
operation settings of the air pumps, the flue gas from the torch is divided in two streams; the updraught stream passes through the buffer zone and enforces additional heat to the pyrolysis bed and
the down-draught stream which feeds the gasification bed. At the input, through the air pump
(BPA) and the heat exchanger (EPA), preheated air (~400oC) is offered and trends up-draught cools
the grate and enters into the pyrolysis zone. The up-draught flue gas stream and the up-draught air
stream create the following layers into the pyrolysis zone:
 Burning hearth: it is achieved partial combustion of the charcoal which, together with the updraught air stream, gives the energy for the reactions at the above stacks of material. For the
rest, see description at normal operation.
 Reduction layer: see description at normal operation.
 Distillation layer: see description at normal operation.
The PG, the BGP, the pyrolysis gas duct and the torch are as they have been described
precisely in normal operation. The automatic control of the pyrolysis zone is like in normal
operation. At the torch, through the pump (BCA) and the heat exchanger, is offered preheated air
(~550oC). The torch blends the PG with the preheated in the aforementioned temperature in order to
create flame and high temperature (1100-1200oC). As above mentioned the flue gas of the torch
expands into the space of the combustion zone and is divided in up-draught stream and downdraught stream. The gasification zone, the gasification fixed bed and the ash discharge system are as
they have been described in normal operation. The water which is evaporated in drying layer and
the stream which is produced in combustion zone participate together with charcoal in the
gasification reactions. In the gasification bed are prevailing the following reactions:
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C + H 2O
CO + H2O

CO + H2
CO2 + H2

The output of the gasification zone, the heat exchangers (ECA) and (EPA), the particle
cleaning and cooling gear and the Blow of Output Gas (BGO) are as they have been described in
normal operation.
2.4

Emergency operation

Feeding the gasifier with high humidity fuel, it is necessary to provide to the combustion
torch additional external supply of gas fuel (natural gas or propane), in order to have enough power
for the heating of the huge percentage of vapor which exists into the PG. Figure 3 illustrates the
emergency operation of the invention, which is achieved by modification of the reversed operation,
in order to gasify extremely very wet fuel. In this case, in the combustion torch is provided
supplementary external supply of natural gas or propane, in order to achieve enough power for
heating at 1,100-1,200oC the huge quantity of vapor, which is evaporated in the drying layer and
exists into the PG. Furthermore, by the same way, the system makes cold startup.
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Figure 3: Three-stage gasifier – reversed operation
2.5

Residue processing

Figure 4 shows in general the cross section of the proposed gasification scheme with
maximum capacity 6 MWth, which is enough energy for a city up to 50,000 citizens. The
gasification operation was described in-depth in the previous paragraphs (2.2, 2.3 and 2.4) and the
rest settings, installations and mechanisms of gas cleaning are presented below.
i) Bottom ash holding: After the gasification zone, the produced gas is expanded in the bottom of
the main part of the gasifier and afterwards in the preheater. The bottom ash is separated from the
produced gas due to the gravity and finally dips into the siege of a tank full of water (AWT), where
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a conveyor belt exists. In these parts of this invention, gas pressure is lower than the atmospheric in
order to the whole system is sealed. Figure 3 shows the aforementioned parts of the gasification
scheme BCA, ECA and AWT.
ii) Heat reallocation: The preheaters of the flue gas (ECA) and of the PG (EPA) are the devices
(heat exchanger) which implement the heat reallocation in the system. More specifically, the gas
passes through a vertical pipe and preheats the flue gas and the PG. Moreover the heat exchanger
(ESA) produces steam which passes together with air through the heat exchanger (ESA), in order to
improve the efficiency of the gasification zone.
iii) Bottom ash holding – gas cooling – gas separation: The necessary installations and their
attributes for cleaning the produced gas and making it suitable for feeding an internal combustion
engine are summarized below:
Gas Scrubber Tower (GST): a) Flying ash (>8m) is trapped in this device. b) Cools the gas
near to the atmospheric temperature. c) Low opportunity of absorbing the gas.
First Baffle Scrubber (BS1): Separation of different types of gases which exist in the
produced gas, like hydrochloric acid (HCl), ammonia (NH3) which are soluble in water.
Venturi Scrubber (VSC): Spray the gas with potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution. Hold
small particles (>1m) and convert of sulfur dioxide to potassium sulfate (K2SO4).
Second Baffle Scrubber (BS2): Second stage of sulfur dioxide conversion.
Droplets holding: Rasching rings columns exist at the end of the aforementioned devices
(GST, BS1 and BS2) in order to divert the existing droplets from the gas flow.
Fans: At the upper side of each tower of BS1 and BS2 are placed the centrifugal fans BGO1
and BGO2 respectively, which balance the existing friction in the gas cleaning devices.

Figure 4: Cross section of the 3-stage gasifier

3.

Figure 5: SWOT Analysis

COMPETITIVE WASTE-TO-ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

There are a lot of different existing waste-to-energy technologies nowadays, but mass burn
incineration and plasma gasification are the most competitive technologies to the presented
methodology. The most important factor of an incinerator is to be capable of operating at the
maximum waste feed rate, achieve temperatures of ensuring complete combustion and minimize air
emissions of pollutants created from the combustion process. Plasma gasification is a thermal
process that uses extremely high temperatures in an oxygen starved environment to decompose the
fuel input completely into very simple molecules. The main product and by product is synthesis gas
and slag respectively. Table 2 compares the characteristics of the three aforementioned competitive
technologies, in the meanwhile figure 5 illustrates a SWOT analysis which was performed for the
analysed three-stage gasification scheme.
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Table 2 Comparison of the three-stage gasifier, plasma gasifier and mass-burn incinerator
Categories
Residues after process
Solid waste

Liquid waste
Air emissions

Costs
Investment cost
Waste prevention cost
Maintenance cost
Operation cost
Mechanical attributes
Electrical efficiency
Economic balance

Three-stage gasifier

Plasma gasification

Mass burn incineration

(+) 1:100 of initial volume
(+) 1:10 of initial weight
(++) dioxin & tar free
(+) easy, neutralisation
(+) low weight
(+) biological treatment
(++) emissions from internal
combustion engine operating
with dioxin & tar free gas

(+) low volume
(+) low weight
(++)thermal neutralisation
of solids
(+) low weight
(+) biological treatment
(+) emissions from boiler
which burns gas mixed
with tars

(+) low volume
(+) low weight
(--) high toxicity

(~) moderate
(+) low
(+) low
(+) low

(-) high
(~) moderate
(-) high
(-) high

(~) moderate
(-) high
(+) low
(+) low

~ 30%
(+)

<20%
(-)

<~25%
(-)

(-) high weight
(--) high toxicity
(--) high toxicity
(-) cleaning difficulties

A common crucial parameter for all the waste-to-energy technologies is the chemical
composition of the processed MSW taking under consideration i) non-combustible materials such as
salts, metals, etc., ii) organic materials which react with oxygen at high temperatures and produce
by products like carbon dioxide, iii) chlorides, hydrogen chloride and chlorine will be formed in the
combustion reaction and iv) season and area parameters.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Given that solid waste management directly affects public health, land use, and the
environment, stringent waste management regulations need to be formulated, enforced, and
monitored. This paper shows that a dioxin & tar free waste-to-energy facility is not only possible
but necessary in order to meet the demands of a city up to 50,000 habitants, improve environmental
conditions, and be an example for cities in Greece or in industries which have residues such as
wood waste etc. The innovation of this three-stage gasifier is characterized from the fact that the
passage from the normal to the reversed operation is realized due to the existence of a buffer zone,
creating a new model of gaseous flow management. This model can handle big possible variations
in humidity and/or composition of the inserted fuel. Furthermore, operating the gasifier with a fuel
of low calorific value or high content of moisture, the reversed operation is modified to emergency
operation by offering to the combustion torch additional external supply of gas fuel in order to
evaporate the huge quantity of vapour which exists into the PG. The patented technology could
provide a much cleaner environment for the residents of a city by decreasing environmental
pollution from open dumping and might influence the global environment due to the decrease of the
amount of greenhouse gas emissions that are generated through open dumping. At the same time,
the high electrical efficiency (~30%) gives the opportunity to be much more independent from
fossil fuels, influencing the energy balance and reducing the emissions from the electricity
generation.
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ABBREVIATIONS
AWT:
BCA:
BPA:
BPG:
BGO:
BS:
CFBD:

Ash Water Tank
Blow of Combustion Air
Blow of Pyrolysis Air
Blow of Pyrolysis Gases
Blow of Output Gas
Baffle Scrubber
Circulating Fluidized Bed Gasifier

ECA:
EPA:
ESA:
GST:
MSW:
PG:
VSC:

Exchanger of Combusion Air
Exchanger of Pyrolysis Air
Exchanger of Additional Steam
Gas Scrubber Tower
Municipal Solid Waste
Pyrolysis Gases
Venturi Scrubber
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ABSTRACT
Prevention of waste production at source, recycling of packaging waste and processing
the organics are the main parts of the Hellenic waste management strategy. In the meanwhile
recycling of packaging wastes may be compatible with incineration within integrated waste
management systems. In order to estimate and calculate the energy potential of the Municipal
Solid Wastes a mathematical model was structured taking into consideration the existing
legislation and infrastructure on waste management plants and their residuals. Initial goal of
this paper was the formulation of an appropriate model for forecasting the waste generation
till 2030 taken into account the restrictions of the Landfill Directive 1999/31/EC. Afterwards,
the recycling impact and the organic waste diversion in the heating value of the MSW were
investigated.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In EU-27, 524 kg of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) was generated per capita in 2008.
Of the total amount of MSW in EU-27, 40% was landfilled, 20% incinerated, 23% recycled
and 17% composted [1]. In Greece in the year 2000, aprroximately 4.6 million tons of MSW
was generated, which is an increase of 50% compared to 1990 [2]. According to the Hellenic
Technical Chamber [3], MSW in 2007 consisted of 40% organic material, 29% paper and
cardboard, 14% plastic, 3% metal, 3% glass, 3% inert waste, 2% leather-wood-textiles and
6% other waste. In the same year, the collected recyclable materials were approximately 1050
kt, 38% of which were paper and cardboard, 28% plastics, 14% glass, 13% metals and 7%
leather-wood-textiles. The main policy orientation in Greece is the maximization of material
recovery through the implementation and extension of recycling programs with source
separation in all the large municipalities, in addition to the construction of Material Recovery
Facilities (MRF). Absolute priority is the remediation of the old open dumps and the
construction of new sanitary landfills. Currently, 63 sanitary landfills exist, but only three of
them are equipped with biogas system collection and flaring.
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Figure 1: MRF and MBT plants – current status in
Greece

Table 1 MBT plants – current status in
Greece, in combination with the map in
Figure 1.

According to the Directive 1999/31/EC considering waste landfilling, EU-countries are
obliged to reduce the amount of landfilled Biodegradable Municipal Waste (BMW) to: i) 75%
of the total amount of BMW generated in 1995 by 2010 (this target won’t be achieved basing
on the current situation and facts), ii) 50% of 1995 levels by 2013 and iii) 35% of 1995 levels
by 2020. Moreover, the amendment of the Directive 2004/12/EC, 94/62/EC, obliges that no
later than 31 December 2008, 60% by weight for glass, paper and cardboard, 50% for metals,
22.5% for plastics and 15% for wood should be recycled. Regarding to BMW management,
currently 3 Mechanical Biological Treatment (MBT) plants operate in Greece (Liossia,
Chania and Irakleio). Additionally it is scheduled to start two MBTs their operation, in Ditiki
Elllada and the second in Peloponnisos in 2011. These 5 plants will have a total treatment
capacity of 766.5 kt of residual MSW in 2011. Even though Regional Planning studies in
Greece have proposed the construction of a new MBT or Waste-to-Energy (WtE) plants; at
the moment (January 2011) plants seem to stall and if this situation remains no new plants are
expected to operate before 2013. Considering packaging wastes, the legislative framework
(set new recycling targets resulting into increase of recycling rates from 42.8% in 2006 to
44% in 2008 [1]. Figure 1 illustrates the location and the number of the MRF. In this paper a
mathematical model is presented which calculates the MSW composition applying different
recycling rates of packaging materials or different diversion rates of the organic waste in
order to identify the recycling impact in the heating value of the MSW.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Model overview
Figure 2 depicts an integrated waste management model taking into consideration the
existing infrastructure in Greece. The described model combines the following attributes: i)
separate collection at source, which depends on the mass fraction of each waste material, ii)
recycling of packaging materials and paper/cardboard, iii) organic waste diversion and iv)
potential incineration of residues from MRF and MBT plants. Expected outcome of this
model is the calculation of the heating value of the residuals MSW.
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Figure 2: Model overview.

In order to calculate the whole waste management system, the first step was to model
the existing recycling and organic waste treatment plants and formulate their mass balance.
The main target of modeling MBT and MRF plants was to estimate the amount of the residues
and their composition in order to estimate then their heating value. Then the second step was
to calculate the heating value of i) the MSW and ii) the residuals from the MRF and the MBT
plants through appropriate mathematical equations. Especially for the MBTs, the produced
quantities of Solid Recovered Fuels (SRF) and Refuse Derived Fuels (RDF) were taken into
account together with various scenarios on the technology of the MBT plats which are
planned to be constructed in the next years according to the National Planning [4]. Model’s
function is based on the following equations:
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2.2 Waste predictions
For the estimation of the amounts of MSW disposed to sanitary landfills and trace out
all the waste flows until 2030, it was assumed that new waste treatment plants according to
National Regional Planning will be constructed with sufficient capacity to treat all residual
MSW in Greece in order to diverse BMW from landfills and the targets of the Directive
1999/31/EC achieved. Moreover, it was assumed that recycling rate of packaging waste will
increase gradually by 2011 in order to meet the revised targets of the Packaging Waste
Directive (2004/12/EC), namely 55% w/w recycling of packaging waste and from then
onwards packaging waste recycling will increase gradually every year. As far as other than
packaging waste materials, it was assumed that recycling rate will increase gradually until
2030. Figure 3 depicts the MSW Management in Greece until 2030, according to proposed
model and aforementioned assumptions, taking into consideration a constant waste growth
rate 1.1%, whilst figure 4 illustrates the BMW production and diversion that are described
from the Directive 1999/31/EC.
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Figure 4: BMW disposal and diverted quantities
according to Directive 1999/31/EC.

2.3 Modelling of waste management plants
2.3.1 MRF modelling
In order to calculate the final residues from the MSW and the recovered materials it was
necessary to model the sorting process, which takes place in sorting plants. Figure 5 illustrates
the total mass balance of a sorting plant on a Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) approach taking into
consideration the operation of these plants in Greece. For instance residuals are approximately
30% of the inserted waste with a mixed composition of organics, inert, light plastics fractions
and paper/cardboard.
2.3.2. MBT modelling
MBT reduces the mass and volume of wastes, due to the removal of recyclable
materials and both carbon and moisture losses. The amount of reduction is very dependent on
the design and technical characteristics of each plant (composting process or biodrying).
MBTs which are equipped with biodry technology produce SRF, while composting plants
produce RDF. Figure 6 illustrates the total mass balance for a composting plant (left figure)
and biodrying plant (right figure) including RDF and SRF quantities, residuals and compost
respectively. In case the proposed MBT plants indicated in Table 1 will be constructed, the
total potential RDF/SRF quantities are those illustrated in figure 7 considering the installed
technology on these plants.

Figure 6: MBT input/output modelling [5,6].
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Figure 7: RDF and SRF quantities considering that scheduled MBT plants will be constructed
taking into consideration the two scenarios: i) MBT plants with composting process and ii)
MBT plants with biodrying process.

Figure 5: MRF Input/Output modelling
2.4 Heating value calculations
An interesting option in waste management and energy recovery is the MSW
incineration. Apart from the produced energy, thermal process also reduces MSW mass by as
much as 70% and MSW volume by up to 85%. Higher Heating Value (HHV) and Lower
Heating Value (LHV) are important knowledge for judging it’s worth using waste as fuel. In
practice, the HHV of a solid mixture, candidate to use as fuel in a thermal process, is
determined by a calorimetric test bombing. On the other hand, it is possible to calculate HHV
and/or LHV by using appropriate mathematical equations which are based on the chemical
parameters of the waste in a wet or in dry basis respectively [7]. Table 2 illustrates the results
of using each of the aforementioned equations compared by experimental results bringing the
most accurate mathematical form. LHV is calculated by using appropriate mathematical
forms or by subtracting from HHV the moisture together with the hydrogen contents. In this
study, Dulong equation was used to dertermine the HHV and LHV was calculated by
subtracting the moisture and hydrogen contents from each waste fraction (equation 1 and 2).
Table 3 summarizes the chemical waste composition in a dry basis and the HHV and LHV for
each waste fraction and table 4 illustrates the physical waste composition in combination with
the LHV and HHV.
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Table 2 MSW HHV calculation using published mathematical forms; in italics are depicted
the most accurate results compared with experimental results.
Waste fraction
Paper/cardboard
Food waste
Plastic
Textile
Rubber
Leather
Glass
Metal
Yard waste

Lloyd and Davenport
17.41
6.44
27.16
22.33
27.15
38.59
0.26
1.88
8.37

De Boie
16.44
6.11
26.4
21.48
26.81
38.4
0.25
1.76
7.93

Wilson
15.33
5.81
26.37
20.77
27.25
40.14
0.25
1.63
7.46

Dulong
14.81
5.57
25.77
20.14
26.77
39.69
0.24
1.55
7.14

Experimental
15.8
5.51
32.56
17.24
25.33
36.24
0.14
0.7
6.51

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to examine the influence of the diversion rates on the heating values of the
MSW it is a prerequisite to calculate/estimate the physical MSW composition. The effect of
varying the recycling and diversion rates of all the waste fractions simultaneously is displayed
in figure 8. The recycling of paper packaging reduces the LHV of the residual waste but only
14% (when recycling rate is 100%). Although the plastic packaging percentage in the MSW
composition is much smaller than that of paper packaging (see table 4), the recycling impact
in LHV is much more (about 60% reduction of the LHV).
Table 2 Chemical waste composition, HHV and LHV values in a dry basis.
Waste fraction

Moisture
Paper/cardboard
70
Food waste
6
Plastic
2
Textile
10
Wood waste
20
Yard waste
60
Glass
2
Metal
3
Other
20,5

Carbon
48
43,5
60
55
49,5
47,8
0,5
4,5
20,91

Content (%)
Hydrogen Oxygen
6,4
37,6
6
44
7,2
22,8
6,6
31,2
6
31,2
6
38
0,1
0,4
0,6
4,3
2,39
12,78

(J/kg)
Nitrogen
2,6
0,3
0
4,6
4,6
3,4
0,1
0,1
0,4

Sulfur
0,4
0,2
0
0,2
0,2
0,3
0
0
0,1

Ash
5
6
10
2,5
2,5
4,5
98,9
90,5
42,93

HHV
7,08
14,49
26,11
20,17
15,96
7,94
0,23
1,55
6,72

LHV
3,96
13,03
24,48
18,47
14,16
5,16
0,16
1,35
5,69

Table 4 Waste Heating Value and physical waste composition.
Waste fraction
Organics
Paper/cardboard
Plastic
Glass
Metal
Leather-Wood-Textile
Inert
Other
Total

Composition (%)
40
29
14
3
3
2
3
6

HHV (MJ/Kg)
3.00
4.20
3.66
0.01
0.05
0.36
0.01
0.40
11.69

LHV (MJ/Kg)
1.82
3.78
3.43
0.00
0.04
0.33
0.00
0.34
9.75

The separate collection of biodegradable waste and packaging materials has a strong
negative impact on the LHV of the residual waste because of the high moisture content. On
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the opposite, the diversion of the biodegradable waste has a positive impact on the LHV of
the residual waste due to the low moisture content in that fraction.

Figure 8: MSW heating value applying different diversion rates and recycling
rates in biodegradable and packaging waste respectively.

Figure 9: BMW diversion in combination
with LHV and targets set by 1999/31/EC.

Figure 10: Packaging materials recycled in
combination with LHV and targets set by
2004/12/EC.

As far as MBT and MRF residuals heating values are concerned, figures 11 and 12
illustrate the aforementioned comparison, taking into account two different scenarios
depending on the MBT technology; whether the new MBTs have composting or biodrying
technology. SRF can be distinguished from RDF in the fact that it is produced to reach an
international standard (CEN/343 ANAS) and its heating value is estimated around 15 MJ/kg,
whilst RDF heating’s value is 18 MJ/kg [8]. As it was previously stated in § 2.3.1 and 2.3.2,
MRF residuals are approximately 30% of the inserted waste and its heating value is estimated
to be about 5MJ/kg whereas MBT residuals which are consisted of mixed plastics, paper,
organics and inert waste in a percentage of 15% of the inserted waste, with a heating value of
10.5 MJ/kg. Considering MBT residuals, when residual paper and light plastics fractions
cannot establish a suitable RDF, then these fractions will be landfilled, increasing residual’s
heating value. Only a small account of the BMW content of the input waste is reduced in the
biodrying process (less than with alternative composting processes that seek to fully
biostabilise the waste). This is not an issue when the SRF is utilised as a fuel, but it would be
if the SRF had to be landfilled or used in a WtE plant together with the residuals of the plant.
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Figure 11: Heating value of SRF/RDF and residuals
from MBT and MRF plants; Case I: MBTs with
biodrying technology.

Figure 12: Heating value of SRF/RDF and residuals
from MBT and MRF plants; Case II: MBTs with
composting technology.

In addition to the aforementioned results, a supplementary valorisation of the produced
SRF/RDF took place by using the Tanner graphic method (figure 13).

Figure 13: Tanner charts on the current Hellenic RDF/SRF: average content of RDF/SRF physicalchemical parameters. With blue line is depicted the self sustainable combustion area blue
line, red line RDF, green line SRF.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In Greece about 85% of the generated MSW is disposed of in landfills or in open dumps
which are still open in some municipalities. Landfill Directive 1999/31/EC demands the
reduction of the biodegradable waste fraction which is sent to landfills, meaning that a
national strategy on waste management should be followed. By implementing the
aforementioned Directive, food waste will be diverted from the mixed waste stream,
increasing the LHV of the residual waste and as a result increasing its potential use as a
supplementary fuel in WtE plants or in existing industries such as cement industry etc.
Recycling of packaging materials has a negative impact on LHV, but this will be
compensated with the recovery of food waste and the recycling of the glass and metals. The
aforementioned compensation will then increase the LHV of the residual waste. On the other
hand, construction barriers of WtE plants exist in Greece; the main problem is due to political
conflicts and/or high bureaucracy. In addition, the RDF/SRF market is very sensitive and
flexible and its dependence from the low gate fees of the sanitary landfills creates barriers in
the development of WtE practices and plants.Concluding, the landfill Directive sets crucial
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restrictions regarding waste management for the next years. A national strategy should be
carried beginning from the implementation of regional planning (constructing of waste
management plants), combining recycling and food waste recovery implementing the
international WtE practices in order to structure an integrated waste management system.
ABBREVIATIONS
BMW
HHV
LCA
LHV
MBT

Biodegradable Municipal Waste
Higher Heating Value
Life Cycle Analysis
Lower Heating Value
Mechanical Biological Treatment

MRF
MSW
RDF
SRF
WtE

Material Recycling Facility
Municipal Solid Waste
Refuse Derived Fuel
Solid Recovered Fuel
Waste-to-Energy
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ABSTRACT
Four islands participate in an awareness campaign for energy savings in households: Rhodes
(Greece), Tenerife (Spain), Samso (Denmark) and Iceland. The main instruments for the campaign
are home energy checks, energy efficiency calculators on the Web, direct interaction with the
public, and cooperation with other islands. We have found energy savings of 1000 - 8000 kilowatthours per household, depending on the local climate, or 5-20% savings per household. Large
savings include improvements to the building envelope and the replacement of the heating unit, but
otherwise the savings result from changing behaviour. Web-enabled calculators help households to
save energy on transportation, and direct interaction and cooperation help to disseminate the
developed tools and results, particularly to other islands.
1

INTRODUCTION

When an energy advisor wishes to advise a household to save energy, a straightforward
approach is to visit the household, interview the occupants, and look for savings using a checklist.
This is similar to a home energy check used by other agencies [1]. Our problem, however, is the
checklist, since we cannot very well use one standard list of energy savings factors (in kilowatthours) in different climates, and we wish to provide information as local as possible in order to
make the results as relevant as possible to the households.
Figure 1 is a general picture of the energy flow in a building, and accordingly there are three
ways to save energy: (1) to use another fuel type (renewable energy), (2) to improve the efficiency
of the conversion unit (e.g. oil furnace), and (3) to decrease end-use. To this list, we can add a few
comments. First, changing fuel type relates mostly to heating. Second, improving efficiency relates
both to heating and electricity. Third, decreasing end-use relates to the behaviour of the occupants.
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In practice, however, it is more convenient to look for savings in the following three categories:
heating, hot water, and electric appliances. An additional fourth category, of large potential savings,
is domestic transportation (cars).
We focus on behaviour, as a means to reduce end-use. Nevertheless, we also include the
replacement of equipment and changes to the building. We include changes to the building,
although changes are expensive, because it is a common topic of discussion, and the potential
savings are large.
Our four islands are located in different European geographic areas. Therefore, we represent a
good sample of diverse climatic and geomorphologic conditions which allows further islands and
any other geographic area to extract the most suitable measures and schemes for adopting them in
their own context. Knowledge transfer takes place through workshops and pilot actions with
concrete action lines for raising awareness among the island households and supporting the islands’
energy self-sustainability.
In total, four workshops have been accomplished of which two have been organised in
Iceland. The first workshop, used as a pilot, took place in Grimsey, which is an Icelandic island
north of the main island. The methodology of conducting the workshop, the way households are
approached and involved, and the manner in which home energy checks are performed have been
tested there. Three pilot action plans have then been set up for Iceland, Rhodes and Tenerife and the
established action lines are currently implemented through the respective energy agencies.
A European awareness raising campaign approaches further islands. A workshop in Brussels
(16 – 17 April 2013) is the starting point, and at least four other islands are supported in replicating
our activities.
There are three general motivations for a household to save energy: (1) Saving energy saves
expenditures and taxes, (2) the household saves energy for the next generation, and (3) the
household acts locally in the global energy saving endeavour. The European Union aims to increase
energy efficiency by 20% by the year 2020, and furthermore the EU wishes to have a secure supply,
to be competitive, and to be sustainable. Home energy savings are thus congruent with the EU
policy, and that is an opportunity for energy agencies. There are at least 475 energy agencies in
Europe funded by public authorities, and most of them are co-financed by the EU1. The background
work for this article was performed by four such energy agencies.

Figure 1. Energy flow in a house.

2

APPROACH

We would like to uncover whether a household spends little or much energy. A norm would
be ideal as a reference, but there is no such consensus in the EU. The energy consumption depends,
among other things, on the heated floor space of the dwelling, whether it is an apartment or a house,
the number of occupants, the climate, and the behaviour of the occupants. Nevertheless, we reduce
everything to a table lookup for all islands, as follows:


1

Regarding electricity. The solution is relatively easy, because we assume electric
appliances consume more or less the same independently of the location. However,

www.managenergy.net/energyagencies.html
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there are large variations in electricity prices, and we wish to calculate both the energy
saved and the saved amount of money.
Regarding heating and hot water. The calculations are more complex. We designed a
standard house in a software package (RETScreen) [2], and the software calculates the
energy consumption relative to the climate. We moved the house, in software, to the
locations of interest. Figure 2 shows the energy consumption of the house, when it is
placed in the four islands. The figure shows that the standard consumption in Grimsey
is almost seven times higher than in Tenerife.

In each location we performed the same set of typical savings actions on the standard house.
For example, lowering the indoor temperature from 22° C to 21° C in a cold climate saves an
amount of kilowatt-hours on heating, depending on the number of heating degree-days on that
location. In contrast, raising the indoor temperature from 21° C to 22° C in a warm climate saves
another amount of kilowatt-hours on cooling.
The standard house is 138 m2 of living space, and the size was chosen to be medium-sized.
The visited houses, however, range from 80 m2 to 300 m2. Furthermore, the energy consumption
depends on local behaviour. To allow for this variation, we calculate the savings on heating in the
standard house as relative savings in terms of percentages. For example, given that advice number i
(i in 1, 2, …, 18) saves xi kilowatt-hours on heating, we calculate the savings factor as follows:
 


 


Here X is the household’s total heating consumption. We multiply the percentage factor fi
with the actual, observed heating demand in the visited house, and that is our estimated savings in
kilowatt-hours. In this way, we avoid the situation that the advices save more than the household
actually consumes. Furthermore, the EU goals are themselves given in percentages.
RETScreen is a software package for project assessment. We refer to RETScreen, because it
is the most easily available reference for us, and the product is international, comprehensive and
thoroughly documented. RETScreen can fetch climate data from satellites and weather stations. For
example, the data from Tenerife Sur airport is an approximation of the climate near the airport, and
the households find that more relevant than using average values for the whole island. The accuracy
of the approximation depends on the distance from the chosen weather station, and we place the
standard house in a location as close as possible to the households we visit.
Regarding transportation, we propose four different transport calculators to the households to
help them make more energy efficient decisions when buying or driving vehicles. The calculators
are easy to use, and they provide important information about energy savings in transport, which is
often the ‘forgotten’ energy sector in households. It is difficult to measure the actual savings,
however, since we will not know what vehicle the household decided to avoid based on the
information from the calculators.
Direct interaction and training is accomplished through different activities. With the objective
of multiplying the number of people benefiting from our activities, the possibility to become an
‘energy ambassador’ is offered, for example, in Tenerife. Interested citizens receive a small training
on how to collect the information needed to perform a home energy check by them selves. In
Rhodes, training is offered in schools, done in two levels: training to children, and seminars to
teachers.
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Figure 2. The total energy consumption of the standard house depends on the climate.
2.1

Home Energy Checks

We perform home energy checks by means of a portable computer and spreadsheet software
(Excel), rather than a Web-enabled solution. The household receives the result immediately in terms
of foreseen annual savings of kilowatt-hours and saved costs in euro or the local currency.
The checklist has 18 questions (Appendix). They fall in three categories according to what
can be measured.





Electricity. This is for lighting, cooking, and appliances. The advices concern
electrical equipment, but not electric heating of water nor electric space heating. These
advices are assumed independent of climate. The category includes the installation of
PV panels.
Heating / cooling. These advices concern energy conversion and energy end-use. The
category includes changing to renewable energy from heat pumps.
Hot water. The category is small, and it includes the installation of solar hot water
panels.

We ask the household for the actual energy consumption, and if they supply adequate data we
can judge whether the consumption is low, medium or high by comparing it with the standard house
(Table 1). Some consumption depends on the size of the home, some depends on the number of
occupants, and some depends on behaviour.
Table 1. Energy consumption of the standard house (138 m2) in four islands. The actual
consumption can be compared with these numbers, to estimate whether the household consumption
is low, medium or high.
Standard end-use energy (kWh)
Heating
Cooling
Hot water
Electric appliances
Total

2.2

Grimsey
26,300
0
3,680
3,500
33,500

Rhodes
3,890
7,100
2,850
3,500
17,300

Samso
16,700
0
3,400
3,500
23,600

Tenerife
0
0
2,750
3,500
6,250

Web-Enabled Calculators

Interactive dissemination of information can be useful, and we have developed simple web
based calculators in several languages2. A roof insulation calculator, based on the experience in
2

www.ieepromise.eu/en/energy-calculators
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Grimsey, finds the energy savings when extra roof insulation is added. Simple interactive cash flow
diagrams show the economic viability of energy efficiency or renewable energy investments. An
electricity price calculator explains and finds the price of electricity (Greece, Iceland). Finally there
are four different transport calculators that can help the users make more energy efficient decisions
when buying or driving vehicles.
Figure 3 shows a transport calculator that finds the price of a trip for various cars. The user
enters the starting point, the destination, and selects the type of car. The calculator returns the cost
as well as the CO2 emissions. The calculator contains a database of car types, and different cars can
be compared.

Figure 3. The web-calculator finds the cost of driving from Larnaka to Paphos, Cyprus. It
compares three car types.
2.3

Direct Interaction and Training

In addition to the home energy check, households that wish to do so, receive a small training
on how to collect the information needed to perform an energy check by them selves. This idea
comes from the Energy Agency of Tenerife (AIET) and arose from our intention of making the
most from the 35 energy checks that are performed. Therefore, AIET and the programme “Personas
mas Sostenibles” signed an agreement in which they agreed to contact associations interested in
energy savings, and AIET visits them, carries out an energy check in one of the houses, and trains
them on how to collect the information that later will be used to calculate the final foreseen energy
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savings. This will mean, that apart from the 35 energy checks performed by AIET, some more will
be performed, multiplying the results of our activities.
The training procedure includes the phases described in the following. Once the association
has been contacted — and it has chosen a representative that signs a commitment to perform at least
10 more energy checks among the members of the association — AIET fixes a date to go and carry
out the energy check. During the visit, the selected household, or a representative, receives a
document which both explains how to collect the information and gives space to fill in the requested
information. The basic information contained in this document will be completed with the
explanation given during the visit. During the training, AIET teaches what to look for and where to
find the possible savings.
Along with the document, the household or representative receives a package with gadgets
that will help to be more energy efficient.
When the home energy check has been completed, the household and AIET exchange email
addresses so that AIET can send back the results of the conducted home energy check, and in
addition, the household, now functioning as representative, can send to AIET the information on
energy savings that will be collected among the member households of the association.
The association also receives all the information related to the project including further tools
made available, such as the web-enabled calculators and the “Eco-Calc”, which is an APP for
smart-phones that is downloadable for anyone, who would like to do a self-check at home.
During the whole process, AIET is in close contact with the representative of the association
and the rest of the members, solving any questions that may arise and providing advice on anything
related to energy saving and efficiency.
In Rhodes, training to children is provided through interactive activities and games that are
developed in order to attract children’s attention on the topic of energy efficient behaviour. The
methodology of the approach includes the following games: (1) “the energy pathway”, where in
each step a question related to energy behaviour will be posed to children and only the correct
answer will allow them to advance; (2) the “energy auditor” where they try to identify spots in the
schools where energy can be saved; (3) the “energy efficient shopping”, where they become
customers for choosing electric appliances; and (4) the “journalist”, where they take the role of a
journalist who interviews stakeholders on energy issues. In addition, a small energy laboratory will
be created aiming to familiarise children with the impact of house insulation and the basic features
of wind turbines and solar panels.
Seminars to teachers enable them to become multipliers. The seminar presents the
methodology that addresses the children, as well as the first results, and then teachers are asked to
organise on their own similar seminars and to transfer the knowledge on energy efficient behaviour
to more children in their schools.
2.4

Cooperation with Other Islands

Cooperation with other islands is also sought to disseminate the work and increase its impact
at the European level. Through a European conference, the awareness campaigns implemented in
the four islands are disseminated to the public. Existing communication channels, such as the
Network of Sustainable Aegean Islands (DAFNI3) in Greece, the European Islands Network on
Energy and Environment (ISLENET4), and the network of islands that have signed the Pact of
Islands (ISLEPACT5), are used for accessing as many European islands as possible and invite them
to reproduce the results and activities.

3

www.dafni.net.gr/en/
www.islenet.net
5
www.islepact.eu/
4
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

On average, we have found potential energy savings between 1000 and 8200 kilowatt-hours
per year per household based on, so far, 129 home energy checks. The savings account is displayed
on a website6 in order to generate more awareness among the participating households.
Table 2 shows that Tenerife has the least energy savings, and Grimsey the most. This a
consequence of the different climates, and, evidently, Tenerife spends little energy on heating and
cooling. However, the relative savings, in percent of the actual consumption, can be high in
Tenerife.
Table 2. Summary of energy checks on four islands.
Energy
checks
Grimsey
Rhodes
Samso
Tenerife

26
18
75
10

Savings
kWh
210,000
39,000
350,000
10,000

Savings per
home
kWh/yr
8,200
2,200
4,700
1,000

Savings /
home
EUR/yr
370
330
590
120

After our visit to Grimsey, 24 houses insulated the loft. Insulation granules were sprayed into
the loft from a truck that was ferried to the island from the main island. Furthermore, 19 houses got
new, improved windows. Having heard about Grimsey, another municipality in Iceland showed
interest, and that municipality wishes to do the same, that is, to make the change from subsidies to
energy efficiency investments.
On Samso, a collaboration with a district heating company resulted in 13 home energy checks
in 2012. The energy savings, which are actual savings, result from the following actions: replacing
the oil furnace by district heating, service checks of the heating unit, insulating the loft and the floor
boards, as well as renewing doors and windows. There are also several renewals of refrigerators and
freezers to energy efficient devices.
The households were approached at the general assembly and by letter, and they were asked
to report any energy saving actions. The district heating company is obliged by the government to
save 1.5% every year. The company is owned by the consumers themselves, and thus it is in their
own interest to find energy savings; otherwise the company must pay a penalty to the government.
As a rough indicator for Samso, we find average savings of 1000 kWh per household related
to behaviour, but if we include improvements to the building envelope and the heating unit, we find
at least 4000 kWh per household. This corresponds to 5-20% savings.
In Rhodes energy checks were conducted so far in 18 houses with the presence of 44 citizens.
The measures agreed to be adopted by the households correspond to approximately 330  saved per
household, amounting to 5,934 /yr saved in total. A first rough estimation is that 430 kWh of
annual savings per household are related to behavior; if measures requiring an investment are
added, we find at least 2000 kWh annual savings per household.
In Tenerife the average savings are 1033 kwh per household. Even though the total energy
savings in kWh may not seem too much compared to the other partners, when calculating the
percentage saved per house, the results obtained are between 20% and 50% of the consumption.
These savings correspond to changes in habits and small investments such as changing to energy
saving bulbs. The households visited are willing to be more energy efficient, but they lack the
money to commit with bigger investments.

6

www.ieepromise.eu/en/
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4

CONCLUSION

We have found that local actions are generally popular among the households, and the
attendance was always good at our public meetings. It is, of course, more work intensive to visit
households rather than performing a campaign on radio, TV, or the Internet, but it works well
together with those kinds of actions. Performing home energy checks is the key to discovering those
energy saving advices that are relevant to the households, and it is the local relevance we wish to
emphasise in this work.
Naturally, an island in a mild climate, such as Tenerife, spends less energy on heating and
cooling, and, consequently, there are fewer savings in terms of kilowatt-hours. However,
transportation is a major potential energy saver, and our transport calculators fit well in that respect.
With a collection of tools, rather than using the same for all islands, we are better prepared to meet
local circumstances. Our tools are not limited to islands. They have a broad scope, and the approach
can be applied to other communities as well. It is just that it seems easier to start with islands, as in
a prototyping approach.
Collaboration with a third-party — such as a municipality, a district heating company, a
housing association, or a school — is recommended, because the collaboration gives access to data
and households. We have seen that whenever there is a mutual financial interest between the
household and the third-party, the energy agency can initialise energy saving actions by means of
tools and public meetings. Another driver, apart from finances, is the local objective to fulfil a
climate change agreement, such as a Sustainable Energy Action Plan.
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APPENDIX: SAVINGS ADVICES
1. Avoid standby mode (TV, decoder, charger, video, stereo, PC, play station)
2. Raise the temperature in the refrigerator (+5 C) or freezer (-18 C)
3. Lower the temperature in a washing device (dishwasher from 60 to 30 deg, washer
from 90 to 60 deg or from 60 to 30 deg)
4. Upgrade an old dishwasher / washing machine to class A
5. Upgrade an old tumble dryer to class A
6. Replace an old light bulb by a class A light bulb
7. Replace an old circulation pump by a class A pump
8. Install photovoltaic panels
9. Lower the indoor temperature during the night to save heating (raise it during the day
to save cooling)
10. Lower the indoor temperature always to save heating (raise the indoor temperature
always to save cooling)
11. Replace an old window by an energy window
12. Add extra wall insulation (75 mm or 3 inches)
13. Add extra loft insulation (150 mm or 6 inches)
14. Seal air leaks around doors and windows with weather strips
15. Improve heating unit: decrease thermostat on heating unit, decrease speed of
circulation pump, insulate boiler, pay for service checks, buy a new burner
16. Lower the temperature in the hot water tank
17. Save hot water (use flow regulators, shower 1 minute less)
18. Install a solar hot water heater
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ABSTRACT
In the immediate urge for zero energy buildings’ design, everyone is painstakingly engaged in
exploring new materials and technologies, which becomes in many ways a prevailing necessity,
resulting to a prevailing feature of the design. This completely justified new ‘obsession’ can and
does, quite often, take the attention away from our other needs for new ways of living in the built
environment.
Despite the fact that we always ‘fight’ with the weather conditions in order to create
‘comfortable’ living, the wisdom of tradition tends to teach us, as well, how to live together with the
weather. The paper will focus on the observations of how we can generate new ways of living that
respond to and incorporate the weather conditions. This approach may result to the increasing
understanding of the weather architecture, as Jonathan Hill intelligently put in his recent book,
where he sees weather as an architectural author.
Taking a case study in Kaimakli in Nicosia as a starting point, the identity of the project itself
will navigate us through the various issues that are interwoven together due to the sustainable
concerns and will generate new approaches in the way of living. As a refurbishment with an
extension of a traditional house, the project already engulfs all the traditional/ vernacular wisdom of
the bioclimatic architecture. It aims to capture not only its direct and quite obvious bioclimatic
features, but rather to evolve them by adjusting the whole house in a contemporary living
environment. In order to succeed this, evolutions of traditional architectural elements and spatial
conditions are integrated in a way that do not only respond to some certain weather conditions , but
they integrate and blend the weather within the built environment. A series of innovations which are
achieved through a maximum flexibility is proposed. The house can finally be transformed into a
winter enclosure, while for the most part of the year it turns into a ‘camping’ living environment.
Finally, the energy saving concerns may eventually result and should be reflected on the new
ways of living, delineating a new social identity of people, directly involved and interact with the
weather and climatic conditions.
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ENERGY
Energy concern redirects the Built Environment: The issue of the energy concern and
sustainability, resulting from the Global Energy and Economic crisis, is ‘ranked’ as the outmost
priority in almost all the spheres of the activities of our civilization. In this immediate urge for zero
energy buildings’ design, which is no doubt a worldwide ‘state of emergency’ having exhausted the
conventional energy resources, everyone is painstakingly engaged in exploring new materials
technologies and systems. Consequently, this absolute necessity in the sphere of the design process
and its implementation results to and is reflected as the prevailing feature of the design.
In other words we experience once more a redirection of the Architecture and Urban Design, this
time occurring due to suffocatingly urgent energy issues.
Energy parameter integrating instead of imposing on the Design: New town planning
regulations were implemented in order to regulate the energy issues of the built environment, and to
give an end the so called ‘sick’ buildings. Thus, sophisticated, technologically advanced solutions
were invented by the new ‘energy obsession’ in order to respond to these recently formed
requirements for self-sustainable buildings. This resulted to rely almost solely on the development
of new structural systems in order to provide on the one hand comfortable living environment and
on the other hand a low energy consuming buildings.
Though, in most of the cases the ‘energy solution parameter’ is evident as an additional element that
it overwhelmingly imposes on all the other parameters of the design. It also managed to take the
attention away from other essential design parameters, as the need for new ways of living in the
built environment. While alleviating the current energy crisis, in many or most of the occasions the
new built environment alienates its people from their original environment.
As the focussing on the energy is totally justified, it is expected that it is not only reflected on but it
becomes an indispensable part of the buildings and the general built environment. Or at least it
should be that way: undoubtedly as the number one parameter- ingredient in the design process that
is completely integrated with all the rest parameters.
Energy issue generating the Built Environment from its Birth: Is this though a new approach
that our contemporary ‘Times’ put it as front line urgency? Was not the concern of the energy issue
a fundamental priority of the vernacular and traditional architecture [4]?
A sequence of abrupt changes was constantly forging the identity of Architecture and Built
Environment in general through the Human history, been intensified in its recent part. In most cases
the ever growing needs were managed to be assimilated in the development of the traditional
architecture. The concern of the energy issues was though almost always a fundamental, generating
factor of the built environment since the origin of the civilization, well integrated with the needs of
each era. The awareness of the energy issue reappearing again as the major protagonist at the last,
current stage of this sequence of changes, seems that it failed to transfer the wisdom of the
traditional architecture,
In other words we may look somehow backwards to the wise merits of the tradition[3] and more
specifically the traditional architecture where the energy concern was the driving force of the
identity of the built environment. [2] In inclement weather conditions or in very difficult historic
moments, the way of building was cleverly and organically integrated with the way of living. It also
reflected the level and the development of the technology, the needs of each society, the cultural
values and the level of the economy of each society, all of them together with the energy concerns
assimilated to form the so called ‘traditional architecture.
The rapid developments of the 20th century brought us to the era of the 21st century that we very
often scarcely recognize the traces of the traditional wisdom. The densely built environment is
rather replete with alienated buildings and erratic urban conditions. We therefore have to (re)find
the way to integrate all the parameters of the Design Process by the wisdom that our so far heritage
endowed us.
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WEATHER [1]
Weather and Energy issue: Amongst a series of the parameters of the Energy Issue such as the
energy resources and the production of energy is the response to the weather conditions. What it
rather seems nowadays as a major concern is the fight against the weather conditions. The tradition,
as well as some new approaches understands the weather from a different point of view. Instead of
this fight, there is a wiser understanding of accrediting to the weather: the co-authorship
participation.
Weather as an architecture author: ‘Considering weather as an architectural author that affects
design, construction and use’ is one of the major focusses of the new book of Jonathan Hill
‘Weather Architecture’. As the author ventured in understanding a history of architecture as a
history of weather, he dealt with the investigation of authorship by recognizing the creativity of the
weather.
Weather understanding in combating globalization: As stated above the preoccupation with the
development of the technological aspect of architecture somehow directed and imposed itself on the
contemporary scene of the architectural world. This leads to the enhancement of the globalization of
architecture as it occurred in other critical stages of the development of architecture with all the
negative impact that followed. Jonathan Hill points out the catalytic role of weather in this aspect as
he concludes that the weather locates architecture in a specific place combating globalization.
Weather as a nature- culture relation: He adds that the dialogue between architecture and
weather is a means to reconsider nature-culture relations.
He further suggests that the specific users, the identity of the architect and the specific weather are
the architectural co-authors that affect design, construction and use. Jonathan Hill sees architecture
not just a mirror to the weather, but that can also be like the weather in all its subtle variation, both
in its ways it is perceived and in its formal, spatial and material conditions.
Changing weather- Changing perception: He further recognizes not only the authorship of the
weather but its quality as an agent. The result is a complex interweaving of authorship and agency,
therefore he suggests that architecture and weather are connected rather than opposed and the
creation of architecture is shared and temporal. The changing weather became synonymous with
changing perception and considered to be as exceptional as the imagination. Hill suggests that the
weather is a means to appreciate the special and varied qualities of a time, a place and a person.
Weather changes reflected on body and buildings’ adaptations as a nature- culture realtion:
As the human beings are adaptable organisms, they invented ways to live accordingly the climatic
conditions. They utilize various and different layers of clothes and series of other materials to
facilitate their everyday life to be comfortable and survivable under various and ever changing,
occasionally inclement conditions. As the climate keeps changing as a result of the nature- culture
relationship, with influences and alternates each other, the humans need to keep adapting to the ever
changing conditions. Therefore we expect this natural human wisdom for adaptation to be applied
not only directly around his body but to its surrounding: his second body, the immediate build
environment that hosts his corporeal and sensory activities.
CASE STUDY [5] , [6]
New way of living in a traditional house: The case study that is elaborated in the paper attempts to
create a strong link of the traditional wisdom of the cultural heritage with the contemporary
urgencies of sustainability. The case study is definitely not a stage of the arts technological
discovery which may imply a forbidding cost – as it is usually the case in most of the attempts. It is
rather a straight to the point link with the traditional architecture since it is the evolution of an
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‘injured’ traditional house. It willl also demonstrate the evolution of the tradditional merits into the
contemporary living, focussing on
o the adaptability due to the weather conditioons, resulting to a new
way of living!
It aims to capture not only its direct
d
and quite obvious bioclimatic featuress, but rather to evolve
them by adjusting the whole houuse in a contemporary living environment. Inn order to succeed this,
evolutions of traditional architecttural elements and spatial conditions are integgrated in a way that do
not only respond to some certaain weather conditions, but they integrate and
a blend the weather
within the built environment. A series of innovations which are achievedd through a maximum
flexibility is proposed. The house can finally be transformed into a winter ennclosure, while for the
most part of the year it turns into a ‘camping’ living environment.
Finally, the energy saving concerrns may eventually result and should be refleected on the new ways
of living, delineating a new sociaal identity of people, directly involved and intteract with the weather
and climatic conditions.
Back to the roots- starting from
m the courtyard: An essential extension of a ‘truncated’ traditional
house regenerates the amputated original ‘milieu’ as an attempt to recuperate a traditional courtyard
house. The study refers to onee half of a traditional house in Kaimakli,, the result of dowry
arrangements concerning the fam
mily property, which practically cut the house into two parts. The
space that had suffered most, annd which used to hold the spatial relationshipps of the house tightly
together, acting in every way as the core of the original house, was the courtyyard. What was left of
it failed to maintain its inherent role as the main compositional architectural element of the house,
the carrier of the wise merits of thhe heritage.
t
of the house
System of courtyards: This ‘traauma’ in the original traditional courtyard typology
inspired the challenge for a radiical approach: Not just to ‘fix the wounds but
b to ‘recuperate’ the
traditional house and ‘convert’ it into a contemporary living unit through a new typology of a
system of courtyards.
This system justifies its title throough the qualities given to the courtyards thhemselves and to their
practical interaction with the surrrounding spaces that define them. As a first sttep, the remnant of the
original courtyard was transformed into two smaller courtyards that facilitate the organisation of all
the spaces and the circulation of the
t house.

Figure 1: transfformational qualities of the new courtyard sysstem
c
could by itself have been an addequate intervention to
Transformations: This spatial composition
this specific house if one had takken a more practical and straightforward apprroach in order to adjust
the found situation into a conteemporary living condition. Instead, a furtheer step was taken that
addressed the new courtyards in a more holistic way, in an attempt to respoond to a series of new,
real needs in contemporary livingg. The new courtyards act together as a systeem that, in conjunction
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with the rest of the house, is able to transform itself into an unexpected varietyy of spatial conditions,
ultimately unifying the whole houuse into one multi-layered courtyard.

New technology of the courtyarrds: While the original courtyards are definedd by masonry of plinth
walls with doors, the elements of
o the evolved courtyards that are adopted here, aim to add a new
quality to the courtyards: a strongg ability for transformation and adaptability. All the surfaces of the
extensions are made of light matterials, either glazed panes or wood panels that
t
open or slide and,
finally, almost disappear. (fig.1) The light material of the panels reflects the fluidity of the spaces,
before they vanish from the sceene. While these architectural elements that define the courtyards
disappear, the participation of thee vegetation as part of this courtyard system is disclosed, gradually
taking on the main role of the further,
f
discreet levels of privacy. The vegetation is even used as
material for balustrades or a sw
wivelling shading device (fig.5) and becomees a vital architectural
material in the system of the courrtyard, while retaining its smell, texture, colouurs and life.
Both technology and materialityy that are adapted in this house reflect a doown to earth low tech
advance with the relevant feasibillity and response to the original aim.
a
(fig.2)
Bioclimatic primary aims and achievements:

Figure 2: Sun orientation and
a cross ventilation as the primary bioclimatic achievements
South orientation: To provide a south orientation for all the spaces is one of
o the fundamental and
the very first actions to be takenn in order to provide a well ‘grounded’ biocclimatic behavior of a
building. The existing house annd its major activities, including the courttyard, were originally
oriented to the north. A radical reverse
r
of this condition was achieved throughh the extensions of the
renovation of the house. The evvolution of the courtyard in two smaller onnes contributed to the
redirection of the orientation to the south. Slanted roofs, double height spacces, low corridors and
skylights were implemented in order to achieve the maximum south orientation. The resulting
relationships and the generated secondary spaces inevitably affected the design in a positive and
creative way.
Shading: As facing south may be
b a blessing during winter with the relievinng benefits for energy
and heating gains, the summer reelentless weather of Cyprus requires drastic measures
m
against direct
sunrays exposure. Layers of shadding were applied in order to control the needded level of protection
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for each season and time of thhe day. Apart from the traditional wooden louvers on the street
elevation, the actual vegetation was
w used as a shading device. It not only prootects the spaces from
the direct sun but it filters it in the most pleasant way. Vegetation’s participatiion is enhanced further
more by using it as layers of privacy for the spaces, as a balustrade mechaanism, a cooling effect
system by sprinkling the leavees and an atmospheric envelop of the spaaces,. It is eventually
integrated in a swiveling structuure that manages to alter interior and exterrior spatial conditions
almost as an inventive theater staage device. It conquers entire internal elevattions while can be slid
away to reveal other layers of prootections as glazed panels, curtains and swiveeling stairs.
a the movable masses of vegetation alter thhe quality of light and
Light conditions: The density and
consequently the atmospheres. Fuurthermore, since the interior and exterior sppaces are intermingled,
the atmospheric light conditions alter not only the internal environment but he
h outdoor recreational
areas. These conditions are maggically reversed during night with the artificcial or even the moon
light.
Draft: The amplification of the draft
d
through the ‘enforced’ routes that are created
c
in the semi and
completely open stages of the hoouse is filtered and cooled through the varioous shaded spaces and
vegetation. The density and the direction of the draft are controllable by thee movable elements of
the courtyard, enabling the userrs to create the desired ‘airy’ ambience andd atmosphere of their
physical oasis, while they manage to offer a blessing’ cross ventilation to all thhe spaces.
Bioclimatic consequent achieveements: Social issues (fig.3)

Figure 3: Levels of priivacy are constantly questioned in the new way of living
Blurring zones: The original courtyard
c
house had distinct physical bordeers of the indoor and
outdoor spaces with the in betw
ween condition of the outdoor covered spacce, the so called ‘sun
room’. Through this adopted courtyard system, the mechanism of ‘m
movable’ surfaces that
substitute the walls, doors andd separation elements constantly transform
ms the internal and,
consequently, the external spacces, mingles or merges the public and priivate areas, alters the
movements and pauses, interchannges openness with closeness, until finally it completely ‘opens up’
and becomes itself the ‘multi-layeered’ courtyard. Even at this ultimate stage, the
t juxtaposition of the
simultaneously present dualities interweaves the resulting spatial conditions, creating an abundance
of experiential environments for its
i users.
Furthermore, the courtyard system
m has tried to grapple with the levels of privaacy in many ways. The
continuous transformation responnds to the family’s ever-changing needs andd therefore generates a
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big number of diverse spatial connditions: the entire house may be turned into an
a urban camping type
of residence, or it can ensure thhe privacy of family members by creating a sequence of closed,
independent spaces, or any posssible combination of the two. The mixturee of diverse activities
simultaneously taking place, as well as the accommodation of completely disparate uses of the
spaces, and their occasional trannsformation into a public space, in a way reflects the incessant
fluidity of contemporary living inn Cyprus. (fig.4)

Figure 4: inccessant fluidity of the courtyard system
Integrating the site’s history- Green Line and breaking the borders: Once the house was
completed, it became evident thhat notions of malleability and interpenetrattion of two and more
entities prevailed in the approachh to this house. The fact that the house is just a stone’s throw from
the Green Line that divides the island
i
into two parts may well have subconssciously contributed to
the idea and the desire to deal with
w issues of permeability in conditions that are generally deemed
rigid and impenetrable.
Unexpected and playful: (fig.55) The combination or overlapping of actiivities creates various
unexpected relationships that caan be enhanced by the rearrangement of thhe mobile constituent
elements of the courtyards. The static and otherwise traditional centralised courtyard
c
system may
indeed fall into an inanimate sttate if it lacks the right proportions or ingredients. In this case,
however, it succeeds in being traansformed into a playful environment with unanticipated
u
surprises
that keep creativity alive and thee mind free. These flux quality spaces endlesssly open up the desire
for exploration and curiosity thaat, like a living entity, keep company to any
a user of the house.
Finally the need to respond the ever
e
changings social needs and weather conditions may be treated
in a very creative way with offeriing a new, vast number of possibilities.

Figure 5: the notiion of time participates unexpectedly and plaayfully
Materiality and time: The activve participation of the vegetation succeeds in
i reviving the junglelike ambience of the house on thee first visit, when it had been abandoned to the
t mercy of time. In a
way, it manages to combine and interweave past and present, keeping our sennses alert to the matter
o
one brings the
of time. The relatively small sizze of the new courtyards in relation to the original
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human body into an intimate relationship with the vegetation. Interacting, simply by being present,
moving and generally living in the space, and experiencing the richness of light and air, triggers all
the human senses and plays games with the notion of time. The tactility of the materials do not
superimpose on the space, rather they are blend with the materials of the existing structure assisting
in the evocation of the memory of the space.
The courtyard house as an oasis: Although the qualities of contemporary life may have been to a
large extent successfully transferred in this house typology, the feeling of an oasis that protects the
users from the so-deemed ‘negative’ parameters of a modern town, like those of noise and the
uncontrolled affluence of images, prevails. The user can orchestrate the desired environment by
rearranging the conditions him/herself.

CONCLUSIONS
Weather as the author/ generator of new living/ forger of the identity: Finally the need to
respond the ever changings social needs and weather conditions may be treated in a very creative
way with offering a new, vast number of possibilities. In unison with the built environment, the
mutual interweaving of the mutating conditions of the nature and culture attain a new inventive
momentum that triggers new innovative approach in architecture. This approach it does not only try
to meet the needs of a new way of living, but it further redirects it to unexpected and more pertinent
solutions to the ever changing needs. Finally it manages to bring back and enhance/ evolve the
almost lost of identity of the precise site and the specific society. Thus it redirects again the
attention and the focus to the human, corporeal and sensory entity, which re-establishes its
constantly mutating relationship with the weather.
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ABSTRACT
Access to energy and in particular electricity is viewed as a fundamental right of every
household. The accessible source of electricity gets distributed to different electrical loads within
the household without people being aware of the individual consumption per load, due to the fact
that the overall cost is reported as a single number in the electricity bill.
In this study we investigated the awareness and knowledge of household consumers with
regard to issues associated with electricity consumption and cost.
As a first stage, a sample of 300 households all around Cyprus was randomly selected in
January 2010. The occupants were asked to provide relevant information about their household as
well as answer some survey questions associated with knowledge of electricity consumption. The
survey demonstrated clearly that most people are not aware of electricity consumption and cost,
indicating a potential for reducing unnecessary consumption.
The second stage was the installation of 50 smart monitors, one per household, with a small
display indicating the cost of electricity consumed per hour. The monitor enabled the occupants of
the household to identify the cost for appliances, lighting and so forth, by observing the change in
the displayed cost when the load was switched on. The device became an effective educational tool
that motivated the users to be more alert in switching off unnecessary loads.
The third stage consists of monitoring the consumption of each of the 50 households over a 2
year period 1 year prior to the use of the monitoring device and 1 after. The results so far
demonstrate clearly that the information provided by the device led to changes in the use of
electrical loads that resulted in an average of 25% savings ranging from a minimum of 10% to a
maximum of just over 40%. The study of the 50 households helped to identify some common areas
of savings which were verbally communicated to the remaining 250 households participating in the
project but did not have access to a monitoring device. In those cases the average savings were
about 10%. The study clearly demonstrates that saving electrical energy has a lot to do with
education and awareness regarding costs of different electrical loads. The use of a smart device that
allows people to observe cost changes for different loads seems to be much more effective than
booklets and verbal suggestions regarding energy savings.
In a future study, the analysis of a statistical model on the profile of the average Cypriot
household will be attempted. Features like education, financial status, age and other important
factors will be tested against different ways of informing and educating people in changing their
habits on electricity consumption.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Energy efficiency and conservation have numerous benefits for both the environment and
human health. These include reductions in air, water and soil pollution, acid rain and global
warming, oil spills and water pollution, loss of wilderness areas and biodiversity, construction of
new power plants, foreign energy dependence and the risk of international conflict over energy
supplies. Furthermore it can reduce the demand for nuclear power (and disposal of high level
radioactive waste), as well as for fossil fuels such as coal, oil, natural gas and propane. It is believed
the use of fossil fuels as our main source of energy is causing the planet to warm rapidly as a result
of a growing concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere [1].
Saving electricity may look like a difficult task due to the nature of electricity, which remains
invisible right from its discovery and perhaps due to consumers’ attitude and behaviour. Yet it can
become a very easy issue if the consumer gains basic knowledge on what electricity is, how it is
consumed and, more importantly how energy is wasted. This will drive consumers to pay more
attention to unnecessary use of electricity and most probably change their everyday behaviour [2].
Furthermore the implementation of incentives, to motivate consumers, in the form of a necessity
relating to social and economic benefits may also have a positive effect. There has been evidence
that a combination of feedback with education and incentives interest motivate consumers to reduce
electricity use [3].
In Cyprus on July 11, 2011, 13 people lost their life when a depot at the main naval base on
the island exploded, sending shock waves across the surrounding area. The nearby power station at
Vassiliko, the largest on the island was struck by the blast, knocking out local power supplies
disabling, as a result, considerably the generating capability of the Electricity Authority of Cyprus
(EAC) from a 1350 MW production to almost half of it. However, even after this catastrophe EAC
managed to meet the demand by its consumers for several weeks. Today the production capability
of EAC has been restored to 950 MW [4]. Taking into account that during that difficult period,
domestic consumers managed to meet their energy needs with no major problems, someone can
easily conclude that there is an over consumption of electricity in Cyprus, with households using
much more electricity than they actually need. This observation is further verified by the cultural
behaviour of the Cypriots who are generally characterised by over-consumption habits in many
aspects of their way of living.
In Cyprus, electricity is mainly produced by burning crude oil, exclusively imported from
overseas. Statistics indicated that EAC spent around  440 million for fuel needed in 2010 to meet
the needs of consumers (5 205 000 000 KWh) with significant upward trend year after year.
Information indicated that compared to 2009 there was an increase of 30%. Regarding the cost of
allowances (penalties) for greenhouse gas emissions increased by 24.4% and reached  6 436 000
[5].
For a potentially successful result in energy saving a firm decision to take actions is necessary
to begin with, followed by the application and implementation of specific actions. It is true that
there are many ideas and ways on how to save energy, which are available and easily accessible
nowadays. For example, the use of best available technology with best practice behaviour has been
estimated to reduce consumption by 1300 KWh/year per European households [6]. This however
does not make this effort as easy as it sounds unless certain requirements are met. Prior to the
implementation of such actions one should succeed in raising the issue of awareness as being very
essential to consider. This can be achieved through proper education and knowledge on basic
features of electricity, combined with a full understanding of other compelling factors of great
importance, especially environmental attitudes and beliefs as well as financial considerations [7].
Moreover, the necessity to understand the meaning of each term as well as the importance and
weight of each factor affecting the whole system remains still important.
Much work has been done on the specific field, with a considerable number of scientific
papers written on methods and factors that are significant on energy conservation. Specific
engineering methods are used, such as feedback, which is considered important in order to make
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advancements on the particular aspect [8]. The problem is so major that even other sciences
unrelated to engineering - psychology and art amongst them - are called in to assist on the solution
of the specific problem of conserving energy [9]. Extensive studies and abundance of research is
being done globally to determine factors and methods in raising consumers’ awareness in domestic
installations. Two such typical examples are given below:
(i) In a case study [10], a family game was designed to explore its effectiveness and fun
approach for raising the awareness of family members towards their energy use and, in the long run,
to provide an effective tool for affecting their habits regarding sustainable behaviour.
(ii) Real-time information feedback delivered via technology, reported to produce up to 20%
declines in residential energy consumption is supported in [11], where a monitoring device that
recorded electricity consumption (The Energy Detective, TED) was used as feedback technology in
conjunction with the Google Power-Meter web application that graphically displayed consumption
information in real time.
In these two studies results were indeed encouraging. Someone though must also take into
account factors such as cultural and other special characteristics that vary from country to country.
For example, in a field experimental approach to study the effects of cost-related feedback on
consumer knowledge and consumption behaviour, it was found that Canadians appeared more
readily to respond to conservation programs and related products than did their American counter
backs [12].
Practically, energy conservation never ends unless a building has become a “zero energy
building” [13], so there must be continuous efforts on a scientific level to achieve the upmost in the
specific field. Having this in mind, the main objective of this study is to combine existing
knowledge on the issue and produce an algorithm, easily understandable and capable in raising
awareness and driving people to do their best in energy conservation. For this objective an attempt
is made to assess the current status, regarding electricity usage and the Cypriot consumers’ level of
knowledge on the specific issue. An encouraging factor, established by this study is the fact that a
significant proportion (72%) of the respondents, feel that there is a capability in saving electricity at
their dwellings.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we present the methodology followed. In
section 3 an attempt is made to analyse the data collected and the findings of this study.
2

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
Our methodology consists of three stages, as follows:

2.1

STAGE 1: Establishment of basic characteristics

The first stage of the present study consists of a questionnaire prepared to assess the current
situation as far as the electricity needs of the typical Cypriot household are concerned and to
establish the level of awareness in relation to electricity consumption of the average consumer. To
this end a survey was conducted at the beginning of 2010 through personal contact in a sample of
300 households selected randomly and geographically distributed all over Cyprus. The consumer
was asked to provide relevant information about their household as well as answer questions
associated with their believed knowledge on what considerably affects electricity Consumption.
More specifically the information gathered was separated into two parts. The first part was related
to data concerning the occupants of the household, the type and main characteristics of the premises
as a building and the installed electrical loads and appliances. The second part was designed to
obtain information through a number of questions directly related to the awareness and knowledge
of users on basic aspects and issues on the consumption of electrical energy, that are considered as
very crucial.
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2.2

STAGE 2: Installation of monitoring system

Fifty out of the 300 participant households in the questionnaire of the survey were randomly
selected to participate in stage 2 of this research. This stage involved the installation of a monitoring
system in the specific household.
Live conductor of supply cable
Transmitter

Receiver
(Wireless Monitor)

Current sensor

Figure 1: Setup of monitoring system
The monitoring system, shown in Figure 1, consists of a current sensor, a transmitter and a
receiver. The installation of the system is very simple. The sensor is clipped directly to the wire of
the live conductor of the supply cable and then connected to the transmitter. The wireless receiver,
in actual fact a monitor with a display, is positioned within the house as to provide easy access to
the consumer – observer. Its position must be prominent so as to provide easy access to the resulting
data. In this manner the monitoring device can become an effective educational tool motivating
users to be more alert in switching off unnecessary loads. Fifty monitoring systems were installed,
in a random pattern as explained earlier, to continuously monitor consumption in the dwelling. The
system installed, through the LCD screen of the wireless portable monitor, allowed the occupants to
watch continuously, on a real time basis, the actual electricity consumption, its cost and the
corresponding amount of carbon dioxide emitted in the atmosphere. The monitor provided in a very
simple way the electricity consumption (and its cost) of the individual electrical loads and
appliances. Adopting this procedure the house occupants were able to get to know the amount of
money that could be saved by turning off a light, switching a TV off instead of leaving it at standby,
or boiling less water in a kettle. Additionally the monitor provided information enabling the
occupants to see how energy cost accumulates over a period of time of their choice (be that hourly,
daily, weekly or monthly, quarterly, yearly). The information clearly shows how electricity is used
over a cycle of time such as a 24 hour period and how changing one’s lifestyle changes that cost.
2.3

STAGE 3: Analysis and comparison of actual consumption

The third stage of the study concerned only households, at which a monitoring system was
installed. For these dwellings, all necessary arrangements were made to gain access to the actual
consumption of the particular households prior and after the installation of the smart electricity
monitor. Specifically the data collected directly from EAC, through the written permission of the
specific consumers, covered a period of two years of consumption, one year before the installation
of the monitoring system and one after. These data were used to analyse each case separately and
make a comparison of the consumption of the two different periods: (i) one year prior to - and (ii)
one year after the installation of the monitoring system.
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3

RESULTS AND FINDINGS

3.1

STAGE 1: Establishment of basic characteristics

The analysis of the data collected from the questionnaires answered by the occupants of 300
randomly selected dwellings provided information that evidently leads to an important observation,
that domestic consumers use much more electrical energy than they truly need.
It was important for this research to establish initially the basic characteristics of the typical
Cypriot household. Information as to the number of occupants, facilities available and electrical
appliances and loads installed were considered essential so as to lead properly the study to safe
conclusions. The demographic characteristics along with the house features of the typical household
are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Basic Characteristics of a typical household
Description
Members of Family
Age of Family Members
Male Members of Family
Age of Male Members
Female Members of Family
Age of Female Members
Housemaids
Floors
Bedrooms
Toilets and bathrooms
Swimming pool
Garden

Average
Value
4.06
32.20
2.08
33.08
1.98
31.27
0.19
1.50
3.36
2.69
0.10
0.81

Beyond the static details for the building itself with respect to number of bedrooms and
bathrooms, it was established that 19% of the households have a permanent housemaid and 10%
have a swimming pool, two factors that prove to be very important as far as electricity consumption
is concerned. The typical Cypriot house has 3 to 4 bedrooms, 2 to 3 toilets and bathrooms, with 4 to
5 people living in it, including housemaid and almost equal numbers of male and female. The
average age of family members is 32.20 years.
Table 2 covers the issue of installed electrical loads in the typical house. The picture given by
these data is that in each house there are about 56 light bulbs installed with 80% of these being the
traditional type of incandescent lamps. There is a personal computer and more than one television
for every two persons. Almost everyone has access to internet. All houses seem to have a washing
machine but only half of them use a dryer. Dish washers are at a high rate of 70%. There is almost
an air-conditioner in each room. As far as cooking is concerned it seems that the vast majority is
preparing food using electricity since around 80% have an electric cooker and a microwave and
93% an electric oven. For refrigeration facilities there are 1.5 fridges in each household with
combined compartment for freezing, while 50% of the households have an additional freezer.
Around 80% of the dwellings in the study have a garden; half of them have an electric water pump
installed for watering purposes. Almost 85% of houses have an electric heater, rarely used though
as household owners stated that hot water facilities are almost fully met by solar water heating
systems. It seems that 41% of households use a pressurised water system, with 59% using the
simple gravity system (with zero electricity consumption).
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Table 2: Electrical loads and appliances installed in a typical household
No.

Description of Electrical Loads

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Tungsten light bulbs installed in interior areas
Compact fluorescent light bulbs installed in interior areas
Tungsten light bulbs installed in exterior areas
Compact fluorescent light bulbs installed in exterior areas
Personal computers
Televisions
Burglar alarm
Fire alarm
Internet
Water heater
Dish washer
Clothe dryer
Washing machine
Microwave
Electric oven
Electric cooker
Freezer
Fridge
Water pressurised system
Water pump
Air-conditioning units

Average
[Pieces]
32.56
8.06
10.83
3.73
2.07
2.79
0.04
0.03
0.89
0.84
0.72
0.48
1,02
0.79
0.93
0.83
0.55
1.52
0.41
0.44
3.63

As far as electricity consumption is concerned, the average monthly consumption during the
four seasons in a year based on a three-year period (2009–11) average of the actual consumption of
the selected dwellings is shown in Table 3. The overall monthly average is also shown. It can
clearly be seen that summer is at a much higher level and may be considered as the “high season” in
Cyprus in terms of domestic electricity. The other three seasons are at lower levels, similar to a
certain extend and thus could be characterised as “low season”.
Table 3: Average values of monthly electricity consumption in year seasons
Year
Season
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer
Average

Monthly
Consumption
(KWh)
478.840
577.785
500.905
779.260
584.220

The actual consumptions of the participating houses are distributed in the histogram shown in
Figure 2. The picture that emerges out of this characteristic slope is that around 35% of the
consumers exceed the average consumption and 43% exceed the limit of 1000 KWh bimonthly,
which is the average of the bimonthly consumption of the households, a year after the installation,
at which a monitoring device was used. The average prior to installation was over 1300 KWh
bimonthly for these specific cases.
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Figure 2: Frequency Distribution of bimonthly electricity consumption
Two factors that seem to affect adversely the total consumption of households are (i) the
presence of a swimming pool, and (ii) the employment of a housemaid. Preliminary results in figure
3 show the negative effect of the two factors, alone or combined, with respect to energy
consumption. In the case where a permanent housemaid is employed the consumption increases by
a third, while in the case where a swimming pool is also present the electricity consumption doubles
up. Further statistical analysis is to be done that will study this behaviour in relation to other factors
(e.g. house size, number of tenants, and so forth) as well.


 



             




  

  



   












    

Figure 3: Consumption in a house with or without housemaid and swimming pool
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The most worrying issue that comes out of this research and that may be responsible for
considerable contribution to over-consumption is the ignorance of consumers on key issues and
terms that are directly related to consumption of electricity. The second part of the questionnaire,
which was designed to check this awareness, indicated a rather negative picture as far as the
average consumer awareness. The “knowledge on basics” based on the answers given by
respondents is shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Knowledge of consumers on basic concepts
No.

1

Do you know how electricity is generated in Cyprus?

Answers
given by
respondents
(%)
Yes
No
65.95 34.05

2

Do you know if electricity causes pollution to the environment?

73.28

26.72

3

Do you know how the Authority charges electricity consumption?

30.60

69.40

4

Do you know the term Tariff in relation to the consumption of electricity?

38.79

61.21

5

Do you know the meaning of the term KWh?

57.76

42.24

6

Do you know how much a unit of electrical energy costs?

14.22

85.78

7

Do you pay your electricity bill cash?

47.84

52.16

8

Do you pay your electricity bill through direct debit?

52.16

47.84

9

Do you find electricity expensive?

66.38

33.62

10

Do you believe that you can reduce electricity consumption?

71.55

28.45

Question

A major percentage of consumers, around 70%, completely ignore the expenditure on
electricity bills, with an even worse picture for those consumers who pay electricity bills through a
bank direct debit. Only a very limited number of consumers have the impression that they really
know the way EAC charges the final amount for their electricity bill. This fact is further reinforced
by the findings of the responses of consumers on key terms and concepts related to electrical energy
as a product. Normally consumers are expected to know at least the unit of measurement and the
cost price for a product. In this case, although 57% of the participants know the term kilowatt-hour,
only 14% know its cost. It is generally observed that awareness and basic knowledge on electricity
consumption are rated at low levels amongst consumers. This deficit leads the consumer to
misconceive important factors with regard to the usage of electrical energy and as a result overconsumption is caused unnecessarily and non-purposely. It is therefore assumed that is very likely
that ignorance on basic issues and terms is responsible for the excessive use of electricity. The vast
majority of respondents, over 70%, believe that it is possible to reduce consumption, yet when it
comes on ways how this can be achieved they find it difficult to propose effective ways beyond the
fact that they should switch off lights and replace ordinary tungsten light bulbs with other more
energy efficient types. Regarding the structure of the EAC bill, consumers are really confused on
how the electricity bill ends up in the specific total. This must be partly due to the complexity of the
calculation of the final unit price of a KWh, which is based on various parameters. There is no
doubt that consumers consider electrical energy as being one of the most expensive products. They
are very aware of the fact that Cyprus is perhaps the dearest country in Europe as far as electricity is
concerned. Besides, this is clearly stated in statistical reports issued by EUROSTAT [14].
A problem though that arises out of this issue is the fact that even under these circumstances
consumers do not consider the reduction of energy as an alternative. Instead they continue to overconsume and choose to pay their bills in monthly instalments, a method promoted recently by EAC.
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It is believed that there is an immediate need, to at least enlighten the consumer and educate
them on basic concepts and terms that are directly related to electricity consumption.
Simultaneously there is an imperative need for a review of the billing policies of EAC, which must
also account for a more environmentally friendly philosophy and approach.
Regarding environmental aspects, the vast majority of the consumers have full or partial
knowledge of the ecological impacts as a result of the production of electricity from crude oil.
However, it seems that the vast majority of consumers consider electricity consumption as a human
right, overlooking their share of moral obligation towards the protection and preservation of the
environment.
To study further the awareness of consumers, as to the relation of electrical loads and energy
demand, consumers were also asked, to make a list of the 3 most energy-demanding appliances and
spaces in their household during summer and winter separately. It seems that consumers have
reasonably a good sense as far as electrical demand is concerned. They overwhelmingly showed
that they understand the great need in demand by air-conditioners during the summer period. This is
the case, since in this particular period consumption increases considerably because of the wide use
of air conditioners owing to the dramatic increase in ambient temperature in the island. Rightly
heating was placed on the top of the list in winter season. In a similar approach the fact that many
consumers rank refrigerator as one of the most energy-demanding appliances in summer is correct
to a certain extent, as someone would expect the particular appliances to work heavily to meet the
large temperature difference in summer-time.
The rating however at low levels in their list for lighting, washing machine and other useful
loads as far as consumption is concerned, causes some questions as to whether consumers have a
clear picture on the aspect of the most energy demanding electrical loads and appliances. For
winter, consumers have the impression that the washing machine is one of the most energydemanding appliances and ignore the dryer or the water heater, loads which are both known by
engineers as the most energy-demanding appliances, responsible for a big share in consumption,
especially when not properly used. Another important observation that emerges out is the ignorance
shown by consumers on the fact that although some appliances or electrical loads are of low
wattage, their long usage proves them to be very consuming. Television and lighting for example
are low at the preferences of consumers and yet they have a large share on consumption since their
use is sustainable and continuous. In particular for lighting, it is very wrong to ignore its
considerable share since it is an outcome of the overwhelming (80%) use of traditional incandescent
bulbs, which consume energy 5 times and perhaps more than new efficient types of lamps.
The analysis of these observations leads someone to suggest that generally consumers need to
be educated as to understand the actual contribution of the various appliances and electrical loads to
the overall consumption of a household and understand that usage time is equally – if not more –
important than wattage size.
3.2

STAGE 2: Installation of monitoring system

The ignorance of consumers on aspects of electricity consumption was confirmed from the
observations made during the second stage of this research. In this stage the monitoring system was
installed in a smaller number, 50 in all, of households that took part in this experiment. The general
principle of operation of the monitoring system was explained and instructions were given to the
tenants as to its proper use. The system is simple to understand and its use requires no special skills
or knowledge. The only action needed by the user was to watch closely the difference in “money
spent” shown on the screen of the monitor when a number of appliances were switched on or off.
This action offered the opportunity to consumers to become very aware on the hourly cost of
consumption of each one of the appliances or electrical loads in their dwelling. The monitoring
system was left in the particular houses for a very long period (over six months in all cases) in order
to cultivate the consciousness of consumers and to give them to understand every single load in
their installation.
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The effect of the feedback provided by system on the occupants of each dwelling was
monitored trough actual visits or telephone communication contact. Trough this manner it was
established that consumers did gain important knowledge on electrical loads as far as consumption
is concerned. They were in a position to identify the share in cost, of each individual appliance and
by extend its contribution on the overall consumption in the household. This affected the consumers
to be more cautious when using specific appliances and avoiding completely others which they
considered as unnecessary. This is clearly shown by the comments made by consumers during this
contact.
Amazed themselves from this outcome the participants made the following comments:
(i) “The installation of this device proved beyond doubt that there is major waste of
electricity.”
(ii) “This device makes consumer to become more energy conscious.”
(iii) “Consumers are much more careful as to the usage of electrical appliances.”
(iv) “Consumer learns in a very short time, what electricity an appliance consumes.”
(v) “Consumer gets used into switching off standby appliances that are not in used.”
(vi) “Consumption is reduced considerably.”
(vii) “Cultivation of environmental awareness and consciousness is achieved through this
device.”
(vii) “The display offers the opportunity to immediately observe unusual and bizarre cases.”
The results of this experiment, which in a way exceeded our expectations, were further
verified through the comparison between consumption after the installation of the monitoring
system and consumption prior to its installation, a procedure which was established by the third
stage of this study.
3.3

STAGE 3: Analysis and comparison of actual consumption

In this stage the yearly consumption of each of the 44 households for a one-year period, prior
to the use of the monitoring device, was compared with the overall consumption a year after. The
results demonstrated clearly that the information provided by the device let to changes that had
beneficial effects in the final outcome. As shown in figure 4, the consumption saving was quite
dramatic. The average saving was 23.2%, with a standard deviation of 9.7. It is important to state
that no other extra investment was made in the particular houses beyond the installation of the
monitoring system. It is clarified that out of the 50 households only 44 were compared as in six
cases the number of electrical loads changed dramatically in the particular houses.
S aving in electricity consumption for year 2010 in relation to year 2009
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Figure 4: Percentage saving in electricity consumption for year 2010 in comparison to 2009
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It can be safely stated that these encouraging results were simply result of the raising of
consumers’ awareness and the knowledge they gained through the monitoring system for proper
usage of electrical loads and appliances in the house. It is worth mentioning that, identified common
areas of saving electricity, established during stage 2 of the study, were verbally communicated to
the remaining households participating in the project but had no access to the monitoring device.
Even in those cases an average saving, about 10%, was accomplished.
The results obtained by this investigation allows someone to assume with reasonable
certainty, that as far as residential consumption is concerned, significant power savings can be
achieved, capable of reaching amazing percentages which in some cases exceed 40% per
household. This means that the achievement of the average 23% power saving will have a
corresponding saving, on national scale, which will exceed the amount of 90 million yearly, with
prices of 2010, given the fact that the expenditure for fuel used for electricity consumption in that
period was around  440 million In 2010, the Electricity Authority of Cyprus served around 400
thousand households with an annual distribution close to 1.8 MWh [5].
4

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The current study proves beyond doubt that there is a great potential in saving electricity in
Cypriot households and probably, with minimum investment. Generally households consume much
more electricity than of they really need, especially in cases where there are housemaids and
swimming pools. Regarding proper perception of heavily energy demanding appliances, despite the
fact that consumers in their vast majority understand the key factors that adversely affect
consumption, they still ignore the negative contribution of appliances of light loads of continuous
and prolonged use. For the most energy consuming electric loads especially swimming pools, water
heaters, clothes dryers the EAC must find proper ways in encouraging consumers to operate such
loads at “off-peak” periods. Furthermore the Authority must find ways to educate people on basics
but important issues that are affecting consumption of electricity. Every consumer must understand
that by reducing his energy needs helps national economy, contributes to reduction of the
environmental impact of pollution, adds to the lengthening of stocks of raw materials, protect his
health, and offers a more hopeful future to younger generations. There is an imperative need for the
State and EAC to find ways to convince and encourage consumers to save energy by implementing
policies that reward such efforts either financially or otherwise. A continuous real time monitoring
system definitely helps raising the awareness of consumers providing also additional benefits.
Monitoring can even prevent unwanted situations though the information provided for an abnormal
or strange reading.
This study has shown that significant power saving can be achieved in residential
installations. For this very reason prior to any implementation of renewable energy recourses
methods, which in comparison may be economically non viable at this stage, it may be a very good
practice if investment is made in order to educate properly consumers and raise to acceptable levels
their awareness on consumption of electrical energy, through methods that have insignificant
investment costs.
Further study remains to be made on additional characteristics that govern electricity
consumption, so that a statistical model is established for the average Cypriot household. In the
future, features like education, financial status, age and other important factors will be tested against
different ways in order to identify relative data affecting consumers’ habits on electricity
consumption and by extend awareness factor.
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ABSTRACT
Efficiency is directly related to the profits of Renewable Energy Sources and at the same time
the harmonic content must be kept low, a restriction usually imposed by Grid Operators. PWM
Inverters eliminate the low order harmonics but the high switching frequency introduces high
switching losses. The multilevel inverter is attempting to construct the sine wave voltage with
multiple layers of voltage. It requires a large number of transistors and capacitors but the harmonic
content is reduced dramatically. A new concept of a multilevel converter is introduced here which
can be used either as a stand-alone inverter or to form the basic cell for building multilevel
inverters. In this paper its operation, harmonic content and other characteristics are presented. Its
main characteristic is the low harmonic content of the output voltage even at moderately low
switching frequencies. Losses are kept low because only two power semiconductors handle the full
power output. Further research work is required and proposed.
1

INTRODUCTION

The search of an inverter with low output voltage harmonic and high efficiency has let the
way to new topologies [1, 2, 3].
A new Topology for a multilevel inverter, shown in Fig.1, is suggested in this paper where the
various voltage levels are produced automatically from a single dc source in the form of a rectified
sine-wave Fig.2a. A single pulse 3-level Inverter converts this voltage into a proper sine-wave,
Fig.2b. The advantage of this topology is that only two semiconductor switches are handling the full
voltage and current, a power transistor and a power diode thus minimising the losses. The single
pulse 3-level inverter switches at almost zero voltage and current thus further minimising
dramatically switching losses. Furthermore it will be shown that the content of harmonics in the
output voltage is much less than the PWM 3-level inverter

IL(t)

Dc current
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C
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Fig.1 Block Diagram of the
new Inverter
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The design parameters of the new topology are the inductor L and the values of the capacitor
C of the dc current amplitude modulator. They must be chosen for a range of load values R in order
to minimise output voltage distortion. The switching frequency is also a parameter and it determines
the order and in conjunction with L, C and R values, the magnitude of the harmonics. At the same
time the switching frequency must be kept low for low switching losses.
A mathematical model for the calculation of order and magnitude of harmonics is suggested.
The losses of the new topology are discussed and it is indicated that only two semiconductor
switches handle the full load whilst in the PWM we have four transistors and four diodes. Definitely
more work is required in order to clarify the efficiency issues of this topology as compared to the
known topologies.

2

OPERATION OF THE CIRCUIT

2.1

Operation and simulation work

The new inverter, Fig.1 consists of two parts: A current modulator circuit and a 3-level single
pulse inverter. The current modulator shapes a dc current into a PWM current which when it passes
through an RC filter gives a voltage in the form of a rectified sine-wave Fig.2a across the capacitor,
Fig.1. A single pulse 3-level Inverter converts this voltage into a proper sine-wave, Fig.2b. The
current modulator can be any type of a dc to dc converter and in this paper the boost converter is
employed. The merits of the other dc to converters which can be employed in this circuit will be
reported later as the research is still in progress.
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It is observed from numerous simulations that if the choice of L and C for a specific load is
left to chance, the output voltage of the inverter is characterised by two unwanted bands of odd
frequencies. The Lower Band, very close to the fundamental and the Higher Band around the
switching frequency, Fig.3. The Higher Band is repeated at decreasing magnitudes for multiples of
the switching frequency. The relative values of the inductor and the capacitor values, Land C, can
be chosen in order to minimise or even eliminate the Lower Band, Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Frequency Spectrum of output voltage of the new Inverter for proper choice of L and C
(L=0.25 C=9uF R =15 switching at 1000Hz)

It is found from close examination of the results that the presence of harmonics close to the
fundamental -Lower band- is due to two main reasons. Unsmoothed inductor current, Fig.5a.and
non-zero value of the voltage across the capacitor, Vodc(t), Fig.5b. The contribution of these two
anomalies to low frequency content of the output voltage in the form of odd harmonics can easily
be explained by reference to the mathematical model, Fig.6. The effect of unsmoothed inductor
current is to produce a characteristic distortion of the voltage across C described as “shift” Fig.5a
and the effect of too much capacitance in Fig.5b. Nevertheless is obvious that adequate inductance,
in the order of 250mH is enough to smooth the inductor current.
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Fig. 5a Effect of unsmoothed inductor current on the voltage across the capacitor,Vodc(t)
(L=0.05 C=40uF R =15 switching at 1000Hz)
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Fig. 5b Non-zero values of the voltage across the capacitor due to too much capacitance in the
circuit on (L=0.25 C=80uF R =15 switching at 1000Hz)

The voltage across the capacitor can be made to reach its zero value as a proper rectified sinewave by a wise choice of C for a specific value of load R. In this circuit it was found that for a load
R=15 ohm the critical value of C is 9uF. In this case with the Lower Band eliminated, the Upper
Band is rich, Fig.4. A compromise could be made with higher values of C where even though the
lower order harmonics begin to appear at the output, the overall harmonic can be reduced giving a
lower THD.
The switching frequency is also a parameter and it determines the order and in conjunction
with the values of C and R the magnitude of the output voltage harmonics in the Upper Band. It is
shown, Fig. 3 that this band is centred on the switching frequency which must be kept low for low
switching losses.
The magnitude of the output voltage is set by the modulation index of the semiconductor
switch in the current modulator. In Fig. 6, the ratio of the fundamental component of the output
voltage to the input dc voltage is displayed against the modulation index.








Fig. 6 Ratio of Output voltage
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2.2

Handling of reactive power

The new inverter is capable of handling reactive power without distortion for load power
factor as low as 0.867. For lower values of load power factor, distortion appears at the output
voltage in the form of the 3rd and 5th harmonics, Fig.7 Lower Trace. It is observed that for these
low values of load power factor, the voltage across the capacitor is distorted, Fig.7 (Upper Trace) in
a similar way with unsmoothed inductor current IL(t).
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Fig. 7 Upper trace: Distortion of Capacitor voltage due to low load power factor
Lower Trace: Harmonic content of Output voltage due to low load power factor
L = 0.25 C = 36uF R = 15 Load power factor = 0.867
The distortion of the output voltage (Lower Trace) is the reflection of the distortion of capacitor
voltage (Upper Trace). The capacitor voltage is distorted due to the presence of inductance in the
load. Further work is required to explain how this distortion is created and try to minimise it. Of
course the distortion is negligible for load power factors higher than 0.867.
2.3

Losses

The losses associated with any converter are due to the switching action of the semiconductor
switches. There are the losses during the switch-on Esw-on and the switch-off periods, Esw-off which
are repeated for every switching cycle and hence are proportional to the switching frequency, fsw.
Furthermore we have the losses during the on-period which are due to the current through the
transistor and the small voltage across it. For power MOSFETS this is directly related to the onresistance rds, Hence the total power lost in a single power semiconductor switch is given by

Esw  f SW ( E swon  E swoff )  rds I 2

(1)
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In the standard 3-Level PWM Inverter there are four transistors. A pair of transistors is
handling the power at full current and voltage for 50% of the time and the other pair for the rest of
the time in the known way. The back diode of the power transistor is usually taking the load current
during the off times of the transistors. In the new inverter topology only a single transistor T1 and a
diode D1 are handling the power, Fig.1: when the transistor is contacting the diode is off and vice
versa. Hence the power losses must be much lower in this circuit. Furthermore the voltage across
these two semiconductor switches is not the fixed dc input voltage as is the case of the 3-level
PWM inverter but the magnitude in each switching cycle is increasing from zero in a sinusoidal
way, Fig.2a. This must be reducing the losses further. It must be pointed out at this point that the
harmonic content of the output voltage in the new topology is much less than the 3-Level PWM
Inverter operating at the same switching frequency, Fig. 8.
The investigation for the efficiency of this circuit is not exhausted yet. Further work is under
way to compare losses with all types of inverters including the multilevel converter. Switching
frequencies and level of harmonics must be compared against the amount of inductance and
capacitance required in existing topologies for passive filters in order to drop the harmonic content
to the low level of the new topology.
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Fig.8 Frequency Spectrum of output voltage of a 3-Level PWM Inverter switching at 1000Hz.

3

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The dc voltage at the input undergoes two modulation processes in the new circuit, Fig.1 in
order to produce the output 50Hz voltage. A dc current -assumed pure dc for a large value of Lflows through the inductor L and it is modulated by the modulation function M(t) [book] shown in
equation (1) in order to produce a Pulse Width Modulated waveform of a fully rectified sine-wave
(2).
K



M (t) = Ko + 8
k 1 n 1

1 = T k-

Ko =

K n cos(n1 )cos(nwt)

(1)

T
2

4(2 )
2
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Kn =
 

sin(n )
n
1
2

[ cos [ ( k  1) T]  cos ( k T) ] D

m=

fc
, frequency modulation, integer number
fm

T=

2
, period of the PWM switching function
m

K= m/4,
k = integer number 1,2,3,………K
n is an even integer

I D (t )  I L ( t ) M (t )

(2)

The modulation of the dc current is performed by the action of the semiconductor switch in
the current modulator, Fig.1. The modulated current flows through the diode into the parallel
combination of the capacitor C and the load R. It is rich in harmonics around the switching
frequency but the capacitor filters them adequately so that the voltage across the capacitor, Vodc(t)
are limited to the frequency components of Fig.10: a dc component, 2w, 4w and a strong
component at the switching frequency at mw. The diode current components are calculated from (2)
and corresponding voltage components across the capacitor can be calculated in the steady state by
considering each component flowing into the R and C, thus giving Vodc(t).
The input voltage to the 3-level single inverter is Vodc(t) and it is simply inverting the even
half-cycles. The output voltage Vo(t) is given by

Vo(t )  Vodc (t ) FB (t )

(3)

FB(t) is the switching function [4] of the 3-level single inverter.
All these processes are presented in the mathematical model of Fig.9 and the frequency
components are displayed in Fig.10. The magnitudes of the output voltage frequency components
can be calculated from this model.
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Fig.9 The Mathematical Model of the new Inverter
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4

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The capacitor voltage, Vodc(t) is the output of the of the Current Modulator Unit and also the
input to the 3-phase single pulse inverter. It is clear that the source of the output voltage distortion is
the distortion of the capacitor voltage, Vodc(t). This voltage must be a true fully rectified sinusoidal
voltage and any departure from this causes distortion at the output voltage. The distortion of the
output voltage is characterised by two distinctive bands of frequencies: the Lower Band with
frequency components close to the fundamental and the Upper Band with frequency components
around the switching frequency. Three sources of distortion of the output voltage seem to contribute
to the frequency components of the lower band: the unsmoothed inductor current in the Current
Modulator, the non-zero values of the capacitor voltage and finally the value of the power factor.
The first is put right by putting enough inductance to smooth the current; the second is alleviated by
the proper value of the capacitance and the third is removed by keeping the power factor above
0.867. The Upper Band centred on the switching frequency can be moved further away from the
fundamental by increasing the switching frequency. This will increase the switching losses but the
main advantage of the new topology is that even at low switching frequencies the magnitude of the
harmonics is very low compared to the 3-Level PWM Inverter, Fig.8.
The basis of the mathematical analysis for the new topology is set in this paper by producing
a mathematical model. The analysis will produce results to relate the level of harmonics with the
optimum values of L and C for a range of loads.
The new topology can be used to build a more efficient multilevel inverter by stacking
together many single units. The fact that the output voltage of a single unit is an almost perfect
sinusoidal voltage makes this preposition very attractive. Furthermore, the phase of the switching
signal can be arranged for each unit so that the harmonics of the Upper Band around the switching
frequency which normally appear at the output can be eliminated or greatly reduced. The initial
results with two units are very promising and it will be investigated further.
The presence of a dc to dc converter in the form of the Current Modulator gives some
flexibility to the applications of this inverter. The output can be kept constant with a varying input
voltage as is the case of a grid connected photovoltaic system. Maximum Power Point Tracking
must be investigated.
In this application a dc to dc step up converter is employed as the Current modulator. Other
types of dc to dc converters are tried in this work and the merits of each type will be reported in a
later publication.
The efficiency of this topology is not properly investigated. Surely it is expected to be more
efficient than other known topologies as only on semiconductors carry the full load for 50% of the
time and the other for the rest of the time. Furthermore the semiconductors are subjected to a
sinusoidal profile of voltage and current thus further decreasing the losses.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A new topology for an inverter with promising performance for reduced harmonic content and
reduced losses is presented. The objective of this part of the research program is to establish the
feasibility of the new topology to produce an output voltage at the desired frequency with low
distortion and low losses. This is achieved and it is indicated that the harmonic content can be
controlled. The mechanism of operation is explained and the sources of distortion of the output
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voltage are located. At the same time remedies are suggested and applied to alleviate and in some
cases eliminate output voltage harmonics. A mathematical model is presented for the mathematical
analysis of the circuit. Future work and future goals are set and the results will be reported in a
future publication.
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ABSTRACT
High Voltage DC Transmission is gaining popularity due to the high penetration of
Renewable Electrical Energy Sources into the power grid. Eliminating line current harmonics is
taken very seriously in HVDC transmission where the AC/DC/AC conversion process is the
source of mains pollution. The need for high efficiency and low harmonics content for GridConnected Inverters is high. The oldest topology still used in HVDC is the Line-commutated 3Level Thyristor Inverter, characterised by low losses due to the inherent low switching rate. The
high content of harmonics and the bulky passive filters to minimise them, makes this solution
non-attractive and has let the way to new topologies and modes of operation of Inverters. In this
paper though it is suggested to keep the 3-Level Thyristor Grid Connected Inverter for its
robustness and high efficiency and replace the bulky passive filters with Switched Capacitor
filters. A new active filter, the DSSC circuit is investigated here and its ability to cancel selective
harmonics is reported.
1

INTRODUCTION

Switched capacitor filters and other methods of line current and voltage harmonics
elimination are reported regularly [1,2,3]. The Double Switch Single Capacitor (DSSC) circuit Fig.1
was suggested for reactive power generation [4]. Here, the use of the circuit is further extended as a
harmonic current generator for harmonic line current cancellation, Fig.2.
VL(t)

Vin(t)
VSW(t)

SW1

IC(t)

SW2

Vc(t)

Fig.1 The Double Switch Single Capacitor Active Filter
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Fig.2 Application of the DSSC Active filter
The DSSC could be operated by a complex Modulation Function in order to produce the
wanted harmonic current of specific order, phase and magnitude. The derivation of the modulation
function by solving the integro-differential equations (4) describing the circuit is still an elusive
task. Instead the operation of the circuit is investigated here by employing a single frequency
component modulation function. It is found from numerous simulations that further to the
fundamental component of current, pairs of current harmonics are produced around the modulating
frequency and its multiples. By wise choice of the values of the inductance and capacitance of the
DSSC, the current harmonics can be limited to the lowest two and the fundamental. Furthermore it
is found that the magnitude of the harmonics is directly related to the modulation index and their
phase is directly related to the phase of the modulation signal. Unfortunately the phase and
magnitude of each harmonic cannot be set independently by the parameters of the single modulation
function. This can be achieved by a multiple frequency component modulation function and it is
recommended as further work.
With this information at hand, an application of the technique is attempted in eliminating
selective harmonics of the Line-commutated 3-Level Thyristor Inverter. This is the oldest topology
still used in HVDC and is characterised by low loses due to the inherent low switching rate at 50Hz.
The high content of harmonics and the bulky passive filters to minimise them, makes this solution
non-attractive and has let the way to new topologies and modes of operation of Inverters. HVDC is
recommended for distances longer than 50Km in underwater cables and for distances longer than
500Km over land.
The DSSC is connected at the input of the Inverter, Fig.2 and it is shown that the filter can be
set to cancel any single line current harmonic. Operated with a single frequency component
modulation function, the frequency, phase and magnitude of one of the two harmonics, is set in
order to eliminate the corresponding current harmonic of the line current.
2
2.1

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND ANALYSIS
The mathematical model

The input current I(t) in Fig.1 is chopped by SW1 and it enters the capacitor, IC(t).
This current forms the capacitor voltage, VC(t) through simple integration. The capacitor
voltage is chopped by the same switch and this is the voltage across the switched
arrangement, Vsw(t), [5]. 
   



    

(1)

Where M(t) is the Modulation Function applied on the switch SW1
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The voltage across the inductor is directly derived from the input current through it
  



(2)



The equation giving the voltage distribution in the input t loop is
          

(3)

By replacing (1) and (2) into (3) and considering also the losses in the circuit
       

   

    


(4)

Where, r represents the losses in the circuit.
Equations (1) to (4) are employed to construct the mathematical model of the DSSC active
filter of Fig.3.
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Fig.3 A Simple mathematical model for the DSSC Active filter
2.2

Simulation work

In order to investigate the behaviour of the circuit, a single frequency component modulation
function is chosen
(5)
The DSSC circuit is simulated on both PSIM and PSPICE. The frequency spectrum of the
filter current is demonstrated in Fig.4. There is the fundamental component at 50Hz and pairs of
harmonics around the modulating frequency and its multiples. In Fig.4 the modulating frequency is
300Hz (m=6) so the frequency components of the filter current are the fundamental at 50Hz, the
first pair at w(m±1) ie 250Hz - 350Hz , the second pair w(2m±1) ie 550Hz - 650Hz etc.
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Fig.4 Frequency Spectrum of filter current for a single frequency modulation signal

It is found that the frequency components of the input current can be practically limited to the
fundamental w and the first two harmonics (m±1)w by proper choice of the L and C. As shown in
Fig.5, the current harmonics are limited to the first two harmonics and the fundamental for values of
C above 40uF. For the application reported in this paper, L and C are chosen to be 4mH and 120uF
respectively.
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Fig.5. Harmonic Content of filter current against C in uF for L =0.01 and switching frequency
200Hz

The phase of the two harmonics is found in the simulations to follow the phase of the Modulation
Function, M(t). Hence the input current, Fig. 6, of the switched capacitor filter for a single
frequency component modulation function is approximated to:

(6)
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2.3

Mathematical Analysis

Theoretically, equation (4) could be solved to give the Modulation Function, M(t) (7) for the
required compensating current (8) at the input of the filter.
M

M(t) M o M m cos(wm t   m )

(7)

m1
K

I(t)   I k cos(wk t  k )

(8)

k 1

Analytical solution though is not directly available. Instead, a specific solution is
sought. In order to investigate the behaviour of the circuit, a single frequency component
switching function is chosen (5).
First the order of current harmonics is investigated. It is obvious from expression (1) that
there are two modulation processes directly related to the formation of Vsw(t). The frequency
spectrum of the filter current is demonstrated in Fig.4. There is the fundamental, w and pairs of
harmonics around the modulating frequency mw and its multiples. In Fig.4 the modulating
frequency is 300Hz so the frequency components of the filter current are the fundamental at 50Hz
and harmonics at 250Hz, 350Hz, 550Hz, 650Hz etc. This result is supported by the application of
simple modulation theory. By considering at the moment a single frequency component of input
current w of 50Hz and a single frequency component modulation function, mw (7), the frequency
content of the capacitor current and capacitor voltage (1) is found from simple modulation theory to
be
w, (m±1)w
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The second modulation process Fig.3 is acting on the capacitor voltage to give VSW(t) and a
further set of frequency components (2m±1)w is created. This voltage Vsw(t) shapes the input
current according to expression (3).
Therefore the input current harmonic components are given by
w, (km±1)w

(9)
where k is a positive integer

Expressions for the magnitudes of the fundamental and I1, Im-1 and Im+1 are derived directly
from equation (4) by substituting (5) and (6).
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Definitions of all parameters is given in given in Appendix A1
It is obvious that it is not possible to control the magnitude and phase of both current
harmonic of the active filter current with a single frequency component modulation function.
Instead we can control the magnitude and phase of one harmonic only. The amplitude of each
harmonic is almost linearly related to the amplitude of the modulating signal, Fig. 7. Therefore, at
its present state of development the filter can be set to produce two harmonics and the phase and
magnitude of one of them can be set. The other harmonic takes the phase according to expression
(6) band magnitude according to expression (11) and (12).
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Fig.7 Relationship between the Magnitude of Lower Harmonic Current (250Hz) and the
amplitude of modulating signal, M(t) ( L=0.1 C= 170uF fSW=300Hz)
3

AN APPLICATION

The validity of the circuit is tested to eliminate selectively line current harmonics on the ac
side of a naturally commutated Thyristor Inverter, normally found in HVDC systems, Fig.2. The
Active filter must produce a current harmonic of the same order and magnitude as the targeted line
harmonic but 180o out of phase. For this reason and in order to facilitate the application of the
technique, the time displacement of the harmonic with the phase m of the modulation function is
derived
The two harmonics are displaced in time by the phase angle m of the modulation function as
follow:
(13)
(14)
Cancellations of line current harmonics are demonstrated for the 5th. The filter is first adjusted
to produce two harmonics the 5th and the 7th only by wise choice of L and C, Fig.8-upper trace. The
phase and magnitude of the lower harmonic of the filter is set so that it has the same magnitude but
to be 180 degrees out of phase with the line current harmonic. Complete elimination is achieved,
Fig.8.
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Fig.8 Cancellation of the 5th harmonic
L = 0.004 C = 120uF Modulating Frequency 200Hz Phase = -105o Modulating Index 0.75
The 5th harmonic of the current entering the inverter is 28A (middle trace) and the filter is set
to produce this current (upper trace) at the opposite phase thus eliminating the 5th harmonic of the
line current (lower trace). The fundamental component of the current entering the inverter is 160A
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and the application of the filter reduces that to 150A. Therefore there is an improvement there as
well.
4

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this application, elimination of a single harmonic is achieved. This is of some practical
significance but the fact that the second harmonic of the active is uncontrolled, limits its
applications. It is possible for the second harmonic to be added to the corresponding load harmonic
making things worst as shown in Fig. 8 for the 5th harmonic. To make this new filter more
attractive, it must be able to cancel more than one harmonics.
More controllability can be added to this filter by introducing more frequency components
into the modulating function. In this way, it can be arranged for every produced filter current
harmonic, to have two modulating components contributing to its magnitude and phase. In this way
it might be possible to gain full control of the filter current in order to have a complete match to
more or all load harmonics for their complete elimination.
The filter as it now is produces capacitive reactive power as well at 50Hz. At the moment we
have very little control on its magnitude and it is primarily set by the values of L and C. Control can
be gained if the modulating signal has a 100Hz component. Modulating at 100Hz produces two
components, 50Hz and 150Hz. This is something to be investigated further.
No detailed comparison to other methods is presented here [6] but the obvious advantage of
the new configuration is the fact that no dc source is required. More work is required here in order
to establish the merits of the new filter.
The voltage across the semiconductor switches of this filter is higher than the supply as it is
known that these circuits exhibit overvoltage phenomena [4]. Hence the required ratings of the
power transistors need also to be established.
5

CONCLUSION

A new application of the switched capacitor circuit is presented for the elimination of line
current harmonics. It is shown that the harmonic content of the filter can be limited to the lowest
two harmonics by wise choice of L and C and it became possible to derive an expression for the
current under these conditions. The phase relation of each produced harmonic to the phase of the
modulation function is established and expressions for the magnitudes are derived. The filter is used
to eliminate selectively line current harmonics successfully. This is of important practical
significance as elimination of line harmonics is becoming increasingly important as renewable
electrical sources are added to the power grid. More work is recommended in order to make the
filter able of multiple harmonics elimination, comparison to other filters and semiconductor ratings.
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Appendix: A1 Expressions of filter current components
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Abstract
Due to the climate change challenge as well as due to other global challenges, many
innovative energy solutions are required to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and thus to
improve sustainability. With the foreseen increase in the carbon based fuel prices used in
generating electricity and also due to the increased greenhouse gas emissions, a reliable fuel
source, which is not hazardous to our daily life and is economically viable, is required.
U.A.E. has for a long time been using oil and gas for its electricity production. But with
increasing demands in electricity for the country’s development and also in the prices of oil
and its future possible depletion, U.A.E. has decided an ambitious plan to opt for nuclear
energy and solar energy as its primary energy sources in the near future. Nuclear energy has
become an environmentally promising and better option that could make a significant share
in energy supply with very limited changes to the global climate. The energy from a nuclear
power plant is sufficiently high enough to back up a renewable energy source. Solar energy
has been of particular interest among the renewable energy sources due to its easy availability
and affordability. There are many thermochemical water splitting processes that could be
combined with the nuclear and solar energy sources to decompose water to its constituents
among which is hydrogen. Hydrogen has risen as a sustainable clean fuel option in reducing
pollutions and a potential solution for the current energy crisis. In this work a model is
proposed for an integrated hydrogen production system combining both nuclear and solar
energies suitable for future integration into U.A.E. power generation system. The objective of
the current research is to carry out a thermodynamic analysis of the proposed system and to
determine its overall efficiency. The thermodynamic analysis will be applied for different
hydrogen production processes and then a comparative assessment will provide the most
suitable process for hydrogen production in U.A.E.
1. Introduction
Energy has become a major part in people’s lives now more than ever. Whether it is a small
mobile phone or in vehicles, from pharmaceuticals to plastics or in air-conditioning and water
heating, energy plays a vital role. But energy's benefits extend far beyond what people use
individually at home, at work and on the road. A range of essential activities - including
agriculture, manufacturing, construction, computing and health and social services - depends
on access to modern energy. Energy growth has always been directly linked to prosperity and
growth of our planet. There are more than seven billion people on Earth whose lives are
depended on energy. It is the human desire to improve the well-being of their families and
communities that drives the energy demand. In order to make their lives richer, productive,
safer and most important of all, healthier, new and clean technologies that have a long lasting
solution needs to be discovered.
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The focus of this report is on the demands in energy in the United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.).
The country is in its rapid development phase which can be noticed the moment anyone sets
foot on this land. More opportunities arise for an individual seeking job; say it is in any field,
hence leading to population increase and economic growth. High standards of living in
U.A.E. have attracted many expatriates from all over the world. The population growth has
been increasing significantly since the early 70’s when the country discovered oil. The
growth in population was last reported at 7,890,924 in 2011 [11] as seen in population growth
graph of U.A.E. (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Total population growth graph in UAE [11].

Hence, there is a significant increase in energy demands in the country. U.A.E. currently
produces electricity from fossil fuels like oil and gas. U.A.E. relies heavily on its vast
hydrocarbon resources for most of its economic activity. According to Oil and Gas journals
of the year 2012, U.A.E. is estimated to hold the world’s seventh-largest proven reserves of
oil at 97.8 billion barrels (EIA), with majority of its reserves located in Abu Dhabi and the
rest in Dubai. Beyond the vast reserves of oil, U.A.E. also has the seventh-largest reserves of
natural gas in the world. But despite the country’s large endowment, U.A.E. has now become
a net importer of natural gas earlier this decade as can be seen in Fig. 2. The main reason for
this shift in the trade is because nearly 30% of the natural gas produced is injected back into
existing fields for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques. Also, the countries rapidly
increasing electricity grid, which is marked by the increasing population and increasing
demands, relies on natural gas for electricity generation. The electric power consumption in
the United Arab Emirates was 79,544GWh in 2009, according to a World Bank report,
published in 2010 [10]. The graph showing the electric power consumption in U.A.E. since
the early 70’s is shown in Fig.3.
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Figure 2: U.A.E. Natural Gas trade balance, 2000-2009 [13].

Figure 3: Electric Power consumption in UAE [10].

The demand for energy has grown so high in UAE that the consumption of natural gas for
electricity has increased tremendously than the country’s production. This can be noted from
the Fig. 4 which shows the sudden shift in production and consumption of natural gas during
the year 2008.
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Figure 4: U.A.E. Natural Gas Producction and Consumption, 2000-2009 [13].

The burning of fossil fuels haas long had a drastic effect on the climate thrroughout the world.
The graph depicted in Fig. 5 shows the growth rate in carbon dioxide em
missions from 19652011 worldwide. It can be seeen that growth rate over the past decade is higgher than that of the
previous decades – indicating carbon dioxide emissions have accelerated inn recent years [12].

Figure 5: Global CO2 Emissions, 19655-2011 [12].
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Figure 6: CO2 Emissions in Africa, Central/
C
South America and Middle East, 1965-2011 [12].

The Fig. 6 shows the CO2 emissions
e
emitted by the countries in Afriica, Central/ South
America and the Middle East. As seen from the graph, Middle East cumuulative emissions of
n surprising fact as
carbon dioxide is much higherr than the rest of the regions. This comes as no
the developments of countriess in the Middle East has been increasing rappidly since the 70’s
and burning of fossil fuels plaays the major part in the countries developmeent for their energy
use. The report states that U.A
A.E. itself emits 40.1 tons per person emissionn in 2010 out of the
cumulative which is a 90% inccrease from 1992 to 2010 [12].
Changes in climate and deplettion in fossil fuels have thus led countries evverywhere to pursue
better options for their energyy source, especially renewable energy sources. Researching on
clean, economic and abundannt energy like the renewable energy sourcess can help mitigate
global warming and energy suupplies. The major benefits of renewable enerrgy sources are that
they can be used as a simple sustainable resource which could be useed due to its easy
availability for a very long tim
me for a reasonable cost. They can also be useed for various tasks
without any negative effects.
A.E. depending on
One of the best renewable energy sources that could be used in U.A
geographic conditions is the solar energy. Due to current hikes in prices of oil and gas and
also due to possible depletiion of fuels in the coming years, U.A.E
E. has now started
“transforming the oil wealth into renewable energy leadership”. Thoughh U.A.E. has large
reserves of oil and gas and is among the largest exporters of the fossil fuels in the world,
U.A.E. has opted to use nucleear and solar energy for its electricity generaation in the coming
generations. Masdar city in Abu
A Dhabi is considered a carbon-neutral city of U.A.E. as all its
power is generated from solarr energy sources [4].
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Figure 7: Fluctuation in energy demand [1].

It is suggested that coupling renewable energies with a nuclear power source will be the
answer to the world’s climate change and to meet its energy demand. The nuclear energy
could serve as back-up, make-up and a support power supplier for transition into a complete
renewable energy sector. The power generated must be such that it is flexible to meet the
irregularity in demand which occurs either daily or seasonally as shown in right panel of Fig.
7.
2. System Studied

Figure 8: Integrated Hydrogen Production process using Solar Energy and Nuclear energy as the primary sources
(Modified from [1]).

The above proposed system is a modified schematic diagram of a nuclear-assisted solar
hydrogen production process taken from [1]. For a long time, hydrogen production has been
researched and developed into a large and growing industry. Hydrogen is not a primary
energy source. It is an energy carrier. Hence has to be produced. The proposed model in this
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work utilizes nuclear and solar energy as the prime energy source and linked with certain
hydrogen production processes to form hydrogen through the thermochemical water splitting
process. Solar energy is utilized to provide the main source of energy. Solar energy depends
mainly on the sun’s radiation. When enough solar radiation is not available, a stable energy
source that can provide a continuous flow of energy is required. Nuclear energy serves as a
support, make-up and back-up power supplier to complement the renewable solar energy
source. Half or more of the power generated for electricity can be from nuclear base-load
stations (constant load) while the rest could be achieved by solar energy [1].
One way to deliver a constant or any required load profile to the grid is to equip the nuclear
and renewable power plants with an energy storage device, such as a regenerative fuel cell (a
combination of hydrogen production processes and a fuel cell with hydrogen storage). The
power synchronization (conditioning) and controls unit has an extremely complex function in
this configuration. It must direct power from the renewable and nuclear power plants to either
the grid or hydrogen production processes, switch to fuel cell power when there is not enough
power from the nuclear power plant. Hence, this system acts like a smart grid, where
according to the fluctuation in demand, the required energy could be provided. Another
option is to use nuclear/renewable-generated hydrogen as a fuel for cooking and heating in
the house and/or for a fuel cell or hydrogen combustion engine-powered vehicle which may
be an attractive option for remote areas.
The question arises though how much efficient this proposed model could be when
implemented in the United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.). U.A.E. currently produces electricity
from fossil fuels like oil and gas. With the country looking forward to develop both nuclear
and solar energy for its electricity, with first nuclear reactor to be built by 2017 and its first
solar power plant built by the end of 2012, answer to how beneficial a combination of both
these energy sources for producing hydrogen exists.
In this paper, thermodynamic analysis is conducted on the solar energy source. Various types
of solar energy collectors, such as glazed flat plate, unglazed flat plate and tubular solar
collector, are taken from SRCC [15] for the analysis purpose. Also, a parabolic trough
concentrator from Sky Trough [14] is included in the analysis. Efficiencies are calculated on
these solar panels and the results are compared to find the best option that could be used in
the system.
3. Analysis, Results and Discussions
Preliminary analysis is conducted on the solar energy sources. Efficiency needs to be found
for the different types of solar energy applications in order to have a better understanding of
which type of panels needed to be used in the system. Solar energy applications used mainly
in power generations are usually Photovoltaic and Concentrated Solar Power systems (CSP).
For panels like CSP applications, efficiencies needs to be found as they depend on certain
parameters like inlet temperature, ambient temperature and the wind speeds for the different
months. Third-party certification data on certain solar collector systems are available from
Solar Rating and Certification Corporation (SRCC) on their website [15]. The solar collector
types taken for the analysis were Glazed Flat Plate, Unglazed Flat Plate, Tubular and a
Parabolic Trough concentrator.
The equations used for calculating the efficiencies of Glazed Flat Plate, Unglazed Flat Plate
and Tubular solar collectors were taken from SRCC website [15] and are shown as equations
(1), (2) and (3) respectively,
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where, u is the wind speed in m/s, G is the radiation in W/m2 and P = Ti – Ta in which Ti is
the inlet temperature and Ta is the ambient temperature.
The efficiency of the parabolic trough concentrator was found using equation (4) taken from
[47],
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(4)

where, ar is the optical efficiency of aperture-to-receiver process taken as 77%, Uc is the
losses occurred due to convection and radiation, or expressed as overall conductance with
value approximately 6.71 W/m2.K and CR is the concentration ratio of aperture to receiver
which is 188.
The input values for the wind speed (u) at horizontal resolution of about 27 km and the
ambient temperatures (Ta) at mean pressure of around 1008 hPa for each month were taken
from weather database of Abu Dhabi. The values for the average and maximum radiation (G)
were taken from [5]. The values for inlet temperatures (Ti) were assumed. The data used for
analysis are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Input Values.

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Average
Wind Speed,
u (m/s)

Inlet
Temperature, Ti
(°C)

Ambient
Temperature, Ta
(°C)

Global Irradiance, G
(W/m2)
Average

Maximum

4.63
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.66
5.14
5.14
5.14
4.63
4.12
4.63
4.12

22
24
28
34
38
40
40
39
38
35
30
23

20
22
25.5
31.1
35
36.1
36.2
35.5
34.8
32
27.5
21.1

170
213
249
275
298
290.5
290.5
278
267.5
231
182.5
134

875
1041
1015
1012.5
1020
969
955
975
1025
912.5
876
900
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As seen in Table 1, average and maximum irradiance values were found from [5]. Hence,
using equations (1), (2) and (3), both average and maximum efficiencies for each type of
solar collector were found. The Fig. 9 shows the average efficiencies and the Fig. 10 shows
the maximum efficiencies for each type of solar collector annually.
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Figure 9: Average efficiencies of solar collectors for every month.
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Figure 10: Maximum efficiencies of solar collectors for every month.
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From Figures 9 and 10, it can be observed that based on the monthly average irradiance, the
parabolic trough concentrator provided higher average efficiencies between 68% - 74%.
When efficiencies were found taking the maximum irradiance values, the parabolic trough
concentrator showed the highest maximum efficiencies ranging between 69 % - 74 %.
For the parametric case study, the inlet temperatures and ambient temperatures were differed
in order to examine their effect on the efficiency of the solar collector panels. It was found
that when the inlet temperature is decreased, higher efficiencies could be achieved. Also
when the ambient temperature is increased, higher efficiencies were achieved. This is
illustrated in Fig. 11.

Figure 11: Qualitative illustration of the relation between the inlet and ambient
temperatures with the efficiency.

4. Conclusions
The global concerns regarding environmental pollution and energy demand have been
discussed. The benefits of using an integrated system for production of hydrogen have been
demonstrated. The efficiency analyses reported in this paper, for various types of solar
thermal collector panels, have allowed several findings. The parabolic trough concentrator
showed efficiency values ranging from 68% to 74% when taking the average irradiance
values, while for the maximum irradiance in each month, efficiencies were achieved between
69% - 74%. Also, a parametric study was conducted by varying parameters like the inlet
temperatures and ambient temperatures to find how the efficiencies vary. These results
concluded that for the above-proposed system, parabolic trough concentrator could perform
better in terms of efficiency than the other types of collectors.
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ABSTRACT
Given the global availability of the Solar radiation as a renewable energy source and its low
density per earth surface area, a widespread research effort has been undertaken by numerous
groups on developing the most economically feasible and energy efficient concept. Among the
available thermodynamic cycles, one of the most promising is the Braysson cycle. The main
drawback of this cycle results from its provision for an isothermal compression. The present study
proposes a modification in overcoming this, by incorporating a multistage compression process
which approaches a near isothermal state through intermediate intercooling among the stages. The
analysis incorporates the ideal cycle limit for establishing design parameter tendencies on the
thermal efficiency and compares them with the corresponding conventional Braysson cycle results.

1

INTRODUCTION

Even since the 1860’s and driven by the expectation that coal would soon became scarce,
the sun was recognized by worldwide researchers as a mean of an enormous heat source required to
run a heat engine. However, it was not until the last two decades that the emerging technologies
concerning solar power generation have gain tremendous growth, in an attempt to develop
inexhaustible and clean solar energy technologies, who will also be both, affordable and will have
long term benefits. During the years, several different approaches and devices have been proposed
and developed in order to effectively harness the solar energy potential. These are mainly divided
into two major categories, the direct way where the sunlight is converted into electricity using
photovoltaics (PV), or indirectly by using concentrating solar power (CSP) technologies. The latter
systems use concentrating lenses or mirrors in order to focus the solar radiation into a relatively
small area-beam of sunlight. This usually provides a concentrated heat source-reservoir required to
drive the heat engine. Among the most studied CSP technologies that couples heat engines to solar
energy, are the Stirling dishes, the Solar Towers and the concentrating parabolic, or linear Fresnel
reflectors.
The published research work made on solar-driven power plants is too voluminous to be
reported here as it covers a wide range of thermodynamics, optimization, economics and feasibility
studies. In a review for the latest studies made concerning thermodynamic analysis of solar power
plants, Zhang et. al. [1] established an irreversible model of a solar-driven Brayton heat engine and
explored the optimum performance characteristics at the maximum overall efficiency. The solardriven multi-step thermodynamic model of Brayton cycle was also investigated later by Sanchez et.
al. [2], incorporating an arbitrary number of turbines and compressors with reheating and
intercooling intermediate processes. The same authors later performed a study exploring the
maximum overall efficiency for solar driven gas turbine power plants [3], as well as a study of
analyzing the influence of the recuperator effectiveness in a multi-step solar-driven Brayton [4].
The recently developed Braysson cycle proposed by Frost et. al. [5] is one of the available
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thermodynamic cycles that can be employed in solar power plants. As a hybrid gas turbine cycle it
is based on the combination of the best features of the conventional Brayton and Ericcson cycles
respectively. These are the high temperature heat addition provided by the Brayton, and the low
temperature heat rejection adopted by the Ericsson cycle. Among the few researchers concerning
solar Braysson cycles is Wu et. al. [6], who presented an irreversible solar-driven Braysson heat
engine system in which the temperature-dependent heat capacity of the working fluid, the radiation–
convection heat losses of the solar collector and the irreversibilities resulting from heat transfer and
non-isentropic compression and expansion processes were taken into account. In addition, Wu and
Lin [7], performed a similar analysis, while Zheng et. al. [8] describe a novel model of the solardriven thermodynamic cycle system which consists of a solar collector and a Braysson heat engine.
The present study introduces a new thermodynamic solar-driven near-Braysson cycle-power
plant, in which a multistage intercooled compression process is incorporated in order to overcome
Braysson’s cycle provision of an isothermal compression. The basic configuration of the proposed
concept is explained and a parametric analysis incorporating the ideal cycle limit is carried out in
order to establish initial estimations of the design parameters.
2

OPERATION OF THE PLANT

The proposed plant schematic configuration is depicted in Figure 1. Initially, an air mass
flux enters the compressor (C) at station 1 where its pressure and temperature are raised to their
corresponding values with respect to the chosen compression ratio.

Figure 1: Schematic configuration of the proposed concept
The compressed air is then guided into an array of solar collector devices where is further heated up
to a maximum cycle temperature. These devices may essentially consist of common concentrating
parabolic, or Fresnel reflectors. Later on, the high temperature air is expanded to the turbine (T)
(connected to common shaft together with the compressor) generating power through the generator,
coupled to the same shaft. As the air exits the turbine, is then guided to successive stages of
intercooled compression. This multistage compression configuration enables the implementation of
a nearly isothermal state through the intermediate intercooling. After each intercooled compression,
the air pressure is just above the atmospheric pressure. The air is exhausted after the last intercooled
compression process.
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3

THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE IDEAL CYCLE

The ideal thermodynamic cycle of the proposed concept is illustrated in Figure 2 by means
of a T-s diagram. The cycle is defined by the points 1-2-3-4 and is composed of the following
processes:
Process 1-2: Isentropic Compression
Process 2-3: Isobaric Heating
Process 3-4: Isentropic Expansion
Given that the cycle is composed of A intercooled, compression stages it implies that each stage
incorporates two processes such as:
Process 4-41: Isobaric Coling
Process 41-42: Isentropic Compression

Figure 2: The ideal T-s diagram of the proposed cycle
The analysis is carried out in terms of non dimensional temperature parameters #F , #, , #. These are
derived by dividing the dimensional quantities by the atmospheric temperature 9B :
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where "# J #, I #F
5

Furthermore the “total” compression ratio (%:AG ) after the A stages is defined as
5
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Now, by defining %= and *= as the non dimensional pressure and temperature respectively for each
cycle point XY, with respect to the atmospheric values, the following are derived for point 2:
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Similarly working for point 3 in is obtained that:
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Hence equation (6) is transformed into:
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And after executing the necessary calculations it is finally obtained:
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The work transfers

The work transfers ,- and ./ due to the isentropic compression and isentropic expansion
respectively are calculated:
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II.2

The heat transfers

The corresponding heat transfers -. and /, for the isobaric heating process and the multistage
intercooled, compression process are calculated:
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The ideal thermal efficiency

Taking into account the heat transfers amounts, the total thermal efficiency of the cycle RB<43 Uis
given by:
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and finally
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PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

The parametric analysis involves the evaluation of the ideal thermal efficiency of the plant
with respect to the design parameters. For this study, the values of # and #, were set as free design
parameters and their effect was evaluated on the efficiency. Reference values for # and #, was set
to be 4 and 1.07 respectively. In addition, typical range of values investigated for # were L # L
 and similar for #, ,  L #, L  . The non dimensional temperature ratio #+ was kept
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constant at the value of 1.04. For all cases, the compression ratio %: was varied from 5 to 17.5 using
1.25 increments.

Figure 3: Thermal efficiency as a function of
compression ratio %: for various values of  and 1
Figure 3 relates the thermal efficiency to the pressure ratio of the compressor for various 
values appropriate for solar plant applications. In general, this efficiency increases with %: up to an
optimum value and then decrease again. Maximum ideal efficiencies within the range  K
B<43 K  are predicted. The higher the value of  the greater the efficiency. By raising the #,
value, the efficiency B<43 is reduced by about 5 to 7% within the range  L #, L  . The
 variation in #, corresponds to nearby  in the temperature of compressor stage rise.

Figure 4: Ideal Thermal Efficiency as a function of compression
ratio %: for various values of  and reference values of 1 and 0
Figure 4 illustrates the effectiveness of the  parameter in raising the efficiency for a fixed
(1 , 0) selection. Here the efficiency changes by about 8 percentage points as  is raised from 3
to 4. The value =3 corresponds to a temperature of nearly  (i.e. °C), i.e. a level which
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can be sustained by conventional steels, while =4 corresponds to a level sustained only by high
temperature resistant Chromium-Nickel steel alloys.

Figure 5: Number of intercooled stages Ns as a function of
compression ratio c for various values of  and 1
Figure 5 and 6 illustrates the number of intercooling stages required for the exhaust
compressor. Here the number varies significantly, but it is apparent that more than 10 stages will be
needed in any high efficiency plant.

Figure 6: Number of intercooled stages Ns as a function of
compression ratio c for various values of  and reference values of 1 and 0
In order to compare the parametric analysis results to the corresponding conventional Braysson
cycle results, the efficiency of the latter is derived. The efficiency of the ideal conventional
Braysson cycle 432@ is defined as
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Where ;C? is the work transfer during the expansion process 3-4 and :, H :- the
corresponding work transfers due to the compression process 1-2 and heat output process 4-1
respectively, as it is illustrated in Figure 7. Thus, after executing the necessary calculations, the
efficiency can be written as:
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then the efficiency finally becomes:
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Figure 7: T-s diagram of the ideal conventional Braysson cycle
Figure 8 compares the ideal thermal efficiency of the proposed cycle, against the
conventional Braysson cycle for the same limits of maximum temperature ratio . It can be seen
that both, exhibit the same behavior as the value of  increases. It is also evidently clear that the use
of the multistage intercooled compression process after the turbine exhaust overcomes the provision
for an isothermal compression of the Braysson cycle, approaching a near isothermal state among the
bottoming stages.
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Figure 8: Ideal thermal efficiency of the conventional Braysson cycle versus the ideal efficiency of
the proposed solar near-Braysson cycle, as a function of the compression ratio c within the same
limits of temperature ratio .

5

CONCLUSION

The current study provides a preliminary analysis of a new Solar power-plant concept in
which a new thermodynamic near-Braysson cycle having multistage intercooled compression stages
is incorporated for the power extraction. The analysis provides initial estimations of the ideal
thermal efficiency of the cycle by varying the most critical design parameters. The results indicate
that the proposed concept ideal efficiency levels may exceed 60% and is comparable to the
conventional Braysson cycle results. In addition, a relevant theoretical analysis concerning the real
cycle effects predicts that the actual real efficiency of such a plant can reach 40% levels.
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ABSTRACT
The implementation of electric-vehicle charging infrastructure offers new opportunities and
raises a number of questions. To develop sustainable electric-vehicle charging stations renewable
energy sources should be used. However, choices such as location and production and load profile
have a large influence on the technical and economic aspects of the infrastructure. In this research, a
model is developed to optimally size a hybrid renewable energy system consisting of solar panels,
wind turbines, energy storage, converters and grid interaction. At any time, this system should be
able to meet the electricity demand of the vehicles. The problem is mathematically described as a
linear program, more specifically a mixed-integer approach is used. The objective function is to
minimize the yearly cost of the system. A model is established which provides the optimal
configuration and operation while taking into account certain constraints. The cost and
sustainability of the proposed system is assessed and the influence of the grid electricity price and
the grid power limit on the result is analyzed. Results show that hybrid renewable energy systems
are ecologically interesting, but cannot compete with the grid electricity price yet. However,
currently, they are useful in certain situations where the demand is higher than the power that can be
delivered by the grid.
1

INTRODUCTION

Electrical systems and devices are becoming more and more efficient nowadays.
Nevertheless, it is expected that the worldwide electricity consumption will increase in the coming
years due to, a.o., the electrification of transportation. In the context of climate change and
depletion of fossil-fuel resources it is essential to meet this increasing electricity demand with
sustainable electricity generation. Alternative technologies such as photovoltaics and wind turbines
decrease oil dependence and have relatively low greenhouse gas emissions during their lifecycle.
Unfortunately, solar- and wind-based energy is intermittent and cannot be dispatched to meet the
electricity demand. Combining these technologies with a buffer (either the grid or an energy storage
system) leads to a hybrid renewable energy system, which can supply electric vehicles with
sustainable energy.
By combining several resources, the sizing and optimization of these kind of systems
becomes a complex task. In this research, a mathematical optimization method is used, namely
linear programming. It is a flexible technique to solve complex problems and is being used in
economics, production management engineering, etc. Here, the decision variables are the PV
capacity, number of wind turbines, storage size, converter capacity and power flows. To develop
this optimization model some variables are required to be integer or binary, hence a mixed-integer
approach is used. Based on the location of the charging infrastructure, the production profiles and
the load profile, the most economic configuration and operation is proposed. The direct and indirect
greenhouse gas emissions of the proposed system as well as the yearly costs are evaluated.
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2

METHODOLOGY

The proposed system, consisting of sustainable energy sources, energy storage and grid
connection is shown in Figure 1. The photovoltaic (PV) array is connected to the DC bus through a
MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracker). The energy storage system (ESS) consists of lead-acid
batteries which are developed for stationary storage and consequently have a relatively long
lifetime. The ESS is connected to the DC bus using a DC/DC charge controller. A bidirectional
DC/AC converter links the DC and AC bus. The wind turbine generates AC electricity which is
synchronized to the frequency of the AC bus through a power electronic converter. Finally, grid
interaction is possible so that energy can be extracted from or injected into the grid. The
mathematical formulation is implemented in the software package “General Algebraic Modeling
System” (GAMS), which provides a high-level language to represent large and complex models in a
compact manner. GAMS then calls CPLEX to solve the actual optimization problem.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed system with power flows
3

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

3.1

Production profiles

To estimate the potential for energy production from photovoltaics, yearly insolation data is
acquired from a Belgian weather station (in time steps of 60 minutes). These data are then
converted to represent the hourly DC power output PPV (t ) (in kW) during a year for an installation
of 1 kWp [1]. The installed capacity in kWp, xPV , is used as a continuous decision variable in the
optimization model.
The electricity production of a wind turbine is calculated by using its output characteristic and
wind speed data. First, the wind speed data at anemometer height have to be converted to the
corresponding values at hub height. This is done by using the power law [2]. The power output can
then be estimated through interpolation of the values of the power curve provided by the
manufacturers. In the model, none or several 6 kW wind turbines can be installed.
3.2

Load profile

Due to lack of EV charging profiles a general profile for a charging station near a shopping
centre is created. Vehicles can arrive at 9 AM and have to leave at 8 PM at the latest. If an EV
arrives it will start charging with a power of 3.7 kW for the duration of the visit. In weekends more
visitors are expected, hence the load will also be higher. Consumption during standby periods (e.g.
lighting of the charging station, standby consumption of power electronics) is estimated at 0.5 kW.
The weekly profile, shown in Figure 2, is repeated throughout the year.
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Figure 2: Weekly load profile near a shopping centre
3.3

Mathematical formulation

3.3.1 Objective function
The main equation of the optimization algorithm is the objective function. In this research it is
defined as a cost function which has to be minimized to meet the charging demand. The total yearly
cost of the hybrid system is considered taking into account investment costs and operation &
maintenance costs. Hence, the objective function is the total sum of the costs described here.
The cost for the PV-system CPV consists of an investment cost per kWp CI , PV which also
contains the MPPT cost. The investment cost is multiplied by the continuous decision variable
xPV (which represents the installed PV-capacity in kWp) and spread over its lifetime LPV (see Table
1). Also, yearly maintenance costs are taken into account and defined as a percentage M PV of the
investment cost.
CPV 

xPV CI , PV
LPV

 xPV

M PV
CI , PV
100

(1)

The cost of the wind turbines with converter CWT depends on the integer amount of installed
units wWT as well as investment and maintenance costs.

CWT 

wWT CI ,WT
LWT

 wWT

M WT
CI ,WT
100

(2)

The cost of the energy storage system CESS contains the investment cost CI ,ESS (per kWh) of
the batteries, battery management system and DC/DC converter multiplied by a continuous decision
variable xESS . There is also a small maintenance cost associated with batteries (e.g. flooded
batteries).
CESS 

xESS CI ,ESS
LESS

 xESS

M ESS
CI ,ESS
100

(3)

The cost of the main converter Cconv consists of the investment cost CI ,conv per kW. xconv ,max is
a continuous decision variable based on the maximum power flow through the converter.
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Cconv 

CI ,conv xconv ,max

(4)

Lconv

The grid costs C grid depend on the operation of the system. Since the model uses time steps of
one hour the extracted grid energy is equal to the extracted grid power Pgrid ,ext (t ) . The extracted grid
energy is then multiplied by the tariff cext (t ) during that time step. The formula is analogous for
injecting in the grid but the distribution system operator reimburses the owner for this, thus
injecting in the grid lowers the cost function.
C grid    Pgrid ,ext (t ) cext (t )     Pgrid ,inj (t ) cinj (t ) 

(5)

3.3.2 Constraints
The objective function is subject to several constraints that have to be met. The model is
formulated using a DC and AC power balance because this allows taking into account the converter
efficiency correctly for the power flow in both directions. Also, this avoids the use of additional
binary variables which slow down the optimization process. The DC power balance has to be met
during each time period t of the set of time periods T and is defined as:
t  T : PAD (t ) 

MPPT

xPV PPV (t ) 

P

disch arg e disch arg e

(t ) 

Pch arg e (t )
ch arg e



PDA (t )

(6)

conv

The logic of equation (6) can be understood by referring to Figure 1. PAD (t ) is the power flow
from the AC bus to the DC bus during a time period, while PDA (t ) is the reverse power flow. The
efficiency of the MPPT MPPT and efficiencies of the ESS are also incorporated. The roundtrip
efficiency of a battery is the ratio of the energy injected in the battery to the amount of energy that
can be retrieved. In this research this is described as a charge efficiency ch arg e and discharge
efficiency disch arg e , which are both equal to the square root of the roundtrip efficiency rt .
Furthermore the DC-DC converter efficiency is also integrated in these parameters.
The AC power balance contains injected grid power Pgrid ,inj (t ) and extracted grid power
Pgrid ,ext (t ) during time step t:
t  T : Pgrid ,ext (t )  PDA (t )  conv ,WT wWT PWT (t )
 Pload (t )  Pgrid ,inj (t ) 

PAD (t )

(7)

conv

The amount of storage in kWh ( storage(t ) ) at each time period can be determined from the
energy flows in and out of the battery. The recurrence relation in (8) is used. At the first time step
the storage level is determined by a user definable parameter for the initial State Of Charge
SOCinitial , which is then multiplied by the installed battery capacity in the current optimization
branch (9). Also, batteries should not be fully discharged due to lifetime considerations. A
minimum State Of Charge (SOC) of 30% is advised (10) and the maximum storage level of course
cannot exceed the installed ESS capacity (11). Batteries have certain power limits, mostly defined
as C rate referring to maximum allowed current. Assuming a constant battery voltage however, a
100 Ah/12V battery with a maximum discharge rate of 1 C means that 100 A or 1.2 kW can be
drawn. The maximum power draw can also be found by stating that from the 1.2 kWh battery a
maximum power of 1.2 kW can be drawn. Thus, the power-to-energy ratios c and d are
introduced and the constraints in (12) and (13) are defined.
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t  1: storage(t )  storage(t  1)  Pch arg e (t )  Pdisch arg e (t )
SOCinitial
t  1 : storage(1) 
xESS
100
t  T : storage(t)  0.3xESS

(8)
(9)

t  T : storage(t )  xESS
t  T : Pch arg e (t )  c xESS

(10)
(11)
(12)

t  T : Pdisch arg e (t ) 

(13)

d

xESS

To dimension the bidirectional converter, the maximum power flow during operation has to
be found. Normally a binary variable should be introduced [3], but this is not necessary here since
the decision variable is minimized by the cost function. Given that PAD (t) and PDA (t) are mutually
exclusive the following constraint is used to define the value for xconv ,max .
t  T : xconv ,max  PDA (t )  PAD (t )

(14)

As an operational strategy the sustainable energy sources should have priority to supply
energy to the load. This is realized by introducing two if-then constraints. The first one checks if the
possible power on the AC bus from the sustainable energy sources is larger than the load. If this is
the case, the demand can be met with these sources and consequently no grid energy should be used
( Pgrid ,ext (t )  0 ). If the possible power on the AC bus from the sustainable energy sources is less than
or equal to the load, then this energy should be used to supply the load, thus the ESS should not be
charging ( Pch arg e (t )  0 ). When formulating this constraint mathematically a strict inequality arises
which needs to be modelled as an inequality. This is achieved by specifying a small tolerance value
[4].
t  T :

conv

MPPT

PPV (t ) xPV 

conv ,WT

t  T : Pgrid ,ext (t )  M 1 1  y1 (t ) 
t  T : Pload (t )  

conv

MPPT

wWT PWT (t )  Pload (t )
 M1 y1 (t )

(16)

PPV (t ) xPV 

t  T : Pch arg e (t )  M 2 1  y2 (t ) 

(15)

conv ,WT

wWT PWT (t ) 

 M 2 y2 (t ) 

(17)
(18)

Finally, all decision variables are positive, battery power flows are mutually exclusive as well
as main converter power flows and grid power flows. Some location-specific constraints are
defined: (19) is referring to the maximum available roof area for PV-panels, (20) can take into
account volumetric restrictions of the ESS, (21) sets a limit on the amount of wind turbines and (22)
and (23) limit the maximum grid power as agreed upon with the distribution system operator.
xPV  Amax
xESS  xESS ,lim

(19)
(20)

wWT  0,1,...wWT ,lim

(21)

t  T : Pgrid ,inj (t )  Pgrid ,lim

(22)

t  T : Pgrid ,ext (t )  Pgrid ,lim

(23)

PV
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There are two main factors which determine the end of life of battery, the factor which is the
most limiting determines when a replacement has to happen. The first one is the float life or
calendar life which is the number of years the battery will last before it needs replacement due to
ageing. The second factor depends on the amount of energy that cycles through the battery during
operation. This has to be compared to the lifetime throughput of the battery based on the mentioned
cycles at different Depths Of Discharge in the datasheet [5]. In the cost function a fixed lifetime
LESS of 7 years is assumed which refers to the float life. After the optimization result it is checked
in Matlab whether the cycle life is shorter. It is then possible to run the optimization again with the
adjusted LESS .
3.3.3 Sustainability analysis
An assessment of the sustainability of the proposed optimal configuration and operation is
done by calculating the total CO2-equivalent emissions (direct and indirect) of the system. To find
the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the system for one year the EcoInvent database has
been used together with information from datasheets and literature.
The emissions EmPV associated with the installed PV capacity consists of the emissions for
production, distribution and installation of 1 kWp of Multi-Si PV panels with aluminium mounting
structure for installation on a flat roof ( EmPV ,1kWp = 1700.7 kg CO2-eq ). A conventional inverter is
already included in this parameter. In this research this is assumed to be representative for the
indirect emissions of the MPPT. A small fraction EmPV ,1kWh (3.2088.10-6 kg CO2-eq/kWh) is taken
into account which are the emissions during operation attributed to maintenance. For verification
purposes the total emissions per produced kWh are calculated and found to be 0.098 kg CO2eq/kWh. This has been verified with review literature with an average emission of 0.083 kg CO2eq/kWh [6].
EmPV 

xPV EmPV ,1kWp
LPV

 EmPV ,1kWh   xPV PPV (t ) 

(24)

The emissions EmWT are found similarly. The emissions for a 30 kW wind turbine are
derived from EcoInvent and linearly scaled down to a 6 kW wind turbine ( Em1WT = 6796 kg CO2eq). EmWT,1kWh has a value of 8.7357.10-4 kg CO2-eq/kWh. The total emissions per produced kWh in
the model amount to 0.063 kg CO2-eq/kWh. An average value of 0.0342 kg CO2-eq/kWh is found
in [6], which is mostly a value for larger wind turbines. Since the energy yield of wind turbines
depend heavily on the size, the higher value for the model seems acceptable.
The emissions for the energy storage system are estimated from report [7]. An average value
of 3.3 kg CO2-eq per kg lead-acid batteries is found. With an energy density of 40 Wh/kg the
emissions amount to 82.5 kg CO2-eq/kWh. By adding a surplus of 10 kg CO2-eq/kWh to account
for BMS and DC/DC EmESS,1kWh is found.
EmESS 

xESS EmESS ,1kWh
LESS

(25)

The emissions for the bidirectional converter are estimated using EcoInvent for the PCBs and
housing. A value of 315.82 kg CO2-eq/kW installed capacity is found. Hence:
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Emconv 

xconv ,max Emconv,1kW

(26)

Lconv

The last factor are the grid emissions. According to EcoInvent the direct and indirect
emissions of the Belgian electricity mix Emgrid ,1kWh amount to 0.3635 kg CO2-eq/kWh. This value
takes into account the generation mix as well as imported energy, transmission network losses,
overhead and underground losses,… If the system injects energy it is assumed that the system
emissions lower because this more sustainable energy can be used by another consumer.
Emgrid  Emgrid ,1kWh   Pgrid ,ext   Emgrid ,1kWh   Pgrid ,inj 

(27)

Finally, it is noted that no electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) is taken into account.
This is no issue since the goal consists of comparing the proposed system with a regular charging
station which also has the necessary EVSE. Hence, the yearly total system emissions are given in
equation (28).
Emsystem  EmPV  EmWT  EmESS  Emconv  Emgrid

4

RESULTS

4.1

Base scenario

(28)

For the base scenario an optimization with the parameters listed in Table 1 is executed. The
parameters are derived from references, datasheets and estimations. The average Belgian electricity
price is 0.18 /kWh and is assumed constant, thus no Time of Use rate is considered. A grid limit of
8 kW is imposed, as an example of a contract with the distribution system operator. If the grid limit
is set higher than the maximum load (11.1 kW) it is noted that no sustainable energy sources nor
batteries are installed, since they are not competitive with the grid price. Thus in the base scenario it
is enforced to install energy storage by imposing the 8 kW limit. Since the energy storage system
cannot be charged with grid energy (due to the if-then constraints), renewable energy sources have
to be installed.
Table 1: Chosen parameters for the base scenario
CI , PV (/kWp)

2500 [8]

Lconv (years)

10

LPV (years)

20

cext (t ) (/kWh)

0.18 [9]

M 1 (kW)

300

M PV (%)

1

cinj (t ) (/kWh)

0.05

M 2 (kW)

100

C I ,WT ()

15000

MPPT

(-)

0.96

(kW)

LWT (years)

20

rt

M WT (%)

1

DCDC

C I ,ESS (/kWh)

600

conv

LESS (years)

7

conv ,WT

M ESS (%)

0.5

CI ,conv (/kW)

500

(-)
(-)
(-)

SOCinitial (%)
c

(kW/kWh)

(kW/kWh) 1

0.0001

0.86

xESS ,lim (kWh)

499

0.95

Amax (m²)

616

0.95

(-)

d

PV

(m²/kWp) 7.7

0.95

wWT ,lim (-)

3

60

Pgrid ,lim (kW)

8

0.5
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The results are shown graphically in Figure 3. The model determines the most cost optimal
operation and is reimbursed a small amount for grid injection. The grid interaction is clearly limited
to 8 kW and a certain amount of PV panels is installed as well as one wind turbine. In the summer
months insolation is relatively high, consequently the PV-generated energy is the highest. It is also
noted that the level of storage is kept within the defined constraints. The resulting costs, CO2-eq
emissions and installed capacities are given in Table 2. A yearly cost of  8521 is found and the
yearly emissions are 5586 kg CO2-eq. Comparing these costs and emissions to charging solely with
grid energy is not possible since the grid cannot supply the maximum load due to the imposed grid
limit. The lifetime of the batteries due to cycling is estimated at 13.6 years which is larger than the
float life, consequently the parameter used in the cost function is valid.

Figure 3: Operational results in base scenario
Table 2: Results base scenario
Cobj ()

4.2

8521

xESS (kWh)

29.8

wWT (-)

1

5586
Emsystem
(kg CO2-eq)

xPV (kWp)

19.1

xconv ,max (kW)

11.1

Sensitivity analysis grid electricity price

The influence of the parameter cext on the result is analyzed by varying it from 0.1 /kWh till
2.9 /kWh with a step size of 0.01 /kWh (Figure 4). The other parameters are the same as in the
base scenario, meaning a grid limit of 8 kW is imposed and the installation of energy storage and
renewable energy sources is enforced. An important conclusion is the fact that installed capacities
don’t vary in the range of 0.1 /kWh until 1 /kWh. In this range the total amount of extracted and
injected grid energy ( Egrid ,ext and Egrid ,inj ) remain constant as well. This means the model decides to
keep the installed capacities and operational strategy the same even though the grid price is rising.
Consequently, the objective function depends on the grid price and is almost linearly rising. Starting
from 1 /kWh the renewable energy sources become more interesting, thus more PV and energy
storage is installed. Consequently the converter capacity is increased because more power will flow
from DC to AC bus. At 2.6 /kWh it is decided to install a second wind turbine, which implies less
PV will be necessary. Since the wind turbines are on the AC bus it is better to use this energy to
supply the load and use the PV energy to charge the energy storage system. This leads to less
efficiency losses and a smaller converter size. It is also important to notice that the system
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emissions slightly increase. The emissions due to grid extraction lower but this is compensated by
the fact that more capacity is installed. As for the lifetime of the energy storage it seems the float
life is the most critical. The estimated lifetime due to cycles always remains larger than 13 years.

Figure 4: Result in function of grid electricity price
4.3

Sensitivity analysis grid power limit

In this analysis the parameters from the base scenario are used, but the grid limit is varied
from 7 kW to 12 kW with a step size of 0.25 kW (Figure 5). Relaxing the grid limit means less
renewable energy sources and batteries are installed. The sudden rise in PV-capacity at a grid limit
of 10 kW is remarkable, but can be explained by the fact that the model decides to install no more
wind turbine. The sudden loss in 6 kW of generating capacity is compensated by installing an
additional 4.6 kWp of PV capacity. The moment the grid limit is relaxed to 11.1 kW (which is equal
to the maximum load that occurs), no renewable energy sources or batteries are installed. Only grid
energy is used to supply the load, thus the objective function and emissions remain constant.
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Figure 5: Result in function of grid limit
4.4

Sensitivity analysis grid electricity price at 12 kW power limit

In this section the grid limit is set at 12 kW and the grid electricity price is varied from 0.2
/kWh to 0.6 /kWh with a step size of 0.01 /kWh (Figure 6). Photovoltaics are being installed
starting at a grid price of 0.23 /kWh. Since the power has to flow from the DC to AC bus a
converter is installed simultaneously. Considering no energy storage system is installed at this point
the excess energy is injected in the grid. At a price of 0.33 /kWh batteries and a wind turbine are
being installed, consequently a small decline in PV-capacity is observed as in the previous analysis.
In this case it is possible to compare the system costs and emissions with supplying the load with
exclusively grid energy Due to the cost optimization the relative costs in this case are never higher
than 100%. Furthermore the relative emissions are lower than 100% as well. At a small increase in
grid electricity price the relative emissions lower significantly.
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Figure 6: Result in function of grid price at a grid limit of 12 kW
5

CONCLUSION

A model for the technical-economic optimization of sustainable charging stations has been
developed using mixed-integer linear programming. The sizing of the renewable energy sources,
converter and energy storage system are determined. Also, the cost-optimal operation is set by the
model, which can be used as a benchmark for real-time control algorithms of hybrid renewable
energy systems.
In the sensitivity analyses it is confirmed that the total greenhouse gas emissions are reduced
in comparison to supplying the load with solely the grid electricity mix. Currently, hybrid
renewable energy systems aren’t price competitive with grid electricity. However, in the future the
price difference will decrease because on the one hand renewable energy sources and batteries are
becoming cheaper and on the other hand the grid electricity rate is increasing yearly. Furthermore
interest in hybrid energy systems is increasing due to incentives that are given for self-consumption
of locally produced energy (e.g. the German Renewable Energy Sources Act [10]). This means
energy storage will become more and more prominent in the future.
Future work consists of adding a biomass combined heat and power (CHP) unit to the model.
If there is a heat demand near the charging infrastructure, the cogenerated electricity can be used
for vehicle charging. The CHP unit will be dimensioned based on the heat demand. More research
will also be done on the sensitivity of the result to the load profile as well as price variations of
components.
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ABSTRACT
The transport sector is responsible for damaging levels of air pollutants and close to a
quarter of the EU greenhouse gas emissions. Many of the resulting environmental
problems can be addressed by effective abatement measures. Integrated assessment
modelling (IAM) aims to bring together information on emissions, atmospheric
transport between sources and exposed areas or populations, criteria for
environmental protection, and potential emission control measures in order to explore
effective abatement measures. These abatement measures have become increasingly
significant in order to meet current policy targets creating the need for integrated
assessment modelling to understand and capture changes in behaviour resulting from
them.
So far, IAM has been successfully applied in UK for monitoring PM10 and NO2;
model results and further potentials are presented and discussed. In this context, the
close interaction of NOx and PM10 is further examined and shown. Their combined
effects upon urban air quality (PM10 and NO2) will reflect modelling of emissions
from road transport in a manner which allow us to capture some of the dynamics
resulting from non-technical measures, such as low emission zones (LEZs), as well as
from technical abatement measures such as the use of low emission vehicles (LEVs) hybrids. The measures are implemented upon the basis of emission factors which are
aggregated to provide generic emissions factors for a specified vehicle mix thus
providing a tool for implementing certain behavioural changes (such as uptake of
LEVs), whereas the derived flow for each road link can capture changes in activity.
The second stage of the study is focused on the reduction of CO2 emissions from road
transport. The second stage starts with the implementation of the same non-technical
measures applied to the reduction of air pollutants to investigate their effect on
reducing CO2 emissions, and continues with the introduction of new technical
abatement measures such as the use of natural gas to fuel vehicles.
1. INTRODUCTION
Urban pollution is a serious problem that affects the environment and human health.
Many countries are having difficulties in complying with the European Commission’s
legislation on air quality, particularly for PM10 and NO2 and with the strict greenhouse
gas emission reductions. Road transport takes the biggest share to blame for
producing the most PM, NOX and CO2 emissions. In assessing strategies for future
improvement, modelling tools are required for estimating future concentrations
resulting from both technical and non-technical abatement measures. These abatement
measures have become increasingly significant in order to meet current policy targets
creating the need for integrated assessment modelling to understand and capture
changes in behaviour resulting from them. The Air Quality Expert Group [AQEG,
2006] also notes these linkages with behaviour, with examples of the effects of
aircraft fuel pricing on travel patterns, of fiscal incentives for petrol-diesel switches
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on technology uptake rates, and of congestion charging and low emission zones on
daily activity patterns.
The research on which this paper is based on reflects modelling of emissions from
road transport in a manner which allows us to capture some of the dynamics resulting
from non-technical abatement measures such as low emission zones and congestion
charging, as well as from technical abatement measures such as retrofitting diesel
particulate filters and using low emission vehicles – hybrids. The technical abatement
measures are implemented upon the basis of emissions factors which are then
aggregated to provide generic emission factors for a specified vehicle mix [Valiantis,
2007]. This vehicle mix provides a tool for implementing certain behavioural changes
(such as uptake of hybrid vehicles) whereas the derived flow for each road link can
capture changes in activity. With ASAM and the UKIAM nested to provide the
relevant background data [Oxley & ApSimon, 2007], this work shows how integrated
assessment modelling can capture the dynamics of technical and non-technical
measures and behavioural responses at the local scale whilst maintaining the linkages
to national and transboundary dynamics. The scenarios presented on this paper are
focused first on air pollution and have applied successfully for the UK; the same
scenarios will be implemented to investigate their effect on reducing CO2 emissions
from road transport and a comparison on their effectiveness will be made with the
reduction of air pollution. The study will continue with the introduction of new
technical abatement measures such as the use of natural gas to fuel vehicles.
2. METHODOLOGY
To capture the dynamics resulting from the abatement measures, a transport emissions
tool has been developed that calculates emissions from transport in great detail.
Integrated Modelling of Vehicle Emissions (iMOVE) [Valiantis, 2007], is designed as
a tool to assess current and future vehicle emissions and to investigate a variety of
potential emission reduction strategies to reduce air pollution and climate change
emissions both at a local or national scale. It brings together information on air
quality, population numbers, traffic data, vehicle emission inventories, technical and
non-technical measures for transport emission reduction, and GIS mapping
techniques.
The model calculates emissions using data provided by Netcen and is based on the
same methodology used in the National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory in the UK
[NAEI website]. Depending upon the road type, year in question, and traffic data,
iMOVE splits the basic fleet into 7 vehicle categories and the vehicle technology
(Euro Standards) mix into 4 categories. Then, depending upon the pollutant, iMOVE
applies different emission factors to calculate total emissions [Figure1]. The model
calculates emissions for PM10, NOX, and CO2, for each vehicle category, Euro
standard, and engine size when applicable. The model also calculates no-exhaust
emissions for PM10 for each vehicle category.
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Figure 1. iMOVE emissions calculation flowchart

The calculations are made using data provided by Netcen and applying the following
equation:
PM 10
PM 10
PM 10
PM 10
10
Emissions xPM
 ( Flowxroadtype
* (( EFmix
* SFmix
)  Tyreroadtype
,y
,y
, mix  Brakeroadtype , mix ))

where:
Flow is the vehicle flow in the road link
roadtype is the type of road in terms of urban, rural, or motorway
mix is the vehicle mix applicable to road link (x,y) and year in question
EF is the speed emission factor for each vehicle category and Euro standard
SF is the scaling factor for each vehicle category and Euro standard
Tyre is the tyre wear emission factor for each vehicle type for each road type
Brake is the brake wear emission factor for each vehicle for each road type

NOX emissions are calculated similarly with exception that there is no tyre and brake
wear.
X
roadtype
NOX
NOX
Emissions xNO
* ( EFmix
* SFmix
))
, y  ( Flowx , y

Emissions produced by iMOVE are linked to the BRUTAL model in order to
calculate the concentrations. The BRUTAL model has been developed as a high
resolution (1km) module of the UK Integrated Assessment Model [Oxley et al., 2003]
that is able to capture the transient road-side concentrations of air pollutants in urban
street canyons [Oxley et al., 2007]. By modelling local roadside concentrations, and
superimposing these upon background concentrations calculated by the UKIAM and
ASAM, it was possible to model the peak local concentrations in urban street canyons
which contribute to exceedance of urban air quality Limit Values. Nesting BRUTAL
within the UKIAM (and thus ASAM) enable us to assess the significance of different
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pollutant sources (controlled by policies applied at different spatial and temporal
scales) towards exceedance of air quality Limit Values and to address the abatement
measures in integrated assessment modelling which can influence air quality through
affecting traffic flows.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Six transport scenarios comprising of technical and non-technical measures have been
applied as a means to abate air pollution. The technical measures included fitting
diesel particulate filters (DPFs) on all diesel LGVs, HGVs, and Buses, early uptake of
Euro V and VI (high intensity – 100% passenger cars and LGVs -> EuroV, 75%
HGVs and Buses -> EuroV, and 25% of HGVs and Buses -> Euro VI), increase
uptake of hybrids (50% passenger cars) in urban areas, and introduction and uptake of
hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (HFCVs) in urban areas (50% passenger cars). Low
emission zones (LEZs) (keeping traffic flow same while requiring all articulate HGVs
and Buses entering the zone to be EuroV) and congestion charging schemes (15%
reduction in traffic) were the two non-technical measures applied.

Looking at Table 1 it quickly becomes apparent the significance of tyre and brake
wear in relation to exhaust emissions. Tyre and brake wear emissions remain
unchanged for all the scenarios apart from the congestion charge scenario. This is
because tyre and brake wear emissions depend mainly on the number of vehicles.
Since the traffic count is kept the same in all the other scenarios then there will be no
change in non-exhaust emissions of PM10. This is very important because it reduces
the emissions abatement performance of each scenario.
Table 1. Performance of emissions abatement measures in relation to BAU scenarios
NO

Description & Year in
Effect

1
2
3
4
5
6

DPFs (2010)
Uptake Euro V/VI (2010)
Hybrid-LEVs (2020)
HFCV (2020)
LEZ (2010)
Congestion Charge (2010)

Emissions Abatement Performance (% Annual Reduction)
PM10
NOX
Exhaust
Tyre Wear
Brake Wear
Combined
Exhaust
58.42%
0%
0%
23.54%
76.59%
0%
0%
30.86%
58.44%
17.26%
0%
0%
5.92%
12.93%
23.59%
0%
0%
8.09%
21.42%
11%
0%
0%
4.43%
8.29%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%

The dominance of secondary inorganic aerosols contributing to total PM10
concentrations, with total non-road contribution reaching close to 70%, is also very
important. Although different abatement technologies are applied, since tyre and
brake wear remain unchanged, and exhaust emissions contributing as little as 10% of
the total concentrations [Figure 2], the small reductions in the total PM10
concentrations from transport scenarios are understandable. With probably as little as
20% of the source contribution which can be captured by local policy, the national
and transboundary contributions become more important with regards to abatement
policy.
The opposite happens in the case of NO2, where the dominance of traffic contribution
in relation to non-road and background concentrations is evident. Findings in the
same grid square in Central London as in figure 2 suggest that up to 50% of the road-
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side concentrations may be a direct result of the local traffic, whereas only 20%
comes from non-road sources. With the annual limit values being more stringent,
policy will tend to be aimed towards meeting national emissions ceilings with
perceived benefits from urban air quality. NO2 concentrations are complicated further
by the influence of localised O3 and other (transboundary) pollutant concentrations
and variations in meteorological conditions, requiring policy action even more distant
from local pollution ‘episodes’. In order to model such episodes we must also take
into consideration how, and the extent to which, the NO2:NOX ratio is increasing in
urban areas, and how this ratio is affected by global NOX and O3 dynamics.
Figure 2. Source-apportionment (PM10) for a Central London grid square (source
BRUTAL)

4. CONCLUSIONS
Many countries are having difficulties in complying with the European Commission’s
legislation on air quality, particularly for PM10 and NO2 and with the strict greenhouse
gas emission reductions. Road transport takes the biggest share to blame for
producing the most PM, NOX and CO2 emissions. In assessing strategies for future
improvement, modelling tools are required for estimating future concentrations
resulting from both technical and non-technical abatement measures. These abatement
measures have become increasingly significant in order to meet current policy targets
creating the need for integrated assessment modelling to understand and capture
changes in behaviour resulting from them. iMOVE has been designed as a tool to
assess current and future vehicle emissions and to investigate a variety of potential
emission reduction strategies to reduce air pollution both at a local or national scale.
Emissions produced by iMOVE were linked with the BRUTAL model, a high
resolution (1km) module of the UKIAM that is able to capture the transient road-side
concentrations of air pollutants in urban street canyons. By modelling local roadside
concentrations, and superimposing these upon background concentrations calculated
by the UKIAM and ASAM, it was possible to model the peak local concentrations in
urban street canyons which contribute to exceedance of urban air quality Limit
Values. While NO2 concentrations are dominated by the local emissions (possibly
more than 50%), PM10 emissions from traffic may contribute less than 20% of total
concentrations indicating the dominance of secondary inorganic aerosols contributing
to total PM10 concentrations, with total non-road contribution reaching close to 70%.
This work provides the framework for potential integration with local, high
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resolution, meteorological models to enable us to begin assessing effects of pollution
episodes upon the exposure and health of vulnerable urban populations within the
overall framework of integrated assessment modelling. This work also provides the
framework for a comparison of the effectiveness of the abatement strategies in the
reductions of CO2 emissions.
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ABSTRACT
Material thermal properties are essential in calculating thermal energy losses through out a
building’s shell. Exact values, especially regarding the material thermal transmittance co-efficient,
also known as U-value, are critical for the correctness of calculations predicting a building’s
thermal energy demand, both for heating and cooling, thus enabling engineers in designing,
dimensioning and evaluating the building’s necessary heating and cooling systems in order to
optimize the final building/system integration and maximize efficiency, resulting in decreased
consumption. The aim of this study is to establish, under real weather conditions, the thermal
characteristics and actual thermal behaviour of typical residential houses in Cyprus.
For this purpose, a wireless web-based monitoring system has been deployed covering 44
different houses, geographically selected all over Cyprus. Construction materials varied amongst
each house, resulting in a theoretical U-value range of 0.467 to 1.389 W/m2K. Calibrated
temperature sensors were installed and measurements were conducted at 30-minute intervals for
each individual house. The internal house air temperature, the external air temperature, as well as
the internal and external wall surface temperatures, have been continuously monitored for a period
of fifteen months.
Processing the above mentioned data has led to the establishment of the mean internal
temperature of the typical Cypriot residence and calculation of the U-value for each individual wall,
facing north, south, east and west, including the roof, comprising the building envelope. Variations
of the calculated U-value of up to 25% for each wall orientation are observed, even though
construction materials of each wall remain the same. Furthermore, deviations of up to 30% from the
theoretical U-value calculation are also observed.
The utmost aim of this study is to provide experimental evidence and accurate measurements
of the thermal characteristics and behaviour of the typical building envelope in Cyprus, providing
thus a new tool for the engineering calculations.
1

INTRODUCTION

Energy consumption in buildings accounts for approximately 40% of the total energy
consumed in EU annually [1]. Furthermore, it has been established that households, in developed
countries, spend slightly more than half (53%) of their total energy needs for space heating and
cooling [2]. Taking also into account studies showing that there is major room for improvement on
the energy saving of the building sector in general [3], as well as for the residential buildings in
Cyprus in particular [4], it is evident that correct analysis of the building envelope and determining
the critical sources of thermal losses for a residential building is of great importance. Establishing
the actual thermal losses of the typical Cyprus residence, and identifying the dominant mechanisms
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and elements that contribute the most to the total residential thermal energy demand can become a
useful tool in the hands of policy makers, engineers as well as academia involved in the building
sector in general. Even though previous studies have been conducted in modelling the Cypriot
residence and its energy consumption [4] and also identifying the energy behaviour of the
residential buildings stock in Cyprus [5], this is actually the first time that in situ measurements
were performed in such a large scale in order to verify the accuracy of such theoretical predictions.
Theoretical predictions are based on methodologies developed mainly in the US and northern
European countries, thus, their direct implementation cannot be fully relied on due to the difference
in climatic conditions, building architecture and materials used for construction.
Better knowledge and understanding of the major building elements contributing to the
majority of the building’s thermal losses, as well as the actual construction materials behaviour and
thermal properties, can lead policy makers into improved legislation and EU directives
implementation, drafting of measures and targeting government subsidies regarding energy
efficiency and saving, thus maximizing the overall used energy reduction in the household sector
and the building industry in general. Architects and engineers can also benefit greatly from such
knowledge resulting in better building design, more accurate cooling and heating systems design
and dimensioning and optimized building/systems interaction resulting in higher efficiencies and
energy savings to the benefit of the end user.
In this study, the findings from the collection and analysis of actual in situ measurements in
44 different houses spread all over Cyprus are presented. Specifically, the typical behaviour of the
Cypriot user and his habits regarding the use of his residence heating system is identified and the Uvalue of typical wall structures used in the Cyprus building sector are derived. Finally, the
phenomenon of the radiating roof is presented in detail and its impact in increased energy losses
during night time is investigated.
2

METHODOLOGY

The methodology followed by the research team participating in this project was based
initially on two main axes. At first, a representative sample of houses to be monitored had to be
selected based on the following criteria: geographic location and climatic conditions, building type,
population density, construction materials and building characteristics. Four major climatic zones
are acknowledged in Cyprus; coastal, low-land, semi-mountainous and mountainous. Also, based
on population density, three main area categories are distinguished; urban, suburban and rural areas,
within the provinces of Nicosia, Larnaca, Limassol, Paphos and Famagusta.
Data acquired from the National Statistical Service of Cyprus [6] regarding the geographical
distribution of licensed residential buildings in the above areas for the period of 1991-2006 coupled
with identified construction characteristics led to the selection of 44 residential buildings for
monitoring, spread all over the island, as shown in Fig. 1. Most of the houses were selected in the
Nicosia region since it is the province with the higher population density, followed by Limassol and
then Paphos, Larnaca and Famagusta as shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3, most of
the selected houses have no thermal insulation as this was the common case in Cyprus, before the
implementation of the legislation on compulsory thermal insulation in buildings. However, a
substantial number of thermally insulated houses were chosen in order to check current construction
trends and techniques used in compliance with the recently voted legislation.
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Figure 1: Location of the monitored houses all over Cyprus (marked with red pins)

Figure 2: Geographical distribution of monitored houses

Figure 3: Degree of thermal insulation of monitored houses
Secondly, a custom temperature monitoring system, mainly due to budget constrains was
locally developed for the project’s purposes. The temperature sensors, consisting of thermistors
mounted on wireless and energetically autonomous data acquisition end-notes, were designed,
assembled and calibrated at CNE Technology accredited laboratory. The sensors developed were
installed in the selected houses, at appropriate surfaces and locations in order to monitor the internal
and external surface temperatures of the walls and the roofs, as well as the internal room air
temperature. Finally, air temperature sensors were used for monitoring the outside (ambient) air
temperature. Six out of the total 44 selected houses were fully monitored; temperature sensors have
been placed on each wall direction (north, south, east and west), as well as on the roof. The rest of
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the selected houses were partially monitored; temperature sensors have been placed on walls facing
only two directions (e.g. walls facing south and west).
In addition to the above measurements, a questionnaire was prepared in order to gather further
information and details on the selected houses. Information regarding the construction materials of
the walls and roof comprising the building envelope, type of windows and glazing, the cooling and
heating systems installed as well as the months in use and set temperatures, the number of
occupants and the hours that they were absent from the house, electrical appliances and their use
and many other that would provide a consumed energy profile, were also gathered.
3

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

3.1

Typical behaviour of the Cypriot Resident

The selected buildings have been monitored on a continuous basis and data has been recorded
for a period of fifteen months. These data were used to investigate the internal temperature profile
of the monitored houses. An example is given in Fig. 4, where the fluctuations of the indoor and
outdoor air temperatures of the monitored “House 02” are shown. The study of such graphs
provides useful information regarding the usage of the residence’s installed heating system by the
occupants. For the given example, it can be noticed that the heating system is turned on twice a day,
morning hours and night time, and the set temperature is close to 22 oC. The above procedure was
repeated for every monitored house and the results were summarized as shown in Table 1.

Figure 4: Air Temperature inside and outside of “House 02”
Table 1: Heating hours and room set temperatures at selected houses.
House
Name

Heating
System

Building Use

Heating System Working Hours

Set
Temperature

House 01

Boiler

Residential

06:30-08:00, 18:30-21:00

20-21

House 02

Boiler

Residential

05:00-07:00, 18:00-20:30

22

House 05

Boiler

Residential

20:00-08:00

18

House 09

Boiler

Residential

05:00-07:00, 19:00-21:00 (weekdays)
07:00-09:00, 19:00-21:00 (weekends)

21

House 03

Split Units

Residential

07:00-07:30, 21:00-22:00

23

House 07

Split Units

Office Space

09:00-16:00

23

Statistical analysis of the results obtained from all 44 monitored houses, lead to the drafting of
the typical behaviour of the Cypriot resident. Most users, having to go to work during morning
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hours, thus waking up around 06:00-07:00 a.m., and returning home late in the afternoon, customize
their heating demands accordingly. So they set their heating systems to run for a short period during
the very early morning hours, prior going to work, and then again during late afternoon / evening
hours, when they arrive back home and before going to bed. Small variations of the above
mentioned working hours and habits can be seen depending the day (weekday, weekend, public
holiday, etc). For example, most users shift slightly the working hours of the heating system for the
weekends. They set the system to start and stop a bit later during the morning (since usually they do
not have to go to work or the children to go to school on weekends). Also, usually they set the
system to stop at a later hour on Fridays and Saturdays since they can stay up a bit later on those
days. Finally, it can also be observed that they turn off the system in case they are away.
Also, depending on the type of the heating system used, the set temperature that the user
considers most appropriate for thermal comfort varies. For boiler based systems, where heat is
transferred into the residence using floor heating or radiators/convectors, a set temperature around
18 to 21 oC is considered as appropriate. An overall average set temperature of 20.5 oC has been
measured in the houses monitored. For heating systems, where heat is transferred into the residence
by circulating hot air (e.g. split unit or fan coil systems), a higher temperature of around 23 oC was
observed.

3.2

U-value measurements

In order to derive the U-values of the monitored houses, the methodology presented below
was followed. For a flat wall like the one shown in the corresponding Fig. 5, assuming one
dimensional heat flow, steady conditions and finally any heat transmitted through radiation to be
negligible, it is known [7] that the heat flow through the wall will be equal to:

Figure 5: Temperature distribution on a finite thickness wall

(1)
By rearranging a few terms one gets:

(2)
From math identities the equality is still valid if the members of the numerator and the
denominator are added separately:
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(3)
Setting the quantities:

(4)
where
(5)
Combining equations (3) & (4) the following expression for calculating the U-value of the
wall is obtained:
(6)
Knowledge of the wall’s construction materials and using the measured temperatures in each
monitored house, the U-value of building elements in each house can be calculated. Results for the
fully-monitored houses are presented in Table 2, while for the partially-monitored houses are
presented in Table 3. The wall thermal resistance co-efficient (Rswall) and the theoretical U-value
were calculated following the methodology [8] and the Guide [9] issued by the Cyprus Energy
Service.
Table 2: Measured U-values at fully-monitored houses
House
Name

Theoretical
Wall U-value

Theoretical
Roof U-value

Calculated U-value through measurements

House 01

0.850

0.510

North
Wall
0.615

West
Wall
0.615

South
Wall
0.605

East
Wall
0.755

0.329

House 02

0.516

0.773

0.334

0.375

0.414

-

0.512

House 09

1.389

3.098

0.995

1.253

1.368

1.005

2.887

House 10

0.467

-

0.313

0.313

0.320

0.320

-

House 12

1.389

3.098

0.840

0.855

1.020

0.987

1.645

House 16

0.516

-

0.327

0.320

0.253

0.143

-

Roof

Further statistical analysis of the results shows that the measured U-value is on average 20 %
lower than the theoretical U-value. The relative standard deviation of these calculations is 12.3%, so
it can be safely stated that the current methodology of calculating the U-value of a wall
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overestimates the actual value. It is also evident that the U-value varies depending on the wall
direction. These are in agreement to the findings of a similar study carried out for historical
buildings in Scotland [10].
Table 3: Measured U-values in partially-monitored houses
House
Name

Calculated
Wall Uvalue

Rwall

Derived U-value
through
measurements

Derived
/Calculated Uvalue Ratio

House 03

0.680

1.302

0.441

0.648

House 04

1.389

0.550

1.318

0.949

House 05

0.398

2.343

0.310

0.779

House 07

0.249

3.851

0.148

0.594

House 08

1.111

0.730

0.794

0.715

House 14

1.389

0.550

1.029

0.740

House 15

1.389

0.550

1.082

0.779

House 17

0.269

3.545

0.184

0.684

House 18

0.515

1.772

0.372

0.722

House 19

0.516

1.950

0.427

0.828

House 20

1.111

0.730

1.011

0.910

House 21

1.389

0.550

1.008

0.726

House 22

1.389

0.550

1.256

0.904

House 23

0.515

1.772

0.378

0.733

House 24

1.156

0.695

0.998

0.863

House 25

0.516

1.770

0.324

0.628

House 27

1.389

0.550

1.302

0.937

House 28

0.516

1.770

0.377

0.731

House 30

1.389

0.550

1.157

0.833

House 31

1.389

0.550

1.208

0.870

House 32

1.389

0.550

1.056

0.760

House 33

1.389

0.550

1.059

0.762

House 34

1.111

0.730

0.870

0.783

House 35

1.389

0.550

1.097

0.790

House 36

1.389

0.550

1.121

0.807

House 37

1.389

0.550

1.146

0.825

House 38

1.111

0.730

1.098

0.988

House 39

1.389

0.550

1.240

0.893

House 40

1.389

0.550

1.288

0.927

House 41

0.249

3.851

0.171

0.687

House 42

1.389

0.550

1.018

0.733

House 43

1.389

0.550

1.246

0.897

House 44

1.389

0.550

1.071

0.771

Average

79.4%

STDEV

0.098

RSD

12.3%
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3.3

Radiation of flat Roofs

Analysis of the data collected throughout the test period from the monitoring system in each
house and a closer look at the results, led to an overlooked outcome. Specifically, it was noticed that
in a considerable number of nights, the roof’s external surface temperature dropped considerably
below the external ambient temperature in certain houses as can be seen in Fig. 6. This contradicts
to the basic heat transfer scenario (mechanism) that is used in calculating heat losses from the
interior of a building to the exterior.

Figure 6: Typical temperature distribution on roof section – “House 01” (Nicosia)
In the standard model used today, for a heated room, heat is transferred to the inside surface
of the room’s external wall through convection from the room air, then to the wall’s external
surface through conduction, and then again by convection from the outside surface of the wall to the
ambient air. This mechanism assumes that the room temperature is higher than the wall’s inside
surface temperature, which in turn is higher than the wall’s outside surface temperature, which is
normally higher than the ambient air temperature.
In the monitored cases, this was not the case during nights where there was a clear sky. To
quantify this phenomenon, the temperature sensors were re-calibrated and surface thermometers
were used to verify their readings. Secondly, a literature search was performed, verifying that flat
roofs tend to radiate heat to the sky on sky-clear nights, thus resulting in increased losses through
radiation and their surface temperature dropping below the ambient temperature [11]. Another
interesting observation was the fact that the above mentioned phenomenon occurred frequently in
houses in the Nicosia region, but very rarely in houses in the area of Limassol and Paphos.
The special climatic characteristics of Limassol and Paphos, with quite high levels of
humidity, could be an explanation to the above mentioned observation. On the contrary, Nicosia’s
climate is much dryer, a fact that increases the possibility of a clear night sky radiation, and thus the
occurrence of the flat roof’s temperature drop.
Further focus on the houses situated in Nicosia area, where the temperature drop of the
radiating roof is much more intense, and detailed data analysis, achieved a quantification of the
roof’s external surface temperature drop. Statistical analysis of the results shows that there is an
average temperature drop of approximately 2.5 oC as shown in Table 4.
Furthermore, it appears that there is a linear relationship between the ambient air temperature
and the external roof surface temperature, since the data are highly correlated (Fig. 7). Establishing
a “best-fit” linear curve through the available data (approx. 4000 points), the following linear
equation can be derived, which can be used to predict the roof’s external surface temperature for a
house in Nicosia, for a given external air temperature.
o

C

(7)
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where
Troof : is the temperature of the flat roof’s external surface.
Tair : is the environment ambient temperature.
Table 4: Average temperature drop of flat roof external surface in oC.
Month
December 2011
January 2012
February 2012
December 2012
January 2013

Temperature Drop of Roof
External Surface
House 01
2.50
2.27
2.46
-

House 02
2.90
2.19
2.99
2.53

House 10
2.30
2.12
-

Figure 7: Correlation between outside (ambient) air temperature and external roof surface
temperature for houses with a flat roof in the area of Nicosia.
4

CONCLUSION

In the present study, the outline, methodology and goals of the corresponding research work
have been presented, along with the findings, resulting from the analysis of the collected data, with
regards to the typical behaviour of Cypriot resident, the actual U-values of the typical Cypriot
houses and particular behaviour of the building’s flat roof under specific conditions. Also, some
critical conclusions regarding the above are presented.
From the analysis of the collected data shown above, it is evident that in the typical Cypriot
house the heating system operates at specific periods of the day, in contrast to the northern
European countries where heating systems operate around the clock during winter time. Another
interesting result is the fact that users perceive an average temperature of 20.5 oC as adequate for
thermal comfort in water based heating systems, while a higher temperature of 23 oC is needed in
systems circulating hot air. These findings can prove quite useful for engineers involved in the
design of such systems.
Another critical finding of the present work concerns the overestimation of the U-value of a
building’s envelope that is calculated from current theoretical models. This could be used by the
engineering community performing energy simulations and system design in order to decrease the
safety factors used in their design calculations.
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Finally, the phenomenon experienced in flat roofs could help policy makers in targeting
legislation and subsidy schemes in order to countervail the increased energy losses resulting from
the above mentioned combined mechanism.
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ABSTRACT
In this work, a selection of the optimum steam turbine type and size for integration in
concentrated solar power (CSP) plants is carried out. In particular, the optimum steam turbine input
and output interfaces for a range of CSP plant capacity sizes are identified. Also, efficiency and
electricity unit cost curves for various steam turbine capacities are estimated by using a combination
of the Steam Pro software module of the Thermoflow Suite 18 package and the IPP v2.1
optimization software tool. The results indicate that the estimated efficiency and the expected
specific capital cost of the power block are very important criteria in choosing the best steam
turbine size of a CSP plant. Finally, although the cost of electricity of a CSP plant is significantly
reduced with the increase in the installed capacity, currently such technologies can only become
economically viable through financial supporting schemes.
1

INTRODUCTION

Currently, steam turbines with widely varying configurations, sizes and application purposes
are used extensively in the electricity generation and process industries. These steam turbines
represent a significant part of the capital and operating costs of most plants, and therefore
optimizing their selection and sizing is of major economic importance for the viability of the plant.
However, the selection of the optimum steam turbine based on type and size for any given new
plant is not a simple process, since a number of criteria have to be examined and be satisfied. The
main criteria, apart from the economic ones, include the actual plant steam operating conditions at
the interfaces to the steam turbine, the existing power system capacity, the stability and reliability
conditions and requirements that are in place to safeguard that the safe and reliable supply of
electricity throughout the electricity network is not disrupted by the introduction of a new power
plant.
In this work, a selection of the optimum steam turbine type and size for integration in
concentrated solar power (CSP) plants with parabolic trough technology is carried out. In particular,
the parabolic trough technology is presented. Also, the optimum steam turbine input and output
interfaces for a range of CSP plant capacity sizes are identified. Furthermore, optimum efficiency
and electricity unit cost curves for various steam turbine capacities are estimated by using a
combination of the Steam Pro software module of the Thermoflow Suite 18 package [1] and the IPP
v2.1 optimization software tool [2].
In section 2, a description of the parabolic trough technology is provided. In section 3, the
Steam Pro software module of the Thermoflow Suite 18 package and the IPP v2.1 optimization
software tool are described. In section 4, the input and output interfaces of the steam turbine cycle
for various capacity sizes of CSP plants, as well as the estimation of efficiency and expected capital
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cost of the power block for various steam turbine capacities is carried out. The cost of electricity of
CSP plants integrated with steam turbines is estimated in section 5. Finally, the conclusions are
summarized in section 6.
2

PARABOLIC TROUGH TECHNOLOGY

A parabolic trough, which is the most commonly used CSP technology, is a long, troughshaped reflector with a parabolic cross-section [3], as indicated in Figure 1. As a result of this crosssection, sunlight reflected within the trough is focused along a line running the length of the trough.
In order to collect this heat, a pipe is positioned along the length of the trough at its focus and a heat
collection fluid is pumped through it. The tube (or receiver) is designed to be able to absorb most of
the energy focused onto it and must be able to withstand the resultant high temperature. Typical
receivers for this purpose are made of steel tubing with a black coating and surrounded by a
protective glass cover with the space between the two evacuated to reduce heat loss. An antireflective coating may be added to the outer glass surface to increase efficiency further.

Figure 1: Principle of operation of parabolic trough system
The solar array of a parabolic trough power plant consists of several parallel rows of parabolic
reflectors. The heat collecting fluid which is pumped through the pipes along the length of each
solar trough is typically synthetic oil, similar to engine oil, capable of operating at high temperature.
During operation it is likely to reach between 300ºC and 400ºC. After circulating through the
receivers the oil is passed through a heat exchanger where the heat it contains is extracted to raise
steam in a separate sealed system and the steam is then used to drive a steam turbine generator to
produce electricity. The heat collecting fluid is then cycled back through the solar collector field to
collect more heat.
The parabolic troughs along which these tubular receivers run may be five to six meters wide,
one or two meters deep and up to 150m in length (though an individual trough of this length will
usually be constructed from modular sections). Many of these are required to collect sufficient
energy to provide heat for a single power plant. As a consequence, these solar troughs form a
physically large part of the solar plant and their cost can have a significant impact on plant
economics.
Parabolic solar troughs are usually aligned with their long axes north south and they are
mounted on supports that allow them to track the sun from east to west across the sky. These
supports may be made of steel or aluminum. In the first commercial plants the actual mirrors were
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made from 4mm glass which is both heavy and expensive. Modern developments aim to reduce the
cost and weight by using new techniques and materials including polished aluminium instead of
coated glass mirrors. Energy conversion efficiency is one of the keys to commercial success for
solar thermal plants. The reflecting mirrors must be both accurately shaped, and accurately
positioned in order to achieve maximum solar collection efficiency. Then the tracking system must
ensure that each trough is in the optimum position, all day. Finally the tubular energy receivers must
operate at the highest efficiency possible too.
3

THE OPTIMIZATION MODELS

This section concerns the estimation of the optimum steam turbine input and output
interfaces, the efficiency and electricity unit cost curves for various steam turbine capacities by
using a combination of the Steam Pro software module of the Thermoflow Suite 18 package and the
IPP v2.1 optimization software tool. These software tools are briefly described below.
3.1

The Steam Pro software

The steam turbine optimum selection is carried out using the Steam Pro software module of
the Thermoflow Suite 18 package [1]. This module, the flowchart of which is given in Figure 2, is
used for the design of conventional steam plants, while other modules exist for the design of
combined cycle units (GT Pro), and for performance evaluation of either conventional (Steam
Master) or combined cycle (GT Master) units. The Steam Pro module computes, based on the user
inputs, the mass and heat balances of the plant, and also performs the design of the various plant
subsystems and equipment. The program offers considerable flexibility, allowing the user to enter
design specifications and requirements down to minute detail, but it also offers suitable default
options based on the main design specifications.


Plant Type
Nominal Ambient Conditions
Main Steam Flow or Power
Desired Process Flows
Revise
Other User Specifications
PEACE inputs




STEAM PRO
Plant Performance and cost
at Design Point



Initial Plant Design



STEAM MASTER

Figure 2: Flow chart of the Steam Pro software
In addition to the unit size and basic turbine configuration the user is able to specify details of
the plant location, fuel specifications, steam turbine design parameters, boiler thermal and size
parameters, feed heater train specifications and interface to process streams, either steam or water.
Program outputs include all operating parameters, at full load, as well as the design specifications of
the plant subsystems (steam turbine, boiler, feed heaters, condenser, and motors).
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3.2

The IPP v2.1 optimization model

In order to calculate the cost of electricity from the CSP plants each plant operation is
simulated using the IPP v2.1 software [2]. The software emerged from a continued research and
development in the field of software development for the needs of power industry. This userfriendly software tool, the flowchart of which is given in Figure 3, can be used for the selection of
an appropriate least cost power generation technology in competitive electricity markets. The
software takes into account the capital cost, the fuel consumption and cost, the operation cost, the
maintenance cost, the plant load factor, etc. All costs are discounted to a reference date at a given
discount rate. Each run can handle 50 different candidate schemes simultaneously. Based on the
above input parameters for each candidate technology the algorithm calculates the least cost power
generation configuration in real prices and the ranking order of the candidate schemes [4].


Input data and
scenarios
CO2 emissions
Generate technol.
variables

IPP model
simulations
Electricity unit cost,
financial indicators
(including externalities)


Converge?

Optimum electricity
unit cost

Figure 3: Flow chart of the IPP optimization model
The technical and economic parameters of each candidate power generation technology are
taken into account based on the cost function:
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where c is the final cost of electricity in /kWh, in real prices, for the candidate technology k,
CCj is the capital cost function in , CFj is the fuel cost function in , COMFj is the fixed operation
and maintenance (O&M) cost function in , COMVj is the variable O&M cost function in , Pj is the
total electricity production in kWh, j=1, 2,…N is the periods (e.g., years) of installation and
operation of the power generation technology and i is the discount rate. The least cost solution is
calculated by:
least cost solution  min

c 
,
k 

(2)
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During the simulations procedure the following financial feasibility indicators based on the
individual case examined may be calculated: (a) electricity unit cost or benefit before tax (in
/kWh), (b) after tax cash flow (in ), (c) after tax NPV (net present value: the value of all future
cash flows, discounted at the discount rate, in today’s currency), (d) after tax IRR (internal rate of
return: the discount rate that causes the NPV of the project to be zero and is calculated using the
after tax cash flows. Note that the IRR is undefined in certain cases, notably if the project yields
immediate positive cash flow in year zero) and (e) after tax PBP (payback period: the number of
years it takes for the cash flow, excluding debt payments, to equal the total investment which is
equal to the sum of debt and equity).
4

STEAM TURBINE OPTIMUM SIZING

This analysis concerns the selection and the sizing of the optimum steam turbine to be
integrated in various capacities of CSP plants. For the purpose of this analysis, the Steam Pro
software module of the Thermoflow Suite 18 package [1] is used. The investigation covers the two
major types of steam turbines, that is, condensing and back-pressure turbines, and also different
power capacity sizes for the turbine, from 10kWe up to 100MWe [5].
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Figure 4: Inlet pressure of condensing and backpressure turbine for maximum efficiency
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Figure 5: Inlet temperature of condensing and backpressure turbine
The results concerning the turbine inlet pressure are illustrated in Figure 4. It can be observed
that by increasing the capacity of the plant, the inlet pressure of the steam into the turbine, at which
maximum efficiency is obtained, also increases and for a capacity of the plant over 50MWe, the
inlet pressure remains constant at 140bar. In the case of the inlet temperature, it is clear from Figure
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5 that the inlet temperature of the steam into the turbine is constant at 540°C for all cases. From
Figure 6, it is observed that the inlet steam flow into the turbine, at which maximum efficiency is
obtained, increases linearly with the increase of the capacity of the plant. Particularly, for the case
of condensing steam turbine, the exhaust pressure is at 50mbar, and the temperature at 33°C, which
corresponds to steam quality of 0.85 at the turbine exhaust.
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Figure 6: Inlet steam flow of condensing and backpressure turbine for maximum efficiency
The estimated optimum efficiency for different capacity sizes of steam turbines is tabulated in
Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 7. For small to medium capacities up to 5MWe, it can be observed
that the steam turbine efficiency increases at a relatively high rate. For larger capacities, the
efficiency increases at lower rates. In fact, there is no significant gain if the power plant uses a
steam turbine of 50MWe or 100MWe, there is however significant gain to be realized in increasing
the turbine size up to 50MWe.
Table 1 Optimum efficiency of various steam turbine sizes

Expected efficiency (%)

Steam turbine size
[kWe]
10
50
100
1000
10000
25000
50000
100000

Optimum efficiency
[%]
2.00
5.00
8.33
22.25
36.24
39.22
41.37
42.92

46
44
42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
1

10

100

1000

10000

100000

1000000

Steam turbine capacity (kWe)

Figure 7: Optimum efficiency of various steam turbine sizes
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The expected specific capital cost of the power block, which includes the cost of the steam
turbine, the condenser and the feed water heaters only, for different capacity sizes of steam turbines
is illustrated in Figure 8. It can be observed that as the capacity of the steam turbine increases, the
expected specific cost of the power block decreases with high rate, but for larger capacities it
remains relatively constant at a minimum value [5]. Thus, there is no significant difference in the
expected capital cost of the power block if the size of the steam turbine is of 50MWe or 100MWe,
but there are large cost savings in increasing the plant size up to 50MWe.
Expected cost (turbine, condenser and
feed water heaters only) (/kWe)

6500
6000
5500
5000
4500
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3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
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1
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100

1000

10000

100000

1000000

Steam turbine capacity (kWe)

Figure 8: Expected capital cost of the power block (turbine, condenser and feed water heaters
only)
5

COST OF ELECTRICITY

In order to calculate the cost of electricity of a CSP plant without storage, various capacity
sizes, integrated with steam turbines are simulated by using the IPP v2.1 software tool [2], [4]. The
total plant system efficiency and the total plant capital cost for each capacity size used in the
simulations are tabulated in Table 2.
Table 2 CSP input data
CSP capacity
[kWe]
10
50
100
1000
10000
25000
50000
100000

Efficiency []
0.7
1.8
8.1
11.7
13.2
14.2
15.0
15.6

Capital cost
[/kWe]
11167
8527
6218
5605
5262
5029
4943
4888

The overall CSP plant efficiency is increased from 0.7% for the 10kWe plant up to 15.6% for
the 100MWe plant, whereas the capital cost is reduced from 11167/kWe for the 10kWe plant to
4888/kWe for the 100MWe plant. Throughout the simulations, a fixed O&M cost of
4.45/kWe/month is assumed for staff salaries, insurance charges and fixed maintenance. A
variable O&M cost of 2.3/MWh, which includes the spare parts, chemicals, oils, consumables, a
typical discount rate of 6%, a loan interest of 6% and an inflation rate of 2.5% are assumed [6], [7].
Also, the capacity factor of the CSP plants is assumed as 22.5% (reflecting the climatic conditions
of Cyprus) and the economic life is assumed to be 20 years.
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The results concerning the optimum cost of electricity of the different capacity sizes of CSP
plants is tabulated in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 9. It can be observed that the cost of
electricity is reduced from 10kWe up to 10MWe, whereas for higher capacities it remains relatively
constant at a minimum value. Although, for CSP plants greater than 1MWe the cost of electricity is
below 0.41/kWh, with a minimum value of 0.33/kWh for 100MWe, this is still a very high cost
for electricity generation compared to generation plants using conventional fuels. Therefore,
adequate financial support schemes are necessary in order for CSP plants to become economically
viable.
Table 3 Optimum electricity unit cost of various CSP capacities
Electricity unit cost
[/kWh]
0.70
0.55
0.51
0.41
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.33

CSP capacity
[kWe]
10
50
100
1000
10000
25000
50000
100000
0.80

Electricity unit cost (/kWh)

0.70

0.60

0.50

0.40

0.30
1

10

100

1000

10000

100000

1000000

Parabolic trough sizes (kWe)

Figure 9: Optimum electricity unit cost of various CSP capacities
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a selection of the optimum steam turbine type and size for integration in various
capacity sizes of CSP plants has been carried out. The results indicated that by increasing the
capacity of the plant, the steam inlet pressure of the turbine at which maximum efficiency can be
obtained increases linearly up to a capacity of 50MWe and then remains constant at 140bar. The
steam inlet temperature of the turbine is constant at 540°C for all the examined types and sizes of
steam turbines. Furthermore, the inlet steam flow into the turbine is linearly depended by the size of
the turbine and therefore by the installed capacity of the CSP plant.
The estimated efficiency and the expected specific capital cost of the power block are very
important criteria in choosing the best steam turbine size of the CSP plant. For capacity sizes of
10kWe up to 50MWe, the steam turbine efficiency increases and the steam turbine expected
specific capital cost of the power block decreases with high rate, whereas for larger capacities
remain relatively constant. Thus, there is no significant gain if the power plant uses a steam turbine
of 50MWe or 100MWe, there is however significant efficiency gains to be realized and large cost
savings in increasing the turbine size up to 50MWe. Finally, although the cost of electricity of a
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CSP plant is significantly reduced with the increase in the installed capacity, currently such
technologies can only become economically viable through financial supporting schemes.
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ABSTRACT
There are many talks about energy efficiency. Now we know a lot about energy saving. However,
we do not implement enough solutions. Now we have to find out what and how. Now we have to
stop being afraid of making new steps. These are the steps to save our money and to save future for
our children.
My company represents a team working in the area of led lighting production and invertors
retrofitting. Our activities stretch from scientific research and production to installation and
maintenance.
All of us daily use home appliances. To use them effective we have to modify them or to purchase
new energy saving devices. It is crucial to know which is the most energy consumptive. We can
split all electrical devices in three groups: 1) Lighting, 2) Heating and air conditioning 3) Other
domestic devices: fridges, washing machines, irons, etc.
Regarding lighting obviously progressive civilization is moving towards LED though there are
many concerns from consumers. With no doubt everybody agrees that it is much more energy
efficient than older systems. LED’s consumption approximately is 9 times less from incandescent
bulbs, 6 times from halogens, 2-3 times from fluorescents. There are three myths scaring house
owners from replacing their old lamps.
1) High price – The truth is: the real difference is 30-50% comparing with CFL (Compact
Fluorescent Lamps) for instance. An Electricity bill grows faster.
2) Not enough light - The truth is: the current 3rd generation of LED emits 130-160 lm per watt! No
other light source except of the sun can compete with LED.
3) Short lifespan - It occurs some times that cheap LED lamps lasts a very short time after start of
using them. However, it is quite easy to determine cheap unreliable ones. The real lifetime of the
decent LED lamp – more than 10 years!
In conclusion, for lighting I would vote only for LED. It reduces electrical consumption for lighting
up to 80% therefore reducing down an electrical bill to 50%! Same time LEDs are not expensive.
Average payback after lamp replacement is 2 years.
For air heating and conditioning – there is ultimate and effective solution for energy saving –
invertors, which can be easy installed for most of the devices. Saving is around 30-50%. It fits in
most of non-invertor type air-conditions. In addition, there are solutions for big fridges and washing
machines.
What is crucial for residence owner to remember – half of savings you can do is just being careful
and following some rules while using electrical appliances, meaning no harm to your budget.
Now during rough time to survive in competitive world of energy saving technologies, a
manufacture has to be cost-effective. Because modern consumers do not buy any more – they
invest. Nevertheless, staying firm at the market we as EnerMan group stick to our motto: “quality
first, service first”. And we shall not let you down.
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1

ERA OF “GREEN DISCUSSION”

Nowadays, everywhere around we can hear about either huge impact of an industry to the
nature or about numberless green technologies, in attempt to save our planet from total destruction.
Down to earth, majority of us has more personal and important issue: how to save more with less
possible impact to our wallet? Will it really work?
Each person besides being involved in general economy is really participating in the economy
of his private living, which is focused on the correct utilization of the residence.
There are thousands of ideas how to reduce all imaginable costs concerning usage of our
premises. However again there is only a few of them being implemented. So we discuss of “how to
be green” with positive movement ahead.
Nowadays it is a kind of fashion and effective marketing – to claim any device “energysaving”. We can find “NEW modern energy-saving” coffee-machine and meat-mincer or telephone
and laptop. The truth is – their consumption is so insignificant, you will never sense it.
On the other hand, there are many offers with expensive models of convectional heaters,
promising 50% reduction of electricity usage. As a matter of fact, it is impossible due to the
limitations of the technology. Such devices will still produce same heat as the old ones.
There is no surprise that after such a mess of saving offers we do not trust to the “green”
salespersons, aiming to grab the last green banknote from our wallet!
To build trust we have to increase practical education, to explain simple and clear cons and
pros of various solutions.
For those, who not sure yet if they need to learn more about energy saving, lesson #1:
Check you electricity bill! This is your money. Now is the time to stop to discuss and start
saving. And let us do it in the clever way.
2

EXISTING ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Obviously, it is important to know “what is on the table?” Let us have a look at overall list of
energy and money saving solutions for households.
First, we shell find out the nature and differences in traditional and energy-saving devices. To
study this we made a review of the manufactures of existing appliances, claiming their technologies
will prevent from enormous cost of our electricity bills. The study will help us also to understand
effectiveness of these solutions.
How we did our research:
1. We have measured with power meter weekly consumption of our own appliances. In
addition, we have studied different European governmental statistics and tables.
Moreover, for the complete picture we have examined wattage information from
manufacture’s web sites.
2. For the basic model, we take 100 sq. m 3-bedroom apartment. We assume that four people
is using it daily for 8 hours of daytime and 8 hours of night time 7 days per week. (We
made day hours average by following an estimation: 2 hours in the morning, 4 hours in
the evening for workday and 10 hours for weekend).
3. Seasonal usage of heating, air-conditioning and lighting is calculated as annual average
consumption for Central and Southern Europe.
4. The price for 1kW/h is average for EU = 0.16 EUR
5. The price for the devices is average between high branded stuff (such as Bosch, Phillips,
Miele, Daikin) and “no name” Chinese offers.
6. For alternative energy-saving solution we provide not the complete list of existing offers
but only for the most effective ones from our point of view
7. We do not observe such appliances as computers, TV sets, telephones, mobile chargers.
Even drying fans out of the list as their consumption is insignificant comparing with the
rest of the devices. There is no study also for coffee machines, dehumidifiers and other
appliances, which are of specific or seldom usage.
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Table 1. The list of existing appliances and their energy-saving solutions

Area

Type

Power Consumption load

Power
W

Hours
per
day

Hours
per
year

Total
cost per
year
EUR

General

Electric heater (panel
convector x4)

varying load (divided by 8
per day)

5000

4

1460

1168.00

General

Water heater (100 l)

constant load

5000

3

1095

876.00

General

Air conditioner (x4
"spilt" units)

varying load (average of
300W per 1 pc)

3000

4

1460

700.80

Kitchen

Electric stove

constant load (1 medium
element average)

2000

2

730

233.60

Kitchen

Electric oven

constant load

3200

0.5

183

93.44

Kitchen

Fridge

varying load (average
consumption)

50

24

8760

70.08

Kitchen

Dishwasher

varying load (average
consumption)

600

2

730

70.08

Kitchen

Water dispenser/kettle

constant load

1000

0.5

183

29.20

Kitchen

Microwave

constant load

1000

0.2

73

11.68

Laundry

Drying machine

constant load

3400

0.5

183

99.28

Laundry

Washing machine

varying load (average
consumption)

500

1

365

29.20

Laundry

Hoover

constant load

1400

0.2

73

Laundry

Iron

varying load (average
consumption)

400

0.3

110

7.01

Lighting

Halogen lamp 50W x
15 pcs

constant load (no ballast
lost)

720

6

2190

252.29

Lighting

CFL lamp 20W x 10
pcs

constant load (+30%
ballast lost)

260

6

2190

91.10

16.35

3748.11

The Table 1 gives us general idea about costs volume for main electrical devices we utilise at
a typical residence. As is was mentioned above – hours of usage are not actual usage time per day
but average, considering season factor, minimum and maximum load of the device and type of the
device.
At the chart below is analysis per groups of devices, which shows clearly most costly areas,
so later we pay attention for these particular ones.
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Chart 1. Priorities for energy-saving solutions per areas

When splitted by groups, it is easy to highlight the most important areas for further
investigation. Those are heating and air-conditioning, kitchen appliances and lighting.
For the second stage of the analysis, we mark the most expensive devices costwise. Below for
energy-saving we shell explore solutions only for these particular ones.
According to the Table 1, following positions are valuable for study, starting from the most
expensive accordingly:
1. Electric heater (considering traditional convection type heaters)
2. Water heater (mostly stands together with electric heating)
3. Air-conditioning
4. Lighting (we shell unite halogen and CFL lamps because it is important for the calculations
below)
5. Cooking stove
The Chart 2. The pie of “classic” scenario usage per specific devices
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The Chart 2 represent case with electrical heating and water heating, so called “classic
scenario”. Although in many European countries, (especialy Central and Northen Europe) is well
developed gas heating, gas cookers or central heating with centralized gus supply. In these scenarios
main consumtion is from Lighting and Air-Conditioning as per Chart 3 below:
The Chart 3. The pie of “centrilized gas supply” scenario.

It shows how focus of the energy-saving can be shifted to only 2 devices. That means that if
replacing lighting with LED lamps and instaling invertors to a/c a consumer can achieve around
60% of total saving with average payback period less then in 1 year.
Likewise focusing on device is important to have in mind its sesonal usage. We have to be
extra careful while utilising for instanse air condition during July, August – peak months for
cooling. And it is less important between seasons. Opposite with heating. Takeing care of it during
February will give probably 40% of whole saving during winter months.
While focusing on specific devices let’t do not forget the rest we left behind our tables. It
means we still have to pay attention to energy saving solutions for coffee-machine or irons. Most
probably in the near future manufacturers will develop devices that are effective. We know such
examples from LED lighting industry. A few years ago, it was not energy-friendly lighting. A price
was too high, diodes did not really emitted enough light and the most of all - lifespan was short.
Nowadays no one will doubt that it is much more effective. The similar examples are represents airconditioning and water heating. Thus, we shell to follow up for latest inventions in this area.
Nevertheless, it is the topic for a different research.
3
3.1
3.1.1

ENERGY-SAVING APPLIANCES
Heaters.
Mythes about “energy-friendly” heaters:
1)
Infrared heater are more economic: The true is that infrared heaters are not heating
up the air as convectional heaters, but an object itself as a human for instanse. Thereby
they are useful in some areas where there is need to get warm in a short time but definitely,
we cannot keep heating a bedroom during night. Electrical consumption is 1-5kW, same as
convectional one.
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2)
Fan heaters or integrated in air-condition: they are effective for faster heating the air
but they burn the oxygen so again not really useful for full warming of the apartment. They
can be utilised as a temporary solution. Consumption is just the same as convectional.
3)
Electric-floors are more effective: actually, it is the most expensive way to heat the
building. The only benefit – it is spread heat evenly from all floor surface.
Electricity is not effective for heating. Unfortunately, all electric heaters will consume the
same amount of electricity and produce the same amount of thermal heat, accordingly to power
input.
3.1.2

Energy-saving solutions for heating:
1) Good insulation of walls, ceiling, floors and windows! In fact, bad insulation is a reason
of 20-40% of heat loses. Therefore, there is no reason to proceed with modernisation of
the heating system before checking the level of building insulation.
One of the most useful and versatile insulation materials is polyurethane rigid foam
(PUR). The widespread use of this rigid foam is already making a major contribution to
energy saving but greater use of this material could save even more. PUR is
the most versatile insulation material due to the extreme adaptation potential of
polyurethane chemistry.
Also good quality hinged windows provide 30 better insulation then sliding type.
Average costs:
New windows (aluminium profile 12 sq.m + install) = 3000 EUR
PUR insulation (10eur/sq.m + install) = 2000 EUR (without finish decorative layer)
2) Install gas, kerosene boiler, pellet stove. It goes also for water heating as well/ Instead of
using traditional gas boiler; install Micro-CHP system if possible. It stands for micro
combined heat and power. This technology generates heat and electricity
simultaneously, from the same energy source, in individual homes or buildings. The
main output of a micro-CHP system is heat, with some electricity generation, at a typical
ratio of about 6:1 for domestic appliances. It slightly more expensive than traditional
boiler. Technology is new so it is expected more effective performance lately.
Average costs: Gas boiler (25kW) = 2000 EUR [4]
Installation = 1500 EUR
Pipework and radiator system = 2000 EUR
Installation labour = 1500 EUR
Gas price (kW) average EU = 0.05 EUR [5]
3) Ground source heat pump. A ground source heat pump circulates a mixture of water and
antifreeze around a loop of pipe – called a ground loop – which is buried in your garden
or any other area next to the building. Heat from the ground is absorbed into the fluid
and then passes through a heat exchanger into the heat pump. The ground stays at a
fairly constant temperature under the surface, so the heat pump can be used throughout
the year – even in the middle of winter [3]. It is the most expensive solution though most
energy effective. In addition, it provides the most “green” heat with almost zero impact
to the environment. It also has impressive lifespan of the system – 50-200 years! It can
be installed for the private house or for the complete multi-apartment building. For
typical residence electricity consumption will be around 1kW per hour
Average costs: Ground heat pump system = 8000-12000 EUR (including installation)
Ventilation system 3000 EUR (inc. Instalation)

3.1.3

Low cost saving tips for heating:

1) Put heavy curtains, blinds, draft excluders [1]
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2) Ensure that the burner is correctly set and the boiler is cleaned every summer by a
competent person [2]
3.1.4

No cost saving tips for heating:
1) Use solar energy to heat your building. On sunny winter days allow the sunrays to enter
through the southern windows.
2) Do not cover the heating panels in any way because this reduces severely their efficiency
[2]

3.2
3.2.1

Water electric heaters.
Mythes about “energy-friendly” water heaters:
1) Electric flow boilers (tankless) save energy as consumption is only during wares usage.
The power of such devices starts from 5.5kw up to 25kw for home use models. Initial
price is high and obviously, consumption exceeds any limits. Although is is useful like
alternative, spare heater
2) Modern immersion heater (ceramic or other) is more energy-saving then traditional copper
one. Any immersion heater – typical for all electric boilers, use same amount of electricity
accordingly to the heat production

3.2.2

Energy-saving solutions for water heating:
1) Install fuel-fed boilers. Same as for building heating it works for water. Actually its
always go together as integrated device.
Average costs – will fit inside the price for corresponding solution at heating.
2) Solar heater. One of the most effective ways to save energy. Hot water preparation is still
by far the major solar thermal application in Europe. Solar Domestic Hot Water systems
(SDHW) are specifically designed to deliver 100% of the hot water requirements in
summer and 40-80% of the total annual hot water demand. They include a supplementary
heater (e.g. an integrated electric or gas heater). Or they are operated as pre-heaters.
Thermo siphon systems use gravity to circulate the heat transfer medium (usually water)
between collector and tank. The medium is heated in the collector, rises to the top of the
tank and cools down, then flows back to the bottom of the collector. Decent initial costs
and 0 electricity consumption. In most countries can be used for heating 40-70% of
necessary water for residence annually.
A solar water heater is the most completive alternative to conventional water heating
methods such as electric geysers and fuel-fed boilers
Two types available at the market:
 Flat plate collectors, with a selective absorber, are well suited for hot water
production and low temperature heating price = 700 EUR
 Evacuated tube collectors which are more efficient at higher temperature and when
solar radiation is less intense. 1300 EUR
 Installation price = 400 EUR
3) Ground source heat pump. Same solution as above for heating system works for water
heating. To achieve maximum effectiveness it can be combined with solar heating. Prices
are for total system as mentioned.

3.2.3

Low cost saving tips for water heating:
1) Install timer, programming it to specific time when you really need hot water
2) Install good quality thermostat to avoid overheating of the water
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3) Replace annually immersion heater
4) Inspect with qualified specialist boiling tank to estimate quality of insulation
5) Wrap boiling tank with insulation “blanket” and hot water pipes with foam insulator
3.2.4

No cost saving solutions for water heating:
1) Take short showers instead of taking a bath
2) Set up thermostat a few degrees lower then usually
3) Wash dished in cold water if bearable

3.3
3.3.1

Air-conditioning.
Mythes about “energy-friendly” water heaters:
1) Small a/c will provide better energy saving. The truth is that a/c spends as much power as
needed to produce BTU for cooling space. With a small one, you have to wait longer
unless room is being chilled. Moreover being used with high intensity lifespan will be
shorten.
2) Chiller is more energy effective. The truth is that chiller is no good at for private house
because the good one is bulky and expensive. For multi-apartment building, it can be
installed but maintenance and electricity costs stay the same as for traditional airconditioning. The difference is in technology: A Chiller is a machine that produces chilled
water (usually mixed with ~20% glycol and corrosion inhibitors) which is used to cool
and dehumidify air in big buildings. A typical chiller for air conditioning applications
rated between 15 to 1000 tons (180,000 to 12,000,000 BTU/h or 53 to 3,500 kW) in
cooling power.

3.3.2

Energy-saving solutions for air conditioning:
1) Inverter type air conditions. This is the most proven and cost effective way of saving
energy. Frequency inverter allows to reduce loses for start of the motor as well as improve
further workload for the electric engine. When launched engine consumption is 5 times
higher than during normal load. Inverter helps to reduce electricity down to 50%.
The problem is that inverter type of air condition is twice more expensive than the
traditional ones.
For already installed a/c, optimal way is to retrofit the device. It requires installation of the
invertor module inside. The more powerful is a/c – more cost effective is the retrofit.
Average costs:
a) For a/c invertors type (4 units 12000 BTU each) – 4800 EUR
b) For retrofit invertor (4 pcs x1.5 kW) – 800 EUR
Installation: 200 EUR
2) Ground source heat pump. The same device that goes for heating. The heat pump has to
be for heating and cooling purposes. In such a case, cost efficiency will apply to both
systems, meaning this is will shorten twice payback period. Another benefit that it
provides - even and comfortable temperature during whole day. Due to low electrical
consumption (only for the pump), it provides interior climate control during whole season.
Costs as above

3.3.3

Low cost saving tips for air cooling:
1) Plant trees (in case of private house) to create shadow
2) Use electric fans instead of a/c
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6) Keep air conditioning thermostats set at 25° C or higher. You will use 3 – 5% more
energy for each degree your air conditioner is set below 24° C
7) Install good quality thermostat to avoid overheating of the water
8) Replace annually immersion heater
9) Inspect with qualified specialist boiling tank to estimate quality of insulation
10) Wrap boiling tank with insulation “blanket” and hot water pipes with foam insulator
3.3.4

No cost saving solutions for air cooling:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

3.4
3.4.1

Place in shade the outside compressor unit of the a/c
Turn off lights during the day and keep blinds drawn
Turn off air conditioning at night and open windows
Make sure to keep all your windows closed when your air conditioner is operating
Be sure to check your air conditioning filter at least once a month and clean if dirty
Clean one a year outside unit

Lighting
Mythes about “energy-friendly” lighting:
1) Induction (LVD) lighting is same effective as LED. The truth is that it emittes almost the
same lm per watt. But in one year it looses 40-50% of it light power! Also because of high
magnetic radiation and its harm for human and electronic it is prohibited in USA and
some EU contries.
2) CFL is almost same effective as LED. The consumtion difference is 2-3 times. Moreover,
CFL and other flourecent types has around 40% of ballast loss. That mean that lamp of
20W realy demands 28W of electricity. Also CFL it really limited in quantity if in/off
cycles due to the complicated system of the starter.
3) There are energy-saving incandecent and halogen lamps. The truth is that there are such
lamps with reduced consumption, for instance insead of 100W – 80W incandecent, or
20W halogent GU 10 instead of 35W. However it is still 4-5 time more than LED.

3.4.2

Energy-saving solutions for lighting:
The only modern solution energy and cost effective is LED lighting. This kind of lighting is
developing fast for the past 10 years. The reason is that manufactures manage to grow cristals
for light emmiting with huge emmiting power. Now it is around 160 lm/W. Impressive is a
lifespan of LED - 50000 hours, what eqauls to 20 years of usage. Replesment of LED is the
fastest and easest energy-saving measure. In one day you can reduce your electricity bill costs
for 10-40%.

Important to choose proper quality product as it is still new to the market and to the consumer.
There several tips, helping to go with proper one.
1. Good cooling system. LED cannot get overheated. Exceeding temperature of 55 C, diodes
start losing its emitting capacity. You can easily check temperature after 1 hour of work
with infrared thermometer. Also good cooling means solid lamp body made from
aluminium or thermal plastic. Also, avoid lamps with cheap thin plastic case. That one
will melt soon.
2. Quality of LED chip. Better to avoid lamps with many small diodes. This is a sign of
cheap, low quality diodes that will not last more than a year. In addition, goods quality
diode place on ceramic base, which can be observed under crystal.
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3. Real warranty. How does distributor or manufacture provides warranty? Do they have
service-centre or warehouse in your place? Good manufacturer never afraid to provide
good warranty term. It show that producer is sure about the quality of the product
3.4.3

Low cost saving tips for lighting:
1) Install movement sensors for outside area
2) Use dimmer and set up necessary level of light

3.4.4

No cost saving solutions for lighting:

1) Use maximum of natural sunlight during daytime.
2) Turn off the light when leaving the room
3) Light up only some spots use you, for example office table or reading chair.
Average cost for LED spots 5W (15pcs) and bulbs 9W (10pcs) = 255 EUR
3.5
3.5.1

Cooker
Energy-saving solutions for cooker:
1) Gas cooker. Simple, cheap and effective. The only issue is in cases when there is no gas
pipe supply. So you have to replace gas bottles.
Average price for one element: 150 EUR
2) Induction stove. It is 30% less of power consumption due to the direct heating of the pan.
No losses outside. Moreover, you can adjust it immediately to the desired heat. The only
minus is the price.
Average price for one element: 300 EUR

3.5.2

No cost saving solutions for lighting:

When using electrical stove, put spiral off some time before you finished cooking – it will be
enough heat for a few minutes.
4

PAYBACK PERIOD FOR ENERGY-SAVING SOLUTIONS

The Table 2. below compares energy-saving offers with existing solutions, calculating
equivalent of saved electricity as monetised return of the investment. We use definition ROI
(Return Of Investment). In fact, there is no real money that comes back to the wallet of the
consumer. It is saved money by using the new technology.
We made calculations, using following conditions:
1) We calculated current cost of electricity per year, consumed by traditional appliances
(CC - current costs)
2) We found the difference between traditional consumption and alternative one (SY saved per year)
3) From the cost of implementation of the new device annually we deducted SY (unless we
reach 0 balance in our cash flow). That period is considered as ROI
4) Costs kW/h is 0,16 EUR – same as for Table 1.
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Table 2. ROI for energy-saving solutions

Type of the device

Power
W

Electricity
cost/year,
EUR

Cost of
device,
EUR

Existing

Electric heater (panel convector
x4)

5000

1168.00

2400

Energysaving

Gas boiler with pipework &
radiators

2500

584.00

7000

Existing

Electric heater (panel convector
x4)

5000

1168.00

2400

Existing

Water heater (100 l)

5000

876.00

1000

Existing

Air conditioner (x4 "spilt" units)

3000

700.80

2000

Energysaving

Ground source heat/cooling
pump

3000

700.80

12000

Existing

Water heater (100 l)

5000

876.00

1000

Energysaving

Solar heater (flat plate
collector)

5000

292.00

1100

Existing

Water heater (100 l)

5000

876.00

1000

Energysaving

Solar heater (evacuated plate
collector)

5000

146.00

1700

Existing

Air conditioner (x4 "spilt" units)

3000

700.80

2000

Energysaving

Inverter type a/c

1700

397.12

4000

Existing

Air conditioner (x4 "spilt" units)

3000

700.80

2000

Energysaving

Retrofit for inverter type

1700

397.12

1000

Existing

Lighting (CFL, Halogen)

980

343.39

65

Energysaving

LED Lighting

125

43.80

175

Existing

Electric stove (one element)

2000

233.60

150

Energysaving

Gas cooker (one element)

1200

140.16

150

Existing

Electric stove (one element)

2000

233.60

150

Energysaving

Induction cooker (one element)

1400

163.52

300

Saving
per
year,
EUR

ROI,
years

Saving
in 10
years,
EUR

584

8.1

656

5400

5.8

8440

584

1.2

4740

730

2.4

5600

304

13.1

-963

304

3.3

2037

300

0.6

2821

93

1.5

784

70

3.2

481
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The table demonstrates the huge range of the payback period. As we can see, Inverter type
air-condition will bring back invested money only in 13 years, otherwise installing LED lights will
return their cost in 6 month.
Some solutions are sound attractive, however after simple calculations they are not so
effective moneywise. But it doesn’t mean we will exclude them from our list – we will follow up
the development of technology and one day it becomes cheap and effective.
CONCLUSION
From now on consumer is not just a buyer but a smart investor. Below is the chart with
recommended solutions which prove themselves to be indeed energy and money saving.
Chart 4. Recommended energy-saving appliances:
Type of the device

Cost of device (EUR)

ROI (years)

Solar heater (flat plate collector)

1100

1.2

Retrofit for inverter type a/c (4 pcs)

1000

3.3

LED Lighting (25 pcs)

175

0.6

Gas cooker (one element)

150

1.5

Benefits of chosen solutions:
1) The average payback is 2 years
2) The amount of investment is 2425 euro, meaning it gives 50% of interest annually. (To be
fair – the devices are depreciated during their usage. So final profitability is less)
3) In 10 years is saves more than 10 000 euro, what looks worth of spending them for
children’s education.
4) We reduce a carbon footprint, saving not just a money for our children but also our Planet
for their healthy future.
5) All the calculation based on 0.16 euro per kW/h. In Cyprus, for instance, the current price
is about 0.25 euro per kW/h. Its increases the payback return up to 30%.
6) In most EU countries, subsidizing programs are running. In Cyprus, in 2012 and previous
years it was refunded 30% of all costs, concerning implementation of energy-saving
solutions for buildings. Altogether with electricity price average payback period comes to
almost one year
The study above was carefully made to illustrate to the consumer the idea –avoiding of
modern energy-friendly solutions means loosing daily money and oportunituies to improve the
future.
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ABSTRACT
The EPBD directive (91/2002/EU) opened the way for the member states of the
European Union to create and apply a holistic approach on the building’s energy
performance. Taking into consideration the reduced ratio of new buildings, energy
refurbishment of the existing building stock appears as a nodal point.
In particular, building stock in Greece accounts approximately 4 million
dwellings, while 70% has been constructed before the implementation of the first
Thermal Insulation Regulation (TIR), thus they don’t have any insulation. Final
energy consumption accounts approximately 21,195Mtoe, where 37% consumed by
the residential factor. Furthermore, the average heating energy demand of the Hellenic
residential building stock varies between 90- 120kWh/m2. So, there is an extremely
high potential of energy conservation in the Greek building stock.
Therefore, an extensive field study was carried out in the Northern area of
Greece in Thessaloniki, through a detailed questionnaire as to collect and evaluate the
energy behaviour and characteristics of the existing building stock. Approximately,
580 apartments were questioned and statistical processed. Sensitivity analysis of the
sample has confirmed the low level of thermal insulation. The purpose of the research
is to create an integrated thermal insulation scheme in order to succeed the highest
mitigation of the energy losses through the building envelope.
Retrofitting insulation solution were evaluated and applied through various
simulation scenarios with different level of insulation thickness. The reduction of
energy consumption accounted approximately 23-31%.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 2005, the residential sector in Europe accounted 29% of the final energy
consumption [1]. In point of fact, during 1990 – 2005 final energy consumption of
EU households per person has increased by 10%, while in Greece around 64% [1]. In
particular, Greek household energy dependency was recorded at 72.9% in 2008.
In parallel, Greek building stock accounts around 4 million dwelling [2],
where only 28% were constructed after the implementation of the first Greek
Insulation Law (TIR). Thus, approximately 3 million dwellings are lucking insulation
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in the building envelope. In this direction, Greece has recently put into force a new
law on energy consumption (KENAK) harmonized with the European Directive
91/2002. The methodology selected was the one of the typical building. All new
buildings or major renovating should be compared with the typical building and
account less or equal energy consumption than this. Thus, each new construction or
major renovated should acquire an energy certificate with at least B class [4] (figure
1). The methodology that was selected was the one the mean monthly temperature.

Figure 1: Greek Energy Certificate

Within this scope a field study was carried out via a questionnaire in the
second biggest city of Greece. Data collected was analyzed and statistically processed
thus to depict the energy behavior of the Greek buildings stock. Furthermore, we have
applied principal component analysis (PCA) in order to transform our multivariate
system of existing correlated variables to new uncorrelated ones and define the typical
building as the mean value based on the Euclidean distance.
2. Methodology
The research started in 2005 and finished in 2007. The measurements took place in
Thessaloniki, the second biggest city in Greece, situated in the North, with a
Mediterranean climate. The heating degree days is calculated in 2184 with measured
maximum temperature at 34,8°C and minimum at -4,2 °C. The research was carried
out via a questionnaire, where the owners of the apartments provided information on
its technical characteristics, the number of occupants and the energy bills for electrical
and thermal consumption.
All the information was collected by distributing the questionnaire to habitants
in a random way in the prefecture of Thessaloniki. The problem that we came up
against was mainly the ignorance of the habitants towards the energy data of their
apartments. We need to point out that all the data were considered to be confidential.
We have selected approximately 610 questionnaires. The data were logged into an
excel file, thus to perform a sensitivity analysis.
We have divided the sample into three classes. The first one included
apartments built before the appliance of the thermal insulation law, before 1979. The
second one was between 1980 and 1990. This class represented a period, where the
application of the Law was not satisfactory. It is well documented that thermal
insulation during this period was inadequate. The last class was form 1991 up to
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nowadays, where some of the buildings had at least a minimum level of thermal
insulation.
We have focused our research in Multy Family Houses (MFH) a typical
construction in the Greek territory. To be more specific as MFH it could be
characterized a multy storey building, which contains commercial shops or open
parking space on the ground floor and apartments in all other floors. Occasionally, the
existence of offices is probable. MFH has 2 to three sides open and the last floor is
usually used as a warehouse or for the installation of the solar collectors. The heating
system is mostly central oil burner which operates around 6 hours per day for the
MFH before 1990 and individual oil burner for MFH mainly after 1990. In recent
years many of the oil burners have been replaced from natural gas.
The Sensitivity analysis of the sample and the applied simulation scenarios
provide us with sufficient information on the energy consumption of the existing
buildings and the potential methodology of the energy reduction.
3. Results
The sensitivity analysis of the sample has provided us with sufficient
information on the energy performance of the existing building stock. In figure 2
depicts the variation of surface of each apartment. It should be stressed that in each
class we have the same variation of surfaces (50-150m2) with of course a very small
of apartments larger than 200m2.

Figure 2: Determination of surface per class

Questionnaire gave us also information about the inhabitants of the
apartments. The variation of inhabitants per dwelling is calculated to 1,8 -3,4, while
occupied surface per person has increased to approximately 37m2 comparing to 11m2
in 1966 [2].
Within the context of evaluating the energy behavior of MFH, questionnaire
aggregated data on the construction typology of the buildings, such as neighboring
and type of glazing. Neighboring is determining the number of sides that need to be
properly insulated because is in contact with the environment. Figure 6 indicates that
newest buildings (third class) are usually attached from two sides (50% more than the
first class), while 30% of the buildings are free from all sides. Moreover, we should
underline the phenomenon of buildings attached from three sides which appears in the
first class and the increased number of buildings attached by two sides. The
aforementioned data will combine them with the energy behavior of the buildings and
we will investigate the impact of the building envelope. It is very clear the
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incorporation of double glazing in dwellings through the decades. Figure 7 shows
very clearly the increase of double glazing in the three classes. Although, it should be
stressed that 15% of the houses are still constructed with single glazing. We should
enhancing these results with the fact that single glazing has a thermal transmittance of
those is 5, 8 W/m2K, while double glazing should have at most 2,8 W/m2K, according
to the KENAK [4].
Another part of our field survey was the determination of the HVAC systems
in dwellings. The climate change has also affected the area of Greece, summertime
became hotter which lead to an increase of the sales of Split air condition untis around
300% between 1976 – 1990. Data have indicated, that 1,15% of the buidlings use the
A/C units for central heating and cooling of the dwellings. The majority of dwellings
in Greece are using a central heating system, mostly with oil. After, 2003 natural gas
became avaliable for building sector and within 2005 -2008 almost 15% of the
dwellings changed from oil to natural gas. It should be noted also that building
constructed before 1980 usually have not a central heating but using electrical energy
for heating and coolling via split thermal units, fire places, stoves, A/C units, ect. It is
also well documented that hot water consumes mostly electrical energy or oil through
electrical heaters and boilers.
Finally we have focused the analysis on the energy consumption of the
constructions.Thus, the total energy (Figure 3) is present without any significant
reduction and varies apporoximately around 100 KWh per surface and person through
all the classes.

Figure 3 Total energy Consumption in Residences in Greece
The results indicate the need of retrofitting insulation on the building envelope. Thus, we are
considering as mandatory insulation solutions, the application of external insulation on the vertical
elements (figure 4) and inverted insulation on the flat roof. The thickness that we have used is shown
on table 1. In table 2, there is the calculation of the U values of the building elements. We need to point
that from the 3rd simulation scenario up to 6th the U value are near to the one stated for the passive- low
energy house, a law that is voted in Europe and will be in to force in 2020.
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Figure 4: ETIC system on the brick wall structure
Scenarios

Wall
50mm
60mm*
100mm*
150mm*
200mm*
250mm*
300mm*

Thickness of Insulation
Concrete element
Roof
30mm
60mm
60mm*
100mm*
100mm*
100mm*
150mm*
150mm*
200mm*
200mm*
250mm*
250mm*
300mm*
300mm*

Basic
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
Scenario 5
Scenario 6
*extra insulation
Table 1: Insulation thickness of simulation scenarios

Floor
50mm
50mm*
100mm*
150mm*
200mm*
250mm*
300mm*

U value

Basic

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Scenario 6

Walls Bricks

0,646

0,316

0,237

0,181

0,146

0,123

0,106

Walls Concrete

0,801

0,349

0,255

0,191

0,153

0,127

0,109

Walls Last Floor

0,569

0,297

0,226

0,174

0,142

0,119

0,103

Floors (ext)

0,546

0,307

0,222

0,172

0,14

0,118

0,102

Flat Roof

0,336

0,237

0,237

0,181

0,122

0,105

0,093

Table 6.8: U value of the typical building 2

The results of the simulations indicate an obvious improvement on the energy
performance of the building envelope after the implementation of insulation scenarios.
Total thermal losses reached a decrease of maximum 31% which is equal to 8.18lt/m2
oil (figure 36).

Figure 5: Variation of the total thermal losses through simulation scenarios
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In figure 6 we have gathered the thermal losses of the elements that we have worked
on. Heat losses from the wall, roof and floor correspond to 64% and 63% of the total
heat losses respectively for the two types of buildings in the real situation. After the
appliance of insulation the correspondence changes to 24% and 32% respectively.
Therefore, retrofitting thermal insulation, solutions are more than necessary towards
reduction energy consumption. The average reduction is more than 30% in all
elements in most scenarios which corresponds to an energy conservation of
approximately 5lt/m2 of oil.

Figure 6: Thermal Losses of the building elements through simulation scenarios
4. Conclusions
It is well documented the importance of the reduction of the energy consumption and
the indepedance of the fossil fuels. Buildings are still by far the main producer of CO2
emissions. Thus, we need to exhaust all the possibilities in order to find solutions for
their improved energy behavior.
Whithin this scope a research started in the area of Greece, collecting and
analyzing energy data from almost 610 appartments constructed from 1960 up to
2005. The methodology followed and presented in this chapter had as main target the
implementation of insulation scenarios and the study of their contribution towards
- the amelioration of U value
- the mitigation of the heat balance and consequent the reduction of the
buildings’ thermal losses.
The insulation solutions that we have selected are widely known in the construction
field. Therefore, the contractors have the adequate knowledge and all possible
construction problems are already solved.
The first significant conclusion was that the three elements that we have
studied represented more than 50% of the total thermal losses, while the wall the
highest of them. The second was the mitigation of the total thermal losses of
approximately 15 to 30%, which is equivalent to a reduction around 6lt/m2 of Oil and
16kg of CO2 emissions.
Taking into account that the simulation scenarios have been applied to a
typical building for Greece the results could be used in order to draw conclusion for
the whole building stock. Moreover, considering the amount of existing buildings in
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the Greek territory, we can safely draw the conclusion that implementation of
Simulation Scenario 3 would yield to a significant energy conservation, towards
succeeding the goals of the recast of the EPBD.
We should also note that the Greek government has announced a pilot
program, which includes the insulation of the existing buildings envelope. The
program has came to an agreement with the insulation producers and contractors for
premium prices in order to be more accessible to as many households as possible.
Thus, we should take advantage of this momentum and apply the level of insulation
that could increase the potential of energy conservation such as Simulation Scenario 3
(insulation thickness of 150mm).
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ABSTRACT
It is documented that buildings’ energy consumption represents 40% of the total energy
consumption in Europe, a significant figure when compared to the industry and
transportation sector. Respectively the CO2 emissions are calculated to be around 30%.
Under the scope of the mitigation of CO2 emissions, the European Union has
established directives for the reduction of the energy consumption of buildings
(91/2002) and for the design of buildings with zero energy consumption (31/2010).
Greece has adopted the European Directive on the Energy Performance of
Buildings with the establishment of the Regulation of the Energy Performance of
Buildings (KENAK) and has established the energy certificate for new and existing
buildings. The energy audits and the issue of the energy certificates is carried out on the
methodological base of the reference building.
In order to support the implementation of KENAK a detailed calculation software
tool has been developed for the energy performance of buildings, called
“ENERGYNIUS”. The software is based on the methodological procedure of EN ISO
13790:2008.
In this paper, the results of typical buildings assessed under the criteria of
KENAK will be presented, highlighting on the one hand the potential of the
ENERGYNIUS tool and on the other hand the significance of the building envelope’s
thermal protection.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Adequate thermal protection of the building shell is achieved mainly with the
implementation of the optimum thickness of the insulation, as well as the use of correct
materials and construction solutions are the main tool towards the mitigation of the
energy consumption in buildings and the reduction of environmental impacts.
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The microclimate in the buildings as well as the reduction of the thermal transmittance
within the external walls is influenced by the application of the optimum insulation [1].
The most common problem that Greek building is facing are the existence of
thermal bridges. As thermal bridges we consider the parts of spots of the building
envelope where the mitigation of thermal resistance of the buildings elements are
significant mainly because of the existence of materials with different thermal resistance
or thickness [1]. Consequently, thermal bridges are the main source of thermal loss of
the building envelope as well as the appearance of moisture in the internal surfaces
which could lead to the creation of mould.
The reduction of the thermal bridges optimum construction solution, which will
be applied to new or existing buildings, is the application of an External Insulation
System. In many cases, where there isn’t the possibility to insulation from the external
part of the building, the only choice is to insulation from the internal part of the wall.
The main difference of the two suggested solutions is not only the position of the
thermal insulation material, but also the possibility use of the thermal transmittance of
the building elements.
Under this scope the present paper deals with the evaluation of the above
mentioned construction insulation solutions and its comparison with the existing Greek
construction solution of the core insulation of the wall.
2.

ENERGYNIUS SOFTWARE

ENERGYNIUS software is based on the philosophy of the standard ISO EN
13790 on the energy consumption of buildings and the Greek Thermal Law on the
Energy Consumption of Buildings (K. . . ). [2]. ENERGYNIUS is an internet
software and it is based on the technology of Flash player. In particular, ENERGYNIUS
is performing three main tests as they are described in KENAK. Thus,
- Limit of the thermal transmittance U of the building elements
- Limit of the mean thermal transmittance Um of the building and
- Determination of the Energy Class of the building in comparison with the
typical building.
After the graphical representation of the thermal zones of the building and the
determination of the construction solutions, thermal bridges are calculated automatically
as well as the shading factors. All the representation are performed in an environment
friendly for the user.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING UNDER STUDY

The estimation of the heating and cooling loads as well as the determination of the
energy class is studied on a typical multy storey building in Greece [3]. The building is
a three storey building with a ground floor. The building is free from all sides. The
building under construction is within a urban building environment (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Multy-storey building

2.1

Orientation and architecture of the building

The building is oriented within the axis of East – West. On the ground floor there
is the entrance of the building, the open parking space (pilotis) and the boiler room.
Every floor (Figure 2) has a total surface of 240m2 (length 20m and width 12m) and has
of two apartments of 114m2 each and the corridor of 12m2. Every apartment consists of
a living room, a kitchen, a bathroom and two bedrooms. The access of the roof on the
building is through the main corridor.
2.2

Building Operation Conditions

The building has one thermal zone as it is suggested by Technical Guide (TOTEE
20701-1) [4]. Living room and kitchen is situated in every apartment on the south part
of the building, while the bedrooms are in the north part.
The building according to TOTEE 20701-1 is operating for 18 hours per day, 7
days per week for the whole 12 months.
The internal temperature is the basic parameter for the determination of the
thermal comfort of the apartment. It is important to point out that thermal comfort could
not consider as an objective parameter and fluctuate on the user and the activity in the
apartment. The suggested temperatures of the internal spaces, according to TOTEE
20701-1 are 20 C for the heating period and 26 C for the cooling period.
The calculations of the heating and cooling loads of the building we estimate
certain periods for the heating and cooling according the climatic zone. In the present
study the building is situated in climatic zone C. Consequently, heating period begins at
15 October until 30 April and the cooling period from 1st June until 31 of August.
For ensuring the proper condition of air quality there is the need for air changes of
every part of the building. The advised fresh air according to TOTEE 20701-1 is 0.75
m3/h/m2 (5 habitants /100 m2, 15 m3/h/habitants).
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Figure 2. Typical floor drawing
In every space the appropriate lighting secure the optical comfort for the habitants,
which mean that there is the adequate quantity and quality of lighting, which will allow
the pleasant stay without phenomena as optical discomfort and fatigue. The applied
lighting power, according to TOTEE 20701-1 as 6.4W/m2 of built area.
The typical consumption of Hot Water (at temperature 45oC), according to
TOTEE 20701-1 is 27.38 m3/bedroom/ year.
The internal gains from the habitants of the apartment are 4W/m2 built area (with
a mean presence coefficient of 0.75), while the estimated thermal power of the electrical
appliances are 2W/m2 built area (with a mean presence coefficient of 0.75) according to
TOTEE 20701-1.
2.3

Specification of the building envelope

For every building element, which separate the thermal zone of the building with
the external air/ soil or non heating spaces, there should be determined the physical
properties of each material and for the total construction.
Within this scope, in the present study we explore the place of the insulation in
apartment buildings through three different construction solutions (C.S.). The 1st C.S.
refers to conventional insulation solution of a new building. In particular the insulation
is placed in the core of the double brick wall, while in the concrete elements (beams,
columns, ect) insulation is placed externally. For the horizontal elements (roof, floor)
insulation is placed externally.
The 2nd C.S. refers to the implementation of an external thermal insulation
system in the vertical elements of the building. In this situation, the insulation is placed
externally also in the horizontal building elements. Finally, the 3rd C.S. refers to a not so
common insulation solution where the insulation is placed internally both in vertical and
horizontal elements.
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Thermal Transmittance U of the building elements of each C.S. is considered that
satisfies the minimum requirements of KENAK for the climatic zone C. The same
applies also for the openings. The calculation of the coefficient of the thermal gain gw,
and the air penetration are performed according to the values of the typical building.
As for the calculation of the thermal bridges, we have selected the analytical
calculation as it is set from TOTEE 20701-2 [5], while for the calculation of the thermal
transmittance of the building elements for the 1st and the 2nd C.S. we have selected the
heavy construction (Cm=260 kJ/m2K) and for the 3rd the medium one (Cm=166 kJ/m2K).
All building elements of the building have satisfactory shading from external
objects and elements of the building itself such as vertical side elements, ect. Any
movable shading system is not taking into consideration. In the present study, the
neighboring buildings do not provide any shading to our building, as also its
architecture does not create any shading by side part external elements. Consequently,
the only element which provides shading to our building is the horizontal external
elements (balconies).
2.4

HVAC Systems

The under questioned building is considered to cover its needs for heating,
cooling and hot water by the use of the same systems as the typical building. This
choice is justified by the fact that in this building we are exploring the meaning of the
thermal mass and the place of the insulation at the building envelope and not the
performance of the HVAC systems. Finally, we consider covering more 60% of the
energy demands for hot water by solar panels.
3

RESULS- CONCLUSIONS

Results for all the three C.S. as for the mean thermal transmittance of the building,
the heat loss because of the thermal bridges, the energy consumption of the final and
primary energy and the energy class of the building are presenting in Table 1.

Type

1st C.S
(Conventional)

Um [ W/m2K]
i*li [W/K]
Energy Demands [kWh/m2]
Final Energy Consumption [kWh/m2]
Primary Energy Consumption [kWh/m2]
CO2 Emissions [kg/m2]
Energy Class

0.88
238.97
77.60
57.50
71.40
19.00

2nd C.S
3rd C.S.
(External
(Internal)
Insulation)
0.75
0.84
117.29
184.98
69.90
73.90
48.10
52.80
61.10
66.40
16.60
17.90
+

Table 1. Study Results

The evaluation of the results indicated as optimum C.S. the 2nd one (application of
external insulation system) for the vertical building elements. The implementation of
this insulation solution will lead to a lower mean thermal transmittance factor, lower
final and primary energy demands and higher energy classification of the building.
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In the second place we have the 3rd solution (internal insulation) at vertical
building elements. It is important to point out that this solution is the only possible one
in cases where the external surface of the building could not be altered in any way. The
primary energy consumption of the building is increasing by 8.67% in comparison to
the 2nd C.S. Though, comparing to the 1st one, we have lower thermal losses from the
thermal bridges which lead to lower primary energy consumption approximately 7%.
Finally, the implementation of the 3rd C.S., which is well known in the Greek
Construction Practice, the primary energy consumption of the building is higher by
16.86% in comparison to the 2nd one. This difference is justified mainly by the 103.74%
increased thermal losses by the existence of thermal bridges. In this point we need to
mention that the maximum mean thermal transmittance factor for the certain ratio of
Surface/ Volume is 0.89W/m2K. Consequently, there is a high possibility that the
implementation of the 1st C.S. could lead to a mean thermal transmittance coefficient
higher than the existing limit and thus an inability to satisfy this specification of
KEANK for the new buildings.
4
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ABSTRACT
The project addresses the design of energy policies and strategies in the Mediterranean for
cost-optimized utilization of renewable energy sources (RES). PV-NET involves optimizing smart
energy management schemes, in particular net metering, to provide an economically sustainable
alternative to government feed-in-tariff (FIT) subsidies. With the highest solar resource in Europe,
the region is one of the first to see photovoltaic (PV) electricity reach grid parity. In light of this,
more effort towards re-evaluation of existing incentives is needed, targeting a faster PV technology
uptake. Smart net metering offers this possibility without compromising the interests of utilities and
consumers. Despite the benefits, few countries in the area have adopted net metering, and national
energy policies have been slow to adopt legal frameworks needed. The choice of optimal metering
can be impacted by local energy pricing strategies and consumption profiles and for this reason,
additional effort is needed to examine metering options in different countries. Also, it is important
to demonstrate the viability/economic benefit of adopting the optimized frameworks in order to
promote these advantages amongst the public, thereby creating a groundswell of support for these
initiatives.
PV-NET proposes the implementation of pilot net metering schemes for a cross-section of
building types in the Mediterranean countries. The involvement of electricity utilities, energy
regulatory authorities and energy agencies in each country will allow access to consumption/pricing
data for the study of economic advantages of different metering strategies and facilitate the network
connection of installed PV. Metering schemes will be modelled and optimized using experimental
data as feedback. In this way, the pilot installations will enable the demonstration of net metering
benefits, validate the different models and help correct previous schemes’ shortcomings. Through
stimulating PV uptake in the region, the project is expected to result in a reduction of citizens’
415

electricity bills, better energy management and RES deployment, and promotion of sustainable
development. Moreover, PV-NET will provide significant feedback and important lessons regarding
smart net metering applicability to the whole of Europe given that the scheme can be readily
implemented in the Mediterranean. PV-NET supports existing initiatives (smart cities, Covenant of
Mayors) and EU policy on RES by promoting increased RES deployment in the most cost-efficient
way and a distributed, smart-grid electricity generation environment.
1

INTRODUCTION

The feed-in-tariff (FIT) scheme has been widely adopted by a number of EU countries (17 in
total) and in the Mediterranean region as a cost effective measure to increase the number of
installed PV systems, at a time when the technology was not competitive. Given the high solar
resource in the Mediterranean and the fact that the area has already reached solar grid parity, the PV
technology is no longer in need of any form of subsidisation. Net metering scheme [1, 2] on the
other hand offers a much more cost optimum-tool for the creation of a self- sustainable market.
Moreover it can provide a viable solution for customers that are currently on a FIT but will see their
contracts end in a decade.
The utilities in Europe (e.g. in Cyprus) are at the point where they have started looking at net
metering in a more serious way and are trying to prepare for this transition. In addition, the EU
Smart Grid technology Platform regards net metering as one of the key strategies for high PV grid
penetration leading to high uptake of the technology. Therefore, the objectives of the PV-NET
project are highly relevant to EU policies [3], targets [4] and guidelines and the activities and results
can lead the way towards this transition to cost-effective and energy efficient implementation of
RES in the Mediterranean and the EU as a whole.
The project aims to pave the way for more efficient RES exploitation in the Mediterranean
through a more cost-effective RES incorporation into the energy mix. Pilot installations will be
implemented to collect data useful for improving energy efficiency and informing prosumers. The
data analysis will lead to a parameterized model where local conditions (eg. solar irradiation,
electricity prices) will be considered in a successful rollout of smart net meters. A best pricing
model will be produced for set of input parameters, resulting in a set of recommendations for best
practices per country, driving a wider adoption of PV.
2

THE PV-NET PROJECT

2.1

The consortium

The participating countries span the whole of the Mediterranean region from East to West.
Such a broad geographical span ensures the whole spectrum of different climatic and morphological
aspects is covered, including both continental areas and islands. The whole countries of Cyprus,
Slovenia and Greece participate as well as regions of Spain (Andalusia), France (Rhône-Alpes), and
Portugal (Algarve). In particular, the partner institutions are: The University of Cyprus, the Instituto
Andaluz de Tecnología, the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, the University of Maribor, the
Regional Agency for Energy and Environment in Algarve, the Cyprus Energy Agency, and the
Agency for Energy and Environment in Rhone-Alpes. The outcomes of PV-NET are therefore
applicable to the whole Mediterranean area and the plan is to diffuse and transfer them effectively
in the region.
2.2

State of the art

The countries of the Mediterranean have a high potential of solar irradiance, compared to
Northern countries and one would have expected a higher penetration of PVs in their energy
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generation mixture. Moreover the current situation is that PV generation in the Mediterranean
region is highly unevenly distributed. Italy leads the production with 12500 MW followed by Spain
with 4000 MW and France with 2600 MW, while others such as Greece (550 MW), Slovenia (98
MW) and Cyprus (20 MW in 2011) still lag behind. These figures are much lower compared with
the EU leader in PV generation, Germany, which produces 24700 MW, and has a lower solar
potential than the Mediterranean. Moreover in countries like France only around 100 MW are
installed in the Rhône-Alpes region, which is part of the Mediterranean region. These high
discrepancies between the Mediterranean countries (and regions within the countries themselves)
and countries with lower solar potential can be partly attributed to legal and bureaucratic barriers
that exist in these countries but also to the lack of a consumer consciousness about the potential
benefits of PV.
The promotion of the PV technology relies entirely on the FIT scheme, which is a heavy
governmental subsidy. France and Spain constitute examples of countries which have recently
successfully demonstrated the need to move away from subsidy schemes to open market conditions
so that PV energy can continuous its growth in a sustainable way. Adding to this the fact that some
countries in the Mediterranean have already reached grid parity (Cyprus) then it is an opportunity
for them to lead this transition and set an example for other countries.
Despite the fact that smart net metering can alleviate administrative barriers in the most cost
efficient way and make the transition from a subsidised to a market regulated situation, it has been
adopted by very few countries (Italy and Spain). Energy agencies are participating in this project,
with utilities and energy regulatory bodies as associate partners, demonstrating their willingness to
push towards an implementation of the net metering scheme, once analysing the outcome of this
project. The PV-NET will give a push towards achievement of the NSRF [5] strategic objectives for
all the participating counties, which include investments in production of their energy from RES.

2.3

The project objectives and activities

The PV-NET project aims to address the issue of low implementation and grid integration of
PV technology in the Mediterranean which is already reaching grid parity. It proposes the study of
smart energy management schemes in particular net metering, and their optimization as a means of
replacing costly subsidies. The specific objectives of the project are: (i) the promotion of initiatives
to ensure that PV is implemented and used in the best cost-efficient way, and without the need for
financial support, (ii) the appropriate handling of the energy generated by PV through smart
management of supply and demand, (iii) that through this improved knowledge, both the utility and
the final users of electricity will be able to better manage the energy generated by PV, (iv) the
strengthening of public policy and strategy for PV.
Pilot net metering schemes will take place in 3 countries (Cyprus, Slovenia and Portugal) for
a cross-section of building types in the Mediterranean countries. This project will enable the
quantitative analysis of the effect of tested schemes on electricity costs and efficiency. The
involvement of electricity utilities, energy regulatory authorities and energy agencies in each
country will allow access to consumption/pricing data for the study of economic advantages of
different metering strategies and facilitate the network connection of installed PV. Metering
schemes will be modelled and optimized using experimental data as feedback. In this way, the pilot
installations will enable the demonstration of net metering benefits for both utilities and consumers
in adopting optimized frameworks for renewables. The pilot installations will also serve for
validation of the different models and help correct previous schemes’ shortcomings.
Through stimulating PV uptake in the region, the project is expected to result in a reduction of
citizens’ electricity bills, better energy management and RES deployment, and promotion of
sustainable development. Moreover, PV-NET will provide significant feedback and important
lessons regarding smart net metering applicability to the whole of Europe given that the scheme can
be readily implemented in the Mediterranean. PV-NET supports existing initiatives (smart cities,
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Covenant of Mayors) and EU policy on RES [2] by promoting increased RES deployment in the
most cost-efficient way and a distributed, smart-grid electricity generation environment.
3

CONCLUSION

PV-NET brings together a geographically diverse consortium to address the issues of
electricity utilization efficiency and effective PV integration in the region. Collected data will be
used to build typical end users consumption patterns for the development of transnational optimal
net metering models, taking into account the intricacies of each country. The data and experiences
exchanged among partners and 3rd parties will improve understanding of the impacts of local
conditions in energy consumption/generation profiles and pinpoint cross-border barriers to the
adoption of PV. Know-how will be transferred from more industrialized partners to less developed
ones, particularly through development of the technical solutions for data management and RES
grid integration. An improved interaction between local energy actors will enhance the prospect for
future joint projects and reliable institutional and operational networks. Typical consumers will be
educated, through access to their data, on the prospects of effective PV use and efficiency thereby
creating more energy-conscious, ‘smart’ citizens. The smart net metering pilot schemes will
encourage a transnational change of the energy mix by enabling PV to reach more competitive
levels. Therefore, PV-NET will lay the foundations for building knowledge-oriented,
environmentally-friendly economies in the Mediterranean and the rest of Europe where smart
territorial development and ample employment opportunities will be sustained.
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ABSTRACT
Greek Power System is under a continuous development and change regarding installed
capacity, its composition and fuel mix. Total installed capacity is enlarged, as the installed capacity
of the power plants using Natural Gas or Renewable Energy Sources, especially those using Wind
and Solar (PV) Energy, is continuously increasing. At the same time old fossil fuel units (mostly
Lignite units) are set into “cold reserve” condition until their final shut down and their replacement
of new high efficiency Lignite and/or Natural Gas units.
Environmental issues and emission restrictions, set from the Greek State according to
international conventions, privatization and financial issues indicate the reformation of the Power
System.
Aim of the present study is to investigate of the environmental impacts from electricity
production enlargement, to highlight strategies and policies that can lead to an improvement of the
environmental footprint in a 20-year horizon and to motivate further study in the fields of energy
and environmental engineering.
For that purpose current status of the Greek Power System is analysed and the targets to be
accomplished discussed. Using bottom-up analysis and the LEAP software tool, future scenarios
were set up to represent possible aspects of the development of the Power System installed capacity
and CO2 emissions.
Lignite, which is the major domestic fossil fuel known, is examined in order to set out the
conditions under which will continue to be essential part of the Greek Energy System. Additionally,
the penetration of Natural Gas and Renewable Energy Sources for the achievement of a sustainable
end environmental friendly energy situation is studied.
Conclusions regarding the emission of air pollutants from electricity production are presented.
1

INTRODUCTION

Global warming is thought to be connected with the rise of greenhouse gases (GHG)
concentration in the atmosphere. Power generation, based on fossil fuels exploitation
(mining/drilling, combustion), results in rising of GHG concentrations, mainly CO2 and CH4, in the
atmosphere, and therefore is contributing to higher global air temperatures and to changes in the
climate.
In response to these potential threats, several actions have been suggested and some have been
undertaken. According to the Kyoto Protocol, industrialized countries have committed themselves
to reduce GHG.
Although, during the last decade Greek Power System is under a continuous development and
change regarding the installed capacity, its composition and fuel mix, is still depending more than
80% on fossil fuel, namely Lignite, Oil and Natural Gas [1].
Greece as a member of the EU and one of the countries committed to the Kyoto Protocol is
obliged to international conventions regarding Environmental issues and GHG emission
restrictions. According to both Allocation Plans for Emission Allowances [2, 3] the sector with the
1

higher GHG emissions is Power Generation Sector covering more than 70% of the total emissions,
highlighting the dependence of Greek Power System on fossil Fuel.
2

GREEK POWER SYSTEM

Greek Power System consists of the Mainland Interconnected Grid (MIG), covering mainland
and nearby islands, the Power Systems of the large islands Crete and Rhodes, and the Autonomous
Power Systems (APS) of the small islands. Power supply in the MIG is mainly supported by
Thermal Power Stations (TPS) most of them owned by Public Power Corporation (PPC). There are
at the moment (Dec. 2012) eighteen TPS units using lignite with total capacity 4.448 ΜW, four
units using Heavy (Residual) Fuel Oil (HFO) with total capacity 698 MW, also owned by PPC, and
fifteen units with total capacity of 4.478 MW using Natural Gas (NG) owned by PPC and private
companies. In addition there is a number of Large Hydro Power Stations (fifteen stations) with a
capacity of 3.017,7 MW and an increasing number of Renewable Energy Source (RES) power
stations using Wind, PV, small Hydro, Biomass and CHP units with total installed capacity of
1.465,8 ΜW, 1.423,9 MW, 212,9 MW, 44,8 MW and 90,1 MW respectively [4].
Power plants in the non-interconnected systems of Crete, Rhodes and APS of the small
islands are Steam and Gas Turbines and Internal Combustion Engines, using HFO and Diesel, as
well as RES power stations, Wind and PV. The total installed capacity of TPS units is 1.757,8 MW,
and 287,32 MW and 112,41 MW of Wind and PV units respectively [5]. In Crete there is a Small
hydro station of 0.3MW, too.
In table 1 the installed capacity per fuel used in operation to the interconnected and the
autonomous per island Power System [1, 5].
Table 1: Total Installed capacity per fuel, in 2012
Fuel

Installed capacity
[MW]

[%]

Lignite

4.448,00

24,7

Natural Gas

4.478,00

24,8

698,00

3,9

Large Hydro

3.017,70

16,7

RES

3.237,50

18,0

15.879,20

88,1

1.757,80

9,7

400,03

2,2

Subtotal

2.157,53

11,9

Total Installed capacity

18.037,03

Heavy Fuel Oil, Diesel
Interconnected Grid

Subtotal
Non Interconnected GridAutonomous Islands Network /Grid

Heavy Fuel Oil, Diesel
RES

It is of high importance that the installed capacity of the Natural Gas units was increased by
58% compare to 2010 installed capacity, which in February of 2010 was 2.837 MW, and overcame
the installed capacity of Lignite units. It is also noticeable that total installed capacity of RES at the
end of 2012 was higher than the Large Hydroelectric plants, overcoming 20% of the total installed
capacity of the country.
Regarding the fuel mix, Lignite is the most important fossil fuel in the Greek electricity
system. According to recent data [1], Lignite covered 49,5%, of the electricity production in 2012,
while Natural Gas accounted 25,4%, HFO and Diesel Oil covered about 8,6% and Large Hydro 7%.
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RES, mainly Wind and PV systems, produced 7,2% of the total generated electricity, which is more
than double the RES share of four years ago.
3

METHODOLOGY

The study uses an accounting and scenario-based modelling platform called Long-range
Energy Alternatives Planning system (LEAP) to represent possible aspects of the development of
the Power System of Greece (installed capacity, fuel mix, technologies, etc) and assess the CO2
emission potential. LEAP is an energy-environment modelling tool developed at Stockholm
Environment Institute, (SEI) to assess the effects of physical, economic, and environmental impacts
of alternative energy plans, technologies and other energy aspects [6].
The central concept of LEAP is user-driven scenario analysis. LEAP contains a full energy
system accounting framework, which enables consideration of both demand and supply-side
technologies and accounts for total system impacts. LEAP can describe how energy forms are used,
converted, and produced under a range of alternative assumptions on population growth, economic
development, technological and price changes [7]. The methodology of the model is based on
bottom-up simulation approach, including production ability with capacity factors of different fuel
power plants, energy efficiency of the plants and emission factors of the fuels used. According to
different scenario results, CO2 emission and mitigation potential in any target year or period can be
acquired.
A number of studies using LEAP model is already fulfilled during the last years, referring to
many countries such as China [7], Turkey [8], Taiwan [9], South Korea [10], Malta [11], Venezuela
[12], etc.
The Greek Ministry of Environment, Energy and Climate Change (MEECC) in 2010
constitute the “Committee 20-20-20” in order to investigate different scenarios for the evolution of
the energy regarding the European policy for the penetration of the RES, Energy Savings and the
limitation of the Green House Gas Emissions [13]. In addition in 2012 the National Planning
Committee of the same Ministry addressed an “Energy Roadmap up to 2050” [14] in order to set
the base line for the Greek Energy System future development. According the above electricity
demand in 2020 is set to 72.183 GWh and it is expected to reach 100.000 GWh in 2050. In 2050
Peak Load is reaching 20.493 MW and the islands APS are connected to the mainland
interconnected grid. In addition the population growth rate is 1.2% during the examined period.
In the present work four scenarios were set up to represent future possible aspects of the
development of the Power System, installed capacity and CO2 emissions. All scenarios are
calculated up to 2030, as a middle point of the two committee’s suggestions. Measures like
Electricity demand, Electricity demand pick, and population growth are set according to the
“Energy Roadmap up to 2050” [14].
The methodology followed for CO2 emission estimations is based on C mass balance and
specific fuel characteristics used in Greece.
More detailed presentation of the four scenarios studied in the present work is following.
3.1

Scenario 1: Reference Scenario (Business as usual)

The Business as Usual Scenario is based on the objectives and the targets set by the two
MEECC committees [13, 14] and the ministry decision [15] regarding the installed capacity per
RES technology. Electricity production is set to 72,2 TWh in 2020 and 80,1 TWh in 2030. In
addition, the installed capacity in 2020 reaches 25.979 MW in MIG (Lignite units 3.566 MW,
Natural Gas 5.244 MW, Wind power 7.500 MW and PV 2.200 MW, Hydro 5.958 MW, Hydro
pumping 1.391 MW, Oil 120 MW) and 2.721 MW (1.757,80 MW TPS and 964 MW RES) not
connected to MIG .
The TPS units that are closing down are presented in table 2, while the new power units are
presented in table 3.
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Table 2: Old units closing down year (Committee 20-20-20)
Units Closing down
(Last operating year)

Installed Power
(MW)

Unit

Technology

2011

64

Ptolemaida I (closed )

Lignite

2011

113

Megalopolis I (in cold reserve)

Lignite

2011

113

Megalopolis II (in cold reserve)

Lignite

2012

33

Liptol (in cold reserve)

Lignite

2012

117

Ptolemaida II (in operation)

Lignite

2013

144

Aliveri III

Heavy Fuel Oil

2013

145

Aliveri ΙV

Heavy Fuel Oil

2014

117

Ptolemaida ΙΙΙ

Lignite

2014

145

Lavrio Ι

Heavy Fuel Oil

2014

285

Lavrio ΙΙ

Heavy Fuel Oil

2014

173

Lavrio ΙΙΙ

Natural Gas

2015

153

Ag. Georgios VIII

Natural Gas

2015

185

Ag. Georgios ΙΧ

Natural Gas

2015

276

Ptolemaida ΙV

Lignite

2019

273

Amyntaio Ι

Lignite

2019

273

Amyntaio ΙΙ

Lignite

2019

275

Kardia Ι

Lignite

2019

275

Kardia ΙΙ

Lignite

2019

275

Kardia ΙV

Lignite

2019

300

Kardia ΙΙΙ

Lignite

Table 3: New power units opening year
Opening
Year

Installed
Capacity (MW)

Unit

Comments

Technology

2010

425

Heron II

Already in operation

Natural Gas

2011

412

Ag. Nikolaos

Already in operation

Natural Gas

2011

421

Thisvi

Already in operation

Natural Gas

2012

29

Metsovitiko

Under construction

Hydro

2012

253

Ilarionas

Under construction

Hydro

2012

417

Aliveri V

Under construction

Natural Gas

2012

437

Corinthos Power

Already in operation

Natural Gas

2013

160

Mesochora

Under construction

Hydro

2013

800

Megalopolis V

Under construction

Natural Gas

2017

600

Ptolemaida V

Approved from BD of PPC

Lignite

2018

450

Meliti ΙΙ

2019

880

Kastraki II

Lignite
Pumping Hydro station

Hydro

4

3.2

Scenario 2

In scenario 2 electricity demand is the same as in the reference scenario, reaching 89.953
GWh in 2030. Scenario 2 assumes different time schedule for the closing down of the old TPS units
and the starting up of new units, since there are already delays in operation of the new TPS units
(e.g. Ptolemaida V) as well as in the connection of the islands APS to the mainland grid. Therefore
in scenario 2 the closing down of the TPS units will be as shown in table 4 and only 10% of the
installed capacity of APS will remain in operation in 2030.
Table 4: TPS Closing down year, according to scenario 2

3.3

Units Closing down
(Last operating year)

Installed Capacity
(MW)

Unit

Technology

2011

64

Ptolemaida Ι

Lignite

2011

113

Megalopolis Ι

Lignite

2011

113

Megalopolis ΙΙ

Lignite

2012

33

Liptol

Lignite

2012

117

Ptolemaida ΙΙ

Lignite

2013

144

Aliveri ΙΙΙ

Heavy Fuel Oil

2013

145

Aliveri ΙV

Heavy Fuel Oil

2018

117

Ptolemaida ΙΙΙ

Lignite

2018

145

Lavrio Ι

Heavy Fuel Oil

2018

285

Lavrio ΙΙ

Heavy Fuel Oil

2018

173

Lavrio ΙΙΙ

Natural Gas

2020

153

Ag. Georgios VIII

Natural Gas

2020

185

Ag. Georgios ΙΧ

Natural Gas

2020

276

Ptolemaida ΙV

Lignite

2028

273

Amyntaio Ι

Lignite

2028

273

Amyntaio ΙΙ

Lignite

2030

275

Kardia Ι

Lignite

2030

275

Kardia ΙΙ

Lignite

After 2030

275

Kardia ΙV

Lignite

After 2030

300

Kardia ΙΙΙ

Lignite

Scenario 3

Main points of scenario 3 is the connection of the islands’ APS to the mainland
interconnected grid up to 2030, putting an end to the technical limitations of maximum Wind and
PV installed power in the islands, and the minimized use of HFO and Diesel. Therefore in 2030 the
total installed power of Wind power systems is reaching 8,3 GW, while PV systems approach 4,1
GW. At the same time Lignite will be reduced to a total installed capacity of 3,3 GW, Natural Gas
will reach 6,2 GW, Hydro units reach 6,1 GW and 1,1 GW of pumping Hydro. The final installed
capacity per technology is shown in table 5.
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Table 5: Installed capacity in 2030 per technology, according to scenario 3
Power plant technology

Total Installed Power [MW]

Wind

8.300

PV

4.100

Lignite

3.266

Natural Gas

6.244

Hydro

6.114

Pumping Hydro

1.130,4

Rest

1.315

Total

3.4

30.469,4

Scenario 4

This scenario includes the penetration of Hard Coal (anthracite) in Power Generation, a
scenario which was discussed greatly last decade in Greece. Installed capacity and opening year of
Hard Coal Units is presented in table 6. Rest technologies are following scenario 3 assumptions, as
expressed in table 5.
Table 6: Hard Coal installed capacity, according to scenario 4

4

Opening Year

Installed Capacity (MW)

2015

460

2018

600 + 800 (2 units)

2020

600 + 800 (2 units)

2028

1.600

Total

4.860

RESULTS

40

14,5

35

14,0

30

13,5

25

13,0

20

Scenario 1

15

Scenario 2

[MTOE]

[GW]

The evolution of installed capacity according to each scenario is presented in figure 1. In 2030
scenario 4 gives the highest capacity, while the lowest is given by scenario 3. Reference scenario
and scenario 3 have a similar evolution up to 2020.
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Figure 1: Installed capacity in four Scenarios
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Figure 2: Fuel used in electricity production

In figure 2, total energy used in each scenario is presented. As expected there are differences
into the total energy amount used since the energy mix is different. In 2030 reference scenario uses
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the lower amount of energy, while scenario 4 is using by far the highest amount due to the higher
contribution of lignite and Hard Coal, having significant lower efficiency than Natural Gas units.
As expected at the reference scenario there is a high contribution of the RES in the Fuel
mixture, covering the demand increase and keeping the production from the solid fuels at the same
level. RES contribution reaches 25% of electricity production in 2030 and adding the contribution
of Hydro power units is more than 30% (figure 3). At the end of the period HFO/Diesel are
decreasing rapidly, since the connection of the small island’s APS with the mainland grid is
completed. At same time electricity imports are decreased since the early years of this period (2015)
to a minimum.
In scenario 2 (figure 4), HFO and Diesel units capacity is minimized in 2015, earlier than the
reference scenario, and it is constant afterwards during the rest of the examined period. At the same
time the increase of the Natural Gas use is significant since it reaches 30% of the energy mix. Use
of Lignite is also decreasing up to 2015, increasing again until 2025 and reaching 45% at the end of
the period. This is due to the higher use of lignite units during the examined period.
In scenario 3, even though there are significant differences to the reference scenario, the
results are similar (figure 5). As expected Oil units are included to the fuel mixture for a longer
period, as in reference scenario. There is a difference though at the Natural Gas amount since at the
end of the period is increasing replacing lignite units, reaching 33% of the total mixture (figure 5).
In scenario 4, Hard Coal penetration leads to an increase in total fuel amount used. Lignite
contribution is decreased and at the same time and the penetration of RES is smaller than the
previous scenarios. The quantity of the Natural Gas used is almost constant from 2015 up to 2030,
and Oil use has a continuous decrease (figure 6).
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Figure 3: Fuel contribution in reference scenario
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Figure 6: Fuel contribution in scenario 4
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Regarding the CO2 emissions, all scenarios show a significant reduction, compared to 2005,
leading the country into a low CO2 emission era. This reduction in 2020 varies from 25% for
scenario 2 up to 40% for scenario 3, while in 2030 from almost 40% in scenario 2 up to 50% in
scenario 3 (figures 7 and 8). Scenario 2 shows the higher CO2 emissions since the old Lignite units
are used for a longer period and the connection of the APS of the islands to the Mainland
Interconnected Grid is delayed.
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Figure 7: Total CO2 emissions by scenario
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Figure 8: Evolution of CO2 index for the four
scenarios (2005=100)

CONCLUSION

During the last years there are a lot of changes in the Greek Power Generation system,
referring the fuel and the technology used. RES, mostly Wind and recently PV systems are already
installed with a high rate reaching the targets set by the Greek state [16]. On the other hand Natural
Gas capacity is already higher than Lignite capacity and during the present year at least one more
unit (Aliveri V) will be connected to the Grid.
The expansion of the Greek Power system has been examined through four scenarios
regarding installed capacity fuel mix and CO2 emissions.
The reference scenario, scenario 1, refers to the Greek state policy, is a very optimistic
scenario. During the next decade the islands’ Power Systems will be minimised, since at least the
large islands will be connected to the Mainland Grid.
In Scenario 2 some delays are set regarding the reference scenario targets, mainly in the
connection of Crete to MIG as well as in the connection of Syros, Mykonos, Tinos and Paros with
the mainland grid at Lavrio.
Scenario 3 is setting a high target in electricity production from RES, which target is directly
related to the connection of the Islands APS to the mainland grid in order to take advantage of the
higher wind potential of the Aegean Sea and the higher solar potential of the southern part of the
country.
Scenario 4 is probably the most unlikely scenario to be implemented since Hard Coal use has
similar negative environmental effects as Lignite.
In all four scenarios CO2 emissions are reduced from almost 25% up to 40% in 2020, and in
2030 from almost 40% in scenario 2 up to 50% in scenario 3, making Greece one of the leading
countries in the race for limitation of CO2 emission from electricity production.
Generally, the RES penetration is important contributing to the decrease of the fossil fuel used
in electricity and CO2 emissions. It is of high importance thought to examine the installation costs.
In addition, the use of Natural Gas will also have positive effects to the power system,
although at the moment the total quantity required is imported. The overall effects will be
maximized in the future in the case of domestic Natural Gas production.
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Lignite is at the moment the only domestic fuel. Its use is important for the country due to
financial issues, but it is necessary to take measures in order to minimise the emissions, such as CO2
capture technologies or use of higher efficiency technologies like ‘fluidized bed” in new units. On
the other hand Hard Coal might be a better fuel compare to Lignite, there are though no significant
advantages at the moment from its use.
Key role in the evolution of the electricity system will play the connection of the islands
Power Systems with the Mainland Electricity network. Not only because the use of HFO and Diesel
in power generation will be minimized, but the high wind potential in the Aegean islands and the
high solar potential of the southern Greece will increase the RES penetration.
Finally the use of Hydroelectric units which today are used mostly as a peak load units, could
be increased if new Hydro pump units will be installed
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